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Uncover the
Power of 
Understanding
Open the pages of Business Finance and your classroom
suddenly becomes a world of discovery. Whether your course
is offered at an Academy of Finance, within a Finance Career
Cluster Concentration, or as part of a business curriculum,
Business Finance provides you with complete coverage.

As a committed instructor responding to ever-changing
classroom demands and student needs, you must have
tools that are as flexible and as ready to go at a moment’s
notice as you are. The powerful package accompanying
Business Finance responds with a wealth of student and
teacher resource and support choices with a common
thread of built-in flexibility and proven effectiveness.

Student Text Written specifically for high school students, Business Finance combines fundamental concepts
with a strong lesson-based instructional design, weaving in research opportunities, creative methods of assess-
ment, interesting real-world features, financial calculations, case studies, and academic connections.

Annotated Instructor’s Edition Comprehensive teaching notes at point of use in the margins help you cre-
ate a dynamic learning environment with minimal preparation. Solutions, background information, and projects
address different learning styles and abilities.

Instructor’s Resource CD Find all the resources you need on one convenient CD.  Never be without your
teaching materials if there’s a computer available.

ExamView® Electronic Testing Software Assessment is a snap with this electronic testing and grading software.

FREE Web Site You and your students can access this free web site for a wealth of online learning tools de-
signed to help students experience economics in your course. Visit thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance today. 

Activities Workbook Ideal for students who need additional review.

Adobe eBook Enhance learning with this eBook, complete with photos, graphics, and rich fonts. Additional
features allow you to customize the content by highlighting key passages, inserting “sticky notes,” and book-
marking pages for reference.
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IShort-Term Financing Activities
While companies hope to avoid borrowing, various types of debt are neces-
sary for most businesses. To finance current business activities, a number of
short-term borrowing sources are available. 

BUYING ON ACCOUNT
Companies often buy on credit. An organization’s suppliers and vendors
provide companies with needed items. Accounts payable refer to amounts
owed to creditors for goods and services. These short-term, unsecured debts
allow a company to finance daily business activities. Accounts payable are
current liabilities generally due within 12 months from the transaction date,
with most requiring payment in 30 to 90 days. This borrowing is considered
unsecured since the loans are not backed by specific collateral.

BANK LOANS AND NOTES
Most businesses borrow money at one time
or another. Bank loans may be used for financ-
ing inventory, equipment, and other organi-
zational needs. These installment loans are
obtained from a commercial bank or other
similar financial institution. 

Bank installment loans are usually con-
sidered medium-term debt, since they are
likely to be for more than a year but less
than four years. The loan may be secured
(with collateral) or unsecured (no collateral).

A is an agreement that
allows a company to obtain additional
loans without a new loan application. A pre-
approved limit is established. The business
may then borrow additional amounts, often
called advances, as long as the total does not
exceed the established credit limit. A line of
credit is especially useful when a company has
irregular sales. These loans help the business
cover its expenses in times of lower income.

line of credit
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Terms
• line of credit

• promissory note

Goals
• Explain short-term

financing alternatives.

• Compare debt and
equity financing.

7.1 Financing Choices

• commercial paper

• leasing

Businesses with seasonal sales may cover their expenses with
loans or lines of credit.
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Prepare students to READ each lesson

effectively by previewing Goals and

Terms.

Take a look for yourself at how this dynamic text brings business finance to life for your students day after day
with proven learning features and unmatched teaching support. It’s everything you need for today’s classroom
and the understanding that extends well beyond.

Key Terms are bold and highlighted with

yellow, emphasizing their importance and

allowing students to find them easily.

Checkpoints throughout the chapter

provide opportunities for informal evaluation

of learning.

Now You See It
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Another common type of loan is a which is a signed,
written promise to borrow money between a borrower and a lender. The
terms and conditions of the loan agreement are stated in the promissory
note, including the amount of the loan, the interest rate, the payment sched-
ule, late fees, and the financial institution where the loan is to be repaid.

COMMERCIAL PAPER
Companies often need funds for short periods of time. 
refers to unsecured, short-term debt instruments issued by corporations.
These loans have maturities ranging from 2 to 270 days. 

Commercial paper

promissory note,

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the main types of short-term financing used by companies?

✓

ILong-Term Financing Choices
Companies face daily decisions about financing long-term business activities.
Their choices are focused on debt, equity, and leasing.

USING DEBT AND EQUITY
Should a company use bonds or stock for updating equipment or expand-
ing its global activities? This question is an ongoing issue for business
organizations.

Debt Financing The use of accounts payable, loans, notes, and bonds
are examples of debt financing. The use of long-term debt financing is com-
mon among companies and other types of organizations. The main benefits
of debt include

■ Use of someone else’s money

■ Expected return for investors is lower with debt than with equity

■ Interest payments on debt reduce a company’s taxes

In contrast to these advantages, the major drawback of debt—the risk of
bankruptcy—must also be considered. 

Equity Financing Instead of debt, companies may seek additional
investors for the company. A smaller company might offer partial ownership
to investors, while a larger corporation might sell stock. Common positive
aspects of equity include

■ No increased bankruptcy risk; equity contributions are not required to
be repaid

■ Potential participation by additional owners

■ Increased future potential for borrowing

The major negative aspect of equity is that the increased number of shares
can result in reduced control by existing owners. 

Chapters are broken into several

class-length Lessons.
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Teamwork offers in-class collaborative activities.

Students work in small groups while developing

finance skills and knowledge.

Assessment ends every Lesson, allowing

you to evaluate student comprehension

and progress frequently.

LEASING
Instead of buying an item, companies may decide to rent. is a legal
agreement to use property that belongs to another person. This type of con-
tract may be used for real estate, equipment, or other assets. For a specified
time of use, a lease payment, sometimes called rent, must be made to the
owner of the property. The owner of the property is called the lessor, while
the user who rents the item is the lessee. When a company is deciding
whether to buy or lease, the following factors are considered.

■ Are funds available to buy the item?

■ What is the length of the useful life of the asset?

■ How would the company’s taxes be affected?

■ What is the expected value of the asset after its useful life?

Leasing
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c h e c k p o i n t

How does leasing differ from other financing activities?

✓

t e a m w o r k
In your team, describe
several situations in
which an organization
might lease an item
rather than buy it.

topicstechnology

Online Investment Activities
Many brokers operate online services that allow investors to access ac-
count information and buy and sell securities. By investing online, you
can become your own financial planner. These transactions are usually
less expensive and more convenient than using a financial planner or
traditional stockbroker. 

There are disadvantages to investing online. Inexperience in making
investment trading decisions can result in a large financial loss. Many on-
line investors buy or sell stocks too quickly because making trades is only
a click away. 

Before doing business with an e-broker, be sure to investigate the
reputation of the company. Talk with others about their experiences with
the company. Determine if the online broker has local offices or customer
service that will allow you to resolve difficulties easily. Finally, use a variety
of sources to obtain advice about the investments you are considering.

Most online brokers allow you to buy and sell a variety of investment
products. These include stocks, bonds, mutual funds, T-bills, exchange-
trade funds, and stock options. The commission fee charged by e-brokers
can range from $4.95 to nearly $30. 

In addition, various banking services will likely be available through
your online broker. Checking accounts, savings accounts, ATM access,
and retirement accounts are commonly offered.

Think Critically
1. When might you consider using an online broker for your investments?
2. Go to the web site of an online broker. What services are provided?

What fees are associated with these services?

Technology Topics asks students to

think critically and in some detail about

the impact of technology on companies’

financial operations.

Make Academic Connections provides

a link between academic subjects and

Business Finance.
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7.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following is not considered to be short-term credit? 
a. line of credit
b. promissory note
c. mortgage
d. commercial paper

2. A common advantage of equity is
a. interest payments are tax deductible
b. no increased risk of bankruptcy
c. a lower required cost of capital by investors
d. use of someone else’s money

3. An agreement that allows a company to obtain additional loans, up
to a set amount, without a new loan application is called ____?____.
a. line of credit
b. commercial paper
c. accounts payable
d. promissory note

4. True or False? Commercial paper is usually backed by collateral.

5. True or False? Leasing is considered to be renting.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Consumer Finance Obtain information on home equity loans.

What are the benefits and drawbacks of this type of consumer credit?

7. Research Conduct research about commercial paper. How is this
type of business credit used? What are current interest rates for com-
mercial paper for various companies? 

8. Law Talk to someone who leases an item, such as an apartment or
automobile. Obtain information about the legal protection available
to the lessor and lessee.

9. Communication Interview a local business owner about the types
of credit used to finance various business activities.
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The New York Stock Exchange
More than 2 billion shares of stock are traded (bought and sold) through
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) on a typical business day. Often
called the “Big Board,” the NYSE is one of the oldest and largest stock
markets in the world.

The New York Stock Exchange started in 1792 through the efforts of
24 brokers and merchants. Five securities were traded when the NYSE
started. Three were government bonds and the other two were bank
stocks. Today, nearly 2,700 companies are regularly on the exchange,
including most of the largest U.S. corporations as well as many foreign
companies.

In recent years a combination of three institutions created the NYSE
Group. This merger of the New York Stock Exchange, Archipelago, and
the Pacific Exchange created the largest-ever securities exchange.

The NYSE Group has a global emphasis. Over 450 companies from
nearly 50 countries make up the NYSE non-U.S. directory. More recently,
the NYSE had plans to purchase Euronext. This Europe-based stock ex-
change was created by a merger of the Paris, Brussels, and Amsterdam
exchanges.

The members of the New York Stock Exchange are registered brokers
and dealers. They are approved to initiate transactions on the trading
floor or through the online facilities of the NYSE. A floor broker will usu-
ally execute the buy or sell order. Also involved in the transaction pro-
cess is the specialist. This market maker creates an efficient buying and
selling environment for a given stock. The main activities of the special-
ist are

• To create a fair and orderly trading environment by setting the day’s
opening price and reporting bid and offer prices during the trading
day

• To be the contact point to bring together brokers with buy and sell
orders

• To carry out orders as required by the floor brokers. This activity
may require specialists to buy or sell from their own inventory of
the stock

Traditionally a system of open outcry was used on the trading floor.
Today this process is being replaced by electronic exchanges. In an effort
to maintain its market leadership, the NYSE operates both a floor auction
exchange as well as a system to facilitate online trades. 

Think Critically
1. What activities of the New York Stock Exchange might affect your

life?

2. Go to the web site of the New York Stock Exchange to obtain infor-
mation about current developments of this organization.

Case STUDY

199

Case Study presents an in-depth scenario

related to the chapter content and then

asks students to analyze the case using

critical-thinking skills.

Topics are explained both verbally and

mathematically, where appropriate.

Figures provide a summary of important information,

graphically organizing information for the student and

visually detailing the links and associations between

data and associated analysis.

MinimizePreparation.Maximize

INTEREST RATES
Interest is paid periodically (usually twice a year) to bondholders based on
the bond’s face value and its stated interest rate. Then, on the bond’s matu-
rity date, the face value is repaid to the investor.

Coupon Rate The is the stated annual interest rate for a
bond. The annual interest is based on the face value of the bond. For exam-
ple, an 8 percent, $1,000 bond would have annual interest of $80. This amount
is paid to the holder of the bond each year until maturity. The total interest
for a year is usually made in two semiannual payments, every six months. 

The coupon rate is based on current market interest rates for bonds with
comparable risk. This rate is determined during the underwriting process.
The monetary policy of the Federal Reserve has a major effect on interest
rates. When money is tight, interest rates tend to move upward. In contrast,
an environment of loose money results in lower rates. 

Current Yield The actual rate of return for investors will often vary from
the coupon rate. As interest rates change, the rate of return required by in-
vestors may increase or decrease. The current yield of a bond is the relation-
ship between the amount of interest and the cost of the bond. As interest
rates increase, bond values decline, so the current yield is higher.

In this situation, the cost (market value) of the bond declined from $1,000
to $940 due to higher interest rates. This lower bond value, in relation to the
fixed interest payment ($80), results in a higher yield for the investor.

Current Yield 1% 2 �
$80
$940

� 0.085 � 8.5 percent

Current Yield (%) �
Interest Amount

Cost of Bond

coupon rate

to D (in default). Two commonly used bond rating companies are Standard
& Poor’s and Moody’s Investors Service.

Bond Ratings

FIGURE 7-1

Quality Moody’s S&P Description 

High-grade AAA AAA
AA AA

Medium- A A
grade BAA BBB

Speculative BA BB
B B

Default CAA CCC
CA CC
C C

D

These ratings are assigned companies judged to be of
high quality by all standards; almost no chance of default.

Bonds from companies that have many favorable factors
with very little chance of default. 

Bonds judged to be somewhat uncertain and a fairly high
risk.

Bonds from companies that are of poor standing with ex-
tremely poor prospects for making payments to investors;
company may have filed for bankruptcy.

c h e c k p o i n t ✓

Bond ratings are commonly affected by

■ The earning power of the company

■ Other debts the company currently owes

■ The past success and future potential of company management 

Bond ratings affect the interest rate a company must offer on its bonds.
Lower bond ratings require a high rate to attract investors to the higher risk
bond.
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Planning a Career in Stock Brokerage

230 Chapter 7 >>> Finance Business Activities

When a company needs to raise
funds through issuing stocks or
bonds, an investment banker will
be involved. Investment banking
firms help companies and govern-
ments issue securities, help investors
purchase securities, manage finan-
cial assets, trade securities, and pro-
vide financial advice. 

Expanded public offerings by
foreign companies and privatization
of firms previously owned by foreign
governments will likely increase
international investment banking
needs.

Stockbrokers work with cus-
tomers when buying or selling
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and
other investment products.

Employment Outlook
■ Opportunities for investment

and financial services sales
agents are expected to grow
about 10 percent over the next
eight years. Most of these jobs
are in securities, commodity
contracts, and other financial
investment activities. 

■ Other opportunities exist with
banks, credit unions, and other
financial institutions. Many
people in this field are self-
employed.

■ Turnover is often high for be-
ginning sales agents who have
not yet established a strong
base of clients. Opportunities
for entry-level positions are
very competitive. 

Job Titles
■ Investment banker

■ Stockbroker

■ Account executive 

■ Registered representative

■ Brokerage sales manager

■ Stock analyst

■ Economist

■ Security sales agent

■ Commodity sales agent

Needed Skills
■ A college degree with knowl-

edge of finance, accounting, and
economics is a basic requirement

■ Sales and interpersonal skills
are vital when working with
clients

■ Research ability and computer
competency to keep informed on
economic and industry trends

■ Knowledge of laws related to
securities and financial markets

■ Securities and commodities
sales agents must pass licensing
exams, such as the Series 7 and
the Series 63 licenses

What’s It Like to Work
in Stock Brokerage? 
“How might the merger affect the
company’s stock price?” “Will the
company’s dividends continue for
the next few years?” 

These are some of the questions
you might address as a stockbroker.
Your ability to attract new clients
and serve existing ones is a key to
success. You will likely work long
hours. Your income may be based
all or partially on commission. 

As you prepare a sales strategy
for your clients, you must assess
their current financial situation and
future needs. Developing a plan to
meet clients’ investment goals will
be the major focus of your work. 

What about you? What ele-
ments of being a stockbroker might
interest you? What additional infor-
mation would you like to have about
this career?

Planning a Career in… offers a different

career profile in every chapter. Career paths,

needed skills, and industry opportunities are

explored.

Every chapter offers exposure to activities

and measures of evaluation for different BPA,

DECA, and FBLA competitive events. Give

students the Winning Edge!

Impact.
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MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION EVENT
Participants in this event are challenged to use presentation technologies
and software to prepare and deliver their message. Most consumers under-
stand the need to invest for their financial future, but do not have a thorough
understanding of the investment options. You are to create a multimedia
presentation that teaches people about investment options. The presen-
tation should explain stocks, corporate bonds, government bonds, and real
estate as investment options. Each type of investment should be carefully
defined in the presentation. Definitions should be in terms the average con-
sumer understands. The presentation should also emphasize strengths and
weaknesses for each type of investment. 

Presentations can be created by 1 to 3 members, and may be submitted
using only a CD or DVD. Presentations must be at least two (2) and no more
than four (4) minutes in length. They must address the assigned topic, be
well organized, and contain substantiated statements.

The oral presentation is an explanation of the multimedia presentation.
The oral presentation should explain the development and design process,
the use and implementation of innovative technology, the use and devel-
opment of media elements, and copyright issues with pictures, music, and
other features. The individual or team has nine (9) minutes to give the mul-
timedia presentation. Setup time is included in the total presentation time.
A timekeeper will stand at eight (8) minutes. Five (5) points will be deducted
for any presentation over 9 minutes in length. Following the oral presenta-
tion, the judge may conduct a three-minute question-and-answer period
during which the presenters should be prepared to defend all aspects of
their multimedia presentation.

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Explain the development of the topic in the presentation.

■ Explain the development and design process.

■ Demonstrate the use and implementation of innovative technology.

■ Compare customer service offerings.

■ Explain the use and development of graphics, video, and audio.

■ Organize an effective oral presentation.

■ Deliver an effective oral presentation that indicates self-confidence.

Go to the FBLA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why is a multimedia presentation a good way to explain different in-

vestment options?

2. Why should this presentation compare and contrast investments
according to strengths and weaknesses?

3. What is the disadvantage of a presentation that uses too much text?

4. How does the way presenters dress affect the impact of a presentation?

w w w . f b l a . o r g
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NET Bookmark encourages students to use

the Internet for research. The web site provides

a safe portal for students to gather real data for

analysis.

A Question of Ethics takes a critical look

at ethical dilemmas in the workplace and

the implications of unethical behavior.

Students will be

interested in these

helpful, practical

tips on financial

matters.

Student-Focused Features for

Investment Fraud
Each year, investors lose more than $1.2 billion to various scams. Especially
vulnerable are elderly consumers, who may not completely understand the
opportunities they are offered. And, after being scammed, older consumers
may be too embarrassed to report their losses to government authorities.

Some of the most common tactics used to attract people to decep-
tive investment schemes include
• Developing trust, in which con artists create a friendly connection by

telling you about their family and asking about yours.
• Offering an impossibly attractive investment opportunity, for example,

land that is cheap compared to other real estate or guaranteed returns
of over 50 percent.

• Establishing credibility. The scam artist might imply that the investment
is safe because it is advertised in The Wall Street Journal or mention
that the company is “licensed” with the state. 

• Creating social pressure by implying that many other people have
made this investment. They may even mention names of people the
investor knows. 

• Generating fear to close the deal, since “you wouldn’t want to miss
this opportunity.”

• Implying limited availability, such as “these are the last two rare coins
available.”

To avoid becoming a victim of investment fraud, use these guidelines.
1. Investigate before signing and paying any money. Contact federal

and state agencies about any complaints against the company. Also,
talk with family members and friends about the investment. 

2. Avoid “you must sign up today” opportunities. Take your time to
determine if the investment is legitimate and appropriate for your
situation.

3. Research the company and type of investment. Understand the costs
and potential risks. 

4. Most important, remember that deals that seem “too good to be
true”…usually are!

Think Critically
1. Why do so many people each year get cheated with phony investments?
2. Conduct an Internet search to obtain additional information about

various investment frauds. Prepare a summary of your findings.

ethicsa question of

Treasury Direct is a web site run by the U.S.
Department of the Treasury that provides in-
formation on government securities. Access
thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance and
click on the link for Chapter 7. Use the Re-
search Center to find out information on
Series EE Savings Bonds.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

The cost of an online
stock trade can range
from $5 to $30. The
service provided also
varies. Investors must
decide how much
they are willing to
pay for assistance
and information.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance
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Point Your Browser directs students

to activities on the web site.

Technology Topics asks students to think

critically and in some detail about the im-

pact of technology on companies' financial

operations.

Finance Around the World investigates

the variety of financial decisions that must

be made when operating in or with other

countries.

Hands-on Practice

Point Your [Browser]
w w w. t h o m s o n e d u . c o m / s c h o o l / b u s f i n a n c e around the worldfinance

Stock Exchanges around the World
Locations of stock exchanges range from Johannesburg to Hong Kong
and from Madrid to Lima. More than 150 exist in countries around the
world. Each of these organizations serves local companies with trading
facilities for buying and selling stocks, bonds, and other securities.

The Prague Stock Exchange started in 1993, the year Czechoslovakia
divided into two separate countries—the Czech Republic and Slovakia. As
the countries moved from a centrally planned economy under communist
rule to a free-market economy, citizens were allowed to invest in stocks. 

As the capital of the Czech Republic, Prague is the center of the
country’s business activities. When it started, the Prague Stock Exchange
handled transactions for only seven companies. Today, this exchange has
expanded its business to include many more companies. Many of the
previously government-controlled businesses are now privately owned.
Some of the most popular stocks are companies in the hotel and glass
manufacturing industries. 

While many local stock exchanges exist, the influence of regional
markets is expanding. Euronext was formed in 2000 through a merger of
the Paris, Brussels, and Amsterdam stock exchanges. This organization
regularly trades stocks of more than 1,250 companies. More recently,
Euronext has been acquired by the New York Stock Exchange. 

Think Critically
1. How might the activities of stock exchanges in different countries dif-

fer from each other? 
2. Conduct an Internet search to locate the web site for a stock exchange

in another region of the world.

topicstechnology

Online Investment Activities
Many brokers operate online services that allow investors to access ac-
count information and buy and sell securities. By investing online, you
can become your own financial planner. These transactions are usually
less expensive and more convenient than using a financial planner or
traditional stockbroker. 

There are disadvantages to investing online. Inexperience in making
investment trading decisions can result in a large financial loss. Many on-
line investors buy or sell stocks too quickly because making trades is only
a click away. 

Before doing business with an e-broker, be sure to investigate the
reputation of the company. Talk with others about their experiences with
the company. Determine if the online broker has local offices or customer
service that will allow you to resolve difficulties easily. Finally, use a variety
of sources to obtain advice about the investments you are considering.

Most online brokers allow you to buy and sell a variety of investment
products. These include stocks, bonds, mutual funds, T-bills, exchange-
trade funds, and stock options. The commission fee charged by e-brokers
can range from $4.95 to nearly $30. 

In addition, various banking services will likely be available through
your online broker. Checking accounts, savings accounts, ATM access,
and retirement accounts are commonly offered.

Think Critically
1. When might you consider using an online broker for your investments?
2. Go to the web site of an online broker. What services are provided?

What fees are associated with these services?

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance
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Chapter 7 Assessment

Summary
7.1 FINANCING CHOICES

1. The main short-term financing methods used by businesses include
buying on account (accounts payable), bank loan, line of credit, promis-
sory note, and commercial paper. 

2. Debt (borrowing), equity (selling stock), and leasing (renting) are meth-
ods used by organizations to finance business activities. 

7.2 DEBT FINANCING: BONDS

3. Bonds are issued by the federal government, state and local governments,
foreign governments, and companies. 

4. The process for issuing bonds involves the use of an investment banker,
who provides advice to the company and helps set the price of the
bonds. Rates on new bonds will be affected by current interest rates
and the bond rating of the company. 

7.3 EQUITY FINANCING: STOCK

5. The two main types of stock issued by corporations are common and
preferred.

6. An initial public offering (IPO) is the process of offering stock to outside
investors for the first time. When this occurs, a company that was pri-
vately owned becomes a public company. 

7.4 STOCK AND BOND MARKETS

7. A stockbroker is a licensed specialist in the buying and selling of stocks
and bonds. Brokers work through stock exchanges, which are businesses
that accommodate the buying and selling of securities. The main fac-
tors that affect stock prices are economic conditions, industry trends,
and market trends. 

8. A mutual fund is an investment fund set up and managed by companies
that receive money from many investors. The money from investors is
used to buy and sell a wide variety of stocks or bonds. Mutual funds
allow investors to spread their risk among many investments. Many
different types of mutual funds exist to meet different investment
objectives.

9. Bond prices are affected by interest rates. Higher rates will result in a
bond being sold at a discount. When rates decline, bonds are sold at a
premium. A capital gain is the increase in value between the purchase
price and the maturity value on a bond or other investment. 

226 Chapter 7 >>> Finance Business Activities

Chapter Assessment covers vocabulary

building, concept review, financial calcula-

tions, case analysis, and the stock market.

Summary provides a brief review of the

key topics from every lesson in the chapter.

Develop Your Business

Language assesses

student comprehension

of the vocabulary of

business finance.

Review Concepts uses

multiple choice questions

to build familiarity with

standardized tests, while

assessing knowledge of

chapter content.

Integrated Assessment Puts

Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. Price at which a share of stock can be
bought and sold in the stock market

2. Security that has priority over common
stock in the payment of dividends

3. Unsecured, short-term debt instruments
issued by corporations

4. Stated annual interest rate for a bond
5. Corporate bond without collateral
6. Type of debt secured by a specific asset

or property
7. Selling a stock not actually owned

when a lower price is expected
8. An equity security representing owner-

ship in a company with voting rights
9. When a company offers stock to out-

side investors for the first time.
10. Increase in the value between the pur-

chase price and the maturity value
11. Measure of the quality and safety of a

company’s debt
12. Legal agreement to use property that

belongs to another person
13. Business organization where securities

are bought and sold
14. A licensed specialist in the buying and

selling of stocks and bonds
15. Portion of company profits
16. Proportional division of a number of stock shares into a larger number
17. An individual or company that assists with the issuing of new securities

Review Concepts
18. A federal government debt security that pays a variable rate that

increases with consumer prices is ? .
a. T-bill c. T-bond
b. T-note d. I-bond

19. A person interested in current income would select a mutual fund
emphasizing
a. technology stocks c. long-term growth
b. dividends d. foreign government bonds

20. The yield to maturity of a bond would be highest when the bond is
a. sold at a discount c. sold at par
b. sold at a premium d. tax deductible
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a. bond rating
b. capital gain
c. commercial paper
d. common stock
e. coupon rate
f. debenture bond
g. dividend
h. initial public offering

(IPO)
i. investment banker
j. leasing
k. line of credit
l. market value

m. mortgage bond
n. mutual fund
o. preferred stock
p. primary market
q. promissory note
r. secondary market
s. selling short
t. stock exchange
u. stock split
v. stockbroker
w. yield to maturity

(YTM)
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Chapter 7 Assessment

Think Critically
21. What actions might a small company take when needing to borrow

funds?

22. What benefits and drawbacks are associated with leasing?

23. What actions can be taken by a company to improve its bond rating?

24. Describe the role of an investment banker when a company is involved
in mergers and acquisitions. 

25. How can a stock split affect the long-term profits of an investor? 

26. What are the economic benefits of capital gains earned by investors? 

Business Financial Calculations
27. For each of the following situations, calculate the annual yield.

a. stock that cost $56 and earned a dividend of $4.20
b. bond costing $1,000 with annual interest of $106
c. land purchased for $10,000 and sold a year later for $11,600 

28. A bond with a yield of 6.72 percent has dropped 30 basis points. What
is the new yield?

29. You call your broker to sell short, asking to sell 100 shares at $42. Within
three days, the stock drops to $39 a share and you obtain the required
shares. What is the amount of your capital gain in this situation? 

30. You own 40,000 shares of stock of a company, representing 6 percent
ownership. The company plans a 3-for-2 stock split. After the split, 
a. how many shares would you own? 
b. what percentage of the company would you own? 

31. Based on Figure 7-3, answer the following questions.
a. The number of shares traded on Federal Express stock increased by

10 percent the next trading day. How many shares were traded the
next day?

b. What was the closing price of Deere stock on the previous trading
day?

c. Based on the closing price for Mattel, if the company paid an annual
dividend of $1.26, what would be the yield? 

32. What would be the market value (in dollars) for a corporate bond sell-
ing at 97? What would be the market value of a bond selling at 106?
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Business Financial Calculations present the

opportunity for students to demonstrate under-

standing of the math and statistics necessary

for proficiency in business finance.

Stock Market Activity

provides an opportunity for

understanding the relation-

ship between the stock

market and financing

business enterprises.

Practical Knowledge to the Test

Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, The New York Stock
Exchange, to answer the following questions.

33. What activities does the NYSE provide to assist businesses? 

34. How do expanded global business activities affect the NYSE?

35. Describe positive and negative aspects of stock exchange mergers for
companies and investors. 

36. How might technology affect future NYSE activities? 

37. What aspect of the NYSE activities poses the greatest challenge for its
future? What actions would you suggest to address this concern?

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT an item that reflects the financing alternatives used by various
organizations—debt, equity, leasing. This example could be an advertisement,
newspaper or magazine article, a web site, photo, or an actual item. 

CREATE a visual, such as a table or diagram, to summarize the benefits
and drawbacks of the financing methods commonly used by businesses and
other organizations. Use photos, ads, actual items, and drawings to illustrate
the advantages and disadvantages of debt, equity, and leasing.

CONNECT your visual to other aspects of our economy and society or re-
late it to an idea you have learned in another class. Make the connection by
preparing a brief written summary comparing debt, equity, and leasing.

Stock Market Activity
Issuing stock is a major financing activity of most companies. Organizations
may also use debt and leasing. These financing alternatives affect both the
company’s current business activities and its long-term potential. 

Use online and library resources to research the company you have been
studying (or select a different company). 

1. Compare the use of debt and equity by the company. Use the company’s
annual report as well as other research sources. 

2. Determine if the company has recently issued additional stock or bonds.
If so, what was the planned use of these funds? 

3. Describe situations in which the company might use leasing. 

4. Analyze your findings to determine the effect of these financing deci-
sions on the value of the company’s stock. At this point, would you
buy, sell, or hold the stock of this company as an investment for your
current or future personal financial situation? Explain your reasons.
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Think Critically presents questions

related to the chapter and asks stu-

dents to use their critical-thinking

skills to provide solutions.

Analyze Cases asks

students to return to the

Chapter-Opening Case

and analyze the case

using critical-thinking

skills.

Portfolio Activity outlines projects and activities

that students complete to demonstrate profi-

ciency in applying business finance skills.
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JPMorgan Chase: Financial Partnerships 
in Action
For consumers, there are checking accounts, mortgages, and auto loans.
Businesses are offered investment banking services and enterprise 
start-up loans. For governments, there is tax collection and payment
processing. JPMorgan Chase, one of the world’s largest financial services
companies, serves individuals, businesses, and governments. 

This global organization, with offices in more than 50 countries,
had its beginnings in 1799. In recent years, JPMorgan Chase expanded
by buying several other banks and financial institutions. These pur-
chases included Chemical Bank, Manufacturers Hanover, Bank One,
First Chicago, and National Bank of Detroit. As the company grew, it
offered more services. 

For consumers, the company offers a wide variety of banking
services. In addition to traditional savings and checking accounts,
JPMorgan Chase provides personal investment assistance, credit cards,
insurance advice, and various types of loans. Buying a home, purchas-
ing a car, or financing a college education are all available through
JPMorgan Chase.

Investment banking is an important service offered to major com-
panies. Serving as an investment banker, JPMorgan Chase assists corpo-
rations with issuing stocks and bonds to raise needed capital. This
service allows companies to expand their operations, buy new equip-
ment, and market new products. When serving as an investment
banker, JPMorgan Chase earns fees and commissions.

While JPMorgan Chase serves the needs of big corporations, small
businesses are also important customers. “Chase Online” helps smaller
companies to manage accounts, obtain loans, and plan employee bene-
fits. Also available to small business owners are insurance services and
assistance with planning retirement for their employees. 

The company’s international activities include global banking and
foreign investments. JPMorgan Chase can obtain foreign currencies for
its customers through an international network of banks. 

JPMorgan Chase also contributes to charity. Each year, over $140
million is donated to non-profit organizations in the U.S. and around
the world. In addition, more than $3 billion of community develop-
ment lending helps with housing and business start-ups in lower-
income areas. 

Think Critically
1. What are the main benefits JPMorgan Chase provides individuals,

businesses, and government? 

2. Conduct a web search for JPMorgan Chase to obtain recent infor-
mation about the company. What types of financial activities did
you learn about?

Case STUDY

3



IFinancial Activities in Action
Each day, you probably participate in various financial transactions. These
financial transactions might include buying items in stores, receiving a pay-
check, or borrowing money to purchase a car. These transactions include
paying and receiving money as well as using credit. 

is any item that serves as a method of payment. Most people
think of money as coins, bank notes, checks, and debit cards. In the past,
items that were used as money included salt, shells, cattle, and gold. Today,
several types of online and electronic money are being used. 

Your money activities are the basis for financial events in society. 
refers to activities involved with saving, investing, and using money by indi-
viduals, businesses, and governments. Every person is involved in finance.

PARTICIPANTS IN FINANCIAL SYSTEMS
When people, businesses, and governments in a country have financial
relationships, a financial system exists. These financial relationships may
include saving, spending, paying taxes, earning interest, receiving a salary,
or buying investments. As shown in Figure 1-1, the financial system of a
country involves interactions among three main participants.

Finance

Money

4 Chapter 1 >>> Financial Fundamentals

Terms
• money

• finance

• inflation

• security

Goals
• Describe the role of

finance in the economy.

• Identify types of financial
markets.

1.1 Finance in Society

• stock

• bond

• liquidity

Finance touches every person’s life.
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51.1 >>> Finance in Society

Individual Consumers and Investors Your first role in the finan-
cial system is as a consumer. Every time you buy something, a financial ex-
change takes place. You are using cash or credit to pay for a purchase. This
purchasing is an example of a financial activity.

If you receive a paycheck or a gift of money, you may put this money in
a bank account. Or, you may invest the money. These activities are other
examples of ways you participate in the financial system. 

Businesses Everyone is dependent on the goods and services provided
by various companies. These organizations sell items. The money received
from these sales pays for operating expenses and hopefully provides a profit
for the company. 

Companies also borrow money. The use of credit by businesses repre-
sents a significant portion of our financial system.

Government You and your neighbors use schools, parks, roads, police
protection, and other public services. To pay for these services, government
collects taxes and other fees. Federal, state, and local government agencies
also borrow money to finance various projects.

FACTORS AFFECTING FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 
The financial systems in society are influenced by many factors. World
events as well as consumer saving habits affect the financial environment.

Economic Conditions A country’s economic activities are a primary
element of finance. Several economic factors have a major effect on
financial activities.

1. Interest Rates The cost of money affects almost every aspect of
finance. Interest rates are determined by the forces of supply and
demand. When consumer saving and investing increase the supply of
money, interest rates tend to decrease. As borrowing by consumers,
businesses, and government increases, interest rates are likely to rise.

A Financial SystemFIGURE 1-1

INDIVIDUALS
Consumers and households
make purchases. Individuals
save, invest, and pay taxes. 

BUSINESSES
Corporations and other
organizations sell items,
pay expenses, and borrow to
finance business operations. 

GOVERNMENT
Federal, state, and local
agencies collect taxes and
borrow money to pay for 
public goods and services. 



2. Consumer Prices The prices you pay for items tend
to change. is a rise in the general level of
prices. In times of inflation, the buying power of the
dollar decreases. For example, if prices increased 5 per-
cent during the last year, items that cost $100 a year
ago would now cost $105. It now takes more money to
buy the same amount of goods and services. In the
United States, the consumer price index (CPI), published
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, is used to measure the
average change in prices. 

3. Money Supply The amount of money in circulation
in an economy is another important influence on finan-
cial activities. The money supply, which includes coins,
paper currency, and checking accounts, affects spending
and borrowing. Too much money in circulation can re-
sult in lower interest rates but higher consumer prices.
In contrast, too little money in the economy may push
up interest rates, resulting in reduced consumer spend-
ing and increased unemployment.

Governmental Regulations Without rules, financial
systems would be confusing. Imagine if anyone could issue
stocks or bonds without being concerned about the value
of a company. Many people would be cheated. As a result,

governments create regulations for fairness in financial transactions.
In the United States, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),

created in 1934, is one of the primary financial regulatory agencies. The
main goals of the SEC are (1) to promote clear and full investment informa-
tion and (2) to protect investors against fraud and deception. Other federal
agencies that regulate financial activities include the Federal Reserve System,
the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC), and the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA).

Global Business Activities You often buy and use products from
around the world. International trade is the basis of many financial activi-
ties. When a country exports more than it imports, its trade surplus benefits
the country’s economy. A trade deficit (more imports than exports) can hurt
a country’s economy. 

A trade deficit can also affect the value of a nation’s money. Since
countries use different money systems, the value of currencies vary as a re-
sult of global financial transactions. The foreign exchange rate is the value of
a country’s currency in relation to the value of the money of another coun-
try. The value of a nation’s currency is most influenced by international
trade, the nation’s political stability, and economic conditions in the
country.

Inflation

6 Chapter 1 >>> Financial Fundamentals

c h e c k p o i n t

Name three economic factors that affect financial activities.

✓

Each year, U.S. con-
sumers lose more than
$1.2 billion in fraud-
ulent investments. Sev-
eral federal government
agencies are available
to assist investors.

Banking is one way individuals participate in
the financial system.
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IFinancial Markets
Whenever you buy or sell something, you participate in a market. This mar-
ket might be a store, an online auction, a garage sale, or a stock exchange
in any major city around the world. A financial market is a location (physi-
cal or online) where buyers and sellers of financial products meet to
conduct business. 

Financial markets involve the buying and selling of various assets and
investments. While some investments are physical (houses, land, gold, rare
coins), other investments represent ownership (stocks) or lending (bonds). 

A is an investment instrument issued by a corporation, 
government, or other organization representing ownership or a debt.

is a security representing ownership in a corporation. In contrast, a
is debt, money that is borrowed by a company or government. In

addition to stocks and bonds, other examples of securities include mutual
funds, certificates of deposit (CDs), and commodity futures.

TYPES OF FINANCIAL MARKETS
While many types of financial markets exist around the world, as shown in
Figure 1-2, they are commonly classified into two major categories: money
markets and capital markets.

bond
Stock

security

t e a m w o r k
Some people prefer in-
vesting in bonds, oth-
ers prefer stocks. In
your team, prepare a
list of factors a person
might consider when
deciding whether to in-
vest in bonds or stocks.Types of Financial Markets

FIGURE 1-2

Money Markets Capital Markets
(short-term debt securities) (long-term securities)

Treasury Bills Treasury Notes and Bonds
Certificates of Deposit (CDs) Corporate and Municipal Bonds
Commercial Paper Common and Preferred Stock

Money Markets All organizations need money to operate on a daily
basis. While sales increase cash flows, often additional funds are needed for
short periods of time. Money markets are financial markets where short-term
debt securities (less than one year) are bought and sold. Some examples of
short-term securities are Treasury bills, certificates of deposit, and commer-
cial paper. Investments in these short-term debt securities usually have a
lower risk than investments with longer maturities.

Capital Markets When an organization is in need of funds for long-
term use, it will become involved in capital markets. These markets buy
and sell various debt and equity securities that are issued for more than
a year.

Debt securities represent borrowing by companies or governments.
Examples of debt securities include bonds, issued by corporations, and
municipal bonds, issued by state and local governments. In contrast, equity
securities represent ownership. The most common type of equity security
is stock.
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VALUE OF SECURITIES
Investors are continually interested in the value of assets they own. Many
factors can affect the value of a security. The most common of these are

1. Supply and Demand As more people desire a certain investment,
the value of it will likely increase. Well-managed, profitable organi-
zations are likely to attract more investors, increasing the value of the
company’s stock. If demand for a company’s stock goes down, the
value of it will decrease.

2. Future Cash Flows When making an investment, both individuals
and companies expect to receive money in the future. Larger amounts
of future cash flows will increase the value a person will pay for an in-
vestment. The expected return is the amount of future cash inflows. The
rate of return (or yield) is the relationship between the amount received
and the cost of an investment. For example, if an investor receives
$1,000 for a $10,000 investment, the rate of return is 10 percent
($1,000 divided by $10,000).

3. Risk Every investor and every business manager must consider risk.
These dangers may include changing economic conditions, political
uncertainty, and shifting consumer buying preferences.

4. Liquidity The value of a security is often influenced by its ability to
be converted to cash. refers to the ease and speed with
which an investment can be converted into cash.

5. Interest Rates The cost of money, measured by interest rates, is
another important factor affecting the value of an investment. For
example, if interest rates rise, more people will likely put money in
savings accounts instead of buying stock. This change will usually
result in lower stock values.

Liquidity

Buyers and sellers meet to conduct business at a stock market.
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c h e c k p o i n t

Name five factors that affect the value of securities.

✓

While investors are likely to consider all of these factors, often the risk-
return relationship is of primary importance. Higher-risk investments are
connected with higher potential returns. A person has the opportunity to
make more money, but often will have a loss. 

topicstechnology

Online Finance Sources
Are interest rates expected to rise? What are the best investments during
times of inflation? Should a company use debt or equity to finance a
new factory? Search online for the many resources that are available to
answer these and other questions. As you study finance, work in finance,
and make financial decisions, the following web sites will be of value.

Economic Data and Financial News
Financial Times 
The Wall Street Journal 
The Economist 
Federal Reserve System 
Stock and Other Investment Information
Yahoo! Finance 
The Motley Fool 
Yahoo! Bonds 
MarketWatch
BondsOnline
TreasuryDirect 
Global Monetary Organizations 
World Bank 
International Monetary Fund 
Inter-American Development Bank 
Asian Development Bank 
African Development Bank 
Foreign Currency Exchange Rates
XE.com
x-rates.com
OANDA
Stock Exchanges around the World
Stock Exchanges Worldwide 
BusinessJeeves.com
Site-by-Site International Investment Portal and Research Center
Investormap Global Markets

Think Critically
1. Find one of these web sites and prepare a summary of the features

and information that are available. 
2. Locate other web sites that would be valuable when studying finance.
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1.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Finance refers to 
a. government actions to collect taxes
b. business operations in countries around the world
c. activities involved with saving, investing, and using money
d. the value of money when inflation is occurring

2. A financial market where short-term debt securities are bought and
sold is a ? market.
a. foreign exchange
b. money
c. capital
d. liquidity

3. The ease with which an item can be converted to cash is called 
a. exporting 
b. liquidity
c. risk
d. rate of return

4. True or False? When consumer prices fall, it is commonly called
inflation.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Research Using Figure 1-1, investigate the three main participants

involved in financial systems. Describe what each group receives
and sends out (represented by the arrows in the illustration). 

6. Geography Conduct Internet research about stock markets and
other financial markets in various countries around the world. Pre-
pare a short written or oral summary of your findings. 

7. Economics Select an economic factor (such as interest rates or
consumer prices). Using library or online research, obtain current
information on this economic factor. Describe how the current situ-
ation might affect financial activities. 

8. Culture Talk to someone who has lived in or visited another coun-
try. Ask about the financial activities in that country. What are some
similarities and differences compared to financial activities in the
United States? Prepare a brief written or oral summary of your
discussion with that person.



IFinance in Your Life
Do you have enough money to buy all you desire? Probably not. The
problem of scarcity requires that you make financial decisions. Most people
want to use their finances to obtain the most satisfaction from the money
they have available. Financial and personal satisfaction result from a
process called personal money management or personal financial planning.

is the process of managing your money to
achieve personal economic satisfaction. 

The main benefits of proper personal financial planning include

■ Better actions for using your finances

■ Effective control of your spending

■ Improved personal relationships

■ A sense of freedom from financial worries

A comprehensive financial plan can enhance the quality of your life
and increase your satisfaction by reducing uncertainty about your future
needs and resources. A is a formal report with a summary of
your current financial situation along with plans for future financial activi-
ties. You can create this document on your own or you can seek assistance
from a financial planner or use a money management software package.

financial plan

Personal financial planning

111.2 >>> Personal Financial Decisions

Terms
• personal financial

planning

• financial plan

Goals
• Explain the personal finan-

cial planning process.

• Describe common
personal financial
decisions.

1.2 Personal Financial Decisions

• personal financial goal

• opportunity cost

Financial advisors can help with personal money management.
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INFLUENCES ON PERSONAL FINANCIAL DECISIONS
Your financial situation and the decisions you make are affected by various
personal and economic factors. These influences include age and household
size as well as interest rates and inflation.

Personal Life Situation Teens spend money differently than people
in their 30s or 40s. Personal factors such as age, income, household size,
and personal beliefs influence spending and saving patterns. Your life situa-
tion is also affected by events such as graduation, dependent children leav-
ing home, changes in health, engagement and marriage, divorce, birth or
adoption of a child, retirement, a career change, a move to new area, or the
death of a spouse, family member, or other dependent.

Economic Factors As with all financial decisions, economic conditions
such as inflation, interest rates, and unemployment will affect your personal
financial planning. Higher consumer prices will affect spending habits. Lower
interest rates may influence you to borrow money to make a certain purchase.

THE FINANCIAL PLANNING PROCESS
Effective personal financial planning requires a logical system. Personal
financial advisors often recommend steps similar to those in Figure 1-3.

Personal Financial Planning ProcessFIGURE 1-3

Step 1  Determine
current situation

Step 2  Set
financial goals

Step 3  Evaluate
alternatives

Step 4  Create an
action plan

Step 5  Review
your progress

t e a m w o r k
Create a list of personal
financial goals that a
person or family might
want to achieve.
Discuss in your team
which ones could be
achieved in a year or
two, and which ones
would take longer.

Step 1 Determine Current Situation Personal financial plan-
ning activities should start by knowing where you are now. Begin the finan-
cial planning process by knowing the amount of your income, savings,
living expenses, and debts. Prepare a list of current amounts for items
owned (assets) and amounts owed to others (liabilities). In addition, a
detailed list of amounts you spend for various items will give you a founda-
tion for your financial decision making. 

Step 2 Set Financial Goals Knowing where you are going is impor-
tant for every aspect of life. As a result, goal setting is central to financial
decision making. A is a desired outcome for finan-
cial planning. Financial goals help you plan, implement, and measure the
progress of your spending, saving, and investing activities. As you set per-
sonal financial goals, be sure that these desired targets are 

■ Realistic Know that you will not be able to afford certain things.

■ Specific and Measurable Exact goals help you see your progress. In-
stead of a goal “to save some money,” you should say “to save $200 a month.”

personal financial goal
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■ Time-Specific Your goal should set a specific time limit such as “to
pay off credit card debts within 18 months.” 

■ Action-Based Explain how you will achieve the goal. 

Step 3 Evaluate Alternatives Whenever you make decisions, you
should consider various solutions. For example, if you need transportation, al-
ternatives may include buying a car, using public transportation, renting a car,
or paying a friend for rides. As you develop alternatives, be sure to consider

1. Continuing the same course of action

2. Expanding your current actions

3. Changing to a new course of action

The more creative you are in developing alternatives, the more likely
you will be successful. But, remember that if you decide to be cautious and
do nothing, this is also a choice that has consequences.

Opportunity Cost Every course of action you choose to take means
you will give up something else. For example, a decision to invest your
money in stock may mean you cannot take a vacation. 
is what you give up by making a choice. These trade-offs may not be mea-
sured in dollars. The resources you give up (money or time) also have a
value that is lost.

One way to measure opportunity cost is with the time value of money,
which measures the increase in an amount of money as a result of interest
earned. Saving instead of spending money today will result in a larger
amount in the future. Every time you spend, save, invest, or borrow, con-
sider the time value of money. For example, spending money from a sav-
ings account means lost interest earnings. The items you buy may have a
higher priority than the amount of interest earned.

Risk Uncertainty is a part of every decision. For example, selecting a col-
lege major and choosing a career field involve risk. What if you don’t like
working in the field you chose or cannot obtain employment in it? Some
decisions have a very low risk, such as putting money in an insured savings
account. Be sure to gather information about risk before making any finan-
cial decision. Good sources of risk information are your experiences and the
experiences of others, as well as library and online sources.

Opportunity cost

Any purchasing decision has an opportunity cost.
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Step 4 Create an Action Plan After you evaluate the alternatives,
you should develop an action plan to achieve your goals. For example, you
can increase savings by reducing your spending. Or, you might increase your
income by working extra time or by getting a second job. To implement
your financial action plan, you may need assistance. For example, you may
use the services of an insurance agent or an investment broker.

Step 5 Review Your Progress Finally, after you have taken action,
regularly review your financial decisions. While an annual review is recom-
mended, changes in your personal situation may require more frequent
evaluations. When life events affect your financial needs, the financial
planning process will provide a way to adapt to those changes. Regularly
reviewing this decision-making process will help you make proper adjust-
ments for your current life situation.

c h e c k p o i n t

Describe the five steps of the personal financial process.

✓

IPersonal Financial Decisions
As you implement the financial planning process, you will make decisions
in five areas. 

OBTAINING FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
People commonly obtain financial resources from employment, investments,
or ownership of a business. Your education, talents, and efforts provide a
foundation for your future earning potential.

PLANNING THE USE OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES
A wise spending plan, often called a budget, is the foundation for achieving
personal financial goals. Financial planning is not designed to prevent your
enjoyment of life. Wise spending can help you obtain things you want.
Quite often, people make unplanned purchases. These impulsive decisions
usually result in financial difficulties. Writing down how you spend your
money will help you plan today and in the future. Spending less than you
receive is the only path for achieving personal financial security.

SAVING AND INVESTING DECISIONS
Your future financial security must start with a regular savings plan. These
funds might be needed for emergencies, unexpected bills, replacement of
major items, or buying special items. After establishing a basic savings plan,
you should consider investments that offer greater financial growth.

Many types of investments are available. People invest for two primary
reasons: (1) current income and (2) long-term growth. Financial advisors
commonly recommend diversification, which is investing in a variety of as-
sets. For example, you may someday own stocks, bonds, mutual funds, real
estate, and collectibles such as rare coins.



BORROWING ACTIVITIES 
The wise use of credit is necessary to avoid financial difficulties. Many peo-
ple in our society overuse and misuse credit. These poor financial planning
decisions commonly result in household stress, bankruptcy, and other per-
sonal and financial troubles.

MANAGING FINANCIAL RISKS 
Every financial decision has risks. The use of insurance and other risk man-
agement actions benefits both individuals and businesses. When planning
your finances, be sure to determine your need for auto, home, health, life,
and disability insurance coverage.

151.2 >>> Personal Financial Decisions

c h e c k p o i n t

Explain five main areas of personal financial decisions.

✓

around the worldfinance

Dollarization in Ecuador and Elsewhere
As you pay for your purchase in Ecuador with U.S. dollars, you receive
some coins in change. While these coins are the size you expect, some-
thing is different. You look at the coins and notice these are not U.S.
quarters, dimes, and nickels. What’s going on?

While the U.S. dollar is the official currency of Ecuador, the country
does not have enough U.S. coins to handle the many business trans-
actions. Paper currency is abundant. As a matter of fact, over 60 percent
of all U.S. paper money is in circulation outside the United States. But
coins are scarce. Due to this shortage, Ecuador had to create its own
coins with a similar shape but a different design. 

In the late 1990s, Ecuador faced many economic difficulties includ-
ing high inflation, increased poverty, and a declining value of the sucre
(its previous currency). Actions to address these problems included
adoption of the U.S. dollar as official currency. 

Dollarization is the official use of a currency by a country other than
its own currency. In addition to Ecuador, other countries that officially
use the U.S. dollar include El Salvador, Panama, and East Timor.

The term “dollarization” most often refers to the use of the U.S.
dollar by other countries. This word also can indicate when any country
uses the currency of another country. For example, Tuvalu, located in the
Pacific region, uses the Australian dollar. Monaco uses the euro as its offi-
cial currency. This small Western European country had previously used
the French franc.

Think Critically
1. What are some benefits of dollarization? 
2. What are some possible problems with dollarization? 
3. Conduct an Internet search to obtain additional information on

dollarization. Prepare a summary of your research results.
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1.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The first step of the personal financial planning process is to: 
a. create an action plan 
b. review your progress
c. determine your current situation
d. set financial goals

2. Buying insurance is a method of
a. obtaining financial resources
b. managing financial risk
c. borrowing 
d. planning investment decisions

3. Opportunity cost is sometimes called
a. a trade-off
b. a personal financial goal
c. risk management
d. all of the above

4. True or False? A financial plan serves the same purpose as a
budget.

5. True or False? Diversification refers to owning a variety of
investments.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Technology Locate a web site that offers information about mak-

ing personal financial decisions. Prepare a two-paragraph summary
of your findings.

7. Oral Communication Conduct an interview with another stu-
dent. Ask that person about her or his financial goals. Suggest
actions to help the person achieve those goals.

8. Visual Art Create a flowchart to communicate the five steps of
the financial planning process.

9. Research Use library or online research to determine common
financial planning activities for different stages of life. Prepare a
written summary or poster reporting your findings for people in
their 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, and 60s and older.



ITypes of Financial Institutions
Both individuals and businesses need financial institutions to handle money
receipts, payments, and lending. These organizations, also called financial
intermediaries, provide a wide range of financial services. As shown in
Figure 1-4, financial institutions are commonly viewed in two main
categories—deposit institutions and non-deposit institutions.

171.3 >>> Business Financial Activities

• Explain the sources 
and uses of funds of 
businesses.

Goals
• Describe financial 

institutions commonly
used by businesses and
consumers.

1.3 Business Financial Activities
Terms
• deposit institution

• non-deposit institution

• source of funds

• use of funds

Types of Financial Institutions

FIGURE 1-4

Deposit Institutions Non-Deposit Institutions

Commercial bank Life insurance company
Savings and loan association Investment company
Mutual savings bank Consumer finance company
Credit union Mortgage company

Check-cashing outlet
Pawnshop

DEPOSIT INSTITUTIONS
also called depository institutions, accept deposits from

people and businesses to use in the future. This category of financial
institutions includes commercial banks, thrift institutions, and credit
unions.

Commercial Banks These financial institutions are often called full-
service banks and offer a wide range of financial services. Commercial banks
offer checking accounts, provide savings accounts, make loans, and offer
other services to individuals and businesses. In recent years, many banks
have expanded with full-service branch offices in shopping centers and
grocery stores.

Thrift Institutions Two types of financial institutions are commonly
viewed in this category—savings and loan associations and mutual savings
banks. A savings and loan association (S&L) specializes in savings accounts
and making loans for home mortgages. In recent years, these financial

Deposit institutions,



institutions have expanded to offer a greater
variety of financial services and have become
more like banks. Today, many S&Ls use the
words savings bank in their names.

While a mutual savings bank provides a
variety of services, it is organized mainly for
savings and home loans. This type of finan-
cial institution is owned by the depositors.
The profits of the mutual savings bank go to
the depositors. Mutual savings banks are
located mainly in the northeastern United
States.

Credit Unions A credit union is a user-
owned, not-for-profit, cooperative financial 
institution. Credit unions are commonly 

formed by people in the same company, government agency, labor union,
profession, church, or community. Serving members only, credit unions ac-
cept savings deposits and make loans for a variety of purposes. Today, credit
unions also offer a wide range of financial services. 

NON-DEPOSIT INSTITUTIONS
The other major category of financial institutions is

This group includes life insur-
ance companies, investment companies, consumer finance
companies, mortgage companies, check-cashing outlets, and
pawnshops.

Life Insurance Companies People commonly buy
life insurance to provide financial security for their depen-
dents. Besides protection, many life insurance companies
also offer financial services such as investments. By invest-
ing in companies, life insurance companies help to expand
business in an economy.

Investment Companies Investment companies
allow people to choose investment opportunities for long-
term growth of their money. Many investors in our society
own shares of one of the more than 30,000 mutual funds
worldwide made available by investment companies.

Consumer Finance Companies These organizations
specialize in loans for durable goods, such as cars and refrig-
erators, and for financial emergencies. While consumer
finance companies make loans, they do not accept savings
as do banks and other financial institutions.

Mortgage Companies Buying a home is an important
activity in the economy. Mortgage companies, along with
other financial institutions, provide loans for purchasing a
home or other real estate.

non-deposit institutions.
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Credit unions have provided financial services
to their members for many years. Access
thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance and
click on the link for Chapter 1. Research the
history of credit unions in the U.S. and find
out about credit unions in your community.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

Smart investors keep track of the value of
their assets.
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Check-Cashing Outlets People without bank accounts often use
check-cashing outlets (CCOs) to cash paychecks and for other financial ser-
vices. CCOs offer a variety of services such as electronic tax filing, money
orders, private postal boxes, utility bill payment, and the sale of bus and
subway tokens. Most services at a CCO are more expensive than at other
financial institutions. 

Pawnshops Offering small loans based on the value of some tangible
possession (such as jewelry), pawnshops commonly charge higher fees than
other lending institutions.

191.3 >>> Business Financial Activities

c h e c k p o i n t

How do deposit institutions differ from non-deposit institutions?

✓

ISources and Uses of Funds
The availability of money for business operations is a fundamental element
of any financial system. The sources (inflows) and uses (outflows) of cash
and credit provide necessary funds for current and long-term business
activities.

SOURCES OF FUNDS
Businesses and other organizations require money for day-to-day activities.

refers to the inflow of cash that can be used for paying
various expenses. Three common sources of funds are available for
companies.

1. Revenue refers to the inflow of cash from business operations. These
funds result from sales of goods and services. Examples of revenue
include store sales for a retailer, premiums for an insurance company,
fees for a law office, and tuition for a college or university. 

2. Investor funds are the result of money from existing or new owners of
a company. Selling the stock of a company is an example of investor
funds. Or, if you own a small business, you might ask additional
investors to provide funds. 

3. Borrowing is common among most businesses and other types of orga-
nizations. Loans, notes, bonds, and mortgages are some methods used
to borrow funds. This money may be used to expand international
trade operations or build a new factory.

USES OF FUNDS
The daily operations of organizations also involve making payments for
various business costs and other necessary expenses. The 
involves outflow of money by a company. Current expenses and capital
expenditures are the main uses of funds. 

use of funds

Source of funds



1. Current expenses include rent, materials, wages and salaries, utilities,
repairs, advertising, supplies, and other necessary business costs. Most
business expenses involve items used up in a year or less. 

2. Capital expenditures are long-term spending for items that will be used
over a longer period of time (more than a year). For example, a build-
ing or a computer system will probably be paid for and used over
several years. These long-term costs, also called capital projects, are nec-
essary for companies to produce, store, and deliver goods and services.
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t e a m w o r k
In your team, select a
business. Prepare a list
of current expenses
and capital expen-
ditures that this
company might use 
in its operations.

Similarities of Personal and Business 
Financial Planning 
Budgeting In a similar way as a company plans its financial activities, a
budget is also an important personal financial planning tool. The budget-
ing process for both households and companies must start with setting
goals. Your personal plan for spending will depend on what you want to
achieve, such as saving for college or buying a car. A company also sets
goals when creating a budget. These goals may include spending more
for advertising, building a new factory, or increasing employee salaries.
Like your goals, these business goals will affect how a company spends
its money.

Financial Statements When you keep track of your income and
spending, you are creating an income statement. If you create a list of
what you own (assets) and what you owe (liabilities), you have started
developing a balance sheet. These two financial statements, the income
statement and balance sheet, are vital financial planning tools for both
individuals and companies. A company uses these financial reports to
measure its progress. In a similar way, individuals and families can use an
income statement and balance sheet to assess spending patterns and cal-
culate the achievement of financial goals. 

Banking Services When you open a bank account, you might need to
save for the future or make payments using a checking account. In the fu-
ture, you may need to borrow money to buy a house or a car. These are
two examples of loans made to individuals. Banking services used by com-
panies serve a similar purpose. Businesses desire to store money (savings),
make payments (checking), and borrow for organizational needs (loans).

Think Critically
1. In what ways are personal and business financial activities similar? 
2. Describe possible differences between personal financial planning

activities and financial decisions made by businesses.

in your lifefinance

c h e c k p o i n t

What are examples of sources and uses of funds for businesses?

✓
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1.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. An example of a deposit institution is a
a. credit union 
b. mortgage company
c. consumer finance company
d. life insurance company

2. ? is an example of a capital expense.
a. Advertising
b. Rent
c. A truck
d. An electric bill 

3. True or False? An investment company offers the widest range of
financial services.

4. True or False? Investments can be a source of funds for a business.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. History Investigate the availability of credit unions in your com-

munity. Who may join? What services are offered?

6. Culture Conduct research about the types of financial institutions
in other countries. 

7. Law Check-cashing outlets and pawnshops frequently charge fees
and rates much higher than other financial institutions. Research
laws that regulate these financial institutions. Prepare a one-page
summary of your findings.

8. Technology Research recent developments in electronic banking
services. Describe some new services that were not available a few
years ago.



IGovernment Financial Activities
Government plays a significant role in every economic system. Your role
as a citizen and voter influences the decisions and actions taken by gov-
ernment. In a private enterprise system, government’s role is much less

extensive than in other eco-
nomic systems but is still an
important one. The role of
government in the economy
frequently changes as newly
elected officials take office.

FUNCTIONS OF
GOVERNMENT
Governments participate in
many economic and business
activities related to the finan-
cial system of a society. Sev-
eral fundamental roles of
government are common,
including

■ Providing public services
for members of the society

■ Protecting citizens, con-
sumers, businesses, and
workers from dangers

■ Regulating financial and
other business activities,
while promoting compe-
tition

■ Providing information and assistance to businesses

■ Purchasing goods and services for government operations

■ Hiring public employees to serve citizens

■ Raising revenue to finance various public services and government
projects

Each of these roles has either a direct or indirect impact on business ac-
tivity, economic growth, and the operation of a society’s financial system.
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Terms
• tax revenue

• income tax

• property tax

Goals
• Identify government

financial activities.

• Describe sources of
government funds.

1.4 Government Finances

• sales tax

• municipal bond

Government regulates and oversees business 
activities.
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LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT
In the United States, three levels of government exist. The public service
agencies in each of these levels serve various needs. 

Federal Government The main role of the federal government is to
oversee the activities that involve two or more states or other countries. In
general, the U.S. Constitution gives the federal government the power to
regulate foreign trade and interstate commerce. 

Business transactions involving companies in more than one state are
called interstate commerce. For example, a financial institution that conducts
business with people in several states would be regulated by the federal
government.

State Government State governments regulate business activities
within their own boundaries. Intrastate commerce refers to business transac-
tions involving companies that do business only in one state. For instance,
a lending company that provides loans only within a state’s boundaries
would be regulated by that state and not the federal government.

Local Government All states have delegated some of their legislative
authority to local governments. Local governments include county boards
and city or town councils. Local governments commonly provide services
needed for an orderly society, such as police and fire protection. 

t e a m w o r k
Create a list of financial
activities, followed by
three columns headed
individuals, business,
and government. In
your team, decide
which items apply to
each group. Place a
check mark in one or
more columns to indi-
cate if the activity
applies to this group.

c h e c k p o i n t

Describe the activities of the three levels of government.

✓

ISources of Government Funds
Government must have a way to raise money to finance operations and
pay wages to its workers. Government income is called Gov-
ernments obtain a large portion of their revenue through the collection of
taxes. In addition, governments raise revenue in other ways. Fines for traffic
violations and other violations of the law provide revenue for government.
Fees and licenses are also a source of income. Certain types of enterprises
require a business license. For example, insurance and real estate agents pay
a fee for the privilege of conducting business. Governments also charge fees
for such things as driver’s licenses and fishing privileges.

TAXES
A government establishes tax policies to pay for the services it provides.
Taxes are levied on earnings, the value of property, and on the sale of goods
and services.

Your earnings as an individual are subject to an income tax.
are levied on the income of individuals. The individual

income tax is the largest source of revenue for the federal government.
Corporate income taxes also provide government revenue. The corporate
income tax is based on business profits.

Income taxes

tax revenue.



A major source of revenue for local governments is the real estate
This tax is based on the value of land and buildings. Most

property tax revenue is used to pay for schools and other local government
services, such as police protection and community parks. Businesses also
pay a property tax.

The cost of buying things can be increased by a sales tax. A is
a state or local tax on goods and services that is collected by the seller. If
you buy a can of paint for $15.00 and the state sales tax is 6 percent, the
seller collects $15.90 from you. The seller then will pay 90 cents to the
state, but you were the one who provided the money for the tax.

Paying taxes is a responsibility of citizens and businesses. You should
pay your fair share of tax but not more than your share. Tax laws and poli-
cies are established to help make the paying of taxes fair and equitable.
Whether a particular tax or tax policy is fair and equitable is always subject
to debate. Businesses also pay a lot of taxes to all levels of government.

BORROWING
Government income from taxes and other sources may not always be
enough to cover the costs of providing services. Borrowing is another activ-
ity of government. When a government wants to build a building, such as a
new courthouse or convention center, the funds needed are often raised
through borrowing.

Governments often borrow money by selling bonds. When you buy a
government bond, you are helping to finance the services provided by gov-
ernment. Banks, insurance companies, and other financial institutions help
finance our governments by purchasing bonds in large quantities. By bor-
rowing money, the government becomes a debtor and must pay interest on
its debt. 

Federal Government Borrowing Bonds issued by the U.S. govern-
ment are backed by the “full faith and credit” of the federal government.
Bonds issued by our federal government are considered the least risky of all
debt. The U.S. federal government issues four main types of debt securities.

1. U.S. savings bonds 3. Treasury notes

2. Treasury bills 4. Treasury bonds

State and Local Government Borrowing Many local gov-
ernments issue bonds to finance various public service projects. A

is a debt security issued by a state or local government.
These bonds are commonly issued by states, cities, counties, and school
districts. While municipal bonds usually pay lower interest than most other
investments, these can still be very attractive for two reasons.

1. They are low in risk.

2. The interest earned is not subject to income tax.

municipal bond

sales tax

property tax.
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c h e c k p o i n t

Name the two main sources of funds for governments.

✓

Each year, more than
90 million American
households receive an
average federal income
tax refund of $1,800,
for a total of over 
$162 billion. Invested
at 5 percent a year,
these refunds represent
about $8.1 billion in
lost earnings for
taxpayers.
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1.4 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. ? tax is based on the value of a person’s home. 
a. An income
b. A sales
c. An import 
d. A property 

2. Treasury bills, Treasury notes, and Treasury bonds are issued by the
? government. 

a. state
b. city
c. federal
d. county 

3. A(n) ? tax is a common source of revenue for state and
local governments. 
a. sales
b. import
c. gift
d. unemployment

4. A(n) ? bond is issued by state and local governments. 
a. savings
b. municipal
c. corporate
d. export

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Law Research some of the federal government agencies that exist

to regulate financial activities, such as banking and investing. What
are the main duties of these agencies? Prepare a brief written
summary of your findings. 

6. Culture Research different systems of government. Explain how
history and culture can affect business regulations in various
countries.

7. Careers Locate information about the process and employment
requirements for obtaining a job with the federal or state
government.

8. Visual Communication Conduct a survey of people to obtain
their opinions about which types of taxes are most appropriate to
raise government revenue. Prepare a summary data table with
your findings.



Chapter 1 Assessment

Summary
1.1 FINANCE IN SOCIETY

1. A financial system involves financial activities among individuals,
businesses, and government. Major factors that affect financial activi-
ties are changing economic conditions, government regulations, and
global business activities.

2. The two major types of financial markets are money markets and
capital markets. The value of investment securities is influenced by
supply and demand, future cash flows, risk, liquidity, and interest
rates.

1.2 PERSONAL FINANCIAL DECISIONS 

3. Personal financial planning involves a five-step process: (1) determine
current situation, (2) set financial goals, (3) evaluate alternatives, 
(4) create an action plan, and (5) review progress.

4. The major areas of financial decision-making are obtaining financial
resources, planning the use of resources, saving and investing, borrow-
ing, and managing financial risks.

1.3 BUSINESS FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

5. The major types of deposit institutions are commercial banks, savings
and loan associations, mutual savings banks, and credit unions. Non-
deposit financial institutions include life insurance companies, invest-
ment companies, consumer finance companies, mortgage companies,
check-cashing outlets, and pawnshops.

6. Common sources of funds are company revenue, investor funds, and
borrowing. The use of funds involves outflow of money for current ex-
penses and capital expenditures. 

1.4 GOVERNMENT FINANCES

7. Federal, state, and local governments provide public services, protect
citizens and others, regulate financial activities, provide information,
purchase goods and services, hire public employees, and raise 
revenue.

8. The main sources of government funds are taxes and borrowing.
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. Security representing ownership in a
corporation

2. Investment instrument issued by a
corporation, government, or other
organization representing ownership
or a debt

3. Money that is borrowed by a
company or government

4. Government income

5. What you give up by making a choice

6. Debt security issued by a state or local
government

7. Rise in the general level of prices

8. Outflow of money by a company

9. The inflow of cash that can be used
for paying various expenses

10. State or local tax on goods and
services

11. Any item that serves as a method of
payment

Review Concepts
12. Taxes are collected by the ? component of a financial system. 

a. agency c. consumer
b. business d. government

13. Increased savings will likely cause ? to rise. 
a. interest rates c. inflation
b. borrowing d. exports

14. An example of a current operating expense would be
a. a computer c. purchase of land
b. a building d. a truck repair

15. Interstate commerce refers to business 
a. in more than one country
b. in more than one state
c. within the same state
d. in the same city
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a. bond
b. deposit institution
c. finance
d. financial plan
e. income tax
f. inflation
g. liquidity
h. money
i. municipal bond
j. non-deposit

institution
k. opportunity cost
l. personal financial

goal
m. personal financial

planning
n. property tax
o. sales tax
p. security
q. source of funds
r. stock
s. tax revenue
t. use of funds



Chapter 1 Assessment

Think Critically
16. Inflation rates can be deceptive. Many people face hidden inflation

since the cost of necessities (food, gas, health care), on which they
spend most of their money, may rise at a higher rate than non-
essential items which could be dropping in price. Explain how the
reported inflation rate could be much lower than the actual cost-of-
living increases experienced by consumers.

17. Assessing risk in various financial decision situations is important.
Describe what is meant by the following types of risk: a. inflation risk,
b. liquidity risk, c. business failure risk, d. global risk.

18. What relationship exists between liquidity and the rate of return on
an investment? 

19. What actions might a person take to avoid using a check-cashing 
outlet or a pawnshop? 

20. Using the list in the section on “Functions of Government” (on 
page 22), describe a specific action for each of these activities. 

21. Consumers pay some taxes directly, such as sales tax and income tax.
What are some examples of indirect taxes you might pay?

Business Financial Calculations
22. The rate of return on an investment, also called the yield, is the

relationship between the yearly (annual) inflow from the investment
and the cost of the investment. For example, a $100 savings account
that earns $3 would have a 3 percent yield ($3 � $100). Calculate the
yield for the following investments.
a. $8 dividend on a stock that cost $160
b. $1,000 rent on land that cost $10,000
c. $74 interest on a bond that cost $960
d. $5,600 profit from a business that had a startup cost of $78,000

23. Harold Collins made a down payment of $700 on a car and will pay
$230 a month for 48 months. What will be the total cost (including
both principal and interest) of the vehicle? 

24. The Maxwell Construction Company had $184,000 in revenue last
year. The company expects its revenue to grow 6 percent a year. What
will be the company’s revenue two years from now? 

25. A city government spends $228,000 a month on public services. Of
that amount, 43 percent is used for fire and police protection. 
a. How much is spent each month for fire and police protection?
b. How much is spent each month for other services?
c. How much is spent in a year for fire and police protection?

26. In a city in which there are 90,000 employed workers, 18,000 are
public employees. Of this number, 6,000 are employed by the federal
government, 8,000 by the state, and 4,000 by the city.
a. What percent of all workers are public employees?
b. What percent of the public employees are employed by the federal

government?
c. What percent of all employees are employees of the state?
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, JPMorgan Chase: Financial
Partnerships in Action, to answer the following questions.

27. What are benefits and concerns associated with a company buying
other companies that become part of its organization? 

28. Which services of JPMorgan Chase might you consider using to assist
you with your personal financial planning activities? 

29. Describe various sources and uses of funds for JPMorgan Chase.

30. What are possible government regulations that may affect the business
activities of JPMorgan Chase?

31. JPMorgan Chase has asked you to (a) identify an area of concern for
the company, and (b) suggest actions that might be taken to address
this concern. 

Portfolio Activity
To provide tangible evidence of your learning about the financial environ-
ment of business, do the following:

COLLECT an item that illustrates financial activity. This example could
be an advertisement, newspaper or magazine article, photo, or some other
actual item. 

CREATE a visual to show various financial activities related to the item
you selected. Use photos, other pictures or ads, other actual items, and
drawings to illustrate common financial decisions by individuals, businesses,
and government, along with factors that might affect these decisions.

CONNECT your visual to other aspects of our economy and society or re-
late it to an important concept you have learned in another class. Make the
connection by preparing a one-minute presentation on financial activities
in our society.

Stock Market Activity 
The stock market is an important element of the economy and society.
Nearly every person owns stock either directly or indirectly, through a mu-
tual fund, retirement account, or other investment. In this project you will
learn about many aspects of issuing, buying, selling, and holding stock. 

Conduct library and Internet research on the basics of selecting and
owning stock investments.

1. Identify how and why people buy stock as an investment.

2. Explain factors a company might consider when planning to issue stock.

3. Describe financial decisions that individuals, businesses, and government
might encounter regarding stocks and stock market activities.
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Planning a Career in Personal Financial Management

30 Chapter 1 >>> Financial Fundamentals

“How much should I save for retire-
ment?” “What is the best type of life
insurance for my family situation?”
“What actions can I take to reduce
the amount of debt I owe?” 

These and many other ques-
tions are answered by people who
work in personal financial planning.
Employment in this field has a
wide range of opportunities. Your
work may involve financial planning
activities within a company with
hundreds of employees. You might
work for a social service agency that
helps people avoid financial dif-
ficulties as a result of a job loss or
illness.

Employment Outlook
■ Faster than average growth

in employment is expected as
the personal financial choices
faced by people become more
complex.

■ Employment of financial ana-
lysts in large firms will grow as
fast as the average for most
occupations.

■ Community-based and non-
profit budget counselors will
expand as economic conditions
and personal situations result
in needed services. 

Job Titles
■ Credit counselor

■ Budget advisor 

■ Certified financial planner 

■ Financial data analyst 

■ Personal financial advisor

■ Family money management
counselor

■ Tax preparer 

Needed Skills
■ Prospective employees with

knowledge in accounting,
finance, economics, and other

business fields will enjoy the
best job possibilities.

■ Communication skills are very
important when working with
individuals and customer groups.

■ Continuing education, espe-
cially in taxes and estate
planning laws, is important.

■ Certification of financial plan-
ning competencies is available
from the Certified Financial
Planner Board of Standards and
other organizations.

What’s It Like to Work 
in Personal Financial 
Management?
At 8 a.m., Carla Pohanka leaves for
work…in the next room. Carla runs
a personal financial planning busi-
ness out of her home. This morning
she is reviewing the files of several
clients before advising them about
various personal financial decisions.
But then, it’s time to get on the road.

At 10 a.m., Carla is scheduled
to meet with a person who just
retired but does not have enough
income to cover current living
expenses. At noon, she meets with
several small business owners who
want to create a retirement fund for
their employees.

Today, the afternoon is fairly
open so Carla can relax or take care
of some personal errands. But in the
evening, things again get busy. Right
after dinner, Carla meets with a fam-
ily that wants to create a savings and
investment program to set aside funds
for the children’s college educations.
Finally, her day ends with a phone
call from a client who has a question
about recent tax law changes.

What about you? What
personal financial situations faced
by people might result in a need for
hiring someone trained as a finan-
cial planner or budget counselor?
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PUBLIC SPEAKING I
The Public Speaking I event focuses attention on effective speaking
skills. Personal finance is an important issue for individuals and families.
Financial goals become reality when budgets include savings and invest-
ments. Many people lack the financial discipline necessary to reach future
goals. “Personal Financial Decisions for Future Happiness” is the topic for
your speech. Your speech must emphasize the importance of financial plan-
ning for young people. The speech should emphasize the importance of
disciplined savings and investments for future financial success.

The speech should be four (4) minutes in length and must reflect one or
more of the nine (9) FBLA-PBL goals. The speech should include facts and
working data from credible sources. The speech should be well organized,
contain substantiated statements, and be written in an acceptable business
style. Participants may use notes or note cards when delivering the speech.
Participants are not allowed to use visual aids and a microphone for their
speeches.

During the speech, a timekeeper will stand at three (3) minutes. When
the speaker is finished, the time used by the participant will be recorded, not-
ing a deduction of five (5) points for any time under 3:31 or over 4:29 minutes.
Students will present their speeches to judges and other students.

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Define clearly the importance of financial planning for individuals and

families.

■ State clearly the purpose of the speech.

■ State clearly the objectives of the speech.

■ Accomplish the purpose of the speech.

■ Use solid examples to reinforce the objectives of the speech.

■ Demonstrate self-confidence, poise, and good voice projection.

■ Incorporate appropriate gestures and eye contact.

■ Project confidence when presenting the speech.

■ Deliver a sincere, interesting, clear, creative, convincing, and concise
speech.

Go to the FBLA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why must personal financial planning begin at an early age?

2. What is a major financial downfall for many individuals and families?

3. How can future goals motivate people to prepare financial plans?

4. Why should a speech about “Personal Finance” include examples that
are relevant for the audience?
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Caught Up in the Economy
Cam had always wanted to own his own business. He wanted the
challenge of making the decisions that determined whether he would
succeed or fail. He sorted through many ideas before settling on a deliv-
ery service for local retailers. Many of the local businesses were losing
sales to online businesses. Customers liked the convenience of shop-
ping from home and having products delivered to their doors by UPS
or FedEx.

He developed a win-win idea for local businesses and their cus-
tomers. He would deliver any order of $25 or more to a local customer.
He would charge the retailer 10 percent less than the shipping cost that
would be charged by the major parcel shipping companies. And he
guaranteed same-day delivery for orders placed before noon, overnight
delivery for afternoon orders during the week, and Monday morning
delivery for any weekend order.

Cam’s business grew quickly as customers had positive experiences
with his rapid delivery service. Businesses that had not used his service
before began to call him for local delivery. Customers got to know Cam
and his reliable service. He had never had a complaint of a late or dam-
aged delivery. He added a part-time assistant so he did not have to work
long hours every day and felt he would soon be able to add another de-
livery vehicle and a full-time employee. 

As Cam celebrated the first anniversary of his business, he was
beginning to feel some pressure due to two unplanned and uncontrol-
lable circumstances. Due to a world-wide energy crisis, gas prices had
jumped 20 cents a gallon during the year and experts predicted they
would continue to rise over the next six months. At the same time, a
new national parcel delivery service had entered the competition with
FedEx and UPS. To fight the new business, the established companies
had temporarily reduced the shipping rates they charged by an average
of 10 percent. While Cam believed the price cut was temporary, he was
receiving less for each delivery based on the way he calculated his fees.
He knew the larger companies could maintain lower prices longer than
he could as the owner of a new small business. Based on those two
events, Cam’s plans to expand his business were on hold. In fact, they
had him teetering on the edge of an unprofitable business.

Think Critically
1. What are the similarities and differences between the two events

Cam is facing and their effect on his business? 

2. What alternatives are available to Cam for dealing with rising gas
prices and reduced delivery charges?

Case STUDY

33
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IUnderstanding Economics
The economy and the factors that drive the economy have a major effect
on both businesses and consumers. Financial decisions are influenced as
much by the state of the economy as by any other factors. Effective finan-
cial planning and decision making requires an understanding of the econ-
omy and economic principles.

You can’t watch a news program on television or read the headlines of
a newspaper without encountering the term economics. Yet ask almost any-
one the meaning of economics or how economics affects their daily lives
and you may have a hard time getting a meaningful answer. What is it that
makes economics so important yet so difficult to understand? 

DEFINING ECONOMICS
Economics is defined as a science, meaning that it is based on facts and
principles. The principles can be used to explain events and predict what is
likely to happen in the future if certain things occur. Since economics is a
science, it can be used to make decisions. 

is the science of decision making about the allocation of
scarce resources. If people had everything they needed, there would not be
a need for economics. In reality people have a large number of needs and
limited resources to fill those needs. Economists are scientists who study
how decisions can be made that result in the best match of needs and re-
sources. The science of economics can help an individual decide how to
plan a personal budget in order to satisfy both immediate needs and long-
term needs. Economics can help politicians and bureaucrats decide on the
best monetary policies to increase a country’s standard of living. 

There are great differences in needs and the availability of resources. In
your own neighborhood, some people need very little to be satisfied while
others are not satisfied even as they spend large sums of money on a variety
of products and services. Some people have large sums of money and other
resources, while others have almost none. The same differences in needs and
resources occur in your community and state as well as in various countries
and regions of the world. In some areas people have high levels of consump-
tion and a wealth of resources, while in other places people have difficulty
surviving and almost no useful resources. Because of the great differences in

Economics

Terms
• economics

• scarcity 

• choice

• resources 

Goals
• Identify and describe

basic economic principles.

• Discuss how economic
decisions are made.

2.1 Basic Economic Systems and Principles

• demand

• supply

• market price

• market economy



needs and the availability of resources, economic decision making can be
difficult and complex.

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES 
Several important principles define the science of economics.

Scarcity and Choice means that people have wants and
needs that are greater than can be satisfied with the available products and
services. Because of scarcity, individuals have to make choices. 
means deciding which wants and needs will be satisfied and which will go
unsatisfied.

Limited Resources are the means available to develop
solutions for unsatisfied wants and needs. An individual’s resources are
time, money, and skills. People can use their personal resources to create
solutions for their needs. They can use their time and skills to earn money
so they can purchase the products and services they want. 

Companies and
countries also have
resources. There are
three categories of those
resources. Natural re-
sources are the materials
in the world around us.
They include land, water,
minerals, forests, and
even animals. Some
natural resources such
as timber and water are
renewable if managed
wisely. They can be re-
placed or renewed for
a continuing supply.
Other resources are non-
renewable with a limited
supply. Examples of im-
portant non-renewable
resources are oil and coal. There is no exact replacement for non-renewable
resources when their supply is gone.

The second category of resources available to countries and businesses
is capital resources. Capital resources are the human-made goods used in the
production of other products and services. Examples of capital resources in-
clude factories, machines, tools, and vehicles and the many products used
by businesses in their operations. Money used by businesses to purchase
the things they need is also considered a capital resource. 

The final category of economic resources is human resources. Human
resources are people and their skills, including both physical and mental
abilities. In economics, human resources are sometimes referred to as
labor. Entrepreneurs, managers, and employees use their abilities to plan,
produce, and sell the products and services needed by consumers.

Resources

Choice

Scarcity
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Natural resources such as land and forests must be managed wisely.
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The world’s richest
250 people have a
greater income than
the total incomes of
50 percent of the
world’s population.
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c h e c k p o i n t

Describe three important principles of economics. 

✓

Supply and Demand is the amount of a product or service
that individuals want to buy to satisfy their wants and needs. is the
quantity of a product or service that has been produced by businesses with
the hope of making a profit from sales to customers. Several things can
affect the demand and the supply of products and services. If products or
services do not meet the needs of individuals or if there are better alter-
natives, the demand for those products or services will be low. If businesses
cannot obtain the resources needed to produce a product or service or if
those resources are very expensive, the supply will be low.

The supply and demand of goods and services are not usually in bal-
ance. People have unlimited wants and needs. The availability of resources
limits the supply of products and services. Individuals use their available
money to buy goods and services, and they want to get the greatest amount
of needs satisfaction for the money they spend. Businesses use their finan-
cial and nonfinancial resources to produce and sell goods and services.
They obtain money from their customers when products are sold. They
want to sell products that will provide the greatest return on the money
they invested to produce and sell the products. 

The price of a product or service provides the balance between supply
and demand. If the price of a product is low, more people will be able to
purchase it and will see it as a greater value. Demand for the product will
increase. The lower price results in a greater demand. If the price of a prod-
uct is high, businesses will make a higher profit and will be willing to
provide more products for sale. The higher price results in a higher supply.
The price at which an equal number of products will be produced and pur-
chased is known as the Prices of goods and services rise and
fall based on supply and demand. 

market price.

Supply
Demand

topicstechnology

Technology and Economics
Technology plays a very important role in economics. New technology
can affect the availability of products and services. Technology may allow
a greater number of products to be produced faster and at a lower cost.
It may also result in superior products that make older products obsolete.
Technology can also change the demand for products and services. Indi-
viduals with technology skills can work for higher salaries and wages,
giving them more money to spend. Technology such as the Internet can
make people aware of products and services that weren’t available in the
past and can make it easier and often cheaper to purchase them.

Think Critically
1. Identify specific technologies that have resulted in major changes in

the following industries: agriculture, transportation, entertainment. 
2. What are some negative economic effects that technologies have had

on individuals, businesses, and countries?

t e a m w o r k
The prices of some
products tend to rise
over time while others
decline. Make a list of
products where the
market price is rising
and another list of those
with declining prices.
Compare the lists and
discuss what might in-
fluence whether prices
rise or fall.
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IMaking Economic Decisions
There are two levels of economic decisions. Businesses and individuals
make decisions about what to produce and what to consume. Businesses
must decide how to use the resources they have available to produce and
sell products and services. Their goal is to make the most profitable deci-
sions. Individual consumers must decide how to use the resources they have
available to purchase products and services. Their goal is to get the greatest
satisfaction from their decisions. The level of economic decisions related to
the choices of individuals and businesses is known as microeconomics.

The second level of economic decisions is known as macroeconomics.
Macroeconomics relates to economic decisions made at a national level.
Countries have limited resources and must be able to use those resources to
meet the goals of the country and provide a reasonable standard of living
and quality of life for their citizens. To do that, the people responsible for
economic planning for the country must make three important decisions.

1. What products and services will be produced?

2. How will the needed products and services be produced? 

3. For whom will the products and services be produced? 

TYPES OF ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
The way a country makes the three economic decisions determines the type
of economy it has. In a traditional economy, economic decisions are made in
much the same way they always have been. There is very little government
influence or control in a traditional economy. The basic needs of individu-
als and families are unchanged for generations. They do the same work
using many of the same tools and procedures that their ancestors did. Peo-
ple use their time, skills, and tools to meet their basic needs and sustain
their lives in the best way they know how.
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In a traditional economy, the same methods of production have been used 
for generations.
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In a command economy, the government
has the primary influence on economic deci-
sions. Government decision-makers determine
what goods and services are needed and how
and when they will be produced. They influ-
ence the work people do since the work will
be devoted to producing the needed products
and services. The government also determines
what is available for consumers to purchase as
well as the prices that will be charged.

A is based on the com-
bination of the decisions made by individual
consumers and businesses. All businesses can
decide what they will produce and how. They
also have the freedom to set the price they 
think is appropriate for their products and

services. Individual consumers can also decide how they will spend their
money. They are free to buy the products and services they want and deter-
mine how much they are willing to pay for each choice.

THE U.S. FREE ENTERPRISE ECONOMY
Most countries do not have a pure form of any of the three economic sys-
tems. Developing countries in Africa and Eastern Asia that had traditional
economies are now using more central government planning as well as exper-
imenting with a market economy. Strong central economies in countries such
as China are allowing some individual land ownership for farmers as well as
the development of small businesses while still maintaining many govern-
ment controls. European countries that have market economies also have
government ownership or control of many social and human service activities.

The United States has always had a commitment to a market economy,
maintaining principles of individual ownership of property and freedom
for consumers and businesses to control their own economic decisions.
However, laws developed and enforced by federal and state governments
regulate the economy and maintain balance and fairness in the market-
place. Government restricts some economic activities that are considered
harmful to citizens and regulates others to make sure consumers have
access to essential products and services such as water and electricity. The
government even owns and operates some business activities such as
schools, police and fire protection, and the postal service when it is deter-
mined that government ownership is for the public good. 

The mixed economy of the United States is often referred to as a free
enterprise economy. It is based on several important principles designed to
protect and promote the economic freedoms of individual consumers and
businesses. Those principles include:

1. Right of Private Ownership People have the right to own property.
They can buy and sell property including homes, cars, businesses, and
other material goods. The ownership and use of individual property is
protected by law as long as it doesn’t interfere with the rights of others.
Businesses own the resources needed to produce products and services
so they can control the basic economic decisions of what will be pro-
duced and how it will be produced.

market economy

The U.S. federal government web site for
consumers provides information on
making good economic decisions. Access
thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance and
click on the link for Chapter 2. What types of
information are available? Find information
on being a smart consumer. 

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance


2. Freedom of Choice Each consumer and each businessperson has
freedom of choice. Consumers can decide what and when to buy and
how much money to spend. Businesses are free to enter into or end
any business activity. They can decide what to produce, the quantity to
produce, and the prices they want to charge.

3. Competition among Businesses Anyone can start and operate a
business if they have the resources and ability. If there is a strong con-
sumer demand for a product or service, it is likely that several businesses
will offer it. If a business is profitable, it can expect that other businesses
will compete for those profits. Competition increases the number of
product choices and helps to control the prices at which products and
services are sold. 

4. Consumer Influence on Economic Activity There are few restric-
tions on how consumers spend their money. Because of competition,
consumers usually have choices among several businesses for the
products and services they want. There will be differences in the variety,
quality, and price of products. Consumer decisions determine which
products and services are sold as well as which businesses are successful.

5. A Limited Government Role in the Economy Due to the individ-
ual freedoms in a free enterprise economy, the government plays a very
limited role. The primary purpose of government is to help ensure the
long-term health and stability of the economy. The government exerts
some economic influence through laws regulating business practices
and competition. A federal monetary policy influences business deci-
sions and consumer spending by raising and lowering taxes, regulating
the amount of money in circulation in the economy, and influencing
interest rates charged to businesses and consumers.
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Consumers can decide what to buy and how much to spend.
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c h e c k p o i n t

What is the difference between microeconomics and
macroeconomics?

✓
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2.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The science of economics is needed because
a. today people have everything they need
b. governments must make all economic decisions
c. people have unlimited wants and needs and limited resources
d. people can’t be trusted to make good decisions

2. The economic principle that people have more wants and needs
than can be satisfied with the available products and services is 
a. choice c. limited resources
b. scarcity d. supply and demand

3. The ? of a product or service provides the balance
between supply and demand. 
a. available money c. market price
b. resources d. unlimited wants

4. True or False? The level of economic decisions related to the choices
of individuals and businesses is known as microeconomics. 

5. In a ? economy, the government holds the primary influ-
ence on economic decisions. 
a. traditional c. command
b. market d. free enterprise

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS 
6. Economics List three examples of each type of economic resources.

7. Visual Art The relationship of supply and demand is often pictured
as a graph by economists. Use an economics textbook or the Inter-
net to locate a graph illustrating a supply and demand relationship.
Show the graph to the other students in your class and orally de-
scribe the meaning of the information in the graph.

8. Research Identify three countries each of which provides an
example of one of the three types of economic systems. Use the
Internet or resources from your school library to gather economic
information about the countries. Prepare a table that compares the
three countries to illustrate the differences in their economies.

9. Critical Thinking Briefly describe what each of the principles of
free enterprise means to you as an individual. 

10. Communication Review recent newspapers and business maga-
zines. Identify and study three articles describing actions taken by
federal or state government related to the economy. Prepare a one-
paragraph summary of each article, describing the action of the
government and the reason the action was taken.



IOrganizing a Business
A business is easy to form in a free enterprise economy. If a person wants to
start a business, it is a matter of deciding what will be bought and sold and
how to attract customers. Thousands of people operate small enterprises
from their own homes with little thought about how the business is orga-
nized and whether it is following proper business procedures. The form of
business ownership determines the financial, managerial, and legal responsi-
bilities of business owners. 

IMPORTANCE OF THE ORGANIZING DECISION
There are several factors that should encourage any business owner to be
thoughtful about how their business is organized and operated. All business
owners, even those with small businesses requiring little time and money
to operate, want their businesses to be successful. That means they want to
make a profit and have the business grow. Most new businesses fail due to
poor financial planning and lack of adequate financial resources. 

The way a business is organized plays a major role in its financial condi-
tion. It will determine how much money is available to start the business,
how additional funds can be obtained when needed, how income and ex-
penses are allocated and accounted for, and even the amount of taxes paid
by the business and business owner. The way a business is organized also
determines how investors are compensated for their risk. 

ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
Government plays a limited role in a free enterprise economy. The two pri-
mary ways governments are involved in the organization of businesses are
in legal requirements and taxation. 

Government has a responsibility to protect the health and safety of
citizens, prevent a major imbalance of competition among businesses and
between businesses and consumers, and encourage economic growth. Gov-
ernments pass laws and regulations related to those responsibilities. Many
business activities must be licensed and must conform to specific condi-
tions and procedures. The government may inspect business operations
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• Explain financial implica-
tions of the business
ownership decision.

Goals
• Recognize differences in

the legal forms of
business ownership and
organization.

2.2 Legal Forms of Business
Terms
• sole proprietorship

• partnership

• corporation

• limited liability company
(LLC)
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or require businesses to report information about their organization and its
operations.

Taxes are a fact of life for almost everyone, and businesses are no excep-
tion. Governments collect various types of taxes to fund their operations
and services. Depending on the type of business organization and business
activities, businesses and business owners may be subject to

■ Taxes on business and personal income

■ Sales tax on products and services sold

■ Employment taxes for Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid 

■ Property taxes on real estate and other assets

■ Special taxes imposed on particular types of businesses, products and
services, or operations

LEGAL FORMS OF BUSINESS OWNERSHIP
Determining the legal form of organization for a business should be done
carefully to obtain the best circumstances for financing the business, main-
taining profitability, and meeting government operating and taxation
requirements. The four most common forms for U.S. businesses are sole
proprietorship, partnership, corporation, and limited liability company. 

Sole Proprietorship A is a business owned and
managed by one person. All financial and operating decisions are made by
the owner of the business. The single owner is totally responsible for the
success or failure of the business. A sole proprietorship can be formed with
almost no legal requirements. 

Partnership A is a business owned and managed by two or
more people under the conditions of a legal written agreement. The agreement
identifies each partner’s financial obligations, managerial and operational
responsibilities, and how the partnership can be expanded or dissolved.

Corporation A is a distinct legal entity formed by complet-
ing required legal documents in a specific state. It is owned by one or more
shareholders who have invested in the business and is managed by a board
of directors. A corporation is treated legally as if it were an individual, mean-
ing it can enter into contracts and is subject to taxes and business laws. 

Limited Liability Company A newer legal form of business ownership
is the Limited liability companies com-
bine features of the partnership and corporation, offering some of the
advantages of each. They are formed with a written agreement that is sim-
pler than the documents required of a corporation and more like a partner-
ship agreement. LLCs offer more financial protection for investors than a
partnership and similar to that given to stockholders of a corporation. 

limited liability company (LLC).

corporation

partnership

sole proprietorship

c h e c k p o i n t

Why should business owners carefully consider the legal form of
ownership for their business? 

✓
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IAnalyzing Forms of Business
Ownership

Why would a business owner want to operate a business as a corporation
rather than a sole proprietorship? What advantages are offered by forming
a limited liability company rather than a partnership? Many factors enter
into the decision, including the amount of individual responsibility and
control, the simplicity or complexity of forming and managing the busi-
ness, and differences in legal requirements and liability. One of the major
considerations is the financial implications of owning and operating each
type of business.

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
In a sole proprietorship, the owner has total responsibility for and control
over the business. The proprietor must provide financing to start the busi-
ness from his or her own savings or obtain additional financing from in-
vestors in the form of loans, credit, or other financial arrangements. The
owner is also responsible for all business debts. If the business fails, the
owner is personally liable for the full amount of losses. That amount may
be greater than the amount originally invested by the owner.

In return for those financial risks, the sole proprietor receives all profits
made by the business but must pay any required income and employment
taxes on those profits. Those taxes will be assessed at the individual income
tax rates of the federal, state, and local governments. Depending on the
level of personal income of the owner, those tax rates may be higher than
tax rates for other ownership forms.

Because there is only one owner, it may be difficult to obtain financing
for the sole proprietorship. Banks and other investment sources may be
concerned about the capabilities of the sole owner as a manager, especially
for a new business. They may consider it too much of a risk to loan money
since there is nothing
more than the assets of
the business and the per-
sonal resources of the
owner to pay back the
loan. The life of the
business is dependent
on one person. If the
owner dies or is unable
to continue business
operations, the business
must close or be sold,
creating immediate
financial pressure. The
capital resources of a
sole proprietorship may
be limited based on the
financial standing of the
owner.
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A sole proprietor takes on all the risks and all the benefits of ownership.
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PARTNERSHIP
Partnerships are similar to sole proprietorships from
a financing viewpoint. The individual partners are
responsible for providing and obtaining the financ-
ing. Each partner has responsibility and liability for
the debts of the business. If one partner is unable to
pay his or her share of those debts, another partner
can be required to pay from personal resources. 

The advantage of a partnership is that there are
more financial resources from two or more people
than from one owner. Because the combination of
partners adds expertise and skill as well as greater
coverage for any business liabilities, it may be eas-
ier to obtain financing from banks, suppliers, and
other investors. A disadvantage is that management
decision making is shared, sometimes complicating
business matters.

The life of a partnership is generally limited to
the life of any partner or the decision by one partner
to end the business relationship. In that way, part-
nerships are similar to sole proprietorships. The

business could come to a sudden end, making it more risky for those provid-
ing financing. Most partnership agreements include procedures for ending
the partnership, adding partners, or selling the ownership of one partner. In
that way, while the specific partnership may end, the business may continue
under a new partnership agreement.

Partnership income is passed through to each partner under the terms
of the partnership agreement. Taxes are assessed at the individual tax rates
of each owner. 

A special form of partnership is the limited partnership. A limited
partnership includes one or more general partners and other limited part-
ners. General partners have operating responsibilities and are liable for all
of the business’s debts. Limited partners are investors. They cannot partici-
pate in day-to-day operations and management decisions. In return, their
liability is limited to the amount of their investment. Limited partnerships
add financial strength, but may raise questions for other investors due to
the limited financial liability of many of the partners. 

CORPORATION
Most large businesses and an increasing number of small businesses organize
as corporations. Because of the legal status of corporations, they offer many
financial advantages to owners as well as to those who have financial rela-
tionships with the business.

The ownership of a corporation is controlled by the sale of stock. A pri-
vate corporation can limit the number of owners and who is allowed to pur-
chase stock. A public corporation issues stock that is sold on the open market,
so anyone with the money to pay for a share of stock can be an owner. Be-
cause stock can be bought and sold, the life of the corporation is unlimited.
It can continue as long as the company is financially successful.

The ownership and management of a corporation is separated. Overall
direction of the corporation is in the hands of a board of directors. Day-to-
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Business partners share the risks and rewards 
of ownership.

t e a m w o r k
Develop a simple part-
nership agreement for
a business. Prepare four
statements that de-
scribe your agreements
about financing, man-
agement and oper-
ations responsibilities,
and the sharing of
profits and losses. How
do the interests and
skills of each partner in-
fluence your decisions?



day leadership and operations is handled by people with management
expertise hired by the directors. Due to the breadth of involvement and
specialized expertise, the success rate of corporations is much greater than
sole proprietorships or partnerships. They have a much lower financial risk
for investors and other companies offering financing to the business. 

Initial financing is easier to obtain for public corporations since it is ac-
complished through the sale of shares of stock. One investor does not need
a great deal of money to become an owner. Hundreds of individuals as well
as other businesses and organizations can purchase stock with different lev-
els of investment. A major benefit of investing in a corporation is that the
liability of a stockholder is limited to the amount invested. Even if the cor-
poration has losses well beyond the value of its assets, investors will have
no greater liability than the cost of their stock.

The major financial disadvantage of corporations is that profits can be
taxed twice. First, corporations must pay taxes on their profits. The corpo-
rate tax rate may be lower than many individual tax rates. Stockholders also
expect corporations to pay dividends. Dividends are a percentage of corpo-
rate earnings allocated to each share of stock. Stockholders must pay indi-
vidual income tax on the value of dividends received. Also, when stock is
sold, the owner may have to pay taxes on any increase in value of the stock
from the time it was purchased. 

Most corporations are legally known as Subchapter C corporations. That
name comes from Subchapter C of the Internal Revenue Service code, which
regulates how the income and expenses of most corporations are treated for
purposes of taxation. A special circumstance that avoids the double taxation
is a Subchapter S corporation. Subchapter S corporations are smaller corpora-
tions that have special tax rules from the Internal Revenue Service and many
states. Paperwork is simplified and profits are not taxed at the corporate rate.
Instead, earnings flow through to the stockholders. The stockholders then
pay individual taxes on their earnings. Stockholder liability is still limited to
the amount of the original investment. Because of the special rules and limi-
tations on size, access to large amounts of financing is reduced.

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (LLC) 
The limited liability company is a unique form of business ownership that
combines advantages and disadvantages of partnerships and private corpora-
tions. Ownership is restricted to the partners. Similar to a corporation, the
partners have limited liability for the debts of the firm. Like a partnership, in-
come is taxed at the individual rate of each owner based on the profits dis-
tributed. The LLC is relatively new and has not been fully legally tested in
many states. Many investors are reluctant to provide financing until those
legal concerns are clarified. The financial health of the business is very depen-
dent on the resources of the owners and their management capabilities. 
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c h e c k p o i n t

Why does the corporate form of ownership offer more likelihood
of greater initial financing than either the sole proprietorship or
partnership?

✓

In a recent year, 25 mil-
lion U.S. businesses
filed tax returns. Of the
total, 72 percent were
sole proprietorships,
20 percent were corpo-
rations, 5 percent were
partnerships and 3 per-
cent were LLCs. The
combined annual rev-
enue of all businesses
was over $20 trillion. 
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in actionbusiness

Financial Activities of a Business Start-Up
Many people think about starting their own business but most do not.
The most common reason given is “I didn’t have enough money to get
the business started.” It is true that many businesses require thousands
of dollars just to open the doors and many thousands more to continue
operations long enough to make a profit. And it is also true that most
people who want to start a business do not have the personal savings,
cannot find investors, and are unable to get a start-up loan from a bank.

Some creative entrepreneurs have found innovative ways to obtain
the money they needed to start their businesses. Here are some examples.

Jon was able to start a lawn care business by bartering. He traded
services with other businesses when he didn’t have enough money on
hand to buy them. He provided an equal value of lawn care services in
exchange for printing of brochures and business cards, legal expenses,
and repair and maintenance of his equipment. He didn’t receive any
cash for that work but also didn’t have to directly pay for those expenses.

Ervin had restored an antique car that had increased in value over
the years. He sold the car for over $40,000, which he used to start a web
design business. Ervin knew he would miss the car but felt the sale was
worth it to be able to open his business.

Sheila and her husband owned a home on which they had paid over
40 percent of the mortgage. They obtained a home equity loan equal to
50 percent of their home’s current value. Sheila used the money to open
a day care center. She knew they were risking the loss of their home if
the business didn’t succeed, so she planned carefully for the business. 

Eunice used much the same strategy when she borrowed against a
paid-up life insurance policy. The insurance policy remained in effect and
the amount of the loan would be deducted from the payout to her bene-
ficiaries in the event of her death.

Nadji was particularly creative when locating funding to start a busi-
ness to build custom outdoor furniture. He had a very good credit rating
with high credit limits on his two credit cards. He used the credit cards
to purchase needed tools and materials. He already had three orders
from customers and asked them for a 10 percent deposit which he used
for his other immediate expenses. While the interest rate on the amount
financed with his credit cards was high, he was able to complete the or-
ders in three months. He earned enough money from those sales to pay
off his credit card balances and purchase materials and supplies for the
new orders he had received. 

Think Critically
1. Each of the creative financing methods is risky. How would you deter-

mine if the risk was worth taking to start a new business? 
2. Identify several other innovative ways that a prospective business

owner might obtain several thousand dollars to help finance a new
business.
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2.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The form of business ownership determines which type of responsi-
bility of the owner?
a. financial c. managerial 
b. legal d. all of the above

2. Most new businesses fail due to poor ? planning.
a. financial c. managerial
b. production d. none of the above 

3. A ? is a business owned and managed by two or more
people under the conditions of a legal written agreement.
a. sole proprietorship c. corporation
b. partnership d. none of the above 

4. True or False? Ownership in a limited liability company (LLC) is
controlled through the sale of stock.

5. The major financial disadvantage to the ownership of a corporation is
a. each owner is individually liable of all losses
b. corporate tax rates are usually higher than individual rates
c. corporate profits are subject to double taxation
d. stock prices can decrease in value as well as increase

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Technology Prepare a computer presentation of at least three

slides describing reasons that business owners should carefully
consider the legal form of business ownership and organization. 

7. Debate Form two teams and prepare for a debate on the topic
“The U.S. federal government should take a more active role in
protecting consumers and increasing business competition.” Your
teacher will explain the debate rules and assign the position each
team will take. 

8. Communication Write a one-page persuasive paper discussing the
form of business ownership that you would use to start a business.

9. Math Use the Internet to determine the federal tax rates for indi-
vidual income and corporate income for the most recent year. Cal-
culate the amount of taxes that would be paid by a sole proprietor
and by a corporation (no stockholder dividend) for the following
taxable incomes.
a. $50,000 b. $295,000 c. $916,000

10. Math If each of the above incomes is divided between two part-
ners rather than a sole proprietor, how much tax would each part-
ner pay based on the individual tax rates? What is the difference
between the total taxes paid by both partners and the taxes paid
by the sole proprietor for each of the taxable incomes?



IThe Need for Financial Markets
“Money makes the world go around” is more than the lyrics of a song.
Money really does make the financial world go around. Money allows
companies to obtain the resources they need to operate their businesses.
Companies use money to build factories and assembly lines; purchase
equipment, raw materials and supplies; and pay the salaries of the personnel
needed to produce goods that can be sold to customers.

Consumers need money for large and small items, one-time and every-
day purchases. Homes, automobiles, food, clothing, entertainment, and
vacations all require money. From inexpensive daily purchases to the very
costly items that require both savings and loans, money is the resource that
allows consumers to meet their wants and needs.

EXCHANGING
FINANCIAL
RESOURCES
Some people need
money while others
have money. For peo-
ple who have a short-
or long-term financial
need, the options are
to earn the money or
to borrow from those
who have money in
order to meet those
needs. People who
have money can use
their financial assets to
earn even more. They
can invest or loan the
money to those with
financial needs in order
to get a financial return.
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For most people, buying a home involves a 
long-term loan. 
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Terms
• financial market

• financial return

• financial risk

• term

Goals
• Discuss the purpose and

general structure of
financial markets.

• Describe the major types
of financial markets.

2.3 Types of Financial Markets

• commodity markets

• capital markets

• stock market

• money markets



While it is possible for individuals who need money and those who
have money to make individual agreements on the terms of their exchange,
that procedure would be difficult and certainly time-consuming. Financial
markets and financial institutions have developed to make those exchanges
easier and more convenient. A is an organized process
for the exchange of capital and credit. Common financial markets are stock
markets, bond markets, commodity markets, and currency markets. Some
basic principles of financial exchange guide the activities of those markets
and institutions.

PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL EXCHANGE
People who need to borrow money from others must pay to do so. People
who loan or invest money with others do so to obtain a financial return. A

is a profit earned from an investment. Most investments
are made to gain the greatest financial return. However, investments come
with financial risks. A is the possibility that an expected
profit will not be achieved. Investments are evaluated to determine the
level of risk. Investments with higher financial risks offer the opportunity
for a greater financial return, while low-risk investments offer a lower
return. With greater risk, there is a higher probability that the expected
return will not be realized. The low-risk investments pay less but have a
greater likelihood of achieving the expected return.

The of an investment is the length of time the invested money is
controlled by others. Long-term investments may be made for many years
or even without an ending date identified. Short-term investments may
only have a term of a few days or a few months. 

Businesses use money to pay for the resources needed to run the busi-
ness. Money can be obtained by offering ownership in the business or by
obtaining long- and short-term financing from non-owners. Ownership
financing in sole proprietorships, partnerships, and limited liability compa-
nies comes directly from the resources of the owners. Those ownership
investments typically are made for the life of the business. Ownership financ-
ing in corporations comes from the sale of stock. Stock in public corporations
is bought and sold regularly. Some stock owners hold their stock in compa-
nies for many years, while others hold the stock for only a short time. 

Non-owners provide both short-term and long-term financing for busi-
nesses. A typical way for businesses to obtain financing without offering
ownership is to borrow money from financial institutions. Short-term and
long-term loans to purchase raw materials, inventory, supplies, and equip-
ment or to pay ongoing operating costs are often obtained from banks or
from the suppliers of the goods purchased. Expensive purchases of property
such as land or buildings are financed with mortgages. Companies and other
organizations such as state and local governments, schools, and universities
may issue bonds that promise to pay investors an identified interest rate for
a specified time period.

term

financial risk

financial return

financial market
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t e a m w o r k
With your team,
consider the following
questions: Under what
circumstances might
an investor choose to
assume a greater finan-
cial risk for a higher
possible return? When
is it better to choose a
lower risk but a lower
return?

c h e c k p o i n t

How is financial risk related to financial return? 

✓



ICommon Financial Markets
Financial markets assist in the exchange between buyers and sellers. When
a large group of people have interests in the same products and financial re-
sources, a market serves as a common location where those resources can
be bought and sold. Sellers want to obtain the highest possible price for the
resources they own. Buyers want to purchase those resources at the lowest
possible price. Financial markets help to identify the supply and demand
for a specific resource in order to determine its current market price. The fi-
nancial market also manages the exchange between buyers and sellers with
policies and procedures for placing orders, making payments, and transfer-
ring ownership. 

COMMODITY MARKETS
trade raw materials and other basic production

resources. Oil, electricity, grain, livestock, chemicals, metals, and gold are
examples of commodities. Major commodity markets include the Chicago
Board of Trade, the New York Mercantile Exchange, the London Metal Ex-
change, and the International Petroleum Exchange of London. There are
even very specialized commodities exchanges such as the New Orleans
Cotton Exchange and the Coffee, Sugar, and Cocoa Exchange in New York.

Two types of markets exist for the sale of commodities. Spot markets buy
and sell products for immediate (on-the-spot) delivery. Futures markets are
contracts negotiated for the sale of products at some future date. For example,
an airline may negotiate a futures contract for a large amount of aviation fuel
to be delivered in six months so they will have an adequate supply at a guar-
anteed price. A farmer may negotiate a futures contract to sell cattle at a spe-
cific price to be delivered in four months. By negotiating a certain future price
for each of the commodities, the airline knows what its fuel costs will be and
the farmer knows what price he will receive for the cattle when they are ready
for market. Negotiated prices reduce some of the risk in the purchase and sale
of commodities.

Commodity markets
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Sugar is traded at a specialized commodity exchange.
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STOCK MARKETS
A is the organized exchange of the ownership shares of public
corporations. The buying and selling of stock occurs in stock exchanges. Stock
exchanges used to be physical locations where representatives of buyers and
sellers actually met to negotiate for the purchase and sale of stocks. Today
with the development of computer technologies and the Internet, sales are
often completed electronically. The New York Stock Exchange still places buy
and sell orders on the trading floor of the exchange located on Wall Street in
New York City. Another major U.S. stock exchange, NASDAQ, is a virtual ex-
change. There is no physical trading floor at its New York office. All offers
and bids between sellers and buyers are matched electronically. 

OTHER FINANCIAL MARKETS
Companies use other methods to obtain financing. are
used to finance intermediate or long-term debt of one year or longer. Stock
markets are one type of capital market. Another is the bond market. A bond
is a financial instrument that obligates the issuer to pay the bondholder the
principal plus agreed-upon interest at the end of a designated period. Bonds
are often issued for terms of 5, 10, and 20 years or even longer. Bond markets
offer newly issued bonds of companies and government agencies for sale as
well as buying and selling existing bonds. 

specialize in buying and selling financial instruments
for short time periods of a year or less. The federal government offers short-
term securities known as treasury bills. Some cities offer municipal notes to
obtain cash for city operations. The government securities are repaid from
taxes or other revenues. 

A common form of money market financing familiar to many individu-
als are certificates of deposit (CDs) offered by banks and other financial insti-
tutions. Businesses raise money needed for short-term operating expenses
by selling commercial paper. The various types of short-term securities are
sold and traded through banks, government offices, and securities dealers. 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY OFFERINGS
When an organization makes stock available for the first time or issues new
bonds, it is known as a primary offering. The primary offering is also referred
to as the initial public offering (IPO). Primary offerings are used to raise new
capital for an organization. That organization receives the proceeds from
the sale of the IPO. 

Buyers may choose to hold the stock and bonds or they may decide to
resell them. When an investor offers stocks and bonds for resale, they are
known as a secondary offering. The original organization is not involved in
the secondary sale, so it does not receive any money. The value of securities
increase and decrease based on supply, demand, economic conditions, and
other market factors. Investors buy and sell securities on the secondary
market with the hope of making a profit on their eventual sale.

Money markets

Capital markets

stock market
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c h e c k p o i n t

What is the difference between a primary and a secondary
offering? 

✓
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2.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The uncertainty that an expected profit will not be achieved is a
financial ? .
a. market c. risk
b. return d. investment

2. True or False? The term of an investment is the interest rate to be
paid.

3. A typical way for businesses to obtain financing without offering
ownership is to ? money from financial institutions.

4. A ? exists to facilitate the exchange of things of value
between buyers and sellers. 
a. stock c. bank
b. financial market d. none of the above

5. True or False? Stock exchanges need to have physical locations
where representatives of buyers and sellers actually meet to negoti-
ate for the purchase and sale of stocks. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Research Review a daily newspaper and identify five different

opportunities for investing money identified in articles, advertise-
ments, or special features. Describe each of the types of invest-
ments, the organization or company offering the investment, and
the level of risk and return of the investment. 

7. Math Recently the U.S. government offered Series EE Savings
Bonds at an interest rate of 3.70 percent. Interest is compounded
semiannually, meaning the interest is added to the principal every
six months. If you purchase $2,500 of the bonds, calculate the
interest earned and the total value of your investment at the end of
each year for a five-year period. 

8. Critical Thinking Write a two-page report discussing and com-
paring the use of ownership and non-ownership financing to expand
a small business that is currently organized as a sole proprietorship. 

9. Visual Art Prepare a table that identifies 10 different commodities
that are publicly traded. Develop a separate column for the type of
commodity, the name of the commodity exchange, the city and
country where the exchange is located, and the current price of the
commodity. 

10. Communication Prepare a two-minute speech on the risks and
rewards of the stock market as a way for individuals to invest some
of their money.
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IGoing Global
It is difficult today for most businesses to operate without being affected by
the global business environment. Changing technology in communications
makes information exchange around the world almost instantaneous. Im-
provements in production processes and distribution methods make it pos-
sible to move raw materials, supplies, and finished goods quickly from
place to place. This allows lower-cost production and access to customers
in many countries. Trade agreements negotiated between countries and
regions of the world reduce trade restrictions and encourage free trade. 

Corporate ownership is often multinational. Business investments are
made with little regard for country boundaries. Whether by choice or not,
businesses are facing global competition and are adjusting their decisions
and operations to reflect the global marketplace. A or
multinational business, is a company that transcends national boundaries
and is not committed to a single home country.

IMPORTANCE OF
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS
Over the past 20 years, U.S.
business investments in
other countries have grown
from under $500 billion to
nearly $2.5 trillion. At the
same time, foreign com-
panies have made business
investments in the United
States. Those foreign invest-
ments have grown from
about $200 billion to over
$1.5 trillion over the 20-year
period. Multinational invest-
ments have been made in
almost all industries.

global business,

Terms
• global business

• foreign currency 

Goals
• Recognize the impor-

tance of global business.

• Identify several types of
international financial
activities.

2.4 Global Financial Activities

• exchange rate

• foreign exchange market

Many businesses today operate internationally. 
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Those investments are not limited to ownership of companies in other
countries. Businesses may form formal partnerships or less formal working
agreements. One company may share a technology or process with another,
offer management help, or provide a business activity that is needed by the
foreign company for effective competition in a new market. One of the
major forms of international investment is providing long-term and short-
term loans and other types of financing to foreign businesses.

Reasons for companies to make international business investments 
include

1. To expand their markets

2. To increase operating efficiency and reduce costs

3. To reduce political, legal, and regulatory hurdles they might otherwise
face in other countries

4. To diversify their operations

5. To gain a greater return on their investments
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Guidelines for Ethical Decision Making 
You are offered a free trip to visit factories in several other countries if
your company uses the services of a particular bank. Do you do it? Each
day, people make many financial decisions. These choices of actions may
be viewed differently in different countries. In some societies, people ex-
pect you to do business with family members. In other places, payments
or gifts are expected before you are able to do business. Many financial
situations can create ethical concerns. Ethics are principles of right and
wrong used to guide personal and business decisions. When considering
the ethics of financial situations, three guidelines are commonly used.
1. Is the action legal? Laws vary among states and around the world.

Most financial organizations base company decisions on the laws in
their home countries. When a conflict occurs, managers will also con-
sider factors such as professional standards and the potential effects
of an action on society.

2. Does the action violate professional or company standards?
Professional and company standards frequently exceed the law. These
standards can help to ensure that financial decisions will be in the
best interest of both the company and society.

3. Who is affected by the action and how? An action may be legal
and within professional or company standards. But decision makers
should also consider possible effects on employees, consumers, com-
petitors, and the environment. 

Think Critically 
1. What are some examples of situations faced by financial managers and

individual investors that may require using these ethical guidelines?
2. Describe how business activities might be affected if no ethical

guidelines existed. 
3. Research an ethical situation that has been in the news. How did this

situation affect companies, workers, investors, and others?

ethicsa question of



PROBLEMS FACED IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
It is not easy to shift business activities from one country to another. Each
country has different political, economic, and legal environments. The cul-
ture of business in the new country may mean a different approach to busi-
ness relationships, different management practices, and even different
beliefs about ethical issues. Specifically, businesses have to consider

1. Language and cultural differences affecting company employees and
customers

2. Differences in the stability of the government that might result in
political risks

3. Different economic philosophies leading to more or less government
influence on the economy and on businesses

4. Different money systems and fluctuating monetary values between
currencies

552.4 >>> Global Financial Activities

c h e c k p o i n t

List several reasons businesses may want to make multinational
business investments.

✓

IInternational Finance
International business requires international finance. Money flows from
one business to another across country borders. Individual and organiza-
tional investors look to foreign markets for investment opportunities.
Special considerations affect international finance.

FOREIGN CURRENCIES AND RATES OF EXCHANGE
When products and services are bought and sold globally, payments move
from one country to another. Usually each country has its own currency.
The currency of another country is a

If a U.S. business wants
to purchase goods from a member of the
European Union it will need to convert
U.S. dollars to euros. In the same way, if a
Japanese automobile manufacturer ships
pickup trucks to Mexico, pesos will need to
be converted to yen. To make the conver-
sion from one currency to another, an
exchange rate must be established. An

is the value of one cur-
rency in terms of another. Exchange rates
in the U.S. are often expressed in terms
of how much of a foreign currency is re-
quired to purchase one dollar. For example
1.23 CAD/USD means that it takes 1.23
Canadian Dollars to purchase one U.S.
Dollar.

exchange rate

foreign currency.

International currency is exchanged at a foreign exchange market.
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Exchange rates are established in the foreign exchange market. The
is where one currency is exchanged for another.

The foreign exchange market is not one organization or one location. It is a
series of interconnected entities including large banks, governments, multi-
national businesses, and smaller retail businesses that exchange small amounts
of currencies for individuals.

There is not just one exchange rate at a given time between two countries’
currencies. The exchange rates cannot vary a great deal or it would make
exchanging currencies too difficult and risky. Today’s technology allows
participants involved in currency exchanges to compare rates worldwide
and make exchanges where they can get the best rates.

The foreign exchange market is the largest trading market in the world,
handling over $11/2 trillion each day. The largest volume of currency exchange
occurs in the United Kingdom, which accounts for nearly 1/3 of all ex-
changes. The other countries with large exchange volumes are the United
States and Japan.

The exchange rate for a country’s currency is based on the supply and
demand for that currency. If few U.S. dollars are available for exchange yet
a large amount are demanded, the exchange rate will increase. The dif-
ference in the value of a country’s imports and exports affects supply and
demand and therefore the exchange rates. If the U.S. is importing more
goods than it is exporting, it will need to convert more U.S. dollars to other
currencies. Converting to other currencies increases the demand for those
currencies and decreases the exchange rate for U.S. dollars.

INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
One way for businesses and individual investors to participate in the global
economy is to invest in businesses from other countries. Those investments
can be in the form of direct investment through short-term and long-term
loans to foreign or multinational businesses. Investors will want to consider
the rate of return on the investment compared to other possible uses of
their money. They will want to study the possible risk of the investment.
Risks may be higher or lower than similar investments in U.S. firms. 

A second method of international investment is by participating in
foreign stock markets. While the U.S. stock markets offer trading in many
international businesses, many countries have their own stock exchanges
that offer stock trading for the corporations headquartered in their coun-
tries. Trading rules and procedures may be different from one exchange to
another, so investors need to have expert advice and assistance before par-
ticipating in a new stock market. 

The major U.S. exchanges have well-known market indexes that provide
information on the overall performance of the stock market. Those include
the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the NASDAQ Composite, and the
Standard and Poor’s (S&P) 500. The stock markets of other countries have
their own market indexes. 

Germany: XETRA DAX Great Britain: FT-SE 100
Japan: Nikkei 225 Hong Kong: Hang Seng

foreign exchange market
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t e a m w o r k
Use the Internet to fol-
low stock indexes of
the stock markets of
three countries for sev-
eral days. Discuss your
observations and what
they might say about
the business and
economic environment
of the countries.

c h e c k p o i n t

What determines a country’s foreign exchange rate? 

✓
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2.4 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. True or False? A global business is not committed to a single home
country. 

2. Over the past 20 years, U.S. business investments in other countries
have grown to nearly
a. $500 billion c. $2.5 trillion
b. $1 trillion d. $5 trillion

3. Which of the following is NOT a reason for companies to make
international business investments? 
a. to increase operating efficiency and reduce costs 
b. to reduce political, legal, and regulatory hurdles they might

otherwise face in other countries
c. to diversify their operations
d. all of the above are appropriate reasons

4. True or False? The value of a country’s imports and exports has no
effect on the exchange rate for its currency. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Research Develop a table that compares the currency exchange

rates of four different countries.

6. Economics Use the Internet to identify four multinational compa-
nies that produce products you have purchased and used. List each
company name, the country in which it began, and its primary
product.

7. Law Use the Internet, magazines, or newspapers to locate infor-
mation on a company that faces a legal, ethical, or political problem
resulting from business activities in another country. Prepare a writ-
ten summary of the issues and how the company is attempting to
resolve the problem it faces. 

8. Critical Thinking Some people are concerned that international
business competition hurts U.S. businesses and consumers. Gather
information that provides evidence of the benefits of international
business competition. Write a one-page persuasive essay based on
the information you collect.

9. Careers Identify a multinational company for which you would
like to work. Gather information on the company, the countries in
which it has operations, and an international job offered by the
company that interests you. Prepare a letter that could be sent to
the company expressing your interest in the company and the
reasons the international job appeals to you.



Chapter 2 Assessment

Summary
2.1 BASIC ECONOMIC SYSTEMS AND PRINCIPLES

1. Financial decisions are influenced as much by the economy as by any
other factors. Effective financial planning and decision making requires
an understanding of the economy and economic principles.

2. Businesses and individuals make decisions about what to produce and
what to consume. Microeconomics is about economic decisions related
to the choices of individuals and businesses. Macroeconomics is about
economic decisions made at a national level.

2.2 LEGAL FORMS OF BUSINESS 

3. The way a business is organized plays a major role in its financial con-
dition. It will determine how much money is available to start the
business, how additional funds can be obtained when needed, how
income and expenses are allocated and accounted for, and even the
amount of taxes paid by the business and business owner. 

4. Many factors enter into the decision about the form of business own-
ership. These include the amount of individual responsibility and con-
trol, the simplicity or complexity of forming and managing the business,
and differences in legal requirements and liability. A major considera-
tion is the financial implications for owning and operating each type
of business. 

2.3 TYPES OF FINANCIAL MARKETS

5. Financial markets and financial institutions have developed to facilitate
exchanges between those who need money and those who have money.
A financial market is an organized process for the exchange of capital
and credit. Some basic principles of financial exchange guide the activ-
ities of those markets and institutions.

6. Sellers want to obtain the highest price possible for their resources
while buyers want to purchase those resources at the lowest price. Fi-
nancial markets help identify the available supply and demand for a
specific resource in order to determine the market price at a particular
time. The market manages the exchange between buyers and sellers.

2.4 GLOBAL FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

7. Corporate ownership is often multinational and business investments
are made with little regard for country boundaries. A global or multi-
national business is a company that transcends national boundaries
and is not committed to a single home country.

8. International business requires international finance. Money must be
exchanged from one country’s currency to that of the other country.
Businesses and individual investors participate in the global business
economy by investing in businesses of other countries. 
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the
definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. Uncertainty that an expected profit
will not be achieved

2. Organized exchange of the ownership
shares of public corporations

3. Company that transcends national
boundaries and is not committed to a
single home country

4. Science of decision making about the
allocation of scarce resources

5. Organized process for the exchange of
capital and credit

6. Business owned and managed by two
or more people under the conditions
of a legal written agreement

7. Where one currency is exchanged for
another

8. Currency of another country

9. Length of time invested money is
controlled by others

10. Trade raw materials and other basic
production resources

Review Concepts
11. Which of the following is NOT one of the important decisions that

must be made about a country’s economy?
a. How much money is needed? 
b. What products and services will be produced?
c. How will the needed products and services be produced?
d. For whom will the products and services be produced?

12. Which type of business does not end when the current owner dies or
sells his or her ownership in the business? 
a. sole proprietorship c. corporation
b. partnership d. none of the above

13. What two things must be balanced when selecting an investment?
a. cost and benefit c. income and expenses
b. risk and return d. supply and demand

14. The largest trading market in the world is
a. the New York Stock Exchange c. the Chicago Board of Trade
b. NASDAQ d. the foreign exchange market
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a. capital markets
b. choice
c. commodity markets
d. corporation
e. demand
f. economics
g. exchange rate
h. financial market
i. financial return
j. financial risk
k. foreign currency
l. foreign exchange

market
m. global business
n. limited liability com-

pany (LLC)
o. market economy
p. market price
q. money markets
r. partnership
s. resources
t. scarcity
u. sole proprietorship
v. stock market
w. supply
x. term



Chapter 2 Assessment

Think Critically
15. Identify five ways that the U.S. economy affects the lives of you, your

family, and your community. They can be both positive and negative. 

16. Many people start their day with a bowl of breakfast cereal. Consider
all of the resources needed to produce a box of cereal. Make a list of
the resources you think would be needed and classify them as natural
resources, capital resources, or human resources.

17. Why do most people start new businesses as a sole proprietorship
when a corporation offers greater protection for the assets invested? 

18. Why is there a need for secondary offerings for stock and bonds as
well as a primary offering? Even though the company issuing the
stocks and bonds does not benefit directly from secondary offering
sales, how can those sales have a positive effect on that company?

19. The exchange rates for foreign currencies are of great concern to busi-
nesses involved in foreign trade. In what ways do those exchange rates
affect individual consumers?

Business Financial Calculations
20. An electronics company can use its resources to produce either digital

cameras or cellular phones. It costs $87 to produce each camera and
$58 to produce each phone. In the current market it will be able to sell
8,500 cameras at $127 each or 12,750 phones at $92 each. What will
be the difference in the company’s profit for each of the choices? 

21. In a recent year the federal corporate tax rate was 15 percent on income
up to $50,000 and 25 percent for income from $50,000–$75,000. In the
same year, the individual income tax rate was 0 percent for income up
to $7,500, 15 percent for income from $7,500–$30,500 and 25 percent
for income from $30,500–$74,000. What would be the difference in in-
come tax paid by a person who organized a small business as a corpora-
tion versus a sole proprietorship with a business income of $69,800?

22. Allan has a grain farm in Iowa. His cost for raising corn is $2.28 per
bushel. He sold his corn crop at three different times on the commod-
ity market. In June after his corn was planted he sold half of his antici-
pated 300,000 bushel crop on the futures market for $2.32 per bushel.
In November he sold 90,000 bushel at $2.30 per bushel on the spot
market. The next April, he sold the remaining 60,000 bushel for $2.25.
What were Allan’s income, costs, and profit or loss from each sale?
What were his income, costs, and profit realized from the entire crop? 

23. A U.S. manufacturer placed an order with a German company for
some specialized production equipment. The final cost of the order
was $78,500 EUR. From the time negotiations began until the order
was completed and payment needed to be made, the currency
exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and the Euro has gone from
$1.252 USD/EUR to $1.273. How much more did the U.S. company
have to pay based on the rate change? What was the percentage of
price increase in U.S. dollars?
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, Caught Up in the
Economy, to answer the following questions.

24. How do the economic principles of scarcity, choice, and supply and
demand apply to the situation Cam faced when the established parcel
delivery companies reduced their prices?

25. Describe how each of the principles of the U.S. free enterprise economy
is illustrated in the case. How have those principles benefited Cam?
How are they related to the problems he currently faces?

26. Cam started his business as a sole proprietorship. How might he be
able to respond differently to the competitive situation he is facing if
the business was organized as a partnership or a corporation? 

27. What are the reasons Cam’s new business has been so successful when
other parcel delivery services are available? How might Cam use the
positive experiences of his customers and the local demand for his
delivery service to respond to the price cuts of the large competitors? 

Portfolio Activity
To provide tangible evidence of your learning about the financial environ-
ment of business, do the following:

COLLECT an example of a product, service, or business activity that illus-
trates global business competition. The example could be an advertisement,
newspaper or magazine article, product, or another type of example. 

CREATE a visual to show how several economic principles apply to the
example you have collected. Use photos, other pictures, or drawings to
illustrate the economic impact on businesses and consumers. 

CONNECT your visual to other items already in your class portfolio or
relate it to an important concept you have learned in another class. Make
the connection by preparing a one-minute presentation on the economic
role of global business competition. 

Stock Market Activity
The value of stock is affected by many factors. Economic, social, and polit-
ical conditions can influence the market price of stocks in different indus-
tries. As consumer spending patterns change, some companies benefit
while others suffer. Demographic trends such as population shifts can 
affect the profits and stock prices of various companies. 

Conduct library and Internet research on an industry of your choice.
(An industry is a group of companies involved in similar business activities.)

1. Identify the main companies in the industry. Describe the competitive
situation among these companies. 

2. Explain how economic conditions might affect the stock value of the
companies in this industry. 

3. Describe recent social trends or government actions that might have a
positive or negative influence on the stock value of the companies in
this industry. 
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Planning a Career in Economics

62 Chapter 2 >>> Financial Environment of Business

Economics may not seem like a
career area, but economists can be
found in all types of industries and
businesses. The need for people
with an understanding of the intri-
cate workings of the national and
world economies is vital to the
success of companies and the eco-
nomic health of our country. Peo-
ple with the capability to gather
and analyze economic data, predict
economic changes and the effects
of those changes on business deci-
sions, and communicate complex
mathematical information to busi-
ness and government leaders will
be in high demand in the future. 

Employment Outlook
■ Employment of economists is

expected to grow more slowly
than average for all occupations
over the next 10 years. Demand
is rising for economic analysis in
virtually every industry. More
than half of all economists are
employed by the federal and
state governments.

■ Academic positions for
economists will grow as those
currently employed near retire-
ment. Demand for high school
economics teachers is also ex-
pected to grow.

■ Employment growth should be
the fastest in private industry,
especially in management, sci-
entific, and technical consult-
ing services.

Job Titles
■ Economist

■ Financial analyst

■ Market analyst

■ Public policy consultant

■ Researcher or research assistant

■ Econometrician

Needed Skills
■ Well-developed quantitative

skills and preparation in mathe-
matics, statistics, survey design,
and computers.

■ Minimum of a bachelor’s degree
with increasing demand for an
MBA. Top economists hold a PhD.

■ Excellent communication skills
to present quantitative data and
make understandable recom-
mendations to decision-makers.

What’s It Like to Work 
in Economics?
The real estate market has been very
good. The economy is strong and
mortgage rates are at low levels.
Many young couples are buying
their first homes and current home-
owners are upgrading to bigger and
more expensive houses.

Yet Jackson is worried. As the
lead economist for a national home-
builder, he provides recommenda-
tions to company executives to help
them decide whether to continue
to purchase land for new housing
developments and to increase the
number of construction crews to
keep up with current demand.

The stock market is increasingly
volatile with a few predictions of a
major downward adjustment. The
Federal Reserve chairman has re-
cently hinted at increasing the fed-
eral funds rate, which could result
in higher mortgage rates. Jackson is
spending more and more time por-
ing over a variety of economic data.
His advice will affect company
plans and more importantly, com-
pany profits.

What about you? What
appeals to you about economics ca-
reers? What will you have to do to
achieve success in this career field?



GLOBAL MARKETING TEAM EVENT
The Global Marketing Team Event is a team event that consists of 2–4
members. All members of the team must be dressed in business attire when
giving the presentation. Each member must contribute. The event requires
participants to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of management
and international business concepts. The team will develop a written inter-
national marketing plan that identifies the customer base and consumer be-
havior in different cultures. The plan must include title page, table of con-
tents, synopsis or mini-plan, and company goals. The marketing plan must
include descriptions of customers and their needs, pricing strategy, and the
competition. The marketing plan must demonstrate a strong understanding
of global financial activities, including global currencies, legal paperwork,
contracts, and insurance. The Global Marketing Team will have ten (10)
minutes to present their plan to the judges. Flash cards will be used to give
participants two (2) minute and one (1) minute warnings. Judges have an
additional five (5) minutes to ask questions.

Topic Your business (Heartland Foods) wants to market beef and other agri-
cultural products to Japan. Japan is a huge potential market for the products
that your company produces efficiently. Japanese have a high demand for the
top quality beef produced in the United States. Trade depends upon a strong
dollar, continued strong diplomatic relations between the U.S. and Japan, a
high-quality product, and no disturbing publicity like “Mad Cow Disease.”

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of management and inter-

national business concepts.
■ Communicate research in a clear and concise manner both orally and

in writing.
■ Demonstrate teamwork skills needed to function in a global marketing

environment.
■ Demonstrate an understanding of price and international exchange rates.
■ Demonstrate effective persuasive and informative communication and

presentation skills.
■ Recognize economic, social, legal, and technological trends that affect

global marketing.
■ Develop a written international marketing plan.

Go to the BPA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why is it important to understand the culture when developing a

marketing plan?
2. Why is insurance important when conducting international business?
3. Why is it important to understand the economic system of the coun-

try where you want to conduct business?
4. Who are two professional experts that a business should contact for

advice when considering expansion into international markets? 
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Apple Computer: A New Life
Few companies get a second chance. Apple Computer has fought back
from the brink of financial failure several times. 

Apple Computer was the creation of Steve Jobs and Steve Wosniak.
When they introduced the Apple II in 1977, the personal computer
moved from being primarily a desktop tool for businesspeople to a
computer that individuals could afford and use. It was a one-box com-
puter and monitor that was easy to assemble and simple to use. They
developed their own easy-to-use and reliable operating system rather
than relying on the established Microsoft software used on most com-
puters. Since Apple was reluctant to license the operating system to
other companies, it never achieved the widespread use of Microsoft
Windows.

Apple received recognition for continuing innovation with a series
of unique products including the Lisa computer, the Newton handheld
computer, and the PowerMac G4 Cube. They also refined their oper-
ating software resulting in OS X, a faster, more flexible, easy-to-update
operating system. However, the company struggled with operations and
management issues. Steve Jobs was replaced as the head of Apple in
1985 and left the company. A series of CEOs worked on marketing, new
product development, partnerships with other companies, and other
strategies, but failed to return the company to its original success. Many
business and financial experts predicted that the company would not
survive.

Jobs was rehired by Apple in 1996 and soon was reinstated as CEO.
He recommitted the company to a narrowly focused set of innovative
products and concentrated on exploiting the growing popularity of the
Internet. In fact, he often used the title iCEO to demonstrate his belief
in the importance of the Internet focus. The first new company success
was iTunes, a software system that made it easy to download, manage,
and listen to music on the computer. That was quickly followed by the
iPod, which has become the world’s most popular portable media player.
Apple opened the online iTunes Music Store, selling individual songs as
downloadable music files inexpensively.

The company’s financial condition has rebounded with a rising
stock price, excellent cash flow, and a return to profitability. Additional
new product plans including partnerships with companies such as Nike
and Disney suggest Apple has been able to reinvent and reestablish
itself.

Think Critically
1. How could Apple Computer be a leader in innovation yet finan-

cially unsuccessful?

2. Use a Web search to identify new product ideas Apple is developing
on its own and in partnership with other companies. Do you believe
they continue to focus on innovative ideas?

Case STUDY
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IFinancial Needs of Business
Financial health is a critical factor in the success of any business. A business
that has good financial resources is in a position to take advantage of
opportunities, combat competition from other businesses, and respond to
problems it encounters. Without those resources, the business will be in a
constant struggle to survive. 

Business owners and managers pay constant attention to the financial
position and financial health of the overall business and of its major oper-
ating units. Financial management determines the current financial health
of the company. It also determines the amount of money needed for all
business activities and operations, where the financing will be obtained,
and how planned activities and operations will contribute to the overall
financial health of the business.

SET FINANCIAL GOALS
The first step in financial management for a business is to establish financial
goals. establish direction for the financial plans
of a business. Business financial goals are developed to respond to three
main financial needs.

1. A business must meet its financial obligations and pay its debts. 

2. A business must provide a competitive rate of return for its investors.

3. A business must finance future growth and improvement to remain
competitive.

MEET CURRENT FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS
All businesses need money to operate. Typically the owners of the business
are not able to provide all of the money a business requires. Creditors pro-
vide additional money to pay for business operations. A is an indi-
vidual or an organization that provides funds to a business, with repayment
of the funds and agreed-upon interest due at a future date. Regular payments
of —the amount of money borrowed—and —the amount
paid for the privilege of borrowing money—must be made to all creditors.
A bank may provide a loan to purchase equipment or to finance construction
of a building. A supplier may offer credit for thirty or sixty days or longer to
help finance the purchase of raw materials, supplies, or equipment. Finan-
cial management recognizes the amounts owed to creditors and determines

interestprincipal

creditor

Business financial goals

Terms
• business financial goals

• creditor

• principal

Goals
• Describe the three pri-

mary financial goals of
businesses.

• Identify the characteristics
of effective financial goals.

3.1 Business Financial Goals

• interest

• collateral
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how those obligations will be repaid as they
become due. It also determines whether the
company is in a good position to borrow ad-
ditional funds from creditors when financial
resources are needed. 

The sale of products and services by the
business also provides money to finance op-
erations. All sales have related costs to the
business, so income from sales does not
automatically translate into profits for the
business. The sale of goods and services
usually results in cash coming in to the busi-
ness. Cash is important to pay for ongoing
expenses. If the amount of income received
from sales does not exceed the costs of pro-
ducing the sales, the financial position of
the business will decline. That means the
business will have a more difficult time
meeting financial obligations because
sales were not profitable. Another part of
financial management is determining the
profitability of a company’s products and
services and how to improve the financial
position resulting from ongoing business
operations.

PROVIDE COMPETITIVE FINANCIAL 
RETURN TO INVESTORS
People invest money with the expectation of making a good financial
return, or profit, on their investment. They will generally invest their
money where they can receive the highest rate of return within the level of
risk they are willing to take. If a business is not able to make adequate prof-
its to pay its investors a competitive financial return, it will be unable to at-
tract additional money from investors when needed. It will also run the risk
that investors will take their money from the business and reinvest it where
a higher return is available.

Owners of sole proprietorships, partnerships, and even small corporations
may be willing to accept a comparatively low rate of return on the money
they have invested for a time. The operation and success of the business is
an important part of their lives and they are usually seeking more from the
business than the highest possible rate of financial return. People who invest
in a larger corporation as stockholders, on the other hand, have little
personal interest in the ongoing business operations. They are primarily
concerned about the money they have invested and the return they are
receiving on that investment. If they see that the return is not comparable
to what they can receive from other investment choices, they will quickly
sell their stock. There is pressure on corporate management to maintain a
competitive rate of return and provide evidence that the financial position
of the company is healthy and improving. That pressure has led to some no-
table legal problems for executives as well as company failures as a result of
fraudulent financial and accounting transactions. Recent examples include
Enron and WorldCom.

t e a m w o r k
“A business needs to
grow and improve in
order to be successful.”
Do you agree or dis-
agree with that state-
ment? Discuss it with
your teammates and
provide reasons to
support each of the
positions.

Businesses may borrow money to finance new construction
or expansion.
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Financial management determines how funds will be returned to own-
ers in the form of salaries and dividends at a level that satisfies their expec-
tations and that is competitive with alternative investments. Financial
managers are sensitive to the needs and perceptions of investors. They
make financial decisions designed to maintain an appropriate rate of return
and positive relations with important investors. 

FINANCE BUSINESS GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENT
If you study the history of today’s largest businesses, each of them started
as a small business. There is no guarantee that growth will assure the suc-
cess of a business. Large businesses run into financial difficulties that may
lead to bankruptcy. Not every business needs to grow into a giant company
with billions of dollars of sales and thousands of employees. But even small
businesses look for new customers, higher sales, and greater profits. 

Businesses can finance growth through attract-
ing additional investments, borrowing more
money from creditors, or reinvesting profits. Each
of those alternatives requires the business to be
financially healthy. Only investors who are in a
position to accept a very high risk of losing their
money will place money in a business experiencing
financial difficulties. Investors expect to receive
compensation for assuming high risk. For example,
they may demand a greater percentage of owner-
ship of the business than the amount they invested
would typically warrant. They may negotiate an
agreement that if the business fails they are the first
to receive money after creditors have been paid.

A creditor is not likely to loan money or to
finance a purchase for a company experiencing fi-
nancial difficulties. Credit terms extended in those
situations will usually command a higher interest
rate, a shorter term of the loan, or a part of the
business as collateral. is an asset
promised by a business to a creditor if repayment
of a loan isn’t completed. Any creditor providing a
large amount of financing will want to have assur-
ance that the financial health of the business is
strong. That way, creditors reduce the risk that
they will not be repaid for the money loaned.

Financial management carefully prepares for
growth and expansion and determines the best ways to finance the growth
through additional investments, seeking credit, using company profits, or a
combination of these choices. Financial managers prepare the necessary fi-
nancial documents and information needed by prospective investors and
creditors in order to successfully obtain the financing.

Collateral
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c h e c k p o i n t

What are the three main financial needs of a business?

✓

Not every small business must become large, but most
try to attract new customers and attain greater profits.
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693.1 >>> Business Financial Goals

IEstablish Financial Goals
Business financial goals, just like personal financial goals, must be clear and
specific. It is not enough for managers to state that the business will pro-
vide an adequate investor return or to devote some of the profits earned to
future expansion. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE GOALS
Business financial goals must have several elements to be effective. Business
financial goals must be 

■ Specific

■ Realistic

■ Measurable

■ Established for an identified period of time

Specific A specific financial goal is directed at a particular business action.
For example “to increase the profitability of all new product introductions
after six months of sales by 1.5 percent” directs efforts at a specific business
activity—new product introductions. Everyone knows what part of business
operations must receive attention in order to achieve the goal.

Realistic A realistic financial goal must be possible. It can stretch the or-
ganization to perform better than it has in the past, but it cannot be so
high as to be unrealistic. In the example above, the goal was to increase
profitability of new sales by 1.5 percent within six months. If in the past,
profitability from new sales had never increased more than 0.3 percent, the
new goal is probably not realistic.

Measurable A measurable goal identifies the financial performance that
is expected to change. It must be a goal for which the business is able to
gather information and evaluate the results. In the example, the goal is to
increase profits from new product sales. If some costs cannot be matched
to specific products or if information is not collected on a monthly basis,
the goal cannot be measured.

Identified Time Finally, an identified time allows adequate time for the
business to improve the identified performance as well as a time frame in
which the business usually measures performance. In this case, the goal es-
tablishes a standard for improving the profitability of new products within
six months. That amount of time is realistic for a new product to become
established in a market and accepted by customers. 

Example If a company regularly introduces new products and wants
to improve the profitability of those products, the established goal “to in-
crease the profitability of all new product introductions after six months
of sales by 1.5 percent” establishes an important financial performance tar-
get for the company. Achieving the goal will demonstrate that the finan-
cial performance of an important business activity is improving. Company
managers and employees will use the goal to determine how they can
increase sales and control costs of the new products in order to meet the
standard established at the end of six months. Financial managers can
gather and analyze the data and provide updated information to com-
pany employees on the progress that is being made toward achieving
the goal.
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topicstechnology

A Bank in a Kiosk
Estimates are that 15 percent of U.S. households do not use banks. That
means they don’t have savings or checking accounts and seldom have
credit cards since most require a bank account for approval. The “un-
banked” still need financial services. Self-service kiosks placed in con-
venience stores, malls, and other public locations are meeting that need.
Financial services kiosks allow consumers to withdraw cash, purchase
money orders, cash paychecks, transfer money, pay utility and telephone
bills, and purchase prepaid credit, debit, and gift cards. Some kiosks are
even set up to allow customers to receive their wages in cash from em-
ployers or their pensions or other payments from the government. In ad-
dition to the value the kiosks provide to people who do not have bank
accounts, they also provide convenient access to financial services for
people who do have bank accounts. You can quickly pay a bill while fill-
ing up your gas tank or purchasing a cup of coffee. 

Think Critically
1. Why would a convenience store want to have a self-service kiosk

offering financial products? 
2. Do you believe that banks should view the kiosks as competition?

Why or why not?

When asked by Fortune
magazine in 2006 to
select companies they
most admire other
than their own, busi-
nesspeople worldwide
identified four U.S.
companies in the top
five. They are General
Electric, Procter &
Gamble, FedEx, and
Johnson & Johnson.
One non-U.S. company,
Toyota Motors, also ap-
peared in the top five. 

c h e c k p o i n t

Identify the four characteristics of effective business financial goals.

✓

DETERMINE FINANCIAL PRIORITIES
Over a period of years, companies must be able to accomplish each of the
three financial goals. They must have adequate levels of investment, be able
to meet short- and long-term credit obligations, and finance growth plans.
One of these goals may be more important than the others at a certain time
or based on circumstances facing the business. An important financial man-
agement responsibility is determining the immediate and long-term finan-
cial needs of the business and establishing appropriate goals. 

Companies facing increasing competition or rising costs may want to
concentrate on meeting current financial obligations. They may set goals to
improve productivity or increase profitability. Other goals may be to reduce
the amount of credit owed and increase their cash position. 

A company that is focused on growth needs to determine how that
growth will be financed. Will the company choose to increase the amount
of investment by offering additional stock for sale or will it choose to finance
the growth through increased borrowing from creditors? In either case, the
financial position of the company will need to be strong.

Increasing the attractiveness of the company to investors may mean
working to increase stock value or dividend rates. To appeal to creditors, the
company must have adequate assets to cover the increased expenses of the
credit payments. The financial priorities of the company will help to deter-
mine the types of specific financial goals that will be needed.
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3.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following is NOT one of the main financial needs of a
business?
a. A business must provide a competitive rate of return for its

investors.
b. A business must meet its financial obligations and pay its debts. 
c. A business must finance future growth and improvement to re-

main competitive. 
d. A business must make a profit on all of its activities. 

2. A ? financial goal is directed at a particular business action.
a. measurable
b. specific
c. realistic
d. clear

3. True or False? A business that wants to finance growth needs to be
financially healthy. 

4. A ? is an individual or an organization that provides funds
to a business with a repayment of the funds and agreed-upon inter-
est due at a future date.

5. True or False? A company should address all three of the main fi-
nancial goals at the same time rather than selecting one as a priority. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Technology Various investments provide different rates of return

to investors but also have different levels of risk. Use the Internet to
identify the annual rate of return an investor could receive for plac-
ing $10,000 in each of the following investment choices one year
ago: a checking account, a 12-month certificate of deposit, pur-
chasing gold on the commodity market, buying stock in Wal-Mart.
How do the investment choices differ in the level of risk for the
investor?

7. Speech Prepare a two-minute persuasive speech saying why having
an adequate supply of cash may be more important to a new busi-
ness than showing a profit at the end of the first year of operations. 

8. Research Identify three different types of creditors a business could
use to finance a new computer purchase. Prepare a table that com-
pares the advantages and disadvantages of the three alternatives. 

9. Math A company established a goal to increase the ratio of assets
to liabilities by 5 percent within one year. At the beginning of the
year, the assets were $1,565,898 and liabilities were $1,326,527. At
the end of the year, the assets were $1,964,025 and liabilities were
$1,598,296. Calculate the change in assets and liabilities from the
beginning to the end of the year. Calculate the increase or decrease
in the percentage (ratio) of assets to liabilities from the beginning
to the end of the year. Did the company meet its goal?
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IThe Balance Sheet
Businesses prepare financial statements to report financial information.

are specific reports prepared according to accepted
accounting standards that provide financial information about an enterprise.
The three primary financial statements—the balance sheet, the income state-
ment, and the cash flow statement—are used to understand the financial
health of a business and to make financial decisions. The three types of

statements are used not only in businesses but by gov-
ernment agencies, nonprofit organizations, and even in-
dividuals who prepare personal financial statements to
apply for a loan, purchase a home, or make a substantial
investment.

In order to be useful for decision-making, financial
statements must be understandable, reliable, and 
comparable. Understandable means that the forms are
organized in the same way so they can be read and
interpreted by both financial experts and people who
have a general understanding of financial concepts and
principles. Reliable means the statements contain objec-
tive and unbiased information so it can be trusted by
those who must use the information. Comparable means
that information from financial statements prepared for
different time periods or even for different companies
can be compared.

To meet those requirements, financial statements are
created following guidelines established by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board and endorsed by the Ameri-
can Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Public cor-
porations are required by the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) to prepare financial statements and
have them audited by an independent certified public
accountant. The statements and audit reports must be
available for public review.

Financial statements

Terms
• financial statements

• balance sheet

• assets

• depreciation

Goals
• Explain the purpose and

elements of a balance
sheet.

• Explain the purpose and
elements of an income
statement.

• Explain the purpose and
elements of a cash flow
statement

3.2 Understand Financial Statements

• liabilities

• owner’s equity

• income statement

• cash flow statement

An accountant provides financial information
that is useful for business decision-making.
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BALANCE SHEET COMPONENTS
The also known as the statement of financial position, iden-
tifies the assets, liabilities, and equity of a business as of a specific date. The
balance sheet describes what the company owns, what it owes, and its value
to the owners. The balance sheet is organized around the basic accounting
equation.

Assets � Liabilities � Owner’s Equity

A balance sheet provides a “snapshot” of the financial status of a business
at a specific date. Balance sheets are always prepared at the end of the fiscal
year for a company. They are also often prepared quarterly or monthly so
changes in the financial position of a company can be readily identified.
The values can change quickly based on management decisions and company
performance, so it is important to examine several consecutive balance
sheets to determine if changes are occurring and the values of those changes.
A sample balance sheet is shown in Figure 3-1.

balance sheet,

Sample Balance Sheet

FIGURE 3-1

BALANCE SHEET

December 31, 20xx

Assets
Current Assets
Cash $  24,500
Accounts Receivable 85,445
Inventory 128,900 
Prepaid Expenses 20,050
Operating Supplies 12,300
Long-Term Assets
Investments in Subsidiaries 825,000
Vehicles 93,200
Land 86,235
Buildings 657,000
Capital Equipment 394,500
Less: Accumulated Depreciation (29,450)

Total Assets $2,297,680

Liabilities and Owners’ Equity
Current Liabilities
Note Payable $86,090
Loans Payable 25,540
Accounts Payable 38,800
Taxes Payable 27,600
Long-Term Liabilities
Mortgage 498,200
Pensions Payable 560,000
Total Liabilities 1,236,230

Owner’s Equity
Stock $707,825
Capital Surplus 225,000
Retained Earnings 128,625

Total Liabilities and Owner’s equity $2,297,680

Assets All of the things a business owns and uses as a part of business op-
erations are Everything from the buildings, land, and equipment to
office supplies and inventory are assets of a business. Assets are categorized
on the balance sheet according to the length of time they will be available
for use by the business. Current assets have a short life of less than a year. If
necessary, current assets can be quickly converted to cash. Common types
of current assets for many businesses are cash, inventory, materials and sup-
plies, and accounts receivable. Long-term assets have a longer life of a year
or more and often define the nature of the business. Common types of
long-term assets are buildings, land, equipment, patents, investments made
by the company for a period longer than a year, and other owned resources
used by the business.

assets.
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The value of most long-term assets decreases over time. A decline in the
value of an asset as it ages is known as The balance sheet
reflects both the original value of the asset and its depreciated value. The
method used to calculate depreciation is established by federal tax laws. 

Liabilities Those things that the business owes to others are
Anything the business has purchased, leased, or used but not yet paid for
results in a liability. The amount of the loan or lease must be included in
the liabilities section of the balance sheet. 

Just as with assets, there are two categories of liabilities. Current liabilities
are those that will be paid for within a year. Long-term liabilities are any for
which payment will not be made in full for more than a year. Common
types of current liabilities are accounts payable, which are purchases for
which suppliers have provided short-term credit, loans that must be repaid
quickly, and wages and taxes owed. Long-term liabilities include mortgages
on land and buildings, long-term purchase agreements, and multi-year
leases on equipment.

Owner’s Equity The total value that all owners and investors have in
the firm is In a corporation, owner’s equity is the value of
all stock and any profits being held by the business. In proprietorships and
partnerships, owner’s equity is the total amount the owners have invested
in the business and the increase (or decrease) in value of the business result-
ing from its operations. 

ANALYZING A BALANCE SHEET
The balance sheet lists the values of everything owned and owed by a busi-
ness. As its name implies, a balance sheet must be in balance. The difference
between the value of all current and long-term assets and all current and
long-term liabilities is the owner’s equity. Therefore, to balance the financial
position of a business

Assets � Liabilities � Owner’s Equity 

If liabilities increase in relation to the value of assets, owner’s equity declines.
If assets increase more than the value of liabilities, owner’s equity increases. 

The changes in values of assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity can be
compared over time. How has the value of specific types of assets or total
assets changed during a one-year period? Has owner’s equity increased or
decreased during that time? What specific assets or liabilities changed in
value to affect owner’s equity? Another important type of analysis is to
compare specific values on a balance sheet with each other. A common
comparison is to determine the relationship of current assets and current li-
abilities to the value of total assets. If the percentage of current liabilities to
total assets is increasing faster than the percentage of current assets to total
assets, the business may run into a problem in paying its short-term debts.
More detailed discussion of the analysis of balance sheets and other finan-
cial statements will occur in later chapters.

owner’s equity.

liabilities.

depreciation.

In 2004, U.S. compa-
nies spent over $1 tril-
lion on investments in
long-term assets. About
2/3 of the money spent
was for operating equip-
ment and 1/3 for build-
ings and facilities. 

c h e c k p o i n t

What is the basic accounting equation around which a balance
sheet is organized? 

✓
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IIncome Statement
The balance sheet presents a company’s financial position on a specific
date. The second financial statement, the provides a
view of the financial changes in a business that have occurred during a
specified period of time. It documents all income and expenses during that
period and the resulting profit or loss earned. A sample income statement is
shown in Figure 3-2. Just like the balance sheet, an income statement needs
to be prepared at least once a year but is usually prepared very frequently,
often once a month. Recognizing changes in income, expenses, and profits
is very important for effective financial management.

income statement,

Sample Income Statement

FIGURE 3-2

INCOME STATEMENT

January 1 – June 30, 20xx

Revenue from Sales
Product 1 $454,125
Product 2 283,143
Sale of Services 181,443
Less: Product Returns (18,200)
Total Sales Revenue $900,511
Cost of Sales
Product 1 202,204
Product 2 123,118
Services 61,240
Total Cost of Sales $386,562
Gross Profit (Loss) $513,949

Operating Expenses
General & Administrative $43,292
Sales & Marketing 201,389
Non-Management Salaries 92,100
Research & Development 21,214
Operations Expenses 78,225
Total Operating Expenses $436,220
Interest Paid 8,200
Income before Taxes $69,529
Taxes Paid 11,127

Net Income $58,402

t e a m w o r k
Discuss with your team
members what you can
learn from an income
statement about a
company’s strengths
and weaknesses that
you cannot learn from
a balance sheet. What
does a balance sheet
offer that cannot be
learned from an
income statement?

All sources of revenue or income received by the business are listed on
the income statement. Those sources are commonly income from the sale
of products and services and interest earned from savings and investments.
To make sure that income is reported accurately, any reductions in the
income received such as the value of products returned by customers must
be deducted. Subtracting the cost of goods sold results in the gross profit for
the business. 

Following the calculation of gross profit, all expenses are itemized and
subtracted. Items such as salaries, rents, leases, interest payments on loans
and mortgages, supplies, utilities, insurance, maintenance, and repairs are
common business expenses listed on an income statement. Usually income
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before taxes is calculated followed by subtracting the amount of taxes paid.
The result is the business’ net income or loss for the period. 

ANALYZING AN INCOME STATEMENT
Just as with the balance sheet, a full understanding of the profit or loss
earned by a business requires a detailed analysis of the income statement.
Each category of revenues and expenses should be compared from month to
month and year to year to note changes that show improvement or decline
in factors contributing to profits or losses. Comparing individual items within
one income statement also offers important information. For example, com-
paring the value of sales to the cost of goods sold or net sales to salaries can
show whether those expenses are consuming an appropriate percentage of
the specific revenue item. Finally, comparing specific elements of a company’s
financial performance with the performance of similar companies or same-
industry averages is an important type of analysis.

c h e c k p o i n t

How is profit or loss calculated on an income statement? 

✓

ICash Flow Statement
Neither the balance sheets nor the income statements disclose all of the im-
portant financial information needed to understand a company’s financial
strengths or weaknesses. Financial data reported on both statements does
not necessarily reflect the actual cash received and spent by the business
during the time period represented. If a customer purchases a product on
credit, the money may not be received for some time after the actual sale. In

A business keeps track of its financial health using financial statements.
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The statement separates cash flows into categories of cash receipts and
cash payments. Receipts are reported by specific types of revenues such as
cash sales, payments received from customers, interest received, and owner’s
investments. Common categories of cash payments are payments to credi-
tors, payments of salaries, utilities, and taxes, and cash purchases of equip-
ment and supplies. The result of the analysis of cash flow is a net increase
or decrease in the company’s cash balance for the period. 

Analysis of the cash flow statement compares the company’s cash posi-
tion from one time period to the next, whether the amount of available
cash is increasing or decreasing, and how cash is being generated and used.
The analysis will help decision-makers decide if the company’s ability to pay
for current expenses is improving or declining. It will also help to explain
whether the company has adequate resources to finance ongoing operations
and growth or whether it will have to seek other sources of financing.
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Sample Cash Flow Statement

FIGURE 3-3

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW

For the six months ending June 30, 20xx

Beginning Cash Balance $10,867
Cash Receipts
Cash Sales $2,574,828
Asset Sales 526,800
Receipts on Accounts Receivable 198,560
Receipts on Loans Receivable 33,210
Contributed Capital 325,000
Total Cash In $3,658,398
Available Cash $3,669,265
Cash Payments
Salaries $1,023,530
Other Operating Expenses 1,729,633
Loan Payments 324,910
Capital Expenditures 88,620
Tax Payments 46,173
Total Cash Out $3,212,866
Net Cash Flow $445,532
Ending Cash Balance $456,399

c h e c k p o i n t

What important financial information is not reflected in either
the balance sheet or the income statement? 

✓

the same way, if the business obtains a loan or buys equipment or supplies
on credit, money will not be spent until payments are made to the creditors.

Having access to an adequate supply of cash is important to every
business. A lack of cash may mean that too much credit is being ex-
tended to customers or the company has too many current liabilities. A

is prepared to show how cash is used by a business
during a specified time period. A sample statement is shown in Figure 3-3.
cash flow statement
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Using a Personal Budget
Are you one of those people who is always wondering where your money
went? Have you intended to save for college, a car, or your own apartment,
but don’t seem to have enough money to pay your current expenses?
Businesses rely on budgets to make sure they have adequate resources to
meet current expenses and to anticipate future financial needs. You can
do the same thing. 

Budgeting provides information to help you understand your finan-
cial resources and current spending patterns. With a budget you have a
clear picture of what income you receive and how you use that income
to meet current needs and future goals.

First, establish your real income. To be able to budget you have to
know how much money you earn each week or month. Be honest. Don’t
expect that your parents or grandparents may give you money or that
you can earn a quick extra amount by mowing a lawn or taking a
babysitting job. What do you regularly receive from your part-time job,
allowance, or earnings on a savings account? That is the amount you
must use to budget expenses. 

Second, identify what you really spend. It’s just like counting calories.
You often forget many of the things you eat each day and you surely
don’t remember everything you purchase. You need a specific list of the
categories of your regular expenses and an accurate amount you spend
each week or month. You may need to record all expenditures for several
weeks and months to get an accurate understanding of where your
money goes.

Third, balance real income with real expenses. Are you spending ev-
erything you earn each week? Do your expenditures really reflect how
you want to spend your money considering both immediate and future
wants and needs? Most people need to find ways to reduce their current
expenditures to be able to save more for important future needs. Planning
and following a budget helps you make those difficult decisions.

Finally, apply the 60/40 rule. A good rule to balance immediate and
long-term needs is to budget 60 percent of your income on your regular
expenses—those things you know you have to purchase each week or
month. Then reserve 40 percent for other expenses that are not regular
purchases. Those expenses can include savings for education, a car, or
future expenses when you are on your own. You might establish a special
savings for personal rewards—a vacation or a special purchase. You may
want to save 10 percent just for fun money. But be careful you don’t tap
into your other savings. 

Think Critically
1. What can you do with a personal budget if you find your current

expenses just meet or even exceed your income?
2. Based on your current personal financial circumstances, do you believe

you could apply the 60/40 rule in your budget? Why or why not? 

in your lifefinance
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3.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of these terms is NOT a part of the basic accounting equation?
a. income
b. liabilities
c. assets
d. owner’s equity

2. True or False? The balance sheet reflects the original value of an
asset but not its depreciated value.

3. True or False? The income statement presents a company’s finan-
cial position on a specific date. 

4. After all expenses and taxes are subtracted from a company’s gross
profit, the result is the company’s
a. net worth
b. profit or loss
c. cash flow
d. revenue

5. Specific types of revenues such as cash sales, payments received
from customers, interest received, and owner’s investments are all
cash ? .

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Technology Templates are available through various Internet web

sites that provide a relatively easy way to construct and complete
the calculations for financial statements. Search the Internet to
locate a simple template for a balance sheet and an income state-
ment. Transfer the information from Figures 3-1 and 3-2 into the
appropriate template. Make sure the final calculations are correct
and then print the two financial statements.

7. Ethics When the managers of a large company intentionally mis-
represent the financial condition of the company to make it appear
better than it actually is, negative consequences can result for
stockholders, creditors, employees, and others. Use the Internet or
library to gather information on a company that failed due to
fraudulent financial practices. Prepare a one-page report on the
case, identifying the ethical issues involved and the negative conse-
quences of the fraud. 

8. Math Use the information in Figure 3-1 to calculate the following
ratios: (1) current assets to long-term assets, (2) each category of
assets to total assets, (3) current liabilities to long-term liabilities, 
(4) each category of liabilities to total liabilities, (5) total assets to
owner’s equity, and (6) total liabilities to owner’s equity. How do
the ratios help you to understand the financial health of the com-
pany? What additional information would be useful in analyzing
the company’s financial condition?
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IPlan the Financial Future
An important tool for financial planning is the financial budget. A

is a projected financial statement for a specific future time
period. Financial budgets should be carefully prepared based on considera-
tions of future events that could affect the business’ financial performance
and condition.

THE PURPOSE OF BUDGETING
Will the company’s sales be higher or lower in six months? Will production
costs increase? If so, by how much? Are there enough employees to meet

sales expectations? What will happen to operating ex-
penses if sales increase or decline? Can the profitability of
the company be improved? Each of these questions relies
on an understanding of future financial conditions of the
business. The answers provide important information for
managers and employees to develop realistic production,
marketing, and operating plans that can be supported by
the company’s financial resources and contribute to
strengthening its financial position. 

Budgeting requires that planners project into the
future and understand factors that can affect specific ele-
ments of the business’ finances. Budgets that are not
accurate will mislead managers, investors, creditors, and
others who use the budgets to make decisions. Without
an accurate budget, the business may not be able to meet
short- and long-term financial obligations. It may miss
out on opportunities that lead to growth and profitability.

Budgets serve as a road map for monitoring business
activities and performance. If a budget is established for a
period of six months or a year, the specific items in the
budget can be monitored during that time to see if the fi-
nancial results of company operations are matching the
budgeted amounts. If not, managers can determine what
has occurred that is not consistent with the planning
used to develop the budget. Changes can be made to

financial budget

Terms
• financial budget

• budget discrepancies

• operating budget

Goals
• Recognize the purpose of

budgeting and types of
financial budgets.

• Understand the process
for developing a financial
budget.

3.3 Develop a Financial Budget

• capital budget

• trend analysis

Financial budgets help a business plan for the 
future.
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attempt to bring financial performance in line with the budget or to modify
the budget to reflect the changing conditions and performance.

When the time period for which the budget was developed has ended,
financial statements are prepared to reflect actual financial performance.
Those statements are then compared to the budget to determine the accuracy
of the budget. An analysis of differences between
budgeted amounts and actual financial performance, will help to improve
understanding of factors affecting financial performance and improve the
accuracy of future budgets.

TYPES OF FINANCIAL BUDGETS
The primary types of financial budgets are the operating budget, cash bud-
get, and capital budget. 

Operating Budget An projects all income and ex-
penses for the operations of a business for a specific future time period. It
estimates all types of income, operating costs, expenses, and the projected
profit or loss from operations. A large company will usually develop operat-
ing budgets for smaller operating units such as a division, a specific factory
or business location, or a product group. Those operating budgets are then
combined into a full budget for the entire company.

An operating budget projects whether operations for the budgeting pe-
riod will be profitable. That allows for adjustments to be made in income
and expenses to achieve profitability goals.

Cash Budget A cash budget is the estimate of the flow of cash into and
out of a company for a specified time period. Whether a company is making
or losing money at a particular time, it must have adequate cash on hand
to meet immediate financial obligations. Because the availability of cash is
so very important to the short-term financial health of a company, the cash
budget is one of the most critical financial planning tools. Cash budgets are
often prepared for a six-month or even year-long period of time but are di-
vided into month-by-month projections of cash flow. An example monthly
cash budget is shown in Figure 3-4.

operating budget

budget discrepancies,
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Sample Monthly Cash Budget

FIGURE 3-4

CASH BUDGET

January 1 – 31, 20xx

Beginning cash balance $545,300
Cash Inflow
Collections on accounts receivable $752,000
Cash sales 483,000
Total Inflow $1,235,000
Cash Outflow
Payments on accounts payable $520,000
Cash expenses 110,500
Payments on long-term debt 750,000
Quarterly dividend payable 50,000
Total Outflow $1,430,500

Estimated ending cash balance $ 349,800



Capital Budget A is a plan to acquire and finance
long-term assets of a business. It projects the need for, cost, and value of
capital assets. Capital budgets include assets such as land, buildings, and
equipment that have a lifespan of more than a year. A capital budget
includes costs of acquiring, expanding, upgrading, improving, and renovat-
ing the major assets of a company. It can even include purchasing another
company or selling existing assets. Because capital items are usually very
expensive, decisions about what capital expenditures are needed, when to
purchase, and how much can be spent are critical to the financial health of
a company.

capital budget
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t e a m w o r k
An example of a
personal budgeting
decision similar to a
business’ capital budget
is deciding whether to
purchase an expensive
automobile or save for
the upcoming costs of
college. Discuss with
your team how individ-
uals can make difficult
choices among expen-
sive alternatives that
will require payments
for several years. 

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the three main types of financial budgets and what is
the purpose of each? 

✓

IPrepare a Financial Budget
Budgets will not be useful if they are not accurate. Having an incomplete or
inaccurate budget may be a greater problem than having no budget at all.
People may be misled by inaccurate budget information and make poor de-
cisions. A budget should be prepared carefully following a systematic
process, drawing on information from inside and outside the company. 

STEPS IN BUDGET PREPARATION
Each type of budget is different. Each is a part of the overall financial plan
of the business and contributes to its financial condition. Each of the busi-
ness budgets should be prepared using the same sources of information and
the same systematic process. 

1. Identify the type of budget and the categories of financial
information included in the budget. An operating budget
estimates all income and expenses of a company. A cash budget looks
at cash inflows and outflows during the budgeted time period. A capi-
tal budget analyzes the long-term costs and contributions of capital as-
sets. The categories of financial information should be the same as
those used in the company’s financial statements. 

2. Organize the information categories to reflect the financial
calculations that must be completed in the budget. For exam-
ple, the operating statement is organized according to the profitability
equation

Income � Expenses � Profit or Loss

All categories of income and expenses needed to calculate gross and net
profit are included in the operating budget. 

The cash budget uses the formula 

Cash Receipts � Cash Payments � Net Cash Flow

As with the operating budget, all categories of cash receipts must be listed
followed by each type of cash payment. Subtracting payments from re-
ceipts provides net cash flow. That amount is used to predict what the
company’s cash balance will be at the end of the budgeting period.



3. Gather and analyze internal and external information that
will affect the budget. Internal financial information is gathered
from current and past financial statements and the financial records of
the company. Budgets must reflect planned changes in the organization.
If products are being discontinued or added, if the company is under-
taking a new marketing strategy, or if new employees are being added
or payrolls increased, those changes need to be reflected in the projected
financial data in the budgets. The strategies and plans of the business
that will be implemented during the budget period provide important
information for budget planning. 

Analysis of the accuracy of prior budgets will help improve budget plan-
ning. If any of the categories of financial information are regularly under-
or overestimated, adjustments should be made in the current budget.

Factors outside the company are also important budget consider-
ations. Economic conditions can affect future financial performance.
Inflation, a slow economy, rising interest rates, or changes in taxes or
regulations might influence overall financial performance or specific
elements of a business’ costs. Increasing competition, changes in tech-
nology, or international business conditions might pose challenges or
open opportunities that must be reflected in budgets. 

4. Select the method of calculating budgeted amounts. By how
much will each of the amounts in a budget change from the prior bud-
get? It is not likely that each amount can be adjusted just by increasing
or decreasing it a specific percentage. Certain budget items are related to
other items, so a change in one will have a particular effect on the other.
If sales are projected to increase by a certain amount, payroll costs will
need to increase to pay for the additional production and sales efforts.
Payroll often is calculated as a specific percentage of production or sales.

Trend analysis is a valuable method of developing budgets.
examines financial performance over several periods of

time to determine patterns. The patterns can then be used to improve
forecasting.

Trend analysis
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Adding new employees will affect a business’ budget.
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c h e c k p o i n t

Why is analysis of internal and external information an important
part of budget development?

✓

around the worldfinance

Origins of World Currencies 
You have probably heard of the dollar, the peso, and the euro. But how
about the baht, the kwacha, and the rand? With over 200 countries in
the world, many currency names exist. 

Some monetary units, like the peso, are used in more than one country.
The word franc is used as the currency name by over 25 countries in Africa
and other places. These nations were influenced by France through coloniza-
tion and other global activities. Similarly, the shilling is used in Kenya,
Somalia, Tanzania, and Uganda, which were previously British colonies.

Some monetary unit names have unusual origins. The quetzal in
Guatemala is the name for a bird with a long tail. In Malawi and Zambia,
the kwacha is based on the slogan “New dawn of freedom.” 

The word peso means “weight.” The first pesos, coined in Spain in
1497, were also known as pieces of eight. The pieces were made of eight
reals, a Spanish word for royal, which was also a common coin at the
time. Each real weighed slightly less than 424 troy grains and consisted
of silver 0.93 fine. Today, the peso is the monetary unit of Mexico, the
Philippines, and several Latin American countries. 

In the United Kingdom, the pound sterling has been the currency for
over 900 years. Introduced in 1158, It was originally an old English silver
coin made of 92.5 percent sterling silver and weighed 1/20 a troy ounce
(about 1.555 grams). Pound comes from “pund,” which is from the Latin
word “pondus,” meaning “weight.” Sterling is most likely from an old
English word “steorra,” meaning “star”—a small star appeared on early
pennies. However, another explanation also exists. At one point, the
English referred to their coins as Easterlings, a region with skilled metal
refiners. “Easterling silver” may have become “sterling silver.”

What about the dollar? Where does that name come from? Dollar
comes from the 16th century German word “thaler.” This was short for
“Joahimsthaler,” which was a coin made from metal mined in Joahimsthal,
a town in what is now the Czech Republic. Over time, the name became
associated with the money of the United States and over 30 other countries.

Think Critically
1. What factors influence the names of the currency used in different

countries?
2. Conduct an Internet search to locate additional information about

the name origins and current values of various world currencies. 

5. Complete the budget by making the necessary financial
calculations. The gathered information is used to calculate all of the
required budget items. The completed budget then becomes a planning,
decision-making, and communications tool for the business.
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3.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The difference between a financial budget and a financial
statement is that the budget
a. is projected
b. has less information
c. is not accurate
d. none of the above

2. True or False? A budget discrepancy is the difference between a
budgeted amount and actual financial performance.

3. A(n) ? budget projects all income and expenses for the
operations of a business for a specific future time period.

4. Which financial budget is typically prepared for the shortest period
of time?
a. operating
b. cash
c. capital
d. all are prepared for one year

5. True or False? The most accurate method to calculate the amounts
in a budget is to apply a specific percentage of increase or decrease.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Oral Communication Prepare a short oral presentation that dis-

cusses the similarities and differences of financial statements and 
financial budgets.

7. Math The budgeted amount of sales for an operating budget is
$1,938,592. The actual amount of sales at the end of the period
was $2,285,492. Calculate the budget discrepancy in actual dollars
and as a percentage of the budgeted amount.

8. Research Use the Internet to complete research on the use of
trend analysis by businesses. Prepare a chart, graph, or other visual
that illustrates how trend analysis can be used to aid business
decision-making.

9. Economics Read the business section of a newspaper or review
articles in a current business magazine. Identify one projected
change in the U.S. economy and another one in the international
economy. Develop a one-page written report describing each of
the changes and discussing how each change could affect the
operating budget of a business.
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• Understand how to
calculate the time value
of money on investments
and loans.

Goals
• Discuss how interest rates

affect investment
decisions.

3.4 Interest and Time Value of Money
Terms
• interest rate

• future value

• time value of money

• present value

IThe Meaning of Interest
You deposit $1,000 in a savings account paying 5 percent annual interest.
At the end of the year you have $1,050. You might think it hardly seems
worth it when you consider what you could have purchased with the
$1,000. If you simply left the $1,000 in the account, its value would double
in 14 years. If you were able to add $100 each month to that savings, at the
end of the same 14 years your savings account would be valued at over
$26,000. Would that amount make it worth saving the money rather than
spending it immediately? 

Compound interest makes saving worthwhile. 
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UNDERSTAND INTEREST RATES
Interest is the amount charged to a borrower for the use of the lender’s
money. If you are the borrower, you must repay more than you borrowed
to compensate the lender for the time you used the money and the risk to
the lender than you might not repay it. In the same way if you place some
of your money in a bank or in another investment, you expect that the
value you receive for allowing others to use your money will be greater
than the amount you invested. 

The amount of interest a lender receives is based on the interest rate.
An is the cost of borrowing money, expressed as a percentage
of the amount borrowed, usually over a period of one year. Interest is either
paid as simple interest or compound interest. With simple interest, the
amount of interest is calculated at the end of each year based on the total
amount loaned. Compound interest pays interest not only on the total
amount borrowed but also on the interest that has been earned. 

CALCULATE SIMPLE INTEREST
Determining the amount of interest owed or earned can be easy or it may
be complicated. The formula for determining simple interest is

i � Prt i � interest
P � principal
r � interest rate
t � time (the length of the loan or investment in years) 

Adding the interest, i, to the principal, P, will yield the total amount that is
earned from the investment or that needs to be repaid for a loan. 

Example If $1,000 is loaned at 5 percent simple interest, at the end of
two years $100 in interest has been earned.

$1,000 � 0.05 � 2 � $100      simple interest at the end of 2 years

CALCULATE COMPOUND INTEREST
If the interest is compounded annually, the interest at the end of the first
year is added to the amount loaned and that amount is used to calculate
the interest earned at the end of the second year. 

Example Rather than $100 earned from simple interest, the lender now
has earned $102.50 of interest.

$1,000 � 0.05 � $50
$1,050 � 0.05 � $52.50
$50 � $52.50 � $102.50 compound interest at the end of 2 years

Interest can be compounded at various times. In the example, interest
was compounded once a year, but it could be compounded quarterly,
monthly, or even daily. The frequency of the compounding affects the total
amount of interest paid. The more frequent the compounding, the higher
will be the total interest and therefore the return on the investment. The
same $1,000 invested for two years at 5 percent compounded daily would
earn $1,105.16.

interest rate
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t e a m w o r k
Under the Truth in
Lending Act, informa-
tion on credit and
finance terms must
be made “clearly and
conspicuously” to con-
sumers by a business.
This means that disclo-
sures must be legible
and reasonably under-
standable. Locate
examples of credit
information in news-
paper and magazine
ads. Discuss with your
team members whether
you believe the exam-
ples meet the legal
requirement or not. 



CALCULATE FUTURE VALUE
Calculating the effects of compounding interest is a bit more complex. The
formula has to account for the rate and amount of compounding during
the time of the loan or investment. FV, is the amount to
which an amount of money will grow in a defined period of time at a speci-
fied investment rate. The formula for calculating the future value of a loan
or investment with compound interest is

FV � P(1 � i )n FV � future value of the investment or loan
P � principal
i � interest rate per period of compounding
n � number of compounding periods in the length

of the loan

It is important to recognize that i is not the annual interest rate unless
interest is compounded only once a year. If interest is compounded quarterly,
the annual interest rate would be divided by 4 to determine the interest
rate per compounding period. Therefore, 5 percent interest compounded
quarterly would be an interest rate of 1.25 percent, or 0.0125. If that same
interest is compounded monthly, the interest rate per compounding period
is 5/12 percent, 0.4167 percent, or 0.004167. 

In the same way n is only the number of years of the investment or
loan if interest is compounded annually. For quarterly compounding of a
three-year loan, n � 12, 3 years � 4 periods per year. Monthly compounding
would yield an n of 36, 3 years � 12 periods per year. 

Future Value, FV, is the total amount of principal and interest. To deter-
mine the amount of interest earned or due, subtract the principal of the
loan or investment from the future value. 

I � FV � P

ACTUAL RATE OF INTEREST
Knowing the actual rate of interest is very important in evaluating an
investment or deciding to borrow money. Usually the stated rate is the an-
nual rate disregarding compounding. So, the cost of a loan may be stated as
a 10 percent annual rate or the rate on a certificate of deposit may be listed
as a 4.25 percent APR (annual percentage rate). The effective interest rate is
the actual rate paid by the borrower or earned by the investor and includes
compounding. If the interest charged for the loan with a 10 percent APR is
compounded quarterly, the effective interest rate is 10.38 percent. The cer-
tificate of deposit with a stated interest rate of 4.25 percent if compounded
daily pays an effective interest rate of 4.44 percent.

Future value,
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c h e c k p o i n t

What is the difference between simple interest and compound
interest?

✓



ITime Value of Money
How do businesses decide whether they should borrow or invest money?
An investment decision involves more than just seeing if a company has
cash available that is not currently being used for anything. A borrowing
decision must consider factors other than that the company has a need for
additional cash or assets. Investment and borrowing decisions are influenced
by the time value of money. The is the difference in
purchasing power of an amount of money at a future date. The time value
of an amount of money is affected by inflation. Inflation is the general
increase in the price of all goods and services over time. Because of infla-
tion, you will be able to purchase less at a future date than you can today
with the same amount of money. The value is also affected by interest rates
that must be paid for loans or that can be earned on investments. 

The time value of money compares the future value with the present
value of an amount of money. Future value is the amount to which an amount
of money will grow in a defined period of time at a specified investment
rate. is the current value of an amount of money to be re-
ceived at a future date based on a specified investment rate. 

Time value of money is used to determine the value of investments. 
Investments are affected by both inflation and interest rates. Investment deci-
sions are based on what can be purchased now versus what can be purchased
with the same amount of money in the future considering the effects of infla-
tion and interest rates. To make an investment worthwhile, the amount
earned by the end of the investment period should be greater than the rate of
inflation over the same time period. Obtaining a loan to have money to use
today makes financial sense if the present value of the money is higher than
the value of the money including interest when the loan is repaid.

Present value 

time value of money
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The time value of money is the change in purchasing power of an
amount of money over time.
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PRESENT VALUE EXAMPLES
Businesses encounter several situations where
they need to determine the present value of
money. If a company wants to borrow money,
the lender will charge interest for the time
the company uses the money. A typical pro-
cedure is for the lender to discount the loan.
A discount is the amount of money subtracted
from a loan at the time of lending equal to
the interest charged by the lender. 

For example, if a business borrows
$10,000 for one year from a bank at an inter-
est (discount) rate of 8 percent, the bank will
subtract $800 ($10,000 � 0.08). The actual
amount of money received by the business is
$9,200. At the end of the year, the business

must repay the bank $10,000. Using this example, the present value of the
$10,000 that must be repaid in one year is $9,200. If the business needed
the full $10,000 it would have to borrow $10,870, as shown in the following
equation

$10,870 � ($10,870 � 0.08) � $10,000.40

Another example of the use of present value is when a company has a
large amount of accounts receivable from customers but needs cash imme-
diately. It can sell those accounts to another business for a discounted
value. That business will then attempt to collect the full value of the ac-
counts from customers in the future when payments are scheduled. 

If a company has $30,000 of accounts receivable that are due in 90 days,
another company may offer to discount them at an annual rate of 20 percent.
Since 90 days � 1/4 of a year, the effective interest rate is 0.20 � 4 � 0.05
or 5 percent. The discount amount is $30,000 � 0.05 � $1,500. The present
value of the $30,000 accounts receivable is $30,000 � $1,500 � $28,500.
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Many personal finance calculators are
available on the Internet. Access
thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance and
click on the link for Chapter 3. What
kinds of calculators are available? Find a
calculator for deciding whether to buy a
new or a used car.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

Interest rates and inflation affect the decisions made by a business owner.
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FUTURE VALUE EXAMPLES
A business may face questions
such as

■ Question 1 If we borrow
$380,000 today to replace
outdated equipment and
the terms are 8 percent for
5 years compounded quar-
terly, what is the total cost
of the purchase? 

■ Question 2 If we invest
$20,000 per month in an
employee retirement account
at an annual interest rate
of 6 percent compounded
monthly, what will be the
value of the fund in 10 years?

Each of these questions requires
the calculation of future value of
money. The formula for calculating
future value that appeared earlier in this lesson assumed one principal
amount invested at a specific interest rate for an identified time period.
That formula will work to answer the first question. 

Question 1 To determine the total cost of the equipment purchase, the
calculation is

FV � PV (1 � i)n

FV � $380,000 (1 � 0.02)20

FV � $380,000 � 1.4859
FV � $564,642

Question 2 The second question requires a more complex calculation.
Not only is interest being compounded each month, the principal is being
increased every month as well. The formula to determine the future value
of the retirement fund is

FV � PMT [((1 � i)n � 1) � i] PMT � payment
i � interest rate per period of

compounding
n � number of compounding

periods in the length of the
loan

The annual interest rate is 6 percent so the monthly interest rate is 6/12 per-
cent or 0.5 percent or 0.005. The investment is for 10 years and compounded
monthly so there are 10 � 12 � 120 compounding periods. 

FV � $20,000 [((1 � 0.005)120 � 1) � 0.005]
FV � $20,000 (1.8194 � 1) � 0.005
FV � $20,000 � 163.88
FV � $3,277,600

Businesses may borrow money to replace outdated equipment.
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METHODS OF CALCULATING TIME VALUE OF MONEY
Calculation of the time value of money can be accomplished using a variety
of techniques. Several methods are described in Figure 3-5. The examples il-
lustrate calculations of a $10,000 investment at an interest rate of 5 percent
compounded annually. The future value of the investment after 10 years is
approximately $16,200. Slight differences in the figures in the examples are
the result of rounding.
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c h e c k p o i n t

What two factors affect the time value of money? 

✓

Alternatives for Calculating Time Value of Money

FIGURE 3-5

Method Process and Results 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS 
The most basic method of time value of money 
calculations involves the use of a formula. Formulas
for calculating PV and FV are given in this lesson.

TIME VALUE OF MONEY TABLES 
Instead of calculating with a formula, you can use 
time value of money tables. The numeric factors 
presented ease the computational process. 
Sample tables are included in Appendices A–D.

FINANCIAL CALCULATOR
Handheld financial calculators are programmed 
with various financial functions. Both future value 
and present value calculations may be performed 
using the appropriate keystrokes. 

SPREADSHEET SOFTWARE 
Excel and other software programs have built-in 
formulas for various financial computations, 
including time value of money. 

WEB SITES 
Many time value of money calculators are available
online. Some only address simple questions while 
others compute complex problems. 

The future value after 10 years of a $10,000 invest-
ment at an interest rate of 5 percent compounded
annually is

FV � PV(1 � i )n

$16,288.95 � $10,000 (1 � 0.05)10

Using the tables in Appendices A–D

$10,000 � Future Value of $1, 5 percent, 10 periods

$10,000 � $1 � 1.629 � $16,290

With a financial calculator, use the following
keystrokes.
Amount 10,000
Time periods 10
Interest rate 5 
Result $16,288.95

When using a spreadsheet program, use the
following formula
� FV(rate, periods, amount per period, single

amount)
� FV(0.05, 10, 0, 10000) � $16,288.95

Some easy-to-use calculators for computing the
time value of money and other financial computa-
tions are located at 
www.kiplinger.com/tools 
cgi.money.cnn.com/tools
www.finance.cch.com/tools/calcs.asp

FV
I

N
PMT

www.kiplinger.com/tools
www.finance.cch.com/tools/calcs.asp
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3.4 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. True or False? An investment grows faster with compound interest
than with simple interest at the same interest rate. 

2. Which of the following is NOT one of the factors used to calculate
interest?
a. principal
b. rate 
c. time
d. value

3. The amount to which an amount of money will grow in a defined
period of time at a specified investment rate is the
a. present value 
b. current value
c. future value
d. time value

4. True or False? The time value of money can be computed using a
specialized handheld financial calculator. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS 
5. Economics Use the Internet and locate the five highest interest

rates currently being paid for a minimum $10,000 investment. Cre-
ate a table that compares the investments. Include the name of the
organization offering the investment, the type of organization, the
minimum term of the investment, the annual percentage rate, and
the effective interest rate. Compare your table with those of other
students.

6. Math Calculate the amount of interest that would be earned on
an investment of $5,500 for two years at a simple interest rate of
8.5 percent. How much more interest would be earned if the inter-
est was compounded quarterly for the two years? 

7. History List five common household products used in your home
that would have been used by a family in the mid-1900s. Research
the current cost to purchase each of the products in your commu-
nity. Then using the Internet or other information sources, identify
what each product would have cost approximately 50 years ago.
Create a poster or other visual that compares the prices from the
two time periods. Prepare a short oral presentation that discusses
reasons for the price differences. 

8. Technology Use three of the methods shown in Figure 3-5 to
calculate the future value of an investment of $8,000 for 5 years at
6 percent interest compounded quarterly. For each method write a
brief description of the process you used to complete the calculation.
Show the numeric values used and the result of each calculation.
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Summary
3.1 BUSINESS FINANCIAL GOALS

1. Business financial goals are developed to respond to three main finan-
cial needs. A business must provide a competitive rate of return for its
investors. It must meet its financial obligations and pay its debts. And
it must finance future growth and improvement to remain competitive.

2. Business financial goals must have several elements to be effective.
The goals must be specific, realistic, measurable, and established for an
identified period of time. 

3.2 UNDERSTAND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

3. Financial statements are used to understand the financial health of a
business and make financial decisions. The balance sheet identifies the
assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity of a business as of a specific date. 

4. The income statement provides a view of the financial changes in a
business that have occurred during a specific period of time. It doc-
uments income and expenses and the resulting profit or loss. 

5. A cash flow statement is prepared to show how cash is used by a busi-
ness during a specified time period. A lack of cash may mean that too
much credit is being extended to customers or the company has too
many current liabilities.

3.3 DEVELOP A FINANCIAL BUDGET

6. Financial budgets are prepared based on considerations of future events
that could affect the business’ financial performance and condition.
The primary types of financial budgets are the operating budget, cash
budget, and capital budget. 

7. Budgets are not useful if they are not accurate. A budget should be pre-
pared carefully following a systematic process and drawing on infor-
mation from inside and outside the company. 

3.4 INTEREST AND TIME VALUE OF MONEY

8. An interest rate is the cost of borrowing money, expressed as a per-
centage of the amount borrowed, usually over a period of one year.
The amount of simple interest is calculated at the end of each year
based on the total amount loaned. Compound interest is paid not
only on the total amount borrowed but also on the interest earned.

9. Time value of money is used to determine the value of investments.
Investments decisions are based on what can be purchased now versus
what can be purchased with the same amount of money in the future
considering the effects of inflation and interest rates.



Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. Total value that all owners and
investors have in the firm

2. All of the things a business owns and
uses as a part of business operations

3. The difference in purchasing power of
an amount of money at a future date

4. Identifies the assets, liabilities, and eq-
uity of a business as of a specific date

5. Differences between budgeted amounts
and actual financial performance

6. Projected financial statement for a
specific future time period

7. Decline in the value of an asset as it
ages

8. Amount of money borrowed

9. Plan to acquire and finance long-term
assets of a business

10. Asset promised by a business to a 
creditor if repayment of a loan isn’t
completed

11. Amount paid for the privilege of bor-
rowing money

12. Examines financial performance over
several periods of time to determine
patterns

13. Establish direction for the financial plans of a business

Review Concepts
14. Which of the following is one of the main financial needs of a business? 

a. A business must provide low prices for competitors to remain com-
petitive.

b. A business must meet its financial obligations and pay its debts. 
c. A business must avoid growing to a large size in order to maintain

effectiveness and efficiency.
d. All are correct.

15. Effective business financial goals must have each of the following ele-
ments except
a. They must be specific.
b. They must be realistic.
c. They must be open-ended.
d. They must be established for an identified period of time.
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a. assets
b. balance sheet
c. budget discrepancies
d. business financial

goals
e. capital budget
f. cash flow statement
g. collateral
h. creditor
i. depreciation
j. financial budget 
k. financial statements 
l. future value

m. income statement
n. interest
o. interest rate
p. liabilities
q. operating budget 
r. owner’s equity
s. present value
t. principal 
u. time value of money
v. trend analysis
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Think Critically
16. Describe why the financial health of a company affects the way it can

respond to competition, problems, and opportunities. Should a company
try to maintain a large amount of unused capital and cash to be able
to respond to unanticipated circumstances? Why or why not? 

17. How can a company be profitable but not have enough cash to meet
immediate financial obligations? Is it possible for a company to have a
large amount of cash on hand but not be profitable? Explain.

18. If you were the owner of a business and could choose the method of
financing growth, would you prefer to invest more of your own personal
money, attract additional investors, borrow money from creditors to
be repaid, or wait to make additional profits to reinvest in the business?
Analyze the advantages and disadvantages of each choice. 

19. Prepare two written financial goals for a business and show how the
goals meet all of the characteristics of effective goals.

20. If you had to choose one of the three main financial statements to
learn about the overall financial health of a business, which would
you choose and why? If you wanted to learn about the current finan-
cial performance, which statement would be the most helpful? Why? 

21. Describe why both inflation and interest rates should be considered by
a business when choosing among investments and when deciding
whether to borrow money to finance a major purchase. 

Business Financial Calculations
22. Calculate the simple interest and compound interest earned for each

of the investments using the information from the table.

Amount Interest Compounding Length of Simple Compound
invested rate period investment interest interest

$10,000 5.0 annual 2 years

$150,000 6.5 quarterly 1 year

$1,490,500 8.0 monthly 18 months

23. Use the information from Figure 3-1 to calculate
a. The percentage of current liabilities to current assets
b. The percentage of total liabilities to total assets
c. The percentage of current assets to total assets
d. The percentage of total owner’s equity to total assets

24. A business needs to borrow $75,000 from the bank to replace a damaged
delivery vehicle. It will be able to repay the loan in six months. The bank
will discount the loan and charge an annual interest rate of 7.5 percent.
What amount must the company borrow in order to receive the needed
money?

25. If your grandparents deposit $500 in an investment account for your
college education each year from the time you are born and the ac-
count pays 5 percent compounded quarterly, what will be the total
amount in the account when you turn 18 years old?
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, Apple Computer: A New
Life, to answer the following questions.
26. If you were an investment business looking for new companies that

held a great deal of promise for growth and financial return, what
would you have thought about the strengths and weaknesses of Apple
Computer in the late 1970s? Do you think Apple Computer provides a
more or less risky investment opportunity today than it did in the first
few years of its existence? Justify your opinion.

27. If you analyzed current balance sheets of Apple Computer and compared
them to the balance sheets of the first few years of its operations, what
differences would you expect to see other than a much larger
business?

28. One of Apple’s unique competitive strengths has been that it has con-
centrated on being innovative rather than providing products that are
similar to its competitors. Why do you believe that strategy resulted in
some of the past financial problems for the company? Why have prod-
ucts like iPod and iTunes improved the company’s financial health? 

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT an example of a balance sheet and an income statement from a
public corporation. Recent financial statements are often available on a
company’s web site. 

CREATE a visual to demonstrate how the two financial statements provide
important information about the company’s financial health. 

CONNECT your visual to other items already in your class portfolio or re-
late it to an important concept you have learned in another class. Make the
connection by preparing a one-minute presentation on the importance of
being able to understand financial statements.

Stock Market Activity
As companies plan their strategy for success, various factors must be consid-
ered. Setting organizational goals, preparing a budget, and analyzing finan-
cial statements are activities involved in business financial planning.
Appropriate planning along with successful implementation of these plans
will likely have a positive affect on a company’s stock price. 

Select a company that you will research and analyze. Conduct library
and web research, and obtain a copy of the company’s annual report to 

1. Identify recent and current goals of the company. 

2. Determine the extent to which these goals have been achieved.  

3. Assess how financial performance has affected the company’s stock price.

4. Describe potential actions that might be appropriate for future
company success. 

5. Maintain a record of the company’s stock value with the date and clos-
ing price. Note any major company, economic, or news developments
that may affect stock prices.
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Planning a Career in Government Financial Planning

The federal government is a major
employer, with over 3 million em-
ployees. State and local governments
add another 7 million jobs. Financial
career opportunities in government
are interesting, varied, and offered at
all levels of government and in most
agencies. A growing demand for
finance expertise exists in the FBI,
IRS, military, and Homeland Security.

Every government agency and
office is involved in budget planning
and budget management. Financial
planners, accountants, auditors, in-
vestment analysts, and financial
managers make important decisions
about government services, budget
management, tax planning, collec-
tions, and auditing. Financial exper-
tise is required to support lawmakers.
Government agency managers con-
sider financial policies, develop a
broad range of laws, and maintain
effective and balanced budgets.

Employment Outlook
■ Good employment prospects in

government finance careers are
projected for the near future,
with major employment growth
in the IRS focusing on tax col-
lections and enforcement and
in the Defense Department
working with procurement and
contract management. State and
local government positions are
expected to grow at an even
faster pace than federal.

■ Pay scales for government em-
ployment are lower than equiva-
lent jobs in the private sector. Job
security is often better with excel-
lent benefits at the federal level.

Job Titles
■ Auditor
■ Contract specialist
■ Budget analyst
■ Cash management specialist

■ Financial institution examiner
■ Intelligence specialist
■ Internal revenue agent
■ Finance policy specialist

Needed Skills
■ Well-developed quantitative

skills and preparation in mathe-
matics, statistics, and computer
finance and business applications.

■ Varied education levels with op-
portunities for graduates of two-
and four-year colleges. Special-
ized and managerial positions
require a B.A. and often an
M.B.A. or Master’s in Accounting.

■ Accuracy, objectivity, and at-
tention to detail with an under-
standing of financial policies
and procedures. 

What’s It Like to Work 
in Government Budget
Planning?
The federal budget of the United
States outlines annual expenditures
of over $2.5 trillion. The complete
budget and its supporting materials
consume over 1000 printed pages.
Personnel in the Federal Office of
Management and Budget complete
the federal budget under the direc-
tion of the President of the United
States. The OMB coordinates the
planning efforts and compiles the
individual budgets of every govern-
ment office and agency. Budget
planning and preparation is a con-
tinuing job involving thousands of
employees from technicians to man-
agers and administrators. When
completed, the budget is presented
to Congress, where it is analyzed,
modified, and passed into law.

What about you? What do
you see as the advantages and disad-
vantages of a finance career in gov-
ernment? What type of agency or ca-
reer area would appeal to you most? 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP EVENT
The BPA Entrepreneurship Event challenges participants to develop an op-
erating plan and operational structure for a small business. Each participant
selects a legal form of business that is appropriate for their small business.
The business plan developed in this event includes financial goals, a budget,
and other necessary financial statements.

Each contestant will develop a business plan that cannot exceed ten
(10) single-spaced pages. The business plan is for a start-up business in the
student’s community or local area. The business plan must market a new
product. Students should conduct extensive research to determine what
type of new business would be successful in their community or region.
The business plan must convince bankers and venture capitalists that the
idea has great profit potential. Most businesses take up to three years to
earn a profit. The proposed business plan must show enough financial
depth to weather the early years of operation.

The business plan must include title page, table of contents, executive
summary, description of proposed business, objectives of the business, pro-
posed business strategies, products and/or services, form of ownership,
management, market analysis, customer profile, competition, short-range
operational goals, financial analysis, and supporting documentation.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS EVALUATED
■ Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of entrepreneurship.
■ Communicate research clearly and concisely, both orally and in writing.
■ Demonstrate effective persuasive and informative communication and

presentation skills.
■ Develop a written business plan for a start-up business.
■ Identify the target market for the business.
■ Understand the demographics of the target market.
■ Identify the competition and strategies to attract business.
■ Identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) for

your business idea.
■ Demonstrate oral presentation skills when presenting the business plan.
■ Develop a business plan to market a new product for a start-up business.

Go to the BPA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. What is the value of research when proposing a new business idea?
2. How should the target market be involved before presenting a start-up

business proposal?
3. Why do most entrepreneurs need substantial savings before proposing

a start-up business?

4. Why is the executive summary so important?
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Accenture: Making the Right Move
Accenture is the world’s largest management and technology consulting
firm. In 2005 it had revenues of more than $17 billion and net income
of $940.5 million. Its clients include 87 of the Fortune Global 100, more
than two-thirds of the Fortune Global 500, and government agencies in
24 countries. Accenture focuses on helping its clients identify and enter
new markets, increase revenues in existing markets, improve operational
performance, and deliver products and services more efficiently. The firm
is organized around 18 industry specialties ranging from utilities, insur-
ance, and technology to e-government, human resources, and learning.

The success of Accenture is remarkable considering its short history
as an independent company and the problems it faced in its develop-
ment. Accenture started as a consulting division of Arthur Andersen,
the international accounting firm that failed as a result of its work with
Enron. Arthur Andersen was one of the first accounting firms to recog-
nize the need to offer financial consulting services to its clients. Its first
major consulting client was General Electric in 1953. It worked with GE
to determine the feasibility of an automated manufacturing and finan-
cial management system at a time when computers were first being used
in business. 

Due to concerns about administrative and financial relationships
and ethical issues about the relationships between consulting and audit-
ing responsibilities for clients, Andersen Consulting separated from
Arthur Andersen in the early 1990s. Financial ties remained and led to
infighting and negative relations between the two companies. The prob-
lems were resolved in 2000 with a total split and a new name for the
consulting firm. Accenture was suggested by an employee in a naming
contest and was a word developed from the phrase “accent on the fu-
ture.” It was selected both to reflect the company’s commitment to be a
global leader in business innovation and also as a word that would not
be offensive anywhere in its worldwide market. 

Accenture became a publicly traded company in 2001 when its stock
IPO (Initial Public Offering) raised $1.7 billion in its first day. Accenture’s
world headquarters is in New York City but it is officially incorporated in
Bermuda. Accenture has been criticized for that decision since Bermuda
is known as a “tax haven country” where businesses incorporate to avoid
U.S. taxes.

Think Critically
1. How might Accenture have fared if it had remained a consulting

division of Arthur Andersen during the Enron scandal?

2. Why do you believe Accenture broadened its consulting focus from
financial issues to a broad range of business processes? What posi-
tive and negative effects could that have on a business?

Case STUDY
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IFinance and Accounting
The study of finance provides information to individuals, businesses, and
organizations on how to raise, allocate, and use monetary resources. Finan-
cial planning takes into account the current financial position of the orga-
nization, its immediate and long-term financial needs, and the risks in any
alternatives being considered.

Both accounting and finance are involved in helping individuals and
organizations make effective financial decisions. Some people think account-
ing and finance are essentially the same. There are major differences, even
though both are important in effective financial management. 
is responsible for organizing a system of financial records, recording finan-
cial data, and preparing, analyzing, and interpreting financial statements.
The financial records and financial statements must be timely, and they
must be free of errors and bias. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP) guide the work of the accounting profession. In the U.S., Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles are developed and enforced by the Finan-
cial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). Accountants must also follow
the accounting rules and regulations of each country in which a business
operates, as well as the International Accounting Standards (IAS), when
applicable.

Finance refers to saving, investing, and using money by individuals,
businesses, and governments. Finance is broader than accounting and con-
sists of three interrelated areas.

■ Money and capital markets, which deals with determining monetary
needs and obtaining adequate capital and cash

■ Investments, which focuses on analyzing and choosing among invest-
ment alternatives while considering returns and risks

■ Financial management, which applies management principles to finan-
cial decision-making for organizations

One way to look at the difference between accounting and finance is
that accounting focuses on history and finance focuses on the future. 
Accountants analyze the financial performance of individuals, businesses,

Accounting
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Terms
• accounting

• equities

• fundamental accounting
equation

• accounts

Goals
• Identify important ac-

counting activities and
procedures.

• Recognize assumptions,
principles, and profes-
sional practices that
guide accountants’ work.

4.1 Accounting Principles and Practices

• accounting transaction

• accounting cycle

• accrual accounting

• due care
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and organizations to de-
termine what happened.
Finance, on the other
hand, uses historic and
current financial informa-
tion to predict and plan
for the future. Both are
essential to effective
financial management.
Decision-makers must
understand the financial
past to plan for the finan-
cial future.

PRINCIPLES OF
ACCOUNTING
For hundreds of years,
businesses have tracked
their financial progress as
an important measure of
success. The primary goal
of accounting is to deter-
mine the value of the re-
sources of a business and
the financial claims on those resources. The financial claims on a company’s
resources are known as Those claims come from both creditors
and owners. Accounting organizes the classification and analysis of resources
using the fundamental accounting equation.

The Accounting Equation The is

Assets � Liabilities � Owner’s Equity

Assets are the resources used by a business in its operations. They include
tangible resources such as land, buildings, equipment, inventory, employees,
and cash and intangibles such as patents, copyrights, trademarks, and even
the image and goodwill of the business. Liabilities are claims against the
business resources by those to whom the business has financial obligations.
Those claims includes loans, accounts payable, taxes payable, and other
obligations. Owner’s equity is the financial interest in the business held by
all owners. Ownership is determined by the legal form of the organization—
sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation, cooperative, or other legal
form. Owner’s equity is made up of both the investments of all owners and
any undistributed earnings of the business. The financial records for each of
the specific assets, liabilities, and categories of owner’s equity are known as
the business’ 

Accounting Transactions The resources of the organization and the
claims on those resources must remain balanced. Any changes in the re-
sources of an organization must be reflected on both sides of the account-
ing equation by additions to or reductions from the company’s assets and

accounts.

fundamental accounting equation

equities.

The value of all inven-
tory held by U.S. retail-
ers at the end of 2004
was $461.2 billion.
Nearly two-thirds of
that inventory was
held by automobile
dealers and auto parts
suppliers.

Equipment is a tangible asset of a business.
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corresponding additions to or reductions from liabilities or owner’s equity.
Any time revenue moves into or out of the business or any time the value
of an account changes, it must be reflected in the accounts of the business
so that the accounting equation remains balanced. 

An is the act of recording a financial activity
that results in a change in value of an organization’s resource. The transac-
tion will result in financial entries in the accounts of the business in a way
that maintains their balance with each other. For example, if a company
pays a bill to a creditor, the amount of that liability account (accounts
payable) is reduced. At the same time, the amount of the company’s cash
(an asset account) is also reduced since cash was used to pay the creditor.
The two reductions maintain the balance among the accounts. In the same
way, if the company makes a sale to a customer for cash, the value of in-
ventory is reduced and the value of the cash account is increased. Other
accounts may be affected depending on whether the sale resulted in a profit
or loss but the overall accounting equation remains in balance after the
transaction is recorded. 

Recording Transactions The basic requirement for maintaining com-
plete financial records for a business is that all financial transactions must be
recorded. Recording financial transactions and maintaining records of those
transactions is the primary responsibility of accountants. Each transaction
should be identified through a source document. In accounting, a source doc-
ument is the original record of a transaction. Common examples of source
documents are sales receipts, invoices, checks, and computer records such as
printouts of cash register transactions. Using source documents, transactions
are recorded in business records called journals. The journal entry identifies the
key information for the transaction, including date, amount, purpose, and
the accounts affected. The financial effect on each account is noted so that
the accounting equation stays in balance after the transaction is recorded.

Financial Statements A business uses financial statements to under-
stand and analyze the financial performance and health of the business.
Financial statements are specific reports prepared according to accepted ac-
counting standards that provide financial information about an enterprise.
The three primary financial statements—the balance sheet, the income state-
ment, and the cash flow statement—are summary reports prepared at regular
times using the company’s financial records.

THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE
Financial information must be available for decision-makers in an under-
standable form and a timely manner. It would be impossible for everyone
needing financial information to review all of the financial transactions of
the business every time a decision needs to be made. Accountants regularly
summarize financial data and prepare financial reports following the account-
ing cycle. The is a series of steps performed to ensure the
completeness and accuracy of accounting records and to prepare summary
financial statements. Completing those steps is called “closing the books”
for the company and provides a summary of the business’ finances as of a
particular date. Normally the accounting cycle is completed monthly, quar-
terly (every three months), and at the end of the company’s fiscal (finan-
cial) year. The steps in the accounting cycle are summarized in Figure 4-1.

accounting cycle

accounting transaction
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Steps 3, 4, and 6 are
unique accounting ac-
tivities designed to ensure
the accuracy and in-
tegrity of the company’s
financial records. In
Step 3, a trial balance of
accounts is prepared.
The trial balance is a
worksheet constructed
in the format of the ac-
counting equation. It
lists the values of all ac-
counts and determines
whether the total of ac-
counts is balanced. If
the totals do not balance,
accounts and journal
entries must be reviewed
to identify and correct
errors.

In Step 4, adjust-
ments to account bal-
ances are made. It is
important that all finan-
cial statements reflect
the accurate financial
position of a business as of a specific date. Some accounts reflect earnings or
payments for multiple accounting periods. For example, employees may
have earned wages for the ending days of the accounting period but pay-
checks have not yet been issued. The account recording employee wages
must be adjusted to reflect the actual wage expenses of the company for the
actual period the work was performed. In the same way, the company may
have made a six-month insurance payment but some of the cost of that
insurance applies to months following the date financial statements are pre-
pared. In this case an adjustment to the insurance expense account will
reflect the actual cost of insurance for the time covered by the statements. 

Finally, in Step 6 closing entries are made after financial statements are
completed. Closing entries prepare all accounts for the next accounting
cycle. In completing the financial analysis and financial statements, ac-
countants create temporary accounts to identify income, expenses, and
earnings related to the specific accounting period. The balances of the tem-
porary accounts are returned to their original locations and the temporary
accounts are closed through a series of closing entries. 

c h e c k p o i n t

What is the purpose of the accounting cycle? 

✓

The Steps in the Accounting CycleFIGURE 4-1

6. Closing entries
are completed. 

5. Financial
statements are
prepared.

4. Adjusting entries
are recorded. 

3. A trial balance
of the accounts is
prepared.

2. Journal entries are
posted in appropriate
accounts.

1. Transactions are
recorded in journals.
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IAccounting Professional Practices
Accounting is a highly complex and technical profession. Accounting pro-
fessionals have a high level of responsibility for the financial success of the
companies for which they work. Inaccurate, incomplete, or improperly pre-
pared accounting records and statements misrepresent the financial condi-
tion of the business and mislead those who rely on the accountants’ work. 

ASSUMPTIONS
In order for financial information to be useful and reliable, accounting pro-
cedures are based on the following assumptions and principles. 

Single Economic Entity The financial reporting is for an identifiable,
independent business. The revenues and expenses are kept separate from
those of the owners or from other businesses and reflect the total and unique
revenues and expenses of the business.

Going Concern The financial data is for an ongoing business that will
continue to operate beyond the reporting period. This assumption is neces-
sary to reflect decisions made about the value of assets and the allocations
of revenues and expenses across financial reporting time periods.

Monetary Unit The financial records reflect the use of one stable cur-
rency even if financial transactions may have been completed using multi-
ple currencies. U.S. companies following the Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles accept the U.S. dollar as the monetary unit. There is no adjustment
for inflation in reporting monetary values.

Periodic Reporting The financial basis of business operations can
be recorded and analyzed in specific and regular time periods, usually
monthly, quarterly, and annually. The use of common and consistent re-
porting periods is necessary to compare past, current, and future financial
performance.

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
Certain accepted accounting principles are used to value and record finan-
cial data.

Historic Costs Companies record and report the value of resources based
on their acquisition costs rather than their current market value. The values
are more stable and comparable and there is less opportunity to misstate
values of resources by applying a subjective, current value assessment.

Revenue Recognition Companies are expected to record revenues
when they are actually earned, not when payment is received. In the same
way, expenses are recorded when they are actually applied to the operation
of the business, not when payment is made. The accounting procedure that
recognizes revenues and expenses when they are incurred rather than when
cash is received or spent is known as 

Expense and Revenue Matching Financial reports are expected to
match expenses with related revenue. Expenses are costs of products and

accrual accounting.

t e a m w o r k
Assign each team
member one of the
steps in the accounting
cycle. Have each stu-
dent, in order, explain
the purpose of the step
and how it contributes
to accurate and under-
standable financial
records.
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services needed for
business operations
and for increasing the
revenue of the business.
The matching principle
is used to show how
much it costs to earn
specific revenue. Only
when there is no rea-
sonable connection be-
tween an expense and
any revenue generation
can an expense be
charged at the time it
is incurred. 

Full Disclosure A
company’s financial
statements and sup-
porting information
should contain all
relevant facts and
explanations needed to
accurately reflect the company’s financial position and make it understand-
able. Information that does not contribute to understanding and that is
costly to obtain and prepare should not be included.

Standard Practice and Conservatism Accounting procedures used
to record, analyze, and report financial information should follow industry
practices. When choosing between two interpretations or solutions, the one
that will be least likely to overstate assets and income should be chosen.

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES
As with most professions, accounting is defined by a number of professional
practices. Those practices specify requirements and expectations for people
who are employed in the profession and provide assurances to the businesses
employing professional accountants of the quality and standards they can
expect.

Professional Competence Accountants are expected to have sufficient
competence to perform required tasks. Accounting competence includes
knowledge of accounting rules and standards and the judgment to apply
the rules and standards appropriately. The primary rules of accounting are
the Statements of Accounting Standards, Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles, and applicable laws and regulations of government agencies. 

Many accounting responsibilities require a great deal of technical knowl-
edge to understand the business and its operations or to complete complex
data analysis and financial calculations. If a person does not have adequate
technical knowledge to complete the financial analysis, he or she is re-
quired to complete the necessary research, consult with experts, or recom-
mend that another person who has the needed technical expertise be assigned
to the task.

Accounting financial data must be for an ongoing, operating business.
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Due Care and
Sufficient Data
Accountants are ex-
pected to exercise due
care in performing their
duties. is a
commitment to complet-
ing all tasks thoroughly
and with the highest
level of quality. Often
the details of financial
transactions are not easy
to obtain or understand.
By exercising due care,
accountants use their
knowledge and abilities
to obtain complete and
accurate information
when preparing financial
records. They need to
serve the best interests of

the company, its employees, and others who rely on the financial informa-
tion by being ethical and objective. They must make sure that everyone
they work with and supervise completes assigned tasks correctly and
completely.

Independence and Integrity Accountants must remain objective
and not knowingly misrepresent information or allow others, either subor-
dinates or superiors, to do so. There may be pressure in an organization to
present the most positive financial picture. That is particularly true if the
company is trying to obtain financing or attract investors. There are several
recent examples of top-level corporate executives who attempted to misrep-
resent the financial condition of their organizations in order to hide man-
agement and operating problems. The accountants and accounting firms
working for those companies faced immense pressure to comply with the
executives’ demands and several failed to meet their professional obligations
to maintain their independence and follow accepted accounting practices. 

Every accountant has the responsibility to report all relevant information,
report it honestly, and correct any inaccurate or misleading information in
financial records and reports. If there are concerns about the quality or ac-
curacy of the work, it is the obligation of the accountant to make those
concerns known to management, provide relevant documents and applica-
ble rules and regulations, and, if necessary, ask other experts to review the
information.

Due care

c h e c k p o i n t

Provide an example of each of the professional practices
expected of accountants.

✓

Accountants must exercise due care in completing their tasks.
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4.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Recording an activity that results in a change in value of an organi-
zation’s resource is done through
a. financial statements 
b. financial transactions
c. the accounting cycle 
d. the accounting equation 

2. True or False? Accounting deals with the financial future of a busi-
ness while finance deals with its past. 

3. Which of the following is not a purpose of completing the account-
ing cycle?
a. to ensure the completeness and accuracy of accounting records
b. to prepare summary financial statements
c. to close the books of a company in order to report on its finan-

cial condition as of a specific date
d. all of the above are purposes 

4. True or False? A business should use common and consistent fi-
nancial reporting periods in order to compare past, current, and
future financial performance. 

5. The accounting principle of ? states that a company’s
financial statements and supporting information should contain all
relevant facts and explanations.
a. revenue recognition
b. historic costs
c. full disclosure
d. conservatism

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Government Identify one federal department or agency that reg-

ulates accounting practice or financial reporting. Prepare a short
written explanation of the type of regulation and how it affects the
work of accountants. 

7. Visual Art Use an accounting textbook or the Internet to gather
information on the accounting cycle. Identify one type of account-
ing form that is used for each step in the cycle. Create a poster
modeled after Figure 4-1 that includes an illustration of the account-
ing form for each of the steps. 

8. International Studies Identify three countries that are major
trading partners with U.S. businesses. Gather information on each
country’s accounting standards. Compare similarities and differ-
ences with the U.S. approach.
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IDevelop and Maintain a Business
Records System

All business information is important. Companies devote significant finan-
cial and human resources to plan, build, maintain, and secure a complex
and comprehensive information system. An is a struc-
tured set of processes, people, and equipment for converting data into
information. An effective business information system is under direct man-
agement control and is designed to be usable throughout the organization.
The system is designed to integrate hardware, software, information, data,
applications, communications, and the people who generate, record, and
use the information. The components of an effective information system
are users, data collection devices, data sharing devices, analysis/interpreta-
tion of information, organizational structures, and processes.

TYPES OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Among the types of information maintained in an information system,
financial information is one of the most important. The information
system of an organization must collect, record, store, and securely
maintain all financial data, records, and reports. Financial information
occurs in many forms. The common types of business financial infor-
mation include

■ Data raw facts related to financial transactions of the company

■ Records a collection of related data organized in a form that can be
retrieved and viewed

■ Reports the organized presentation of financial data, often with notes,
providing specific information on the financial condition or position
of the organization

INFORMATION INTEGRITY
The people in charge of an information system as well as each person with
access to the system have a responsibility to maintain the integrity of the
information. means that information remainsInformation integrity

information system

• Discuss important uses
and users of a business’
financial records.

Goals
• Describe the importance

of accurate, complete,
and secure financial
records for a business.

4.2 Maintain and Use Financial Records
Terms
• information system

• information integrity

• annual report
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unchanged from its
source and has not
been accidentally or
maliciously modi-
fied, altered, or
destroyed. Problems
with the integrity of
information systems
are commonly seen. 

■ A supermarket
scanner is not
programmed to
record the accu-
rate price of a
product.

■ Personal credit
reports are incor-
rect due to lack
of care by em-
ployees responsi-
ble for reporting
and recording
information.

■ People working
with personal data in an organization’s database download it to a lap-
top where it is essentially unsecured.

■ Companies hit by natural disasters such as hurricanes and floods lose
essential records.

Each time a situation occurs where data is lost, destroyed, recorded in-
accurately, or misused, people’s confidence in the organization as well as its
information systems and the information itself is shaken. It is particularly
important that people maintain their belief in the quality and integrity of a
company’s financial information. They must feel that they can rely on that
information when making decisions about investments and other financial
dealings with the company. A lack of confidence and trust will cause people
to be reluctant to engage in financial dealings with the business.

MAINTAINING FINANCIAL RECORDS
Developing and maintaining a financial records system that has integrity
and the confidence of those who use and rely on the information requires
decisions in several areas. Those areas and specific procedures are described
in Figure 4-2 on the next page.

c h e c k p o i n t

Provide examples that show the differences among financial data,
records, and reports.

✓

An example of a problem with information integrity is that a store scanner may not
record the accurate price of a product.
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Effective and Secure Information Systems

FIGURE 4-2

Record Selection

What types of records are needed to 

• conduct your type of business and make effective management decisions
• meet stockholder information expectations
• determine your financial progress and health
• meet government reporting and tax requirements
• protect ownership, contractual, and intellectual property rights

Information Maintenance

What hardware, software, and other system components are needed to 

• maintain the amount and types of information used in your business
• allow access to critical information
• accurately track the financial progress and health of the company
• make information easily accessible, usable, and understandable by all

with legitimate information needs

Information and System Security

What special measures have been taken to

• secure information and important documents away from the business
site in case of disaster

• meet the storage requirements of original and legal documents
• provide ready access to critical documents and information in times of

crisis or disaster
• provide necessary security for access, reasonable use, and modification

of information

Legal Integrity

What are the legal considerations regarding the need to

• authenticate original records and documents 
• meet legal requirements for electronic versus hard copy records
• meet government requirements for documentation, review, and

retention

System Maintenance and Improvement

What procedures and authority are in place to

• regularly review the quality of the information system and procedures 
• meet industry standards and government record-keeping requirements
• remove nonessential records when they are no longer needed 
• securely destroy records that are no longer being maintained
• remove roadblocks to efficient information access, use, and exchange
• provide funds to maintain and update information system components

t e a m w o r k
Discuss with team
members why each of
the components of an
information system is
necessary in a business.
Develop a list of criteria
a business might use to
determine if their infor-
mation system is effec-
tive and secure.



IUsing Financial Records
Financial information is important to the business and to everyone inter-
ested in or affected by the company’s financial performance. Information
must be organized to be meaningful and usable. Accounting is responsible
for collecting, recording, and organizing financial data into records and re-
ports. Those financial reports and other information are then used by oth-
ers to draw conclusions and make decisions that affect the financial future
of the company. 

USERS AND USES
The primary users of financial reports and information are company man-
agers and decision-makers, investors, creditors, and government regulators.
Each has a particular need and use for the information.

The primary responsibility of managers and company decision-makers
is to operate a profitable business and maximize shareholder value. They
make decisions about capital expenditures to make sure business assets are
as productive as possible. They review the operations and results of each
part of the business to increase productivity and profitability and control
expenses. Managers must maintain sufficient working capital to continue
operations and invest funds not currently being used. 

Investors are concerned about the financial performance of a company
to achieve their investment objectives. The major objective of investing is
to maximize the value of the investment. That can be achieved through the

1134.2 >>> Maintain and Use Financial Records

topicstechnology

Using New Technology Wisely
Many companies adopt new technologies thinking they will receive a
good return on their investment through reduced personnel costs and
productivity gains. However, experience in many companies shows that
getting a good return depends on the type of technology purchased and
its use. If a company just purchases equipment and provides training to
employees without changing how work is done, the result is usually a loss
on the investment. If the company analyzes specific jobs to see how each
job can become more efficient and then purchases the needed technol-
ogy, the return is modest—10 to 20 percent. However, if an entire business
process is reorganized and supported with technology, companies see re-
turns of up to 300 percent. Just providing data entry workers with new
computers and software gets little return. Automating the entire data
entry and recordkeeping system will give the company a small return. A
comprehensive process integrating financial management with planning,
operations, and customer service using technology will be expensive ini-
tially, but will give the greatest return on investment in the long run.

Think Critically
1. Why does providing individual employees with the latest technology

and training often cost more than it returns to the company? 
2. Why might a business spend money on technology when it is not

likely the investment will save the company any money?
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increasing value of the investment itself and
the regular earnings from the investment.
For example, with stock ownership, value in-
creases as stock prices increase and earnings
are achieved through the payment of
dividends.

Creditors are concerned that the com-
pany has adequate assets to secure the
amount of money they loan to the business.
More important from the creditor’s view-
point is whether the business is generating
adequate cash to meet the payment schedule.
Creditors want to make sure that the finan-
cial condition of the business is strong
enough to make it a good credit risk for the
length of the loan.

The interest of the government in a
business’ financial records is twofold.

Businesses are required to pay taxes and other fees based on their legal
and financial status. In addition, a variety of government regulations
require financial disclosures from businesses. Those disclosures include
specific financial data as well as information on financial recordkeeping
and financial decision-making procedures. 

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC RECORDS AND REPORTS
Requirements differ on the types of financial information companies must
disclose. Much of the financial data and records of businesses are private, in-
cluding records of all financial transactions. The records can be controlled
and information shared based upon the decisions of management as long as
all legal requirements are met. In general, privately owned companies are
not required to publicly disclose financial information.

Corporations whose stock is publicly traded do have a public reporting
requirement. Those companies must provide an annual report to all stock-
holders. An is a statement of a company’s operating and fi-
nancial performance issued at the end of its fiscal year. Annual statements
often include a letter from the chief executive, a narrative discussion of the
year’s operations, and plans for the future. In addition, the Securities and
Exchange Commission requires public corporations to file a Form 10-K each
year. It is similar to an annual report but may be even more detailed. The
10-K includes information about the company history, organizational struc-
ture, equity, holdings, earnings per share, subsidiaries, and audited financial
statements.

annual report

c h e c k p o i n t

What requirements for public reporting of financial information
must publicly owned corporations meet?

✓

Business financial information is important to owners, investors,
creditors, and the government.
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What Led to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act?
As the country started into the new century, public confidence in big
business and accounting practices was shattered with several major
back-to-back scandals. The most famous was Enron, a Houston-based
energy company that had been the darling of investment bankers and
the business press. Fortune magazine named Enron “America’s Most
Innovative Company” for six consecutive years. In late 2001, it all came
crashing down when Enron filed for bankruptcy, becoming the largest
bankruptcy in U.S. history. It cost thousands of employees their jobs and,
even worse, the retirement savings they had invested in the company as
the stock price plummeted from over $90 to under $1 per share. The
blame for the company’s failure was placed on several company executives
for illegal financial transactions in moving assets and expenses among
company entities as well as approving fraudulent accounting to hide the
transactions. The company’s auditing firm, Arthur Andersen, was con-
victed of obstruction of justice and disbanded.

The Enron bankruptcy was followed quickly by several other scandals
that exposed serious problems with accounting practices and the over-
sight provided by auditing firms. WorldCom’s founder, Bernard Ebbers,
and several other executives manipulated stock prices, misused the Board
of Directors to approve illegal compensation plans, and illegally inflated
the value of the company’s assets by over $11 billion. Tyco experienced
a similar problem with overvalued stocks, illegal executive pay, and mis-
leading financial statements. Two top executives were accused of the
theft of $600 million from the company. Based on the scandals, several
leading public accounting firms—Deloitte & Touche, Ernst & Young,
KPMG, and PricewaterhouseCoopers—were charged with negligence as
auditors of their clients’ financial information and reports.

The federal government responded quickly to restore the public’s
confidence in corporate finance and accounting practices. The Sarbanes-
Oxley Act was passed in July, 2002 by overwhelming majorities in
Congress. It established new or more stringent standards for all U.S. 
public company boards, management, and public accounting firms. It
has been called the most important piece of legislation affecting corpo-
rate governance, financial disclosure, and public accounting since the
securities laws of the 1930s. Executives and corporate directors are held
responsible for understanding and approving financial statements, audit-
ing committees and firms must have independence from conflicts of in-
terest or executive pressure, and new enforcement provisions and stiff
criminal penalties are established. Rules regulating executive compensa-
tion are also imposed.

Think Critically
1. What circumstances likely led to large public auditing companies get-

ting caught up in the major corporate scandals? 
2. Use the Internet to review business and public reactions to Sarbanes-

Oxley. What are the views in support of and opposition to the law?

ethicsa question of
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4.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. All of the following are components of an information system except
a. users
b. data collection devices
c. data sharing devices
d. all of the above are components

2. True or False? Three common types of business financial informa-
tion are data, records, and reports.

3. Information ? means that information remains unchanged
from its source and has not been accidentally or maliciously modi-
fied, altered, or destroyed.
a. control
b. management
c. integrity
d. integration

4. True or False? The primary responsibility of managers and company
decision-makers is to increase sales and satisfy customers. 

5. The Securities and Exchange Commission requires publicly traded
corporations to 
a. pay a dividend
b. restrict compensation for top executives
c. pay a minimum tax each year
d. provide an annual report to all shareholders

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Visual Art Use textbooks or the Internet to locate and study ex-

amples of a computerized information system. Use a computer
graphics program or poster board and colored markers to prepare
a visual depiction of the components of the system. Label each
component and be prepared to describe how the system operates. 

7. Research Use newspapers, magazines, and the Internet to research
the problems business face with information integrity. Prepare a
three-column table that identifies (1) the problem, (2) the damage
resulting from the problem, (3) what the business did to correct
the problem. 

8. Debate Form two teams and prepare for a debate on this topic:
“The legal requirement that public corporations must publish de-
tailed financial information interferes with competition and a busi-
ness’ right to privacy.” Your teacher will explain the debate rules
and assign the position each team will take.



IFinancial Management Activities
The overall objective of financial management is to maximize the wealth of
the owners. Considering the nature of the business and the risk assumed by
investors, owner’s equity should increase at a rate equal to or better than
other investments. Financial managers determine the best mix of assets for
a business, how to acquire them, and how to use them to get the best possi-
ble financial return from their use.

THE STRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
A corporation is guided by a board of directors. The board of directors rep-
resents the shareholders in oversight of the business. It is their responsibility
to set direction for the business and establish corporate policy, hire and de-
termine the compensation of the key executives, and review major business
decisions.

The employed management of a corporation is headed by the chief ex-
ecutive officer. The is charged with carrying
out the strategy and policy of the board of directors. The CEO provides leader-
ship for management and employees, sets long-term operational direction,
and is accountable to the board for all company activities and results. 

Typically, the two positions reporting to the CEO and having primary
responsibility for managing the business are the chief operating officer and
the chief financial officer. The directs the
actual operations of the business while the is
responsible for planning and managing its financial resources. 

Under the CFO are a number of managers. The top-level financial man-
agers in many companies are the treasurer and controller. Both of these posi-
tions are supported by a number of financial specialists. The treasurer has
responsibility for the management of a company’s cash, investments, and
other financial resources as well as relationships with investors and creditors.
The controller is in charge of accounting and the financial records of the
organization and provides support for executives and other managers in
understanding and using financial data and reports. The efforts of the entire

chief financial officer (CFO)
chief operating officer (COO)

chief executive officer (CEO)
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Terms
• chief executive officer

(CEO)

• chief operating officer
(COO)

• chief financial officer
(CFO)

Goals
• Identify the primary pur-

pose and activities of fi-
nancial management.

• Describe important
tools used in financial
management.

4.3 Financial Management Analysis Tools

• equity financing

• debt financing

• retained earnings

• solvency



financial management
team are directed at
accomplishing the overall
goal of the business—to
maximize ownership
wealth.

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
DECISIONS
Financial management is
focused on investment
decisions. Three major
types of investment deci-
sions define the work of
financial management in
businesses. Those deci-
sions are (1) what invest-
ments need to be made,
(2) how the investments

should be financed, and (3) how the business’ investments can be efficiently
managed.

Asset Planning Investments are made to acquire the assets needed for
business operations. The assets needed are determined by the activities of
the business and its size. Financial managers work with operations manage-
ment as well as other managers in the organization to determine what in-
vestments in land, buildings, equipment, materials, and other major assets
are needed at the current time and in the future. In some cases assets must
be added, and in other instances assets can be reduced. One of the most in-
teresting and challenging investment decisions is the area of mergers and
acquisitions. Deciding to purchase an existing company or merge the re-
sources of two or more companies is a major financial decision of a company,
as is the decision to sell a major part of the business to reduce the company’s
size and focus its efforts. 

Asset Financing Once decisions are made on the best mix of assets for
a business, financial managers determine how to finance the acquisition of
those assets. The two major ways to finance asset acquisition are equity fi-
nancing and debt financing. offers an ownership interest
in the company to investors. Corporate equity financing is done through
the sale of stock. is the use of borrowed money to obtain
needed assets. Individuals or institutions providing the debt financing be-
come creditors who receive payment in the form of principal and interest.
Creditors also have a claim on company assets if repayment is not made.
Long-term debt financing is usually done by issuing bonds or signing
promissory notes and mortgages. Common methods of short-term financ-
ing are obtaining trade credit (buying on credit from vendors and suppliers),
operating loans from financial institutions, and commercial paper (short-term

Debt financing

Equity financing
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t e a m w o r k
Discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of
equity and debt financ-
ing from the viewpoint
of the company and
from the viewpoint of
the investor.

Businesses plan for investment in assets like equipment and materials.
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money market securities). Investment decisions are made by comparing al-
ternatives based on both financial and nonfinancial advantages, disadvan-
tages, payoffs, and risks to the business. 

Asset Management The third role of financial management in busi-
ness is to ensure that assets are managed as efficiently as possible. Once
again, the primary goal of this activity is to maximize the return on the com-
pany’s assets. Fixed assets such as buildings and equipment are maintained
by operations management. Financial management is concerned with maxi-
mizing the financial life of those assets, depreciation costs, and replacement.

Managing the liquid assets of a business is an important focus of finan-
cial managers. Liquid assets are cash, accounts receivable, inventory, owned
stock, and a variety of short-term investments (such as money market funds,
certificates of deposit, and securities). As with the management of fixed as-
sets, financial managers are concerned with obtaining the maximum use
and value of the company’s liquid assets. 

IFinancial Analysis Tools
Corporate finance is responsible for recommending the financial decisions
a business should make and for the data and analyses used to make the de-
cisions. Long-term financing decisions determine the types of capital assets
needed by the company, how the assets contribute to the company’s finan-
cial position, and how they will be financed. Short-term financial planning
involves decisions about working capital and maintaining an appropriate
balance between current assets and current liabilities. Both long- and short-
term financial planning is done using the financial data, records, and reports
of the business.

USING FINANCIAL RECORDS AND REPORTS
To make effective financial decisions, managers study the value of assets, li-
abilities, and owner’s equity, the revenues and expenses generated by the
business, the company’s stock position, and its use of earnings. They are
concerned about the changes in the financial condition and position of the
business over time, its current status, and projections for the future. The
primary sources of information for those decisions are

■ Financial statements—balance sheet, income statement, statement of
cash flow, and other supporting statements

■ Records of the business for specific assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity,
as well as revenue and expense records

■ Budgets prepared to plan capital acquisition, working capital, cash flow,
and earnings

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the three major types of investment decisions that 
define the work of financial managers in business?

✓



Each of the records and reports is studied for three purposes.

1. Determine current values of each of the business’ important financial
elements, changes that have occurred compared to prior periods, and
values projected for future periods

2. Identify the relationships among the current values, the amount and
nature of changes from prior periods, and how relationships will be af-
fected based on future plans

3. Compare, when possible, these values, their relationships, and proposed
changes with those of comparable businesses

BALANCE SHEET
The balance sheet is a picture of the financial condition of the business as
of a specific date. The important information contained in the balance sheet
is the firm’s total assets and their division between long-term and current
assets, the total liabilities and their division between long-term debt and
current liabilities, and the owner’s equity and how it is divided among types
of equity as well as the value of retained earnings. are
profits earned by a company that are not paid to shareholders as dividends.

The balance sheet can provide a view of the current financial position
of the company. Is it financially strong or not? The strength of a company
can be seen by its overall financial value. Essentially that means how much
money the owners would have if the assets and liabilities were converted to
cash. This question is only theoretical, because if a business attempted to
convert its assets immediately, the assets would not be able to be sold at
their actual value. The question also cannot be directly answered from the
balance sheet because long-term assets are not carried at their actual value.
Age, condition, depreciation methods, and other factors can affect their ac-
tual value. In general, the balance sheet shows whether the value of assets
is much greater than the value of liabilities or not. If the value of assets is
significantly higher it can be assumed that there is greater stockholder
value than if liabilities are close to assets in value.

A more important measure of the current financial position is its work-
ing capital. Working capital is determined by subtracting current liabilities
from current assets. A healthy working capital balance gives companies
flexibility in operations. They can invest for growth, add needed assets, and
respond to competitive pressures. Excess working capital can be invested
for additional earnings. A company with positive working capital is attrac-
tive to investors and lenders. 

A final component of the balance sheet is the owner’s or shareholders’
equity. It is normally made up of the value of all classes of stock and retained
earnings. Retained earnings are available for financing growth, reducing
debt, or investment to generate additional earnings. Of course, stockholders
are interested in the earnings they receive on their investment. Earnings
that have been retained have not been paid out to stockholders as dividends.
A high value in retained earnings may be positive for company executives,
but not for stockholders or prospective investors.

In addition to studying and comparing the current values on the
balance sheet, changes in value from prior time periods is also important.
Categories of assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity can be compared with
the same categories in previous time periods. Changes in relationships

Retained earnings
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Until recently, there
were no easy ways for
financial information to
be moved automatically
between different soft-
ware applications. XBRL
(Extensible Business Re-
porting Language) is
an electronic format
designed to solve the
problem. It is being co-
operatively developed
by over 200 corpora-
tions, accounting firms,
and regulators. It will
allow the automatic
exchange of financial
information among
software applications
anywhere in the world
via the Internet.
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between assets and
liabilities should be
analyzed as well.
Are assets, liabilities,
and owner’s equity
changing? If so, is
the change positive
or negative for the
financial health of
the business? Is
working capital im-
proving or not?
Have profits been
distributed to share-
holders, held in re-
tained earnings, or
used to finance
needed assets or
reduce debt?

INCOME
STATEMENT
The income statement provides a summary and detail about the financial
performance or profitability of business operations over an identified
period of time. Sales and the costs to generate those sales, other sources
of revenue, and all operating, administrative, and other business expenses
are detailed in the income statement culminating in net earnings for
the period.

Focusing on the income statement for one time period provides a lim-
ited amount of information. It shows the values and relationships among
the major activities of the business that generate revenue and earnings. The
cost of sales compared to net sales, the types and values of various expenses,
net income before and after taxes, and the relationship of net income to
revenues are important information from the income statement. This infor-
mation describes the efficiency of various parts of the business’ operations
as well as the effectiveness of the company in converting resources into
revenues and profits.

Greater understanding of the business’ financial performance comes
from comparisons of income statements over several time periods—monthly,
quarterly, and annually. How are revenues and the sources of revenues
changing? Are various costs increasing as a direct measure and as a propor-
tion of other values? Is the business improving in profitability and in effi-
ciency and effectiveness of generating revenues and profits? Comparing the
actual amounts from the income statement with budgeted amounts helps
to improve financial planning for future periods.

Comparisons with the income statements of other companies should
be approached cautiously since many factors unique to the business influ-
ence the actual values of income and expense items. Comparison of the
relationships of cost of sales and net income to revenue may be helpful in
analyzing the competitive performance of the business.

The age and condition of office equipment affects its value.
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
Cash flow is the movement of cash into and
out of a business. It demonstrates the sol-
vency of a business. is the ability
of an organization to meet its financial obli-
gations as they become due. Cash flow is a
very important short-term measure of a busi-
ness’ financial health. A business may gener-
ate a large amount of cash in a full year of
operations and end with a healthy cash posi-
tion. If that company has several months in
which cash inflows do not meet cash payment
requirements it will need to obtain short-term
financing. Statements of cash flow are prepared
and analyzed frequently, at least monthly.

The analysis of cash flow should be ap-
proached carefully. Cash is certainly not the

equivalent of profit. A company can have a large cash balance yet be strug-
gling with profitability. In the same way, a profitable company may have
difficulty generating cash for immediate needs. As a general conclusion, a
company with an increasing positive cash flow is a healthy company.

Cash is generated in one of three ways and each provides important in-
formation about company operations. Cash from operating activities describes
the revenues from the primary work of the business such as the sale of
products and services. A company needs to be able to generate a positive
cash flow consistently from its operations. Some operations will not gener-
ate a positive cash balance. The cash flow can vary significantly from month
to month and quarter to quarter in some businesses such as those with
seasonal sales. Cash from investing activities describes revenues earned from
purchasing or selling assets. Examples include stock ownership in other
companies, securities, real estate, and the purchase and sale of long-term
assets. The third category of cash is cash from financing activities. Those
activities include cash from the sale of stock and from taking on long- or
short-term debt (loans and notes). Each of the categories reports cash reduc-
tions as well as cash revenues. For example, when a retailer uses cash to
purchase inventory, it reduces the cash balance for operating activities. 

There is not a particular cash balance that is an indication of financial
health. It is more important to look for major changes in cash flow, areas
where cash balances are small or negative, and the types of activities that
are generating or consuming cash. Comparing a company’s cash position to
the cash flow of its major competitors is meaningful since a company that
is not maintaining an equivalent amount of cash may find itself in a difficult
position.

Solvency
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The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants has a web site that provides in-
formation on the accounting field. Access
thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance and
click on the link for Chapter 4. Find informa-
tion on the site specifically for students. What
information is available on accounting as a
career?

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the primary sources of information for making financial
decisions in a business?

✓

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance
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4.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. True or False? To maximize ownership wealth, owner’s equity
should increase at a rate equivalent to or better than other invest-
ments considering the nature of the business and the risk assumed
by investors.

2. The ? is the executive who is accountable to the board of
directors for all company activities and results.
a. CEO
b. COO
c. CFO
d. CDE

3. ? financing offers an ownership interest in the company,
while ? financing uses borrowed money to obtain capital.

4. Which of the following is not one of the primary sources of informa-
tion for financial decisions in a business? 
a. financial statements
b. specific financial records
c. financial transaction data
d. financial budgets

5. True or False? Retained earnings refers to the amount of cash that
the business has reserved to pay accounts receivable and loans. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Critical Thinking Some people believe that corporations should

have other priorities than maximizing ownership wealth. Write a
two-page critical analysis paper in which you discuss the positive
and negative effects that priority can have on a company. 

7. Math In the first half of the year, a company’s balance sheet
showed current assets of $845,281 and current liabilities of $582,936.
At the end of the year, current assets were valued at $728,910 and
current liabilities totaled $523,992. Calculate the amount of work-
ing capital at the end of each accounting period and the percent-
age change in current assets, current liabilities, and working capital.

8. Careers Gather information on the differences in the job responsi-
bilities of a corporate treasurer and controller. Create an illustra-
tion of the main differences in the daily work of the two financial
managers.

9. Technology Use the Internet to locate a copy of a business’ bal-
ance sheet, income statement, and statement of cash flow. Using
each of the financial statements, identify information that provides
evidence of the company’s financial condition and performance.
Prepare a software presentation of the financial information you
selected and a description of its meaning. 



IUnderstanding Financial Ratios
Analysis of a business’ financial information over time is very important in
understanding management’s approach to financial planning, the company’s
competitive position, and its attractiveness to investors. Financial managers
pay a great deal of attention to financial records and financial statements of
their own company and of competing companies. One important tool for
analyzing financial statements is financial ratios. are com-
parisons of important financial data used to evaluate business performance.
The financial data used to calculate ratios comes from the company’s finan-
cial statements. 

is the study of relationships in a company’s finances
in order to understand and improve financial performance. Ratio analysis
includes comparing relationships in current performance, making compar-
isons between current and past performance, and comparing the financial

Ratio analysis

Financial ratios
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• Discuss how ratios aid
in financial decision
making.

Goals
• Recognize important

financial ratios used to
analyze the financial con-
dition of a business.

4.4 Financial Analysis and Decision Making
Terms
• financial ratios

• ratio analysis

• financial leverage

• operating income

• benchmark company

Financial managers analyze company performance using financial ratios.
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performance of the business with competitors’ performance. Ratio analysis
is used to determine areas of financial strength and weakness in order to
make decisions that will strengthen the company’s financial position.

There are many financial ratios that can be calculated. Financial man-
agers and investors decide which ratios provide the information for the
decisions they need to make. Ratios can be categorized in terms of the im-
portant types of financial performance and decisions in a business. 

LIQUIDITY RATIOS
No matter how profitable a company is, an important measure of its finan-
cial health is its ability to pay debts on time. To be able to finance short-
term debt, a company should be in a favorable liquid position. That means
it either has a good cash balance or other current assets than can be converted
quickly to cash without substantial loss of their value. Commonly used liquid-
ity ratios are the current ratio and the quick ratio.

Current Ratio A measure of the ability to meet current debt.

The current ratio shows how well the company is prepared to pay current
liabilities, those debts that will come due within a year. Of course it is ex-
pected that a business have more current assets than current liabilities. A
strong position in most industries is a ratio of 2:1. Financial managers and
investors will look at the current assets to determine how quickly they can be
converted to cash and the value of the assets listed on the company’s balance
sheet to make sure it is an accurate reflection of an asset’s real cash value.

Quick Ratio (acid test) A more precise liquidity measure that reduces
the value of current assets by the value of the inventory.

Current assets cannot all be disposed
of quickly in order to obtain cash to pay
a company’s short-term debts. Inventory
is a particular problem in some industries.
An inventory level is developed and
maintained to meet customer needs over
a period of time. If it must be liquidated
quickly, prices may have to be reduced
dramatically. By reducing the value of
current assets by the value of the inven-
tory, the quick ratio provides a more spe-
cific value of available current assets to
cover the liabilities. The quick ratio does
not have to be as high as the current
ratio since the current assets used are
highly liquid. A ratio of 1:1 may be
acceptable in many industries.

Quick Ratio �
Current Assets �  Inventory

Current Liabilities

Current Ratio �
Current Assets

Current Liabilities
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Prices may have to be reduced dramatically to liquidate inventory.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT RATIOS
Businesses use their assets to make money. Assets produce sales and sales
generate profits. A company that can use assets efficiently by keeping their
values low in relation to sales and profits is financially stronger than com-
panies that require a higher value of assets for the same results. Asset man-
agement ratios compare the value of key assets to sales performance.

Inventory Turnover Ratio Measures the efficiency of a company in
maintaining inventory to generate sales.

A company doesn’t earn money on its inventory until it is sold. The
more rapidly inventory is sold, the lower the amount of financing required.
If a company can maintain low inventory levels and still have high sales
volume, it is using inventory very efficiently. Some industries require a
lower volume of inventory or have lower total inventory costs to generate
sales. Other industries require a high inventory level or the cost of inven-
tory is quite high. A business with a low ratio should be evaluated to see if
the inventory is dated or obsolete or if there is another reason that it is not
being converted to sales more quickly.

Total Assets Turnover Ratio Measures how efficiently all assets
generate sales.

The total assets turnover ratio is similar to the inventory turnover ratio
except that it focuses on the efficient use of all company assets. By compar-
ing the value of all current and fixed assets to sales, the company can deter-
mine if it has a reasonable amount of assets for the sales being produced. A
low value suggests assets are not being used efficiently. Some businesses
also calculate a fixed assets turnover ratio to examine the efficiency of land,
buildings, and major equipment.

Total Assets Turnover Ratio �
Sales

Total Assets

Inventory Turnover Ratio �
Net Sales

Average Inventory
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The Sarbanes-Oxley Act
of 2002 not only affects
the financial side of
corporations, but also
the departments whose
job it is to maintain the
business’ print and elec-
tronic financial records.
The act requires that all
relevant records, includ-
ing electronic records
and comunications,
must be saved for at
least five years. The
consequences for non-
compliance are fines,
imprisonment, or both.

Businesses such as auto dealerships have a high cost of inventory.
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Accounts Receivable Turnover Ratio Measures how quickly
credit sales are converted to cash.

The accounts receivable turnover ratio identifies how quickly customer
accounts are paid. Higher ratios mean that accounts receivable are collected
quickly. Long collection periods usually result in losses when older accounts
are not paid. Some companies use total sales rather than total credit sales to
determine the accounts receivable turnover. Another related ratio is the
average collection period ratio, determined by dividing accounts receivable by
the average daily sales. This ratio identifies how many days on average it
takes to collect accounts receivable. A smaller number of days demonstrates
effective credit procedures.

DEBT MANAGEMENT RATIOS
Using debt to finance some parts of a business’ operations allows owners to
maintain control of the business with a lower level of investment. If debt is
used effectively it is possible to get a higher rate of return on the use of the
money than the actual cost of the debt. Using debt financing to increase
the rate of return on assets is known as As long as a
company can pay its debts when they come due, a high level of debt fi-
nancing is not necessarily a problem. Stockholders like to see higher debt
ratios as long as the firm is profitable because they provide higher potential
earnings. Creditors on the other hand get concerned when debt ratios are
high because they have fewer claims on assets if the business should fail.

Debt Ratio Measures how much of a company’s assets are owned by
creditors.

The appropriate ratio is guided by the industry in which the company
operates and the financial stability of the company. A stable company with
a long operating history can carry a ratio where debt is greater than 50 per-
cent of total assets. A new company, risky industry, or volatile economy may
require a ratio where debt is one-third or one-fourth of the asset value. Re-
lated debt management ratios are total debt divided by net worth, which
provides a direct comparison of equity and debt financing levels; and long-
term debt divided by total assets, which shows the extent to which the
company’s assets are financed by long-term debt. 

Times-Interest-Earned Ratio Shows how well-positioned the com-
pany is to pay interest on its debt.

A high times-interest-earned ratio means the company has a high margin
of safety in being able to pay creditors. Operating income would have to de-
cline significantly before the company would be at risk from its creditors. To
be particularly cautious, the ratio could be calculated by using the total of
interest and principal charges rather than just the interest. Most creditors are
satisfied if interest payments are kept up to date, but to remove debt obliga-
tions a business needs adequate income to make full payments.

Times-Interest-Earned Ratio �
Operating Income

Total Interest Charges

Debt Ratio �
Total Debt (current and long-term liabilities)

Total Assets (current and long-term)

financial leverage.

Accounts Receivable Turnover Ratio �
Total Credit Sales

Accounts Receivable
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PROFITABILITY RATIOS
All of the financial decisions and operations of a company ultimately result
in bottom-line performance. Both financial managers and investors are in-
terested in tracking improvement in profitability and comparing it to the
profitability of competitors as well as the results that could be obtained from
other possible investments. 

Profit Margin on Sales Ratio Measures the profit generated by each
dollar of sales.

The main revenues of a business come from sales. The greater the return
on sales, the more efficient is the business. A lower ratio may indicate there
is pressure on prices so little margin is available for profit after expenses
have been paid. To assist with that analysis, companies calculate the gross
profit margin ratio which divides gross profit by net sales. Carrying a high
level of debt with accompanying interest payments could also reduce the
profit margin on sales. The effect of interest and taxes on profit margins can
be determined by calculating the operating profit margin ratio. It is determined
by dividing operating income by net sales. is the com-
pany’s earnings before interest and taxes.

Return on Total Assets Ratio Measures the company’s earnings on
each dollar of assets.

This ratio is particularly meaningful to managers, creditors, and investors
because it evaluates the efficiency of the assets of the company. Does the
company have too much money invested in assets based on the profit or
are the assets particularly effective in generating income? When managers
make plans for capital investments, consideration of the contribution to this
ratio will be very important. A similar important profitability ratio is the re-
turn on equity ratio.

Return on Total Assets Ratio �
Net Income
Total Assets

Operating income

Profit Margin on Sales Ratio �
Net Profit
Net Sales
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t e a m w o r k
Have each team mem-
ber select three finan-
cial ratios he or she
believes would be the
most important in de-
termining whether to
purchase a company’s
stock. As a team com-
pare the choices and
discuss the reasons for
each person’s choices.

Most revenues of a business come from sales.
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Return on Equity Ratio Measures how each dollar of investment by
stockholders contributes to net income.

MARKET PERFORMANCE RATIOS
The final set of ratios examines the overall financial performance of the
business in contributing to shareholder value. The results are usually exam-
ined over several years to see changes in the company’s performance. These
ratios are considered by both stockholders and the board of directors as im-
portant evidence of the effectiveness of executive leadership. Market perfor-
mance ratios are most useful as a way to compare the financial performance
of similar companies or of several companies being considered for investment
purposes.

Earnings per Share Ratio Measures the amount of profit earned by
each share of stock.

If the company issues preferred stock, the dividends paid to preferred
stockholders are subtracted from net income before dividing by the number
of shares of common stock issued. Preferred stockholders receive a specified
dividend which affects the overall earnings for other stockholders. 

Price Earnings Ratio A measure of the strength of a company’s earn-
ings in affecting the price of its stock.

When investors decide on the price to pay for a company’s stock, an
important consideration is the earnings they expect to receive on their in-
vestments. A company with a strong record of earnings is likely to command
a higher price than one with poor earnings. 

Market to Book Ratio The relationship between the value of stock as
recorded on the company’s balance sheet and its value determined by the
stock price.

The book value of stock is calculated by dividing the stockholder equity
by the number of shares issued. Market to book ratios are often greater than
1, meaning that investors are willing to pay more for stock than it is valued
by the company. One of the reasons is that accounting valuations are con-
servative so the value of assets listed on the balance sheet is lower than
their actual value. Also, a company has intangible assets such as goodwill
that affect its market value.

Market to Book Ratio �
Market Price per Share
Book Value per Share

Price Earnings Ratio �
Market Stock Price
Earnings per Share

Earnings per Share Ratio �
Net Income

Number of Shares Issued

Return on Equity Ratio �
Net Profit

Stockholders¿ Equity
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c h e c k p o i n t

What are the five categories of financial ratios?

✓



IUse Financial Ratios
Financial ratios should be used carefully
because they are only general measures of a
company’s financial condition. Ratios calcu-
lated from only one set of a company’s finan-
cial statements can be used to examine current
relationships among key financial elements.
For example, ratios can illustrate the propor-
tion of assets and liabilities that are liquid
versus long-term or the proportion of assets
that are owned versus financed. That one-
time analysis may point out strengths of the
company’s current financial position and per-
formance and, more importantly, identify
areas of concern if ratios indicate potential
problems with some of the proportions.

Those relationships are likely to change over time, so comparing ratios over
several time periods provides a better picture of the company’s financial
condition. Another use of ratios is to compare specific aspects of the
company’s financial condition and performance with that of similar
businesses. Examining industry trends in financial performance using finan-
cial ratios is an important part of financial analysis.

DEVELOP A FINANCIAL ANALYSIS PLAN
Companies follow these steps to use financial ratios in financial planning.

1. Organize financial records and statements in order to access the infor-
mation needed to calculate ratios.

2. Determine the key financial ratios needed to evaluate financial perfor-
mance and develop financial goals. Consider the major areas of finan-
cial decisions (asset planning, asset financing, and asset management)
as well as the categories of financial information needed (liquidity,
asset management, debt management, profitability, and market
performance).

3. Develop baseline data by calculating the first set of ratios. Because
companies maintain historic financial records and financial statements,
financial ratios for prior years can be calculated to serve as baseline in-
formation. Financial ratios can be calculated for several years to study
the history of the company’s financial performance.

4. Identify sources of comparative information in order to compare the
company’s financial performance with other companies. Comparison
should be made with companies in the same industry and with a select
group of companies that have similar characteristics affecting financial
performance, such as the corporate ownership structure, age of the
company, company size defined by sales and assets, and geographic 
location of major operations and markets.

5. Identify benchmark companies to serve as financial performance targets.
A is a competitor that has historically demon-
strated outstanding financial performance.

benchmark company
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Each year, Dun and
Bradstreet publishes In-
dustry Norms and Key
Business Ratios. It ana-
lyzes financial data for
hundreds of types of
businesses organized
by industry. The pub-
lication provides
examples of typical
statements as well as
14 key financial ratios
for each industry.

Comparative financial analysis should be done using
companies in the same industry with similar characteristics.
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6. Run analyses and calculate ratios regularly. Once-a-year analysis might
be misleading because the financial data such as cash flow, sales, inven-
tory level, and accounts receivable and payable may change dramatically
from quarter to quarter. Complete trend analysis where ratios are mon-
itored over an extended period of time looking for trends that indicate
improving or declining financial conditions.

7. Use the results of ratio analysis as one factor in establishing financial
goals and implementing changes in business activities designed to im-
prove financial performance. 

SOURCES OF COMPARATIVE INFORMATION
One of the uses of financial ratios is to compare specific aspects of a com-
pany’s financial performance with other companies. Since most public cor-
porations are required to publish financial statements at least annually, it is
relatively easy to obtain comparative financial information. Investors also
use financial statement information and financial ratios to evaluate compa-
nies in order to make sound investment decisions. Many companies serving
investors collect and publish that information. Figure 4-3 lists several useful
sources of comparative financial information for public corporations.

Industry and trade associations frequently collect information from their
members and provide comparative financial performance data. Often that
information is provided only to members or to others for a fee. Some orga-
nizations make information available to the public for free. 
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c h e c k p o i n t

What is a benchmark company and how is it used when analyzing 
financial ratios?

✓

Sources of Comparative Financial Performance Information

FIGURE 4-3

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) The Securities and Ex-
change Commission’s EDGAR (Electronic Data Gathering and Retrieval)
database of all filings of public companies (www.sec.gov/edgar.shtml)

Hoover’s Online A searchable database that contains detailed company
and industry information including financial information, company history,
competitors, and product information (www.hoovers.com/free/)

Yahoo! Finance A comprehensive online research service including corpo-
rate reports, company information, earnings, analyst reports, and several
research tools (biz.yahoo.com/r/)

MSN Money A comprehensive business and investing web site providing
industry and individual company information (moneycentral.msn.com/
detail/stock_quote)

InvestorGuide.com Offers a wide range of current and historic informa-
tion on thousands of publicly traded companies with comparisons to
major competitors (www.investorguide.com/)

www.sec.gov/edgar.shtml
www.hoovers.com/free/
www.investorguide.com/
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Analyzing Personal Financial Progress
“Why do I never seem to have enough money at the end of the month?”

“How will I ever have the money to purchase a house?”

“How can I be sure I will have enough savings to retire?”

Each of these questions reflects the importance of personal financial
planning. They demonstrate on a personal level the same types of finan-
cial issues facing businesses. Being able to pay bills at the end of the
month is a matter of cash flow. Financing a major purchase such as a
home requires taking on long-term debt. Planning for retirement re-
quires increasing your personal net worth. Just as executives carefully
study reports to plan for growth and profitability, individuals need to
maintain financial records and develop expertise in financial analysis.

Financial ratios can be an important personal financial planning tool.
In order to use financial ratios you will need to prepare a balance sheet
and an income statement. The following ratios provide useful information
on your current status and guidance on what you can do to improve
your personal financial health.

• Do you have enough cash and liquid assets to pay immediate
expenses?

Current Ratio � Current Assets � Current Liabilities
• What proportion of your assets is really owned by your creditors?

Debt to Total Assets Ratio � Total Liabilities � Total Assets
• How much debt do you own compared to your net worth?

Debt to Equity Ratio � Total Liabilities � Owner’s Equity
• How does your income compare to the value of your assets and your

personal net worth?

Net Return on Assets Ratio � Net Profit (income) � Assets
Net Return on Equity Ratio � Net Profit (income) � Owner’s Equity

Think Critically
1. What changes in the relationship of assets, liabilities, and owner’s

equity would indicate improving personal financial health? 
2. How could an individual begin to make those financial changes?

in your lifefinance
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4.4 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. True or False? The financial data used to calculate ratios comes
from the company’s financial statements.

2. ? ratios measure a company’s ability to meet its short-
term financial obligations and its use of working capital.
a. liquidity
b. asset management
c. profitability
d. market performance

3. A company’s debt ratio measures how much of a company’s assets
are owned by 
a. stockholders
b. the federal government
c. creditors
d. all of the above 

4. True or False? Financial ratios should not be compared with those
of competitors since each business is unique and has different
financial goals. 

5. Publicly held companies are required to publish their financial state-
ments annually by
a. the Internal Revenue Service
b. the Securities and Exchange Commission
c. Hoover’s
d. their industry association

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Math Use one of the web sites referenced in the lesson to locate

the financial statements of a corporation that is headquartered in
your state. Find the information needed to calculate three financial
ratios. Complete the calculations to show the company’s performance
for each ratio. Show all of your work.

7. Research Use the Internet to gather information on the use of
benchmarking. Prepare a one-page report that discusses how a
company can use benchmarking to improve its financial performance
and the value of benchmarking as a business tool. 

8. Law Research the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. What problems
was it supposed to correct, and how has it affected businesses in a
positive and negative way? Prepare a three-minute oral report on
your findings.

9. Critical Thinking Prepare a chart in which you identify one
financial ratio that you believe would provide important information
for each of the following groups: company executives, shareholders,
and creditors. Include a short description of each ratio and why you
selected the ratio for the group.



Chapter 4 Assessment

Summary

4.1 ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

1. Accounting is responsible for organizing a system of financial records,
recording financial data, and preparing, analyzing, and interpreting fi-
nancial statements. 

2. Inaccurate, incomplete, or improperly prepared accounting records
and statements misrepresent the financial condition of the business
and mislead those who rely on the accountants’ work. 

4.2 MAINTAIN AND USE FINANCIAL RECORDS

3. The components of an effective information system are users, data col-
lection devices, data sharing devices, analysis/interpretation of infor-
mation, and organizational structures and processes.

4. Financial reports and other financial information are prepared by ac-
countants and used to draw conclusions and make decisions that affect
the financial future of the company. 

4.3 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS TOOLS

5. Financial management is responsible for asset management in a busi-
ness. It determines the best mix of assets for a business, how to acquire
them, and how to use them to get the best possible financial return
from their use.

6. To make effective financial decisions, managers study the value of assets,
liabilities, and owner’s equity, the revenues and expenses generated by
the business, the company’s stock position, and its use of earnings.
They are concerned about the changes in the financial condition and
position of the business over time, its current status, and projections
for the future.

4.4 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND DECISION MAKING

7. An important tool for analyzing financial statements is financial ratios.
Ratio analysis includes comparing relationships in current performance,
making comparisons between current and past performance, and com-
paring the financial performance of the business with competitors’
performance.

8. Ratios calculated from a company’s financial statements can be used to
examine current relationships among key financial elements. Compar-
ing ratios over several time periods provides a better picture of the
company’s financial condition. Another use of ratios is to compare
specific aspects of the company’s financial condition and performance
with that of similar businesses.
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. The ability of an organization to meet
its financial obligations as they become
due

2. A statement of financial performance
issued at the end of a fiscal year

3. Study relationships in a company’s
financial resources in order to
understand and improve financial
performance

4. Commitment to completing all tasks
thoroughly and with the highest level
of quality

5. Offers an ownership interest to investors
6. Steps completed to ensure the accuracy

of accounting records 
7. A set of processes, people, and equip-

ment for converting data into
information

8. Profits earned by a company that are
not paid to shareholders as dividends

9. Financial records for assets, liabilities,
and categories of owner’s equity

10. Using debt financing to increase the
rate of return on assets

11. Responsible for carrying out the strat-
egy and policy of the board of directors

Review Concepts
12. Which of the following is a responsibility of finance rather than

accounting?
a. organizing a system of financial records
b. recording financial data
c. analyzing and choosing among investment alternatives
d. preparing financial statements 

13. Which of the following is the first step in the accounting cycle? 
a. financial statements are prepared 
b. a trial balance of accounts is prepared
c. journal entries are posted in the appropriate accounts
d. transactions are recorded in journals

14. The accounting procedure that recognizes revenues and expenses when
they are incurred rather than when cash is received or spent is known as
a. expense and revenue matching c. the accounting cycle
b. accrual accounting d. full disclosure
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a. accounting
b. accounting cycle
c. accounting

transaction
d. accounts
e. accrual accounting
f. annual report
g. benchmark company
h. chief executive officer
i. chief financial officer
j. chief operating officer
k. debt financing
l. due care

m. equities
n. equity financing
o. financial leverage
p. financial ratios
q. fundamental account-

ing equation
r. information integrity
s. information system
t. operating income
u. ratio analysis
v. retained earnings
w. solvency
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Think Critically
15. Why does a company need both accounting and finance personnel?

What types of problems might occur if accounting and finance per-
sonnel do not cooperate and work effectively together? 

16. Many types of activities occur in a business that result in the need for
an accounting transaction. Make a list of at least ten activities that
would occur in a large retail store that would result in an accounting
entry. Classify each as revenue moving in, revenue moving out, or an-
other type of activity that results in a change in an account. 

17. Assume that students in your school are expected to exercise due care
in performing their duties just as accountants are. Provide several
examples of how that might affect the daily activities of students. 

18. What does it mean that the board of directors represents the sharehold-
ers of a corporation? Do you believe that a focus on shareholders and
profit may lead to the types of ethical problems that have been seen in
some large corporations recently? Why or why not? 

19. What is the difference between liquidity and profitability? How can a
company that is liquid have problems with profitability? How can a
profitable company have liquidity problems? 

Business Financial Calculations
20. Complete the following accounting equations by calculating the miss-

ing values.

Assets Liabilities Owner’s Equity

$1,046,326 $583,221

862,210 $923,010

$542,119 $210,990

21. An accountant needs to convert financial transactions completed in a
foreign currency to U.S. dollars. Calculate the values of each of the
following transactions using the conversion rate provided.

Foreign Transaction Conversion U.S. Dollar 
Currency Amount Rate Value

Brazilian Real 96,054 BRL 1/0.46 USD

EU Euro 182,250 EUR 1/1.27 USD

Mexican Peso 23,295 MXN 1/0.092 USD

Chinese Yuan 965,880 CNY 1/0.125 USD

22. Calculate each financial ratio using the information provided.
a. current ratio: current assets $865,921, current liabilities $441,020
b. quick ratio: current assets $428,200, current liabilities $301,905,

inventory $25,025
c. accounts receivable turnover: total credit sales $986,550, accounts

receivable $96,010
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, Making the Right Move, to
answer the following questions.

23. In your opinion, what changes in business and the economy led to the
rapid growth and success of Accenture?

24. Why do you believe the executives and employees of Accenture wanted
to separate themselves from the large accounting firm, Arthur Andersen,
even before that company was hit with scandal? 

25. Do you think that personnel employed as consultants by Accenture
should have expertise in finance and accounting? Why or why not? 

26. What is your view of the image Accenture tried to create by the choice
of a new company name? Make several creative recommendations that
Accenture could consider to strengthen its image. 

27. Use the Internet to review Accenture’s most recent financial statements.
What evidence do you see that suggests Accenture is maintaining a
strong financial position? What problems, if any, do you see? Provide
information from the statements to support your analysis. 

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT examples that illustrate the work of financial personnel in
business and government. Examples can be products, forms, ads, or other
materials.

CREATE a visual to show how business activities are affected by the exam-
ples you have collected. Use photos, drawings, or other types of images to
show the role of financial personnel in organizations.

CONNECT your visual to other items already in your class portfolio or re-
late it to an important concept you have learned in another class. Make the
connection by preparing a one-minute presentation on the role of financial
analysis for businesses, investors, and the economy. 

Stock Market Activity
Before buying stock in a business, it is useful to review its financial records.
In this project you will learn about analyzing the information that can be
found in the reports of a company. 

Use Internet and library resources and the annual report for the company
you have been studying (or select a different company). 

1. Review the balance sheet and income statement of the company. How
do the company’s assets, liabilities, equity, revenue, expenses, and net
income compare to recent years?

2. Prepare a ratio analysis using the ratios presented in this chapter. Com-
pare these ratios to other companies in the same industry. 

3. Continue to record of the company’s stock value. Note any company,
economic, or news developments that may affect stock prices.
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Planning a Career in Accounting
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The economy runs on money, and
accountants maintain the financial
records required by individuals,
companies, and government agen-
cies. There are four categories of ac-
counting professionals. Public
accountants work independently
and perform a broad range of
accounting activities for their
clients. Management accountants
are employed by large companies
and maintain the financial records
they require. Government accoun-
tants work in the public sector
maintaining the records of govern-
ment agencies and auditing private
businesses and individuals whose
activities are subject to government
regulations or taxation. Internal au-
ditors review the records of their
companies to insure the accuracy
and honesty of records and reports. 

Employment Outlook
■ Employment opportunities

for accountants are excellent.
Increasing financial regulations
and greater government scrutiny
of business financial practices
require more accounting
professionals.

■ As economies expand world-
wide, increased business activ-
ity requires more people to
manage financial transactions. 

■ New opportunities are emerg-
ing in the area of forensic
accounting, where specialized
accountants scrutinize financial
transactions looking for white-
collar crime.

Job Titles
■ Accountant

■ Junior accountant

■ Auditor

■ Budget analyst

■ Cost accountant

Needed Skills
■ A B.A. in accounting, with a

M.A. in accounting or an MBA
either required or preferred for
many jobs.

■ To advance in the profession,
accountants must pass the four-
part Uniform CPA Examination.

■ An aptitude for mathematics to
be able to analyze, compare,
and interpret facts and figures.

■ Proficiency in accounting and
auditing computer software.

What’s It Like to Work 
in Accounting?
Maggie is getting ready again for one
of the peak times for accounting em-
ployees in her company. At the end
of every quarter and especially at the
end of the year, no one is allowed to
schedule a vacation and everyone
can expect that workdays may be
10–12 hours or longer.

Maggie knew when she became
an accountant that a major responsi-
bility was to close the books at the
end of each accounting period. She
remembered over 20 years ago when
she got her first corporate accounting
job that all records were completed
manually. Rather than the two weeks
it currently takes to complete the
process, she and her colleagues
scheduled almost a month. “Thank
goodness for computerized records
and accounting systems,” Maggie
thought. But even two weeks is now
thought to be too slow, and the com-
pany is working to find ways to
speed the process. “Our managers
can’t wait that long to have the
important financial information
they need,” Maggie’s boss said at
their last planning meeting.

What about you? What appeals
to you about the work of accoun-
tants? What would you have to do
to prepare for a career in this field?
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MARKETING MANAGEMENT SERIES
EVENT ROLE PLAY
The DECA Marketing Management Series Event consists of a 100-question
test and a related role-play. The role-play consists of a written scenario for
the student to review. The Marketing Management Series Event involves de-
cisions related to a product or service to sell; a situation involving commu-
nications, human relations, economics or professional development; or a
business management consideration. The role-play participant must trans-
late what they have learned into effective, efficient, and spontaneous action.
A list of five performance indicators specific to the scenario is included in
the instructions, indicating what the participant must accomplish during
the role-play.

Participants have 10 minutes to prepare notes for their response to the
role-play. During the first 10 minutes of the role-play, participants will explain
their solution to the role-play problem. The judge has up to five (5) additional
minutes to ask questions about the role-play solution.

Role Play Situation You are the manager for Bank On Us (a national
bank) in Fall Creek (a growing community with 60,000 people). The average
family income in Fall Creek is $82,000 per year and 78% of the population
has a college degree or some college education. Since the grand opening of
your bank, eight competitors have located within a five-block radius of
your bank. The Regional Bank On Us president has asked for your manage-
ment strategy to train employees to sell additional customer services to cur-
rent customers. The president has also asked you for a promotional plan to
capture business from the large number of people moving into your com-
munity. All management strategies that you suggest must be cost effective
and reap the desired results. You must demonstrate an understanding of the
demographics for your community, characteristics of the target market, and
top customer expectations for a bank. 

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Demonstrate a clear understanding of the bank’s mission.
■ Understand the demographics and banking needs of the community.
■ Explain cost-effective strategies to increase business for the bank.
■ Present a clear plan of action to meet the goals of the bank.
■ Demonstrate a clear understanding of banking services and the compet-

itive nature of the banking industry.

Go to the DECA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why is customer service such a high priority for banks?
2. Why is it important for a manager to understand the competition in

the banking industry?
3. How are bank employees related to the bank’s overall goals?
4. How have bank teller positions changed due to the amount of compe-

tition in the banking industry?

w w w . d e c a . o r g
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Nestlé’s Liquidity and Brand Activities
With cash and other current assets of more than $30 billion, the Nestlé
Company serves over two billion customers in more than 180 countries.
Selling chocolate, instant coffee, baby formula, and bottled water, Nestlé
is the world’s largest food and beverage company with over 120 brands.

The company started in 1866 when Henri Nestlé, a pharmacist, cre-
ated formula for babies. Chocolate was added in the 1920s as the com-
pany started to expand its product line. Today, with headquarters in
Vevey, Switzerland, Nestlé employs about 250,000 people and has facto-
ries or operations in almost every country in the world. 

More recently, Nestlé has also expanded into other product lines.
The company has significant investments in Alcon Inc. (ophthalmic
drugs, contact lens solutions, and equipment for ocular surgery) and in
cosmetics through the L’Oréal brand.

Nestlé is the world’s number one food company in terms of sales.
They are the world leader in coffee, with the Nescafé brand, and one
of the world’s largest bottled water and baby-food producers. In 2001,
Nestlé purchased Ralston Purina to become a major competitor in the
pet food market. The company uses a strategy of growing existing prod-
ucts through innovation and renovation. 

In producing its hundreds of different products, Nestlé must make
extensive use of raw materials from around the world. Maintaining in-
ventories is a significant part of the company’s activities. Relationships
with farmers and other suppliers require coordination among hundreds
of organizations. 

Production facilities must have the proper items in the proper quan-
tities at the proper time. Payments to suppliers (cash outflows) and re-
ceipts from Nestlé’s customers (cash inflows) provide the foundation
for day-to-day financial activities. While a major seller of bottled water
and hot chocolate, Nestlé must also be concerned with another type of
liquidity!

Think Critically
1. What types of short-term financial activities are necessary for the

Nestlé Company to be successful?

2. Conduct an Internet search for Nestlé to obtain recent information
about the company’s business and financial activities. What are
some of the major actions the company has taken?

Case STUDY
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ICash Budgeting Process
“It’s time to pay the rent for our office space.” What if you don’t have the
money for this payment? 

Planning cash inflows and outflows is one of the most important financial
activities of an organization. A tool used for this purpose is a 
which is an estimate of future cash receipts and cash payments for a speci-
fied period of time. 

A cash budget allows a company to prepare adequately for its short-
and long-term financial activities. The main benefits of a cash budget are to

■ Plan for cash inflows to pay operating expenses

■ Decide if short-term borrowing needs exist

■ Create an ability to pay debts on schedule

■ Determine potential cash shortages

■ Plan for long-term spending, also known as capital expenses

As shown in Figure 5-1, a cash budget has three main sections: cash re-
ceipts, cash payments, and cash excess or shortage.

cash budget,
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Terms
• cash budget

• account receivable

• working capital

• current assets

Goals
• Explain the steps

involved in developing a
cash budget.

• Identify the elements of
working capital.

5.1 Cash Budget and Working Capital

• current liabilities

• account payable

• current ratio

Cash sales are a major portion of some companies’ cash receipts.
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CASH RECEIPTS
Money coming into an organization is vital for business operations. These
funds are necessary to pay workers and for other company expenses. Most
organizations have three main sources of cash receipts.

Cash Sales Stores and other businesses sell various products and services
for cash. Often these transactions are a major portion of the company’s
cash receipts. Cash sales for various types of organizations may include ser-
vice fees, repair revenue, commission income, tuition, and donations. 

Collections on Account When companies sell on credit, cash will
not be received immediately. Instead, a customer pays later, maybe a month
or longer. When customers buy on credit, the money owed for these pur-
chases creates an Collections on account are an im-
portant source of cash receipts for organizations that sell on credit. 

The time required to collect from credit customers has to be estimated.
This projection is usually based on past collection trends. For example,
80 percent of a company’s customers may pay within 30 days. When prepar-
ing a cash budget, this cash receipt amount would appear in the month after
the sale is made. If the company estimated sales on account of $100,000 in
a month, the business would expect $80,000 to be collected on account
during the next month from those sales. Of course, additional cash would
be received from on account sales in prior months. 

Other Cash Receipts Finally, a business may receive cash from other
sources. These cash receipts can be the result of selling unneeded supplies
or old equipment. A company may rent excess space to another business.
At other times, money from dividends or interest earned may be received.
Most often, these types of cash inflows will vary and may not be easily
budgeted.

One other source of cash receipts is borrowing or issuing additional
stock. When a company expects to have a shortage, a loan may be obtained
or the business may seek money from additional investors. 

account receivable.

Cash Budget

FIGURE 5-1

Cash Receipts January February March 1st Quarter Total

Cash sales $7,200 $6,400 $6,800 $20,400
Collection on account 14,800 11,100 13,400 39,300
Other cash receipts 2,300 1,700 2,200 6,200
Total Cash Received $24,300 $19,200 $22,400 $65,900

Cash Payments January February March 1st Quarter Total

Variable expenses $9,200 $13,600 $8,300 $31,100
Fixed expenses 8,600 8,600 8,600 25,800
Other cash expenses 1,400 2,600 900 4,900
Total Cash Payments $19,200 $24,800 $17,800 $61,800

Cash Excess (Shortage) $5,100 ($5,600) $4,600 $4,100

Research studies report
that poor management
of cash flows is a com-
mon cause of business
failure.



CASH PAYMENTS
Estimating the amount of money going out is the second major element of
the cash budgeting process. Most companies and other organizations have
three main types of cash payments. 

Variable Cash Expenses Many types of payments are different each
month. For example, utilities such as electricity and water will usually change
from month to month depending on usage. Utility expenses are examples
of variable cash expenses. Other variable expenses may include wages, sup-
plies, materials, repairs, and advertising.

Fixed Cash Expenses Some business payments are constant from
month to month. Expenses such as rent, insurance premiums, or loan pay-
ments are examples of fixed cash expenses. 

Other Cash Payments A company may encounter additional cash
expenses that are not related to day-to-day operations. Some examples of
these other cash payments can include interest on loans, dividends to in-
vestors, and income taxes. Payments for capital expenses, such as equipment
or buildings, may be included in the cash budget. Often, companies make
use of a capital budget to plan for these expensive assets.

CASH EXCESS OR SHORTAGE
When comparing expected cash receipts and cash payments, the result will
be a cash excess or shortage. An excess, when receipts exceed payments, may
be deposited in a bank account or invested. A cash shortage must be covered
by borrowing.

Financial planning
for a business usually
requires that a min-
imum cash amount
will be available at all
times. This amount will
depend on various fac-
tors, such as expected
future cash flows and
company needs. The
minimum cash amount
should allow a com-
pany to pay workers
and other operating
expenses for a month.
Having an adequate
cash balance allows an
organization to be pre-
pared for unexpected
situations without
needing to borrow. Too
small a cash reserve has
obvious consequences.
A large cash balance
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t e a m w o r k
In your team, select a
business in your com-
munity. Create a list of
possible cash receipts
and cash payments for
this organization.

Rental of office space is a fixed cash expense.
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1455.1 >>> Cash Budget and Working Capital

also has costs. Maintaining a large cash reserve means these funds cannot
be used for other purposes, such as inventory or new equipment. 

CASH CONTROL METHODS
Cash can be a major target for theft. To assure safekeeping of an organi-
zation’s money, various guidelines are suggested. These include

■ Clear procedures for handling cash that are communicated to all staff
members

■ A system that divides responsibilities among those who receive and
those who deposit cash 

■ A process that separates the preparation and approval of cash payments

Traditionally, companies used the principle of “deposit all cash received,
and make all payments by check.” This rule helped to avoid the possibility
of inappropriate use of currency (bank notes and coins). Today, since many
payments are made electronically, additional procedures must be developed.
Various computer programs are available to manage and control cash activi-
ties. This software helps companies track receipts and payments while build-
ing in procedures that reduce opportunities for theft and fraud.

IWorking Capital
In addition to cash, every organization makes use of other items in its daily
financial activities. is the difference between current assets
and current liabilities. 

ELEMENTS OF WORKING CAPITAL
As shown in Figure 5-2, the working capital of a company consists of two
major elements: current assets and current liabilities. 

Working capital

c h e c k p o i n t

How is a cash excess (or shortage) calculated?

✓

Working Capital

FIGURE 5-2

Current Assets � Current Liabilities � Working Capital

items of value that amounts due to be
will be converted to paid within a year
cash within a year

Examples Examples

cash, accounts accounts payable,
receivable, taxes, short-term
inventory loans

Current Assets Items of value in an organization that will likely be
converted into cash within a year are called These assets
commonly include cash, accounts receivable, inventory, and other liquid

current assets.
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assets. Current assets are the basis of day-to-day
financial activities such as paying expenses, col-
lecting money from customers, and selling
items to generate a profit.

Current Liabilities Organizations
also have debts that will be paid shortly.

are amounts owed that
need to be paid within the next year. One
of the most common current liabilities is

These are amounts owed to
suppliers and others for items bought on credit
by the company. Other current liabilities would
include any short-term debts of the organization,
such as loans coming due or taxes owed.

MANAGING WORKING CAPITAL
Working capital is an indication of the amount of net liquid assets a com-
pany has available to build its business. This number can be positive or
negative. Companies with negative working capital (current liabilities
exceeding current assets) may lack the funds necessary for growth. The or-
ganization may have too much short-term debt or may not be carrying
enough items in inventory. In general, businesses with more working capi-
tal have a greater potential for success. These companies can expand and
improve their business activities. 

Too many current assets may indicate that a company is not using
available funds wisely. Excess levels of inventory or not collecting accounts
receivable on time suggests a weak financial situation. 

To determine an appropriate level of working capital, a company might
calculate its This number, sometimes also referred to as the
liquidity ratio, is calculated by dividing current assets by current liabilities.
When this ratio is 1.0 or greater, the company has adequate current assets
to cover debts coming due shortly. If the current ratio is below 1.0, the
company may not be able to pay upcoming bills on time.

If a company has total current assets of $1,000,000 and its total current
liabilities are $800,000, its current ratio would be 1.25 ($1,000,000 divided
by $800,000). Is this an appropriate current ratio? A simple answer is “it
depends!” When assessing the current ratio (or other financial ratios) of a
company, consider three factors.

■ The current ratio of the company in the past few years

■ The current ratios of other companies in the same industry

■ Current economic conditions

An analysis of these items will help a company decide if it needs to in-
crease or decrease the amount of current assets and liabilities. 

current ratio.

accounts payable.

Current liabilities

c h e c k p o i n t

How is working capital calculated?

✓

Taxes are considered a current liability.
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in actionbusiness

Cash Flows for Nonprofit Organizations
Millions of low-income, unemployed, and self-employed people are
without adequate health insurance. To assist these persons, community
health care facilities are formed to provide medical services.

These health care clinics are often organized on a nonprofit basis. The
organizations usually have three main sources of cash inflows.

1. Grants
2. Donations
3. Fees from clients

Staff members are continually seeking funding sources and applying
for grants. State and federal government agencies provide opportunities
to finance health care programs for lower-income populations. Founda-
tions also exist to serve various social needs. These charitable organiza-
tions, often funded by major corporations, provide grants to serve
people in difficult economic situations.

Donations to these health clinics are tax deductible since they are
tax-exempt, nonprofit organizations. Donors report amounts given to
charitable organizations on federal income tax returns to reduce their
taxable income. To attract additional donations, clinics often plan mar-
keting and promotional activities. A community health fair can expand
awareness of preventive health practices while also increasing potential
donations.

The fees received from clients are often a minor portion of cash in-
flows. While patients are often charged a small amount, it still may be
more than they can afford. Service is rarely denied to those not able
to pay.

As health care costs rise, clinics encounter increasing operating ex-
penses and need additional sources of cash. They also try to improve
efficiency and reduce operating costs. For example, reducing inventory
levels until supplies are needed can lower costs. Having supplies donated
may also be a strategy. 

Many nonprofit organizations do not use the most modern financial
recordkeeping procedures. Efforts to use improved cash budgeting sys-
tems can help health clinics and other nonprofit organizations better plan
their cash receipts and spending activities. 

Think Critically
1. What additional cash flow sources might be considered by nonprofit

health clinics? 
2. Name other types of nonprofit organizations. Describe their cash flow

sources.
3. Talk to a person who works for a nonprofit organization. Obtain infor-

mation about their cash flow sources and other financial activities.
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5.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The major source of cash receipts for most companies is
a. borrowing
b. sales
c. money from the government
d. earnings from interest and dividends

2. The difference between current assets and current liabilities is 
a. a cash excess
b. a cash shortage
c. the current ratio
d. working capital

3. True or False? A loan due in five years is an example of a current
liability.

4. True or False? A current ratio of 0.94 indicates that a company has
current assets that exceed its current liabilities. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Communication Interview a business owner or worker to obtain

information about the common sources of cash receipts and typical
cash payments in the organization. 

6. Visual Art Prepare a flowchart (on a poster or using computer
software) to present the steps for preparing a cash budget. Use a
variety of visuals to present this process. 

7. Technology Develop a spreadsheet template that could be used
to create a cash budget for a business or other organization. 

8. Research Select a company and locate its most recent annual re-
port online. 
a. Identify the organization’s current assets and current liabilities

for the past two years. 
b. Calculate the company’s current ratio.
c. What conclusions can you make about the company’s financial

situation?



IInventory Activities
Companies that make or sell goods must have products available for ship-
ping and selling. is the merchandise an organization plans to
sell to customers. Sometimes called merchandise inventory, these items are
part of a company’s current assets. Like other current assets, inventory is
considered to be fairly liquid.

TYPES OF INVENTORY
The inventory of a retailing company consists of products in its stores that
will be sold to customers. These items may include shirts, MP3 players, pack-
aged food, or hammers. Retailers have finished (ready-to-use) products in
inventory. In contrast, as shown in Figure 5-3, a manufacturing company
will have likely three types of inventory items—direct materials, work in
process, and finished goods.

Direct Materials
Every manufacturing
company uses parts and
supplies to create the
items that they sell.

also
called raw materials, are
unfinished goods used by
a manufacturer to create a
finished product.

The direct materials for different types of manufacturing companies will
vary. For example, a food processing company will make use of raw fruits and
vegetables, packaging materials, and labels. An automobile assembly plant is
likely to have over 8,000 different parts.

Work in Process During the production process, items in various stages
of completion are called These items, also called unfinished
goods, have value added to them. Some raw materials, labor activities, and
other expenses have been used to create the work-in-process items.

work in process.

Direct materials,

Inventory

1495.2 >>> Inventory Management

Terms
• inventory

• direct materials

• work in process

• finished goods

Goals
• Describe the types of in-

ventory for a company.

• Identify costs associated
with inventory and man-
ufacturing.

5.2 Inventory Management

• inventory turnover

• breakeven point

• variable costs

• fixed costs

Manufacturing Company InventoriesFIGURE 5-3

Direct materials Work in process Finished goods
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Finished Goods Products that have completed the manufacturing pro-
cess and are ready to sell are These inventory items are ready
to be shipped to various wholesalers and retailers. 

The sale of the final product is vital to the success of an organization. A
measure commonly used to determine how many times inventory is sold
and replaced is This measure is calculated by dividing
sales by inventory. The resulting ratio provides an indication of how many
times the average inventory has been sold. Low turnover is an unhealthy
sign, indicating excess stock and/or poor sales. The higher the turnover, the
better the inventory is being managed.

INVENTORY CONTROL METHODS
Similar to cash, companies must develop methods to prevent loss of inven-
tory. The loss of inventory can be expensive for an organization. Actions
commonly recommended to control inventory loss include

■ Create a system of documentation to check product type and amounts
of incoming and outgoing items

■ Separate responsibilities for authorizing, order preparation, and shipping
of inventory

■ Conduct a regular physical inventory (at least once a year) to count the
actual items in stock

■ Use technology such as bar codes, scanners, and radio frequency iden-
tification (RFID) to update records and monitor product locations

inventory turnover.

finished goods.

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the three types of inventory that a company may have?

✓

Inventory turnover is an important measure of a company’s success.
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ICost Management
The efficient use of materials and labor to create products to sell is the main
focus of many companies. In a retailing business, the desired items must
be available when requested by customers. In a manufacturing business,
the costs of production must be analyzed in order to operate a profitable
enterprise.

INVENTORY COSTS
Holding inventory has a cost. First, an opportunity cost exists, since the money
and space consumed by inventory cannot be used for other business needs.
Next, actual financial costs of inventory also are present. These include

1. Storage and tracking costs

2. Insurance, taxes, and interest 

3. Losses due to spoilage, damage, and theft

Companies face a difficult situation when deciding how many products
to keep on hand. Having too large an inventory can result in higher storage
costs and losses due to outdated products. In contrast, too small an inven-
tory can result in lost sales. For example, if a restaurant runs out of a popu-
lar menu item, customers may hesitate to visit the restaurant in the future.
The company must take appropriate action, which may include the need to
find additional suppliers to meet customer demand.

BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS
In the production process, companies must calculate the costs of goods being
manufactured. Determining the gives the approximate
sales volume required to just cover costs, below which production would be
unprofitable and above which it would be profitable. Breakeven analysis fo-
cuses on the relationship between fixed cost, variable cost, and profit.

Variable Costs Labor costs, production materials, and utilities are con-
sidered These business expenses change in proportion to
the level of production. Although the variable cost per item stays the same,
total variable cost increases as production levels rise.

Fixed Costs Business expenses that do not change as the level of produc-
tion changes are called These expenses include rent, property
tax, managers’ salaries, and insurance. If a company pays $4,000 a month to
rent a factory, that amount will be the same whether 20 radios are produced
or 20,000 radios are produced.

Breakeven Point The process to calculate the breakeven point involves
two steps.

Step 1 Determine the gross profit, which is the difference between the vari-
able costs and the selling price. For example, a shirt costs $6 (variable costs)
to make and sells for $10. The gross profit per item is $4.

Selling Price � Variable Costs � Gross Profit per Unit

$10 � $6 � $4

fixed costs.

variable costs.

breakeven point

t e a m w o r k
In your team, select a
manufacturing com-
pany. Identify the vari-
able and fixed costs for
this organization.
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Step 2 To obtain the breakeven point, divide the total fixed costs by the
gross profit per unit. If the company has $24,000 in fixed costs, it must sell
6,000 units to cover all of its fixed costs. 

Total Fixed Costs � Gross Profit per Unit � Breakeven Units

$24,000 � $4 � 6,000 units

At the breakeven point, a company has no profit. Selling fewer items than
the breakeven point will result in a loss. Sales higher than the breakeven point
will result in a profit for the business.

c h e c k p o i n t

What common costs are associated with holding inventory?

✓

topicstechnology

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Devices 
for Inventory Control
A warehouse manager must keep track of inventory. In the past, the ware-
house manager would hope the items were in the warehouse or on a
truck. Today, inventory can be tracked with accuracy using radio frequency
identification devices (RFIDs). Through electronic tracking, RFIDs tell the
exact location of inventory. This system reduces theft and misplaced inven-
tory. Two components make up an RFID system. First, the data-loaded tag
(the transponder) is attached to the item to be tracked. These computer
chips have small antennas that transmit a unique code to an inventory
control system. Second, a reader (the transreceiver) captures the tag’s data
using radio waves. This data is then sent to a computer for processing.

Manufacturers are implementing RFID tags on cases and pallets of
their products for improved inventory control. Eventually, individual
products will also be tagged. Retail stores will use RFID tagging. RFID sys-
tems increase efficiency within the supply chain. The ability to replenish
shelves faster results in fewer out-of-stock items. It is expected that the
tags will ultimately replace the current bar code technology.

What are the implications of RFID for consumers? Here is one possibil-
ity: while walking in a mall, you receive a text message on your cell
phone. You are informed that a certain item is on sale at a store as you
walk by that exact store. This message could be both convenient and
frightening.

RFID tags in clothing labels and other products will allow tracking of
both products and people. These devices are already being used for high-
way toll lanes, pets, library books, and baggage tracking by airlines. In the
future, RFIDs may be used in homes to turn on appliances and monitor
heating and security.

Think Critically
1. Discuss the benefits and concerns of RFID for companies and

consumers.
2. Conduct online research to obtain additional information about RFID

use in various business and home settings.
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5.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Partially completed products are commonly referred to as
a. direct materials
b. work in process
c. finished goods
d. labor costs

2. True or False? An inventory turnover calculation will tell a company
the profit on each item sold.

3. The ? is the level of sales at which a product has neither a
profit nor a loss. 

4. ? is an example of a fixed cost. 
a. electricity 
b. supplies 
c. wages 
d. rent

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Visual Art Select a product. Obtain photos of the materials and

labor involved in creating this item. Present your visuals in a poster
or computer presentation.

6. Geography Use a map to identify natural resources that exist in
various regions of the world. Describe what types of products could
be created from these materials.

7. Research Conduct library or online research to determine the costs
of shoplifting. What actions are commonly taken to prevent this
crime?

8. Math Based on the following situation, calculate (a) the breakeven
point and (b) the profit or loss at 2,000 units of sales:

selling price $40, variable cost/unit $32, total fixed costs $12,600
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Terms
• compensation

• wages

• salary

Goals
• Describe compensa-

tion methods used by
companies.

• Explain activities associ-
ated with preparing the
payroll.

5.3 Payroll Management

• payroll record

• direct deposit

IEmployee Pay Systems
Another short-term financial activity of interest to companies and their em-
ployees is payroll. Every organization hopes to pay its workers at a level that
will encourage loyalty and excellent performance. refers to
the wages or salary along with other financial benefits paid to employees.

TYPES OF COMPENSATION
The compensation payments received by workers are commonly viewed in
two major categories: direct and indirect. 

Direct Compensation Money received for work efforts is referred to
as direct compensation. These payments can include wages, salary, commissions,
overtime, and bonuses. In some work settings, direct compensation can be
affected by a shift differential. For example, in some types of work a person
may be paid a higher rate for working nights or weekends.

Indirect Compensation Payments made by an employer on behalf of
an employee are indirect compensation. These items commonly include vari-
ous employee benefits such as insurance, pension funds, and educational
expenses.

COMPENSATION METHODS
The methods used to determine the amount a person is paid can vary. In
some companies workers are paid on the basis of an hourly rate. In other
organizations, employees may earn a percentage of the sales they make.

Wages and Salary Many employees are paid on an hourly basis.
refer to the earnings of workers calculated on an hourly basis. A

person’s total earnings are determined by the hourly rate of pay multiplied
by the number of hours worked. refers to earnings calculated on the
basis of a time period, usually weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly. 

Piece Rate In some manufacturing situations, workers may be paid on a
piece rate. Earnings are determined on the basis of each unit of output. For
example, in an electronics assembly plant, workers may be paid 45 cents for
each item assembled, and they can produce between 40 and 45 items per
hour. These workers would earn between $18 and $20.25 an hour.

Salary

Wages

Compensation



Commission In various professions, compensation may be based on
sales volume. Commission is compensation earned by salespeople or others
as a percentage of sales. Some retail store sales staffs and many field sales
personnel earn a living based on commission.

A person who only works on commission may receive a draw. This
amount is an advance in earnings to provide the worker with an income to
meet necessary living expenses. The amount of the draw is eventually sub-
tracted from future commission earnings. 

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
As part of a compensation package, most businesses provide employees
with various additional benefits. The most common benefits are insurance
(health, life, and disability), paid or unpaid vacation time, sick leave, con-
tinuing education expenses, and retirement plan deposits. 

In an effort to recruit and retain quality employees, companies may
offer other types of benefits. Such benefits might include fitness and well-
ness programs, discounts for company products and services, mileage, trans-
portation and parking fees, and participation in community service during
company time.
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t e a m w o r k
In your team, prepare a
list of the benefits and
limitations of hourly
wages compared to
a weekly or monthly
salary. Consider this
issue from the perspec-
tive of both the worker
and the company.

c h e c k p o i n t

How do wages differ from salary?

✓

Some businesses offer fitness programs as an employee benefit.
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IPayroll Activities
Maintaining payroll records and preparing payments is an ongoing financial
activity. While time cards were often used in the past to determine pay, today
most payroll procedures are processed electronically. 

PAYROLL PREPARATION AND TAXES
A is the form that documents each employee’s pay history.
This form also includes each employee’s name, Social Security number, ad-
dress, other personal information, tax information, and eligibility for benefits.

The payroll record provides complete information of an employee’s
gross pay, which is the person’s total earnings. In addition, a record of the
net pay is also maintained. Net pay is the amount, after various deductions,
which is paid to each employee. The payroll record is also used to keep track
of current and year-to-date taxes and other deductions. 

Income Taxes The federal government of the United States requires that
federal income tax be withheld from workers’ pay. This money is then sent
to the U.S. Treasury. Each year, in April, taxpayers file their federal tax return
to determine if they owe additional money or if they will receive a refund. 

All but seven states have a state income tax. Deductions for this tax are
also taken from the current earnings of workers. Many cities, such as Cincin-
nati, Detroit, Grand Rapids, and New York City, have a city income tax.

Social Security and Medicare In 1934, Congress created the Social
Security system to provide retirement benefits to eligible workers. This de-
duction may be listed as FICA (Federal Insurance Contributions Act). FICA
also funds disability insurance and survivor benefits through Social Security.

In 1965, Medicare was created to provide health insurance for people
aged 65 and older. Payroll deductions for this program also fund health
coverage for eligible disabled people under age 65.

payroll record
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The Internal Revenue
Service oversees more
than 17,000 pages of
tax laws and regulations
and around 500 differ-
ent tax forms for various
situations.

Payroll taxes cover Social Security and Medicare benefits.
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Other Voluntary Deductions In addition to the required govern-
ment payroll deductions, employees often opt for other deductions that
provide various benefits. These voluntary deductions might include

■ Health or life insurance 

■ Savings for future personal use 

■ Deposits to retirement funds

■ Charitable donations 

■ Union dues or dues for other employee organizations

Employer Taxes In addition to the taxes deducted from an employee’s
earnings, other taxes are the responsibility of the business. Unemployment
insurance is a cooperative program between the federal and state govern-
ments. This coverage is financed through federal and state employer payroll
taxes.

The Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) requires companies to pay
money to fund state workforce agencies. In addition, FUTA covers the costs
of unemployment benefits and job service programs in all states. State un-
employment taxes are paid to state agencies and are used to pay benefits to
eligible unemployed workers.

Employers also match the amount deducted from employee earnings
for FICA and Medicare. For every dollar subtracted from workers’ pay for
these taxes, the company pays a dollar. That amount is then sent to the fed-
eral government for these retirement and insurance programs.

PAYROLL PAYMENT METHODS
The methods used by companies to distribute payroll funds can vary from
traditional systems to electronic programs. 

Check Payments Traditionally, workers have been paid by check. These
documents most often included a payroll stub, which provided employees
with a summary of their total pay and deductions for the current pay period
as well as for the year to date.

Direct Deposit Today, people are writing fewer checks and using more
online payment services. With the expansion of electronic banking, most
employers offer Direct deposit is a system that electronically
transfers net pay into an employee’s bank account. The employee still receives
a payroll stub, but it also can be provided electronically. 

Prepaid Bank Cards In the United States, over 20 million people do
not have access to bank accounts. These are mostly lower-income workers
and recent arrivals to the country. To assist these employees, some compa-
nies issue a prepaid bank card with the amount of the person’s pay. Also called
stored value cards, these electronic devices may be used to obtain cash and
make purchases at stores.

direct deposit.
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c h e c k p o i n t

Name common payroll taxes encountered by workers and employers.

✓
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5.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which compensation method is used in a factory that pays workers
an hourly rate?
a. wages
b. salary
c. piece rate
d. commission

2. True or False? Employee benefits are considered to be indirect
compensation.

3. An example of a voluntary payroll deduction is
a. federal income tax
b. Medicare
c. savings account deposit
d. Social Security

4. True or False? In most states, taxes for unemployment insurance
are deducted from a worker’s pay.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Economics Research changes in average earnings and the cost of

living for workers during the past five years. Prepare a graph com-
paring the data you obtained. 

6. Research Survey 10 people about the types of taxes they pay. Ask
them which type of tax they think is most fair for people in our
society.

7. History In the past, many workers were paid with cash. Explain
some of the problems associated with this type of payroll payment
method.

8. Technology Conduct research about new developments with
stored value cards and prepaid bank cards. What types of electronic
payroll systems may be used in the future?
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Terms
• credit policy

• capacity

• unsecured loan

Goals
• Explain the elements of a

credit policy.

• Describe accounts receiv-
able management
activities.

5.4 Credit Sales and Receivables

• credit terms

• aging of accounts
receivable

ICredit Policy
Sales on account are very common in most businesses. Extending credit to
customers is an activity offered by nearly every company. When deciding
who can buy on account, organizations create a which details
the guidelines used for approval of credit customers. 

WHO WILL BE GRANTED CREDIT?
Most organizations that provide credit consider three main factors when
deciding who will be allowed to buy on credit. 

1. The ability of the borrower to repay money owed is known as 
This potential is based on income and other cash sources of the credit
applicant. Also considered is the amount of additional debt the borrower
currently owes.

capacity.

credit policy,

Items of value such as land, a house, or a car can be used as collateral.
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2. In some credit situations, a specific asset,
known as collateral, is used to secure a
loan. Common items of value such as
stocks, bonds, real estate, or vehicles are
used for this purpose. They can be sold, if
necessary, in order to satisfy the debt. Many
credit situations are 
which have no specific collateral. Unse-
cured credit relationships involve a higher
risk than those with collateral. 

3.The past credit history of the borrower is
also considered when deciding whether
to grant credit. Information on the credit
rating of a person or company may be ob-
tained from a credit reporting agency.

WHAT ARE THE CREDIT CONDITIONS?
Once a person is accepted to buy on account, a company must decide how
soon the funds must be repaid. are the conditions under
which credit is extended by a lender to a borrower. These conditions address
various elements of the agreement, such as 

■ Whether the buyer or the seller will pay delivery changes

■ The number of days in which payment is expected

■ Penalty or interest for late payments

■ Discounts for early payments

CREDIT TERMS
Credit terms are often expressed as

2/10, n/30 

The 2 is the percentage of discount (2 percent) offered to the customer if
the invoice is paid within 10 days. The n/30 indicates that the full (or net)
amount is due within 30 days. 

For example, a $100 sale on May 1 would allow a customer to pay only
$98 ($100 minus $2 discount) if the invoice is paid by May 11 (within the
10-day discount period). If payment is not made by May 11, the full amount
($100) is due by May 31. 

When the credit terms do not involve a discount, the terms could be ex-
pressed as n/30 or n/60. In these situations, the full amount would be due
in 30 or 60 days. 

A customer who has not been approved for credit in advance is expected
to pay cash upon delivery of the good or service. Sometimes the terms of a
sale may require payment prior to delivery. 

Credit terms

unsecured loans,
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Customers who want to buy on credit must
make sure their credit reports are correct and
up to date. The Federal Trade Commission
has a web site about credit for consumers.
Access thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance
and click on the link for Chapter 5. Find
information about obtaining a yearly free
credit report.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

t e a m w o r k
With your team, de-
scribe a situation in
which a person would
likely be granted credit
and a situation in which
a person might be de-
nied credit.

c h e c k p o i n t

What three factors are commonly considered when deciding
whether to grant credit?

✓

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance
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IReceivable Management
After a customer makes a purchase and is sent an invoice, an account re-
ceivable is created. At this point, the customer must follow the terms of the
sale. If payment is due within 30 days and is not received, some actions may
be necessary. 

CREDIT MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
A credit manager continually monitors a company’s receivables to avoid
uncollectible accounts. This process actually starts as soon as credit is
granted.

When reviewing past due accounts, a credit manager may use a process
called This activity involves categorizing ac-
counts receivable based on how long they have been due. The first category
would be “Current” or “Not Past Due,” which are the accounts that are still
within the original credit period, such as 30 days. Other categories commonly
used are “30 Days Overdue,” “31–60 Days Overdue,” and “Over 61 Days
Overdue.” This process can help a credit manager make wiser decisions
when granting credit. Having many past due accounts usually indicates a
need to reassess the process being used to sell on account. 

The longer an account is overdue, the less likely it will be collected. At
some point, an account may be considered uncollectible. These bad debts
then become expenses of the company. 

DEBT COLLECTION
PROCEDURES
Once an account is past
due, credit managers may
take one or more of these
actions.

1. Contact the debtor to
remind the person of
the amount that is 
due.

2. Provide a stronger
reminder; encourage
the customer to con-
tact the company to
make payment ar-
rangements. Most
companies will nego-
tiate a settlement
since some amount
received is better
than none.

3. Consider legal action
(such as small claims
court) or use of a debt
collection agency.

aging of accounts receivable.

Companies evaluate customers according to an established credit policy.
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To protect customers from unreasonable debt collection actions, the
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act was enacted in 1978. This legislation pro-
tects a person from inappropriate actions by debt collectors; for example

■ A person may not be contacted by a debt collector at unreasonable
times or places, such as before 8 a.m. or after 9 p.m. 

■ A person may not be called at a place of employment, if contact at work
is prohibited by an employer.

■ The debt collector may not tell anyone other than the debtor and the
debtor’s attorney that money is owed.
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c h e c k p o i n t

What information is provided by the aging of accounts
receivable?

✓

around the worldfinance

A Muslim Perspective on Borrowing
Riba is the Arabic term for interest. In the holy book of Islam, the Qur’an,
charging Riba is forbidden. Riba is viewed as having three components. 

1. The amount that exceeds the sum borrowed—the finance charge 
2. This excess amount in relation to the time of the loan
3. The credit transaction requiring repayment of this predetermined

surplus (finance charge)

These elements jointly make up a situation in which Riba exists. Any
credit transaction or borrowing which has these elements is considered a
transaction of Riba.

The Qur’an and Ahadith (teachings of the Prophet Mohammed) are
very clear about interest. “Allah will deprive usury of all blessing, but will
give increase for deeds of charity” (Qur’an 2: 276). To keep from paying
Riba, Muslims are encouraged to follow these money management
guidelines.

• Use debit cards instead of credit cards to avoid paying more than the
actual price of the product

• Cancel one or more credit cards currently in use
• Create and carefully follow a specific shopping list
• Develop a careful plan for spending and for paying off credit

accounts
• Work with a friend for support with these activities

Obedience in carefully following these actions will allow a person to
avoid the future trap of Riba.

Think Critically
1. What are wise actions related to the use of credit? 
2. Conduct an Internet search to obtain information on the use of credit

and attitudes toward borrowing in different cultures.
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5.4 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. An unsecured loan is 
a. a loan paid within 30 days
b. a loan that has no collateral
c. a loan to a customer who has no credit history
d. a loan for which a government agency is the lender

2. True or False? Credit terms refer to the price of a product when
buying on account.

3. An invoice with the credit terms 1/15, n/45 would mean a customer
may qualify for a ? discount within a certain time period.
a. 1 percent
b. 15 percent
c. 45 percent
d. no discount is available

4. True or False? Many past due accounts usually indicates that a com-
pany is very selective in granting credit. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS 
5. Culture Talk to a person who has lived in another country. Ask

that person about common procedures used when selling to cus-
tomers. To what extent is credit used? What are common payment
methods?

6. Research Locate a sample credit card application or a document
used to apply for a loan. How are various information items on the
form used to decide if a person will be granted credit? 

7. Communication Talk with a person who works in extending credit
or is involved with collection of accounts about the hardest part of
the job. Report to the class the main findings of your conversation. 

8. Law Conduct online research to obtain additional information about
the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. Prepare a short summary of
your findings.



Chapter 5 Assessment

Summary
5.1 CASH BUDGET AND WORKING CAPITAL

1. A cash budget is prepared by (1) estimating cash receipts, (2) estimating
cash payments, and (3) calculating the cash excess or shortage.

2. Working capital is the difference between current assets and current
liabilities. Current assets include cash, accounts receivable, and other
liquid assets. Current liabilities are amounts to be paid in the next year.

5.2 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

3. A manufacturing company will usually have three types of inventory
items: direct materials, work in process, and finished goods. Inventory
control methods can include a system of documentation, separate re-
sponsibilities, a regular physical inventory, and use of technology.

4. Common inventory costs include storage and tracking costs, insurance
and taxes, and losses due to spoilage, damage, and theft. Production
companies use a breakeven analysis to find the profit of products.

5.3 PAYROLL MANAGEMENT

5. Direct compensation includes wages, salary, commission, overtime,
and bonuses. Indirect compensation includes payments made by an
employer on behalf of an employee for items such as insurance, pension
funds, and educational expenses. 

6. Common payroll deductions include federal, state, and city income
tax; Social Security and Medicare taxes; and voluntary deductions for
items such as health or life insurance, savings, deposits to retirement
funds, charitable donations, and union dues.

5.4 CREDIT SALES AND RECEIVABLES

7. Credit is granted to customers on the basis of (1) capacity, the ability
of the borrower to repay money owed; (2) collateral, a specific asset
used to secure a loan; and (3) the past credit history of the borrower.
Credit terms are the conditions under which credit is extended by a
lender to a borrower. These terms clearly communicate if the buyer or
the seller will pay delivery changes, penalties or interest for late pay-
ments, and discounts for early payments.

8. Credit managers use aging of accounts receivable to manage past due
accounts. Debt collection procedures are used to reduce the uncollectible
accounts of a company.
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. Wages or salary along with other
financial benefits paid to employees

2. Conditions under which credit is
extended by a lender to a borrower

3. Products that have completed the man-
ufacturing process and are ready to sell

4. Amounts owed that need to be paid
within the next year

5. Number calculated by dividing current
assets by current liabilities

6. Loans that have no specific collateral

7. Business expenses that do not change
as the level of production changes

8. Money owed for the purchases cus-
tomers buy on credit

9. The difference between current assets
and current liabilities 

10. Unfinished goods used by a manufac-
turer to create a finished product

11. Manufactured items in various stages
of completion

12. Amounts owed for items bought on
credit

Review Concepts
13. In a cash budget, a shortage would

occur when
a. cash receipts exceed cash payments
b. working capital is declining
c. current assets are less than current liabilities
d. cash payments exceed cash receipts

14. An example of a current asset is 
a. a building c. inventory
b. equipment d. land

15. In a breakeven analysis, ? would be considered a variable cost.
a. a manager’s salary c. rent
b. insurance d. utilities 

16. indirect compensation includes
a. commission c. overtime pay
b. employee discounts d. wages and salary

17. Credit terms commonly include the
a. price of the product c. name of lending company
b. time of the credit period d. amount of taxes on the sale
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a. account receivable
b. accounts payable
c. aging of accounts

receivable
d. breakeven point
e. capacity
f. cash budget
g. compensation
h. credit policy
i. credit terms
j. current assets
k. current liabilities 
l. current ratio

m. direct deposit
n. direct materials
o. finished goods
p. fixed costs
q. inventory
r. inventory turnover
s. payroll record
t. salary
u. unsecured loan
v. variable costs 
w. wages
x. work in process
y. working capital



Chapter 5 Assessment

Think Critically
18. A cash budget and an income statement have many similarities. What

are the main differences between these two documents? 

19. When an organization is preparing a cash budget and expects to en-
counter a shortage, what actions might it take to avoid the shortage?

20. Create a list of procedures you would recommend to a company to
prevent the theft of cash and inventory.

21. In the breakeven analysis, fixed costs are constant. Over time, these
expenses can change. Give some examples of fixed costs that change
over time. 

22. Describe the pay system that you believe would be the best for both
the workers and the company.

23. What do you believe is the most important factor to be considered
when deciding to grant credit to a customer? Explain your answer. 

Business Financial Calculations
24. In preparing its cash budget, Ying Electronics projected cash receipts

of $47,890 and cash payments of $41,674. Do these amounts represent
a cash excess or shortage? For what amount?

25. Hamilton Auto Parts has current assets of $789,500 and current liabili-
ties of $688,560. What is the amount of working capital? What is the
company’s current ratio? 

26. Marge Rodriguez earns $14 per hour plus time and a half for any hours
she works over 40 in a pay period. In a recent pay period, she worked
46 hours.
a. How much is her regular pay?
b. How much is her overtime pay?
c. If Marge had $172 deducted for income taxes and $54 for Social Se-

curity and Medicare, what is the amount of her net pay? 

27. Manor Industries issued an invoice to a customer on March 17 for $560
with credit terms of 3/10, n/45. 
a. If the customer wishes to take the discount, by what date must the

invoice be paid? 
b. If the customer takes the discount, what amount will be paid? 
c. if the discount is not taken, by what date must this invoice be

paid?

28. In preparing an aging of accounts receivable report, the credit manager
determined that 0.04 percent of amounts due were more than 90 days
overdue. If the company had accounts receivable of $456,773, what
amount was more than 90 days overdue? 
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, Nestlé’s Liquidity and
Brand Activities, to answer the following questions.

29. Describe various economic, social, and political factors that might af-
fect the cash flows of Nestlé. 

30. What actions might be necessary for Nestlé to maintain needed levels
of inventory? 

31. Locate Nestlé’s most recent annual report. Calculate its working capital
and current ratio for the two most recent years. Be sure to convert the
amounts from Swiss francs (CHF) to U.S. dollars. What conclusions can
you make about the results? 

32. Nestlé often buys smaller food companies and sells off weaker product
lines. Identify a company that Nestlé might purchase or select an ex-
isting brand of Nestlé that might be sold to another company. Based
on your analysis of current assets and liabilities, explain why the new
company should be purchased or the existing brand should be sold.

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT information about the current assets of a company (cash, re-
ceivables, inventory). This information could be in the form of an article,
advertisements, Web resources, photos, or some other actual items. 

CREATE a summary table or other visual to report on the assets selected.
Use photos, other pictures or ads, other actual items, and drawings to illus-
trate various types of current assets commonly used by businesses and other
types of organizations.

CONNECT your visual to other aspects of finance, the economy, and soci-
ety, or relate it to an important concept you have learned in another class.
Make the connection by preparing a short essay or oral presentation about
the relationship of current assets to other topic areas.

Stock Market Project
Stock prices are affected by a variety of financial activities. An analysis of a
company’s inventory, receivables, and other aspects of short-term finances
can provide information about the current performance and future poten-
tial of the organization.

Use Internet and library resources to research the company you have
been studying (or select a different company).

1. List the amounts of the company’s cash, inventory, receivables, and
other current assets for the two most recent years available. 

2. Obtain the amount of current liabilities for the two most recent years. 

3. Calculate the company’s working capital and current ratio. 

4. Discuss how these findings may affect the stock value of the company. 
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Planning a Career in Inventory
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They are needed everywhere…in
stores, factories, hospitals, and gov-
ernment offices. Inventory workers
make sure the correct items are in
the right place at the right time. 

Inventory employment offers a
range of work opportunities. You
may be involved in ordering parts
or supplies. Or, you might be re-
sponsible for creating and imple-
menting a system to prevent theft. 

Most inventory workers have
interactions with supply chain mem-
bers, including suppliers, shipping
companies, distributors, and retail-
ers. Knowledge of every aspect of
business is very useful. 

Employment Outlook
■ The fastest growth in employ-

ment will be in technology-
based inventory positions. 

■ About one-third of procure-
ment clerks work for federal,
state, and local governments. 

■ Over 40 percent of purchasing
agents are employed in whole-
saling and manufacturing. 

Job Titles
■ Procurement clerk

■ Purchasing agent

■ Buyer

■ Inventory control manager

■ Warehouse manager 

■ Loading dock supervisor 

■ Director of purchasing

■ Materials manager

■ Distribution manager

■ Overseas shipping manager

Needed Skills
■ Prospective employees with

knowledge in marketing, retail-
ing, logistics, international trade,
and other business fields will
have the best job possibilities.

■ Communication skills are
important when working with
individuals both within and
outside your organization.

■ Skill with computer application
software and other technology
is vital.

■ Strong ability to organize and
schedule people and resources
is important. 

■ Education beyond high school
is required for most managerial
and advanced positions.

What’s It Like to Work 
in Inventory?
Just as you arrive at work, a customer
calls to ask if the new products
have been shipped. A few minutes
later, the southern region sales
manager stops by for information
about expected prices for incoming
goods. Still later, one of your staff
reports that the wrong part was re-
ceived—all 7,000 of them.

Work in inventory provides a
great variety of activities. Your abil-
ity for creative problem solving
along with a calm approach will
help to reduce the stress that will
almost always be present.

What about you? What as-
pect of inventory careers might be
of interest to you? How might you
best prepare for a career in this
field?
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS TEAM
DECISION MAKING EVENT
The Management Team Decision Making Events provide opportunities for
participants to analyze a combination of elements essential to the effective
operation of a business in the financial industry. Each management team is
composed of two members. Team members will be given a decision-making
case study situation involving a management problem in the financial
industry. A list of seven performance indicators specific to the scenario is
included. Participants must accomplish these tasks during the role-play. 

Each team will have 30 minutes to study the situation and organize their
analysis using a management decision-making format. Participants may use
notes taken during the preparation time. Participant teams will meet with
the judge for a 15-minute interview. The team will spend not more than
10 minutes to describe their analysis of the situation. Both members of the
team must participate. The judge will spend the remaining 5 minutes ques-
tioning the participants about their plan. Each participant must respond to
at least one question. Participants are allowed to use a personal laptop com-
puter and/or a handheld digital organizer.

You have been hired by a new upscale department store as a financial
consultant to make suggestions for increasing sales. Currently the store
pays all employees an hourly wage. The store has asked you to develop a
commission plan that will result in employees selling more merchandise.
The store is also considering offering their own credit card in order to
increase sales. You must cover the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats of both strategies that the store is considering. Then you must make
a solid recommendation for increasing sales. Your strategy should be based
upon the store’s budget, payroll management system, and inventory
management. You are also in charge of presenting the new commission
plan to employees. Many of the employees are resistant to this change.

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Understand the importance of accurate payroll records.
■ Explain the value of paying employees commission.
■ Determine strategies to increase sales.
■ Analyze current sales records to make recommendations for the future.
■ Explain the advantages and risks associated with credit sales.
■ Understand strategies to increase sales.
■ Communicate a new payroll plan that involves commission to employees.

Go to the DECA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why must a company look at current financial records before making

changes to reach new financial goals?
2. Why would employees resist earning commission?
3. Why does offering a store credit card increase possible sales?
4. What new threats are associated with offering the store credit card?
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Capital Spending in New York City
Bridges and road repairs. School buildings and libraries. Buses and fire
trucks. This is just a partial list of New York City’s capital spending. Each
year, the city spends more than $4.5 billion for new and replacement
items. In New York City, a capital project is defined as the construction,
reconstruction, acquisition, or installation of a physical public improve-
ment. The value must exceed $35,000 and the project should have a
useful life of at least five years. Some of the city’s capital spending is
shown below.

The day-to-day operating expenses of the city are funded by taxes,
general obligation municipal bonds, and other government revenue
sources. Many capital projects are financed by another type of munici-
pal bond, the revenue bond. Repayment of these bonds occurs using the
revenue from the specific project, such as a toll bridge or a sports sta-
dium. In addition, a city may receive a state, federal, or private grant to
help finance capital projects that provide public benefits. 

A city as large as New York will always have more needs than fund-
ing. To best serve the people, a capital budget priority process is used.
The procedure starts with public hearings held by the city’s 59 Commu-
nity Boards. Then, various city agencies submit estimates of their capi-
tal needs. After the mayor presents the preliminary capital budget,
additional public hearings are held. Next, the city council holds hearings
to develop recommendations on the mayor’s proposal. After revisions,
the capital budget is adopted by the city council. 

Think Critically
1. Describe examples of business and government capital projects in

your community.

2. Conduct an Internet search to obtain information on: (a) the capi-
tal budgeting activities of governments, and (b) the current value
of municipal bonds issued by New York City.

Case STUDY

171

What $10 Million in Capital Spending Buys

Housing 100 units of housing for the homeless mentally ill

Transit 6 high technology subway cars/25 hybrid 
diesel-electric buses

Sanitation 54 dual-bin recycling trucks

Fire 11 ladder trucks

Education 7 classrooms

Transportation Resurfacing 100 lane-miles of city streets

Environment 8,000 feet of water mains (new construction)



ICapital Spending Activities
Each day, capital assets serve an important role in your life. The food you
eat is processed with equipment. Your classes are in a school building. You
may drive or ride in a motor vehicle. A involves the con-
struction or purchase of a long-term asset, such as buildings and equipment.
These items are also called capital expenditures, and the process may be re-
ferred to as capital spending. Every organization needs and uses five main
types of capital projects.

REPLACEMENT PROJECT
Buildings get old. Aging machinery can no longer be repaired. When capi-
tal projects wear out, companies must replace them. Failure to replace items
in a timely manner can result in higher costs, lost sales, and reduced profits.

capital project
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Terms
• capital project

• intellectual property

Goals
• Describe types of capital

projects used in business.

• Explain factors that affect
capital spending decisions.

6.1 Capital Projects

• mutually exclusive projects

• complementary projects

Buses are an example of a capital expenditure.
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1736.1 >>> Capital Projects

COST-SAVING
PROJECT
New technology makes it
possible for companies to ob-
tain equipment that reduces
operating costs. Computer-
ized temperature controls can
reduce energy bills in offices
and factories. Robotics may
increase production efficiency.

NEW PRODUCT OR 
NEW MARKET
Companies are continually
attempting to expand profits
through new products or new
customers. When a new product is manufactured, revised or additional
equipment is usually needed. This type of capital spending occurs in hopes
that company sales and profits will increase. 

Many of today’s new products involve which
are intangible assets used by companies. These assets commonly include
trademarks, brand names, copyrights, patents, and software licensing agree-
ments. For many businesses, intellectual properties are some of their most
valuable assets. Companies such as Coca-Cola, Disney, and McDonald’s
depend on their famous names and characters to attract customers and sell
products.

When a company decides to sell in a new market, capital spending will
likely be required. New stores, office space, or factories are needed in the
new geographic region. 

GOVERNMENT-REQUIRED PROJECT
Every organization faces government regulations that require compliance.
For example, to reduce pollutants in the air or water supply, a production
company may be required to use certain equipment. To provide for em-
ployees or customers with special needs, an organization may be required
to adapt doorways, stairs, or work areas. 

SOCIAL BENEFIT PROJECT
Finally, a company may undertake a project not directly related to its busi-
ness operations. In an effort to improve employee satisfaction, a decision
might be made to build health club facilities or improve parking. Commu-
nity involvement may include developing a recreational area for young
people.

intellectual property,

t e a m w o r k
Select a company. In
your team, identify an
example of each type
of capital project for
this company.

c h e c k p o i n t

Describe the five main types of capital projects.

✓

New technology can increase production efficiency.
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IProject Selection Factors
As a company considers certain capital projects, different circumstances
may affect these choices. For example, the high cost of one project may re-
sult in rejecting several others. Selecting a certain project might create a
need for other actions by the company.

INDEPENDENT PROJECTS
Quite often, the capital projects being
considered are independent, meaning
that the projects are not affected by
each other. However, other limita-
tions may be present. Capital limita-
tions are present in almost every
decision-making situation. Organiza-
tions do not have unlimited funds
for their capital spending activities,
so choices among several projects
must be made.

MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
PROJECTS
The selection of a project can
sometimes affect other choices.

involve
situations in which the acceptance
of one project does not allow accep-
tance of others. For example, land
used for a warehouse will not be
available to build additional office
space. A capital decision to use factory
space for manufacturing clothing will
not allow this same space to be used
for a food processing facility.

COMPLEMENTARY PROJECTS
The selection of one capital project can result in a need to accept another
one. exist when two or more projects are depen-
dent on one another. For example, a decision by a delivery company to buy
new energy-efficient trucks may result in the need to build a new loading
dock to handle the different design of the new vehicles.

Complementary projects

Mutually exclusive projects
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c h e c k p o i n t

How do mutually exclusive projects differ from complementary
projects?

✓

The decision to buy new trucks may result in the need
to build a new loading dock to accommodate them.
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6.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. True or False? Capital spending refers to payment by companies
for current operating expenses.

2. Purchase of new machinery to substitute for outdated equipment is
an example of a ? project. 
a. cost-saving
b. replacement
c. government-required
d. social benefit

3. True or False? Mutually exclusive projects allow a company to ac-
cept more than one project.

4. Which of the following would be complementary projects? 
a. a delivery truck and a customer service office
b. a day care center and a new factory 
c. a reconstructed bridge and highway resurfacing
d. updated computers and community assistance vehicles

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Visual Art Create a poster or computer presentation with photos

and other visuals representing the five main types of capital projects.

6. Economics Research capital spending to determine how this eco-
nomic activity creates jobs and other economic benefits. Prepare a
short written or oral summary.

7. Law Research government regulations that can result in a need for
capital spending by companies. 

8. Environment Observe government-required and social-benefit
capital projects in your community that help the environment. What
other types of capital projects could be beneficial for reducing air
and water pollution?
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IMaking Capital Decisions
Capital spending, the purchase of long-term assets, is vital for the current
and future success of every organization. Buildings, production equipment,
computers, trucks, and machine tools are just a few of the capital items
commonly used by companies. 

The method for choosing capital projects is a significant task for managers.
Capital budgeting is the process of selecting long-term assets, such as equip-
ment and buildings. As shown in Figure 6-1, this process may be viewed in
five steps.

Terms
• cost of capital

• cost of debt

• cost of equity

Goals
• Discuss the steps in the

capital budgeting process.

• Explain factors that affect
the cost of capital.

6.2 Capital Budgeting Process

• optimal capital structure

• weighted average cost of
capital (WACC)

1. SET CAPITAL SPENDING GOALS
The capital projects selected by a company should be influenced by organi-
zational goals. The goals of a business may include expanding sales, reduc-
ing costs, and increasing profits. Financial theory emphasizes that the goal
of a business should be to maximize the value of the firm. This objective is
commonly measured by the market value of the company’s stock. Increas-
ing a company’s market value involves both short-term profits and long-term
growth. Every capital decision should increase the company’s attractiveness
among current owners and potential future investors. 

The Capital Budgeting ProcessFIGURE 6-1

1. Set capital
spending goals

2. Determine
potential projects

3. Forecast cash
flows

4. Identify cost of
capital and risks

5. Select and
implement project
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For nonprofit organizations, capital spending goals are slightly different.
For these groups, capital projects will be chosen to meet goals such as im-
proved community services, reduced operating costs, and expanded visibil-
ity to attract additional donations. 

2. DETERMINE POTENTIAL PROJECTS
After an organization’s capital spending goals are clearly identified, different
projects will be considered. For example, if providing customer service is a
priority, spending for new computers to answer customer questions may be
appropriate. If improving distribution is a necessity, a new warehouse or
additional delivery trucks might be considered. 

3. FORECAST CASH FLOWS
Next, managers must identify sources and estimate amounts of cash flows
for the project. These income and expense items will be the basis for a
quantitative project analysis. The two main sources of cash inflows are
(1) additional net sales and revenues, and (2) reduced operating expenses.
Lower operating expenses create a positive cash flow since money not going
out is like money coming in.

When estimating cash flows, managers must be sure to consider only
the additional amounts—those that are the direct result of the project. A
company’s sales may increase or expenses decrease as a result of other factors.
A valid analysis must specifically identify the cash inflows and outflows that
are a direct result of the capital project being considered.

Another issue to consider when forecasting cash flows is inflation. Often,
future cash flows for a project will increase each year. The real value of these
amounts may actually be lower due to inflation. A manager’s ability to con-
sider inflation when estimating future cash flows is important for a valid
analysis.

When forecasting
cash flows, depreciation
is not considered.
Depreciation refers to
the decrease in the
value of an item as a
result of time and use.
Even though depre-
ciation is a business
expense, it is not a
cash outflow for capital
budgeting purposes.
Depreciation is han-
dled this way since it is
a non-cash item, that is,
money is not paid out
when depreciation is
recorded. This amount
is taken into considera-
tion as a start-up cost
for a project.

Communication equipment or computers might be a necessary investment
to improve customer service.
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4. IDENTIFY COST OF CAPITAL AND RISKS
Financing the capital project is the next step a manager must consider.

is the interest rate used to evaluate a capital project. This
percentage is often called the discount rate, as it is used to do present value
calculations.

At this point, managers will also identify and assess potential risks. These
uncertainties can range from inflation and lower consumer spending to new
government regulations and natural disasters. Risk is often considered in
the analysis by using a higher cost of capital. For example, the usual cost
of capital for a company may be 7 percent. When evaluating a project of
higher risk, using a cost of capital of 8 percent or higher may be appropriate.

5. SELECT AND IMPLEMENT PROJECT
Managers next decide which of the capital projects will be selected. This
analysis will involve both quantitative elements such as cash flows and
qualitative factors such as company strengths and weaknesses. 

Finally, at the completion of this process, the management team puts
the project into operation. The project will now require participation by a
variety of people in the organization.

Cost of capital

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the steps of the capital budgeting process?

✓

ICost of Capital
A significant component of capital budgeting is financing. Companies have
two main sources of capital when financing their activities: debt and equity.
The cost of using other people’s money is an important consideration. Cost
of capital, also called required rate of return, is the rate required by lenders and
investors who are letting the company use their money. 

COST OF DEBT
Borrowing is a common practice among organizations. Bonds, loans, and
other types of debt are major funding sources. is the rate of
return required by creditors. This percentage is the rate that lenders expect
to receive when allowing someone to use their money. For example, an
8 percent bond issued by a company means the cost of debt is 8 percent. 

Several common benefits are associated with using debt.

■ The company is using the money of others, allowing the business to keep
its funds available for other uses.

■ The risk for creditors is lower since debts are legal obligations.

■ The cost of capital is lower than other funding sources as a result of the
lower risk for lenders.

■ Interest payments on debt are tax deductible as a business expense.

Cost of debt

t e a m w o r k
In your team, discuss
which step in the capi-
tal budgeting process
you think would be the
most challenging. Give
reasons for your
answers.



COST OF EQUITY
The required rate of return for stockholders is
not as obvious as for creditors.
is the required return of the owners in a com-
pany. This amount is the percentage company
owners expect to earn based on the money
they have invested in the company.

For example, you might have $100,000
invested in a company and expect the profits
to be 10 percent. Any profit of less than
$10,000 would be disappointing. You might
encourage the company to take a different di-
rection. Or, you might sell your ownership in
the company to another investor. Company
owners (stockholders), like creditors, expect a
certain rate of return. This return might be in
the form of a share of the profits (dividends) or in the form of increased
market value of the company. 

OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTURE
Some debt (with a lower cost of capital than equity) is beneficial to a com-
pany, but too much debt can result in difficulties. While the cost of debt is
lower than the cost of equity, as an organization takes on more debt, its risk
increases. More debt increases the likelihood of the company missing debt
payments and going bankrupt. In an attempt to have an appropriate balance
between the amount of debt and equity, an is
the goal. This structure is the financing combination of a low cost of capital
and maximum market value. 

One of the most important managerial decisions is how much debt and
how much equity to use. Factors to consider include

■ The current amount of the company’s current debt obligations

■ The company’s ability to borrow additional funds or issue additional
bonds

■ The sensitivity of stockholders regarding the current risk of the company
due to existing debt

■ The past and expected future profitability of the company 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE COST OF CAPITAL (WACC)
When creating the capital budget, companies develop a

The WACC is calculated by
multiplying the proportions of debt and equity times the capital cost for
each. For example, if a company has 30 percent debt at a cost of 8 percent
and 70 percent equity at a cost of 10 percent, the WACC would be

WACC � aPercent
�

Cost ofb � aPercent
�

Cost ofb
Debt Debt Equity Equity

WACC � (0.30 � 0.08) � (0.70 � 0.10)

WACC � 0.024 � 0.07 � 0.094 � 9.4%

You might think that the WACC declines as a company takes on more debt.
This is true, but only up to a certain portion of debt. As more debt is used,

weighted average cost of capital (WACC).

optimal capital structure

Cost of equity

1796.2 >>> Capital Budgeting Process

The federal government provides billions in
grant money each year. Access thomsonedu.
com/school/busfinance and click on the link
for Chapter 6. What types of organizations
are eligible to apply for federal grants? Try
searching for grant opportunities in your
state.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance
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risk increases to create a higher cost of both debt and equity, resulting in a
higher WACC.

Every organization attempts to minimize its WACC. This will occur when
a certain combination of debt and equity is used. The exact combination
will vary for every company and changes as risk (from increased use of debt)
and interest rates change. Managers continually analyze various economic
and company factors to arrive at the optimal capital structure.

c h e c k p o i n t

Why is the cost of debt lower than the cost of equity?

✓

Using Time Value of Money to Plan Personal
Financial Goals
“My child is going to college in ten years. If I save $4,000 a year at a
5 percent interest rate, how much will be available for his education?”
This example is just one way people use time value of money calculations
to reach their financial goals. For each financial planning situation, regular
deposits to a savings or investment account are required. Using time
value of money, you can determine the future value or the amount you
should save or invest to achieve a specific goal for the future. The calcula-
tions for this situation would be as follows.

$4,000 � future value of a series, 10 years, 5 percent 

$4,000 � 12.578 (see Appendix D) � $50,312

Saving $4,000 a year for 10 years, earning 5 percent, results in having
$50,312.

Ben Wallace wants to have $50,000 available over the next 10 years
to help with his parents’ retirement expenses. If he earns an average of
8 percent on his investments, what amount must he invest each year to
achieve this goal? The calculations for this situation are as follows.

$50,000 � the future value of a series of deposits, 10 years, 8 percent

$50,000 � 14.487 (see Appendix D) � $3,452.80

Ben needs to invest approximately $3,450 a year for 10 years at 8 percent
to achieve his desired financial goal.

Think Critically
1. Describe other situations in which time value of money calculations

could assist people with achieving their personal financial goals.
2. Identify a personal financial goal for your future. Prepare a calculation

for this goal.

in your lifefinance
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6.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. According to financial theory, the major goal of a business organiza-
tion should be
a. higher sales
b. lower customer complaints
c. a high market value
d. a low level of debt

2. True or False? Projects with a higher risk will usually be evaluated
with a lower cost of capital.

3. A common benefit of debt is 
a. lower risk than equity
b. interest payments reduce the amount of taxes
c. stockholders may not receive their dividends
d. reduced chance of company bankruptcy

4. True or False? If a company has no debt, its WACC would be the
same as its cost of equity. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Visual Art Using photos and other visuals, create a flowchart to

communicate the steps of the capital budgeting process. 

6. Communication Interview a person who works for a nonprofit
organization. Obtain information about their capital spending and
the process used to analyze capital projects. 

7. Research The cost of debt is related to bond yields. Using online
or library resources, obtain current data for the rate investors are
earning on corporate bonds for some companies of your choice. 

8. Communication Talk to five people to ask them about the risks
they consider when investing in stock. What were the major consid-
erations mentioned? Were the answers from some of the people
similar?
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ICapital Decision Tools
How might a company decide which capital project to accept? Several
decision-making approaches are available to guide this process. 

PAYBACK METHOD
If a project that costs $10,000 brings in $2,500 a year, the payback is four
years. The is used to determine the how long it will take
for the cash flows of a capital project to equal the original cost. In the fol-
lowing situation, new machinery that will reduce operating expenses costs
$42,000. With the annual amount of savings for each year shown, the pay-
back would be five years.

Year Cash flows
1 $10,000
2 9,000
3 9,000
4 8,000
5 8,000

In this example, it takes until the fifth year for the total cash flows to exceed
the original cost of $42,000. 

The payback method has been commonly used for many years. Managers
find this method easy to use. The payback method has two drawbacks. First,
payback favors short-term projects which may not be in the best interest of
the company. Second, this method does not consider the time value of money,
which is a significant financial analysis tool.

NET PRESENT VALUE
To address the major problem with the payback method, that it
does not consider the time value of money, another tool was created.

calculates the present value of cash flows for
a project minus the initial investment. Three elements are necessary to use
the NPV method.

1. Initial investment is the cost of the project, such as new equipment or
a building. The initial investment is also called the start-up cost or the
initial outlay.

Net present value (NPV)

payback method

Terms
• payback method

• net present value 
(NPV)

Goals
• Describe tools used to

analyze capital projects.

• Explain factors that influ-
ence capital project
decisions.

6.3 Capital Project Analysis

• internal rate of return
(IRR)

• sunk cost



2. Cash flows are the yearly amounts of increased sales or decreased costs.
These funds are the financial benefits of the capital project.

3. Cost of capital is the interest rate the company will use to calculate the
present value of the cash flows. This percentage is also called the discount
rate.

CALCULATE NET PRESENT VALUE
Calculating net present value involves three steps.

Step 1 Calculate the present value of the cash flows using a 10 percent cost
of capital.

Year 1 $4,500
Year 2 $4,500
Year 3 $4,500

$4,500 � present value of a series (see Appendix C)

$4,500 � 2.487 � $11,192

Step 2 Subtract the initial cost of $10,000 from the total in Step 1 to
obtain the NPV.

NPV � $11,192 � $10,000 � $1,192

Step 3 Evaluate the result. In this situation, the projected cash flows have
a present value of $11,192, which is greater than the initial cost of $10,000.
The result is a positive NPV of $1,192.

In general, if the NPV is positive, accept the project. If the NPV is nega-
tive, reject the project. When considering several projects, accept the one
with the highest NPV. 

Managers should be aware of the limitations of NPV analysis. First, while
the initial outlay is based on reliable costs, the projected cash flows are esti-
mates. Accuracy of these projected figures will depend on the skill and expe-
rience of managers. Also, the cost of capital used in the analysis may change.
Additional risk or increased interest rates can result in a higher cost of capi-
tal with a lower NPV.

1836.3 >>> Capital Project Analysis

A survey of companies
indicates that the net
present value method
is used most often by
companies to evaluate
capital projects. After
NPV, the internal rate
of return (IRR) and the
payback method are
the next most popular
analysis techniques.

The start-up cost of a capital project is only one element of NPV.
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INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN
Managers are often interested in the rate of return of a project. The

is the discount rate at which the net present
value is zero. IRR provides decision-makers with the rate of return for a cap-
ital project. Several methods can be used to calculate IRR. First, financial
calculators will likely have an IRR function key. In addition, software or on-
line calculators are available to determine the internal rate of return. Least
desirable, but sometimes necessary, is using the trial-and-error method. 

A major drawback of IRR is that it reports a percentage rather than a
dollar amount. One project may have an IRR of 17 percent while another is
only 8 percent. The first project may only involve $100,000 while the second
is for $1.2 million. The IRR looks more attractive for the smaller project,
but the company will likely maximize its value by accepting the larger
project.

internal rate of return (IRR)

c h e c k p o i n t

What three decision-making tools are commonly used to evaluate
capital projects?

✓

IAdditional Analysis Factors
In the process of using the various methods to evaluate capital projects, some
additional issues should be considered. 

OPPORTUNITY COST
Whenever a decision is made to take one course of action, something else is
given up. Opportunity cost is the value of the alternative that is given up when
a decision is made. Sometimes these opportunity costs may involve items
that cannot be measured in monetary value. 

When a capital projects decision is being made, working capital is an
example of an opportunity cost. Cash, accounts receivable, and inventory
are usually required for the operation of a project. While these items are
still in the company, they are not available to be used for other purposes.
Since these current assets are not available for use in other ways, their value
is an opportunity cost of the project.

SUNK COST
Companies may have situations in which an expense must be paid whether
a project is accepted or not. For example, the cost to research a new project
will occur whether or not the company decides to produce the item. A

is an expense that has been paid that will not affect capital deci-
sions. These expenses may include equipment that has been purchased but
that may or may not be used. Sunk costs are not considered in a capital
spending analysis since the decision to accept or reject the project will not
affect whether the expense will occur. 

sunk cost



RISK ANALYSIS
Uncertainty is present in all financial decisions. These risks may be viewed
from geographic, economic, social, and political perspectives. 

Geography Changing weather conditions can ruin agricultural crops. A
rough terrain can result in difficulties with transportation. Various geographic
factors can be the basis of increased capital project risk. 

Economic Conditions Higher prices, changing currency values, and low
consumer spending create uncertainty. Economic risks such as inflation and
changing interest rates must be considered in the capital budgeting process.

Social and Cultural Factors In one country, a certain action may be
considered a bribe. In another culture, the same action may be viewed as an
accepted way of doing business. Cultural differences as a result of traditions,
religion, and family relations can create uncertainty when doing business in
different regions. While these situations are not directly influenced by gov-
ernment actions, these circumstances may be viewed as informal trade barriers.

Political and Legal Restrictions In contrast, specific government
regulations restricting certain business activities are formal trade barriers.
Packaging laws, import taxes, and labor safety standards can affect the cost
and success of a capital project. Political risk is also affected by changes in
governments as a result of elections or military action.

1856.3 >>> Capital Project Analysis

t e a m w o r k
Describe a business
situation in which a
company is creating a
new product. In your
team, identify geo-
graphic, economic,
social-cultural, and
political-legal factors
that could create risk
for the company.

c h e c k p o i n t

How do opportunity costs and sunk costs differ?

✓

topicstechnology

Handheld and Online Financial Calculators 
for Capital Project Analysis
Financial handheld calculators (such as TI BA II and HP 12C) provide
users with built-in business finance functions. The prices of these devices
range from under $30 to over $600, depending on the complexity of
calculations offered. Many managers and students use these calculators
for easy computations when doing net present value (NPV) and internal
rate of return (IRR) analyses.

Online calculators are also available. These web-based tools can be
accessed for fast and easy analysis of capital projects. Several web sites
are set up so a user can enter the data, click the calculate button, and re-
ceive the results. These online calculators may also provide a basic inter-
pretation of the results.

Think Critically
1. Locate an online calculator for net present value (NPV) and internal

rate of return (IRR).
2. Compare the benefits of handheld and web-based financial calculators.
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6.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. True or False? The payback method is common in companies due
to the ease of its use.

2. The most accepted method for evaluating capital projects is 
a. payback
b. net present value
c. internal rate of return
d. the risk analysis process

3. Which of the following NPV elements is most accurate because it
requires the least estimating? 
a. cash flows
b. start-up costs 
c. risk 
d. cost of capital 

4. In some countries, being expected to hire family members before
others would be an example of ? risk.
a. geographic 
b. economic 
c. cultural 
d. political 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Communication Select a possible capital project. Create a pre-

sentation (using photos, ads, online articles, and other visuals) to
communicate the (a) initial costs, (b) cash flows, and (c) cost of
capital.

6. Culture Talk with a person who has lived or worked in another
country. Find information about capital projects in that culture.
How do businesses and governments determine which projects to
implement?

7. Research Conduct Internet or library research to obtain additional
information about types of risks and how risks are analyzed for capi-
tal budgeting decisions.

8. Geography Locate a map for a region of the world. Describe geo-
graphic factors that could create a risk for companies doing business
in that area.
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IBusiness Growth Actions
Organizations continually seek out and evaluate capital decisions that will
provide current profits and long-term growth. Managers make decisions that
they hope will improve the company’s future success.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGIES
When planning for successful growth and expansion, a company must con-
sider the structure of its organization. In a deci-
sions are made at company headquarters. This type of structure allows for
better control but may not be as flexible when adapting to local market
needs around the world.

centralized organization,

Terms
• centralized organization

• decentralized organization

• horizontal integration

Goals
• Explain business growth

and expansion actions.

• Identify actions for reduc-
ing global business risks.

6.4 Business Expansion Strategies

• vertical integration

• diversification

• joint venture

An example of a vertical integration merger is a food processing company that buys
its own farmland.
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In contrast, a allows company decisions to
be made at lower levels of the organization. In these companies, managers
of local stores and factory supervisors in different countries have greater au-
thority. They can make decisions about advertising and branding without
consulting corporate headquarters.

EXPANSION METHODS
Often, growth of a company can be the result of a merger, for example, if a
supermarket chain buys other grocery stores. is a
merger between two or more companies in the same type of business. The
benefits of this situation include higher income levels as well as an ability
to buy materials and supplies more efficiently, in larger quantities.

Another type of merger is In this situation, a com-
pany expands through increased involvement in different stages of produc-
tion and distribution. A food processing company may buy its own farmland
and obtain a shipping company. Vertical integration is especially used in
developing economies where outsourcing of various business functions may
not be possible. 

PRODUCT VARIATIONS
Companies often grow by offering more and different products. New flavors,
different package sizes, and varied brands can create business expansion.
For example, in recent years new cereal products have included freeze-dried
fruit and additional types of grains. 

DIVERSITY OF MARKETS
Expanded business activities can also be a result of new markets. A market is
defined as where and to whom a business sells. Business locations can grow
in different regions of the country or into other countries. Geographic ex-
pansion may also occur when a company sells in a variety of areas—urban,
suburban, small town, and rural. The audience of a business also may expand.
Instead of just selling to younger consumers, a company may adapt its prod-
ucts to attract older customers. 

Some companies sell only to households and individual consumers.
These are referred to as B2C (business to consumer). For example, a home
lawn-care service or housecleaning business would be B2C. In contrast, B2B
(business to business) organizations sell to other businesses. A company
that repairs buses or a business that supplies parts to an electronics manu-
facturer would be considered B2B. Many companies expand to cover both
B2C and B2B activities. An auto repair firm may service cars for individuals
(B2C) while also providing oil changes for business vehicles (B2B).

vertical integration.

Horizontal integration

decentralized organization
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t e a m w o r k
In your team, describe
situations in which cen-
tralized business activi-
ties might be preferred
to a decentralized
organization.

c h e c k p o i n t

How does a centralized organization differ from a decentralized
one?

✓
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IReducing Global Risks
Financial, economic, and other business risks are an ongoing concern for
managers in every setting. These uncertainties are intensified when doing
business in another country. To reduce international business risk, four ac-
tions are suggested.

CONDUCT BUSINESS IN SEVERAL REGIONS
If a company’s global business activities are focused on one or two countries,
the organization faces a risky situation. If political unrest or poor economic
conditions occur, lower profits are likely. If a company manufactures and
sells products in several regions of the world, the risk is reduced. 

DIVERSIFY PRODUCT LINES
Dependency on one or two products can be risky. If demand for a company’s
main product declines, profits may disappear. Producing and selling a vari-
ety of items can reduce risk. is the offering of a variety of
products or services. While this term most often refers to investing in dif-
ferent types of securities and industries, it is also valid for capital projects.

A diversified product portfolio may include cookies and crackers, ice
cream, bottled water, cosmetics, and oral hygiene products in the same com-
pany. This portfolio of products will allow a company to balance lower sales
in one division with higher sales in its other product lines.

Diversification

Cereal Partners World-
wide (CPW) is a joint
venture between Gen-
eral Mills and Nestlé
to sell cereal in Latin
America, Europe, the
Middle East, and other
areas of the world.
General Mills brought
popular cereal products
such as Cheerios, Lucky
Charms, and Trix into
the partnership. Nestlé
has an extensive distri-
bution system and is a
well-known brand in
most foreign countries.

Conducting business in several regions reduces global risk.
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INVOLVE LOCAL OWNERSHIP
Working with a local owner can be viewed favorably by a country’s govern-
ment. A company that is completely owned by people from another coun-
try is viewed with more suspicion, creating greater risk. 

The use of local partnerships can reduce this uncertainty. A
is an agreement between two or more companies to share a business project.
These types of arrangements between companies in different countries can
contribute to business success for all parties involved. 

EMPLOY LOCAL MANAGEMENT
Hiring local managers can create favorable relationships in a foreign busi-
ness environment. These supervisors have knowledge of local customs and
cultural business practices. A working environment involving local managers
will usually reduce risk. 

joint venture
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c h e c k p o i n t

What actions can be taken to reduce global business risk?

✓

in actionbusiness

Toshiba’s Production Facility in Thailand
In 2006, Toshiba, a Japanese company, announced construction of a new
semiconductor production facility in the Bangkadi Industrial Park, about
35 kilometers north of Bangkok. This new facility expands the company’s
manufacturing capacity for semiconductors and other electronic compo-
nents. With increased demand for small-signal devices in Asian markets,
the company hopes to strengthen its overall profitability. 

Using capital project analysis techniques, Toshiba has decided to
increase production in the Bangkok factory. The initial construction of the
new building was expected to take about eight months. This first phase
of the multi-year building plan had an estimated cost of 2 billion yen
(approximately 700 million Baht—the currency of Thailand). When
completed, the new building will have a total production area of over
8,000 square meters and will employ 9,000 workers. This plant will use
high-efficiency production lines to reduce manufacturing costs.

One of Toshiba’s main corporate strategies involves selection of capi-
tal projects with the newest technology. This investment in Bangkok uses
state-of-the-art manufacturing equipment. This capital project decision
allows the company continued leadership potential in the high-growth
semiconductor business around the world. 

Think Critically
1. What are some of the benefits of this capital project?
2. What analysis process did the company likely use when considering

this project?
3. Conduct an Internet search about Toshiba. Obtain updated informa-

tion about this production facility and other company activities.
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6.4 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. A company in which decisions are made by top-level managers is a
? organization. 

a. centralized 
b. decentralized
c. horizontal 
d. vertical 

2. True or False? Decentralized organizations usually have managers
making decisions in different geographic regions.

3. Horizontal integration allows a company to 
a. reduce risk by selling a wide variety of products
b. combine with other companies in a similar business
c. provide local managers with decision-making authority
d. be involved with different stages of production and distribution

4. True or False? A diversified company usually has higher risk than a
non-diversified organization.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Visual Art Using photos, ads, packages, labels, or other visuals,

create a presentation to communicate the characteristics of (a) cen-
tralized and decentralized organizations, and (b) horizontal and
vertical business activities.

6. Law Horizontal mergers can result in a monopoly with reduced
competition and few consumer choices. Obtain information about
monopolies and antitrust laws, which are designed to prevent mo-
nopolies. Prepare a short written or oral summary of your findings. 

7. Technology Find examples of online B2C and B2B business activi-
ties. Describe the elements of these two types of business activities.

8. Research Using Internet or library sources, locate an example of a
joint venture. Describe the partnership and explain the benefits for
the companies involved.



Chapter 6 Assessment

Summary
6.1 CAPITAL PROJECTS

1. Capital spending refers to construction or purchase of a long-term
asset, such as buildings and equipment. The main types of capital pro-
jects are replacement projects, cost-saving projects, new products or
markets, government-required projects, and social benefit projects.

2. Independent projects are not affected by other projects. Mutually-
exclusive projects involve situations in which the acceptance of one
project does not allow acceptance of others. Complementary projects
exist when two or more projects are dependent on one another.

6.2 CAPITAL BUDGETING PROCESS

3. The five steps of the capital budgeting process are (1) set capital spend-
ing goals, (2) determine potential projects, (3) forecast cash flows,
(4) identify the cost of capital, and (5) select and implement the project.

4. Cost of capital has two elements. The cost of debt is the rate of return
required by creditors. The cost of equity is the required return of the
owners in a company. The optimal capital structure is the financing
combination with a low cost of capital and maximum market value. 

6.3 CAPITAL PROJECT ANALYSIS

5. Three main capital budgeting decision methods are commonly used:
(1) the payback method, (2) net present value (NPV), and (3) internal
rate of return (IRR).

6. Sunk costs are expenses that have been incurred and cannot be recov-
ered. The risks of a capital project are commonly created by geography,
economic conditions, social and cultural factors, and political and legal
restrictions.

6.4 BUSINESS EXPANSION STRATEGIES

7. In centralized organizations, decisions are made at company head-
quarters. A decentralized organization allows business decisions to be
made at lower levels of the organization. Horizontal integration is a
merger between two or more companies in the same type of business.
With vertical integration, a company expands through increased in-
volvement in different stages of production and distribution. 

8. Reducing global business risk may be achieved by conducting business
in several regions, having a diverse product line, involving local own-
ers, and employing local management.
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. Discount rate at which the net present
value is zero

2. Business decisions are made at lower
levels of the organization

3. Acceptance of one project does not
allow acceptance of others

4. Two or more projects that are depen-
dent on one another

5. Expenses that have been incurred and
cannot be recovered

6. Agreement between two or more com-
panies to share a business project

7. Business decisions are made at com-
pany headquarters

8. Construction or purchase of a long-
term asset, such as buildings and
equipment

9. Intangible assets used by companies
10. Rate of return required by creditors
11. Present value of cash flows for a

project minus the initial investment
12. Offering of a variety of products or

services

Review Concepts
13. A government-required capital project

would be
a. new machinery to lower operating costs
b. pollution control equipment to reduce water waste
c. development of a new product to sell in South America
d. a day care facility for the children of employees

14. The cost of capital is most influenced by 
a. the required return of lenders and owners
b. the corporate tax rate
c. government actions to reduce pollution
d. competition from foreign companies

15. Which will be the lowest for a company? 
a. cost of debt c. WACC 
b. cost of equity d. cost of invested funds

16. Which of these would be considered a sunk cost?
a. depreciation for a currently owned building 
b. materials for production of vehicles
c. electricity for the company’s office
d. taxes owed for current profits 
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a. capital project
b. centralized

organization
c. complementary

projects
d. cost of capital
e. cost of debt
f. cost of equity
g. decentralized

organization
h. diversification
i. horizontal integration
j. intellectual property
k. internal rate of return

(IRR)
l. joint venture

m. mutually exclusive
projects

n. net present value (NPV)
o. optimal capital

structure
p. payback method
q. sunk cost
r. vertical integration 
s. weighted average cost

of capital (WACC)
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Think Critically
17. Piracy and counterfeiting of software, videos, and other products is a

concern of many companies. How are businesses and consumers affected
by this illegal activity? 

18. Efforts to maximize the value of a company are considered by many to
be the major financial goal of business organizations. Describe other
business goals, and explain how these other goals are likely to contribute
to increased company value. 

19. Cash flows can result from reduced operating expenses, in which
“money not going out is like money coming in.” Explain this idea and
give an example of how a capital project could reduce a company’s
expenses.

20. How might the capital budgeting activities of a nonprofit organization
be different from the capital spending decisions of a company?

21. What guidelines would you suggest to managers when they are decid-
ing whether to use debt or equity to finance a capital project? 

22. Other than those mentioned in the chapter, what actions might a com-
pany take to reduce risk?

Business Financial Calculations
23. For the following situation, what is the payback (in years)?

Initial cost: $1.5 million

Cash flows: Year 1 $300,000, Year 2 $400,000, Year 3 $500,000, 
Year 4 $400,000, Year 5 $300,000

24. What is the net present value (NPV) for the following situation? Should
this capital project be accepted? Explain your answer.

Initial cost: $78,000

Cost of capital: 8 percent 

Cash flows: Year 1 $28,000, Year 2 $37,000, Year 3 $34,000

25. A company is considering a one-year investment that costs $100,000.
The investment would earn $15,000 during that year. What is the in-
ternal rate of return on this investment? 

26. In the following situation, calculate the weighted average cost of capi-
tal (WACC).

Proportion of debt: 40 percent

Cost of debt: 6 percent

Proportion of equity: 60 percent 

Cost of equity: 9 percent
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, Capital Spending in New
York City, to answer the following questions.

27. What are potential difficulties faced by organizations that do not spend
adequate amounts on capital projects? 

28. Create a list of items that would be in the city’s (a) operating budget
and (b) capital budget. 

29. In the 1970s, New York City was in a difficult financial situation and
was unable to make debt payments on time. How would this problem
affect the city’s ability to sell municipal bonds? What effect would this
problem have on the rate paid on the bonds? 

30. Contact a local government agency to obtain information about the
capital spending activities planned for the next few years. 

31. If you were asked to set priorities for the capital budget of New York
City, (a) describe actions you might take to decide which capital projects
would be most important, and (b) suggest some capital projects that
might be most important for New York City in the next few years.

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT an item that illustrates a capital project for a company or gov-
ernment agency. This example could be an advertisement, newspaper or
magazine article, photo, or some other actual item. 

CREATE a video or an in-class presentation with visuals to communicate
the planning, decision-making, financing, and implementing of the capital
project.

CONNECT your presentation to other aspects of our economy and society
or relate the capital project to a concept you have learned in another class.
Make the connection by preparing a short essay to discuss the capital project
in relation to other topics.

Stock Market Activity
The stock value of a company reflects the beliefs of investors about the or-
ganization’s financial decisions. The capital projects selected by managers
will be the basis for current profits and long-term growth. 

Use Internet and library resources to research the company you have
been studying (or select a different company). 

1. Describe recent capital projects of the company. 

2. Explain the methods used by the company to finance its long-term
operations.

3. Discuss how these capital projects may affect the stock value of the
company.
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Planning a Career in Capital Project Analysis

196 Chapter 6 >>> Long-Term Financial Activities

Every organization is dependent on
capital assets for current operations
and long-term success. Purchasing
new equipment, constructing addi-
tional buildings, and buying updated
computers are just some of the capi-
tal spending activities of businesses.
These decisions are based on an anal-
ysis process that takes into account
financial and economic factors.

In addition to businesses, the
need for capital decision-making
experts in government positions
and with nonprofit organizations
will continue to be vital. 

Employment Outlook
■ Overall employment for finan-

cial managers is expected to grow
about as fast as the average for
all occupations through 2014.

■ Potential exists for expanded
career opportunities in busi-
nesses with growth expectations.
As companies increase their do-
mestic and international opera-
tions, new capital projects will
be considered. 

■ Government and nonprofit
agencies will have a strong de-
mand for capital budget ex-
perts. To serve various public
needs, these agencies are likely
to place a stronger emphasis on
capital spending activities.

Job Titles
■ Capital analyst 

■ Capital budget analyst

■ Capital budgeting manager 

■ Credit risk capital analyst 

■ Venture capital analyst

Needed Skills
■ Knowledge in the areas of

finance, accounting, economics,

real estate, and risk management
are fundamental for success.

■ Analytical skills, computer
competency, and financial fore-
casting modeling are necessary
to plan capital spending in
terms of business and economic
conditions.

■ Ability to work collaboratively
with people in several depart-
ments within an organization,
taking a team leadership role
when necessary.

■ Strong consideration is given to
candidates with an MBA (Mas-
ters in Business Administration)
and CPA (Certified Public
Accountant).

■ Global business activities re-
quire knowledge of cross-
cultural situations and foreign
economic environments.

What’s It Like to Work
in Capital Project Analysis?
“Today’s agenda will include finaliz-
ing the capital budget, analysis of
the proposed new computer system,
and a decision on funding the new
factory in Asia.”

You might think, “That’s a lot
for just one meeting!” But remem-
ber, capital project work has many
elements.

In addition to these work duties,
you will likely be involved prepar-
ing follow-up reports about the im-
plementation and actual costs of
capital projects. 

What about you? What
elements of a career in capital pro-
ject analysis could be of interest to
you? How might you best prepare
for a career in this field?
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MARKETING RESEARCH EVENT
The Marketing Research Event provides an opportunity for 1–3 participants
to demonstrate marketing research skills. The event consists of two major
parts: the written document and the oral presentation by participants. The
written document, a marketing research study, accounts for 70 points. The
oral presentation accounts for the remaining 30 points of the 100 points. 

Participants may use visual aids for their presentation. The oral presen-
tation consists of 10 minutes for participants to explain the project followed
by 5 minutes for the judge’s questions. Participants are to assume the role
of management trainee. They have been asked by the business manager of a
major stock brokerage firm (the judge) to develop a promotional campaign.
Participants will conduct the necessary market research and develop a pro-
motional campaign for the firm’s customer service offerings. The judge will
evaluate the presentation, focusing on the effectiveness of public speaking
and presentation skills and how well the participants respond to questions
that the judge may ask following the presentation.

Participants will choose a stock brokerage/investment company and de-
scribe the business’s current customer service offerings. The business’s cus-
tomer service offerings must then be compared to services offered by the
competition. Participants will design and conduct a marketing research
study to determine preferred customer service offerings. Based on the com-
parison and research, the participants will identify new customer service
offerings for the business. Then the participants will develop a promotional
campaign to promote the business’s proposed customer service offerings. 

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Identify the business’s customer service offerings.
■ Design a marketing research study to determine the clientele’s

customer service preferences.
■ Conduct the market research.
■ Compare customer service offerings.
■ Recommend improvements for customer service offerings.
■ Prepare a promotional campaign to promote the business’s proposed

customer service offerings based on the market research.
■ Present the research findings and proposed promotional campaign to

the business’s manager in a role-play situation.

Go to the DECA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why is it important for a company to know what the competition

offers for customer service?
2. Why is accurate marketing research so important?
3. What is the advantage of a company using a third party to conduct

research and make recommendations?
4. What incentives can be used to encourage customers to participate in

a marketing research survey?
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The New York Stock Exchange
More than 2 billion shares of stock are traded (bought and sold) through
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) on a typical business day. Often
called the “Big Board,” the NYSE is one of the oldest and largest stock
markets in the world.

The New York Stock Exchange started in 1792 through the efforts of
24 brokers and merchants. Five securities were traded when the NYSE
started. Three were government bonds and the other two were bank
stocks. Today, nearly 2,700 companies are regularly on the exchange,
including most of the largest U.S. corporations as well as many foreign
companies.

In recent years a combination of three institutions created the NYSE
Group. This merger of the New York Stock Exchange, Archipelago, and
the Pacific Exchange created the largest-ever securities exchange.

The NYSE Group has a global emphasis. Over 450 companies from
nearly 50 countries make up the NYSE non-U.S. directory. More recently,
the NYSE had plans to purchase Euronext. This Europe-based stock ex-
change was created by a merger of the Paris, Brussels, and Amsterdam
exchanges.

The members of the New York Stock Exchange are registered brokers
and dealers. They are approved to initiate transactions on the trading
floor or through the online facilities of the NYSE. A floor broker will usu-
ally execute the buy or sell order. Also involved in the transaction pro-
cess is the specialist. This market maker creates an efficient buying and
selling environment for a given stock. The main activities of the special-
ist are

• To create a fair and orderly trading environment by setting the day’s
opening price and reporting bid and offer prices during the trading
day

• To be the contact point to bring together brokers with buy and sell
orders

• To carry out orders as required by the floor brokers. This activity
may require specialists to buy or sell from their own inventory of
the stock

Traditionally a system of open outcry was used on the trading floor.
Today this process is being replaced by electronic exchanges. In an effort
to maintain its market leadership, the NYSE operates both a floor auction
exchange as well as a system to facilitate online trades. 

Think Critically
1. What activities of the New York Stock Exchange might affect your

life?

2. Go to the web site of the New York Stock Exchange to obtain infor-
mation about current developments of this organization.

Case STUDY
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IShort-Term Financing Activities
While companies hope to avoid borrowing, various types of debt are neces-
sary for most businesses. To finance current business activities, a number of
short-term borrowing sources are available. 

BUYING ON ACCOUNT
Companies often buy on credit. An organization’s suppliers and vendors
provide companies with needed items. Accounts payable refer to amounts
owed to creditors for goods and services. These short-term, unsecured debts
allow a company to finance daily business activities. Accounts payable are
current liabilities generally due within 12 months from the transaction date,
with most requiring payment in 30 to 90 days. This borrowing is considered
unsecured since the loans are not backed by specific collateral.

BANK LOANS AND NOTES
Most businesses borrow money at one time
or another. Bank loans may be used for financ-
ing inventory, equipment, and other organi-
zational needs. These installment loans are
obtained from a commercial bank or other
similar financial institution. 

Bank installment loans are usually con-
sidered medium-term debt, since they are
likely to be for more than a year but less
than four years. The loan may be secured
(with collateral) or unsecured (no collateral).

A is an agreement that
allows a company to obtain additional
loans without a new loan application. A pre-
approved limit is established. The business
may then borrow additional amounts, often
called advances, as long as the total does not
exceed the established credit limit. A line of
credit is especially useful when a company has
irregular sales. These loans help the business
cover its expenses in times of lower income.

line of credit
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Terms
• line of credit

• promissory note

Goals
• Explain short-term

financing alternatives.

• Compare debt and
equity financing.

7.1 Financing Choices

• commercial paper

• leasing

Businesses with seasonal sales may cover their expenses with
loans or lines of credit.
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Another common type of loan is a which is a signed,
written promise to borrow money between a borrower and a lender. The
terms and conditions of the loan agreement are stated in the promissory
note, including the amount of the loan, the interest rate, the payment sched-
ule, late fees, and the financial institution where the loan is to be repaid.

COMMERCIAL PAPER
Companies often need funds for short periods of time. 
refers to unsecured, short-term debt instruments issued by corporations.
These loans have maturities ranging from 2 to 270 days. 

Commercial paper

promissory note,

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the main types of short-term financing used by companies?

✓

ILong-Term Financing Choices
Companies face daily decisions about financing long-term business activities.
Their choices are focused on debt, equity, and leasing.

USING DEBT AND EQUITY
Should a company use bonds or stock for updating equipment or expand-
ing its global activities? This question is an ongoing issue for business
organizations.

Debt Financing The use of accounts payable, loans, notes, and bonds
are examples of debt financing. The use of long-term debt financing is com-
mon among companies and other types of organizations. The main benefits
of debt include

■ Use of someone else’s money

■ Expected return for investors is lower with debt than with equity

■ Interest payments on debt reduce a company’s taxes

In contrast to these advantages, the major drawback of debt—the risk of
bankruptcy—must also be considered. 

Equity Financing Instead of debt, companies may seek additional
investors for the company. A smaller company might offer partial ownership
to investors, while a larger corporation might sell stock. Common positive
aspects of equity include

■ No increased bankruptcy risk; equity contributions are not required to
be repaid

■ Potential participation by additional owners

■ Increased future potential for borrowing

The major negative aspect of equity is that the increased number of shares
can result in reduced control by existing owners. 



LEASING
Instead of buying an item, companies may decide to rent. is a legal
agreement to use property that belongs to another person. This type of con-
tract may be used for real estate, equipment, or other assets. For a specified
time of use, a lease payment, sometimes called rent, must be made to the
owner of the property. The owner of the property is called the lessor, while
the user who rents the item is the lessee. When a company is deciding
whether to buy or lease, the following factors are considered.

■ Are funds available to buy the item?

■ What is the length of the useful life of the asset?

■ How would the company’s taxes be affected?

■ What is the expected value of the asset after its useful life?

Leasing
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c h e c k p o i n t

How does leasing differ from other financing activities?

✓

t e a m w o r k
In your team, describe
several situations in
which an organization
might lease an item
rather than buy it.

topicstechnology

Online Investment Activities
Many brokers operate online services that allow investors to access ac-
count information and buy and sell securities. By investing online, you
can become your own financial planner. These transactions are usually
less expensive and more convenient than using a financial planner or
traditional stockbroker. 

There are disadvantages to investing online. Inexperience in making
investment trading decisions can result in a large financial loss. Many on-
line investors buy or sell stocks too quickly because making trades is only
a click away. 

Before doing business with an e-broker, be sure to investigate the
reputation of the company. Talk with others about their experiences with
the company. Determine if the online broker has local offices or customer
service that will allow you to resolve difficulties easily. Finally, use a variety
of sources to obtain advice about the investments you are considering.

Most online brokers allow you to buy and sell a variety of investment
products. These include stocks, bonds, mutual funds, T-bills, exchange-
trade funds, and stock options. The commission fee charged by e-brokers
can range from $4.95 to nearly $30. 

In addition, various banking services will likely be available through
your online broker. Checking accounts, savings accounts, ATM access,
and retirement accounts are commonly offered.

Think Critically
1. When might you consider using an online broker for your investments?
2. Go to the web site of an online broker. What services are provided?

What fees are associated with these services?
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7.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following is not considered to be short-term credit? 
a. line of credit
b. promissory note
c. mortgage
d. commercial paper

2. A common advantage of equity is
a. interest payments are tax deductible
b. no increased risk of bankruptcy
c. a lower required cost of capital by investors
d. use of someone else’s money

3. An agreement that allows a company to obtain additional loans, up
to a set amount, without a new loan application is called ? .
a. line of credit
b. commercial paper
c. accounts payable
d. promissory note

4. True or False? Commercial paper is usually backed by collateral.

5. True or False? Leasing is considered to be renting.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Consumer Finance Obtain information on home equity loans.

What are the benefits and drawbacks of this type of consumer credit?

7. Research Conduct research about commercial paper. How is this
type of business credit used? What are current interest rates for com-
mercial paper for various companies? 

8. Law Talk to someone who leases an item, such as an apartment or
automobile. Obtain information about the legal protection available
to the lessor and lessee.

9. Communication Interview a local business owner about the types
of credit used to finance various business activities.
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ITypes of Bonds
To raise money for current operations or future expansion, most governments
and corporations sell bonds. A bond is a certificate representing a promise to
pay a definite amount of money at a stated interest rate on a specified matu-
rity date (due date). Bonds are similar to promissory notes issued by individ-
ual borrowers.

When you buy a bond, you are lending money to the organization issu-
ing the bond. You become a creditor of the organization.

GOVERNMENT BONDS
Borrowing is a major source of funds for most government agencies. Federal,
state, and local governments issue a variety of bonds.

U.S. Savings Bonds One of the safest investments for people with small
amounts to invest is U.S. government savings bonds. Series EE savings bonds,
which come in denominations from $50 to $10,000, pay interest through a
process called discounting.

Terms
• mortgage bond

• debenture bond

• investment banker

Goals
• Describe the main types

of government and cor-
porate bonds.

• Explain activities associ-
ated with issuing bonds.

7.2 Debt Financing: Bonds

• coupon rate

• bond rating

States may issue municipal bonds for such projects as toll roads.
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A Series EE bond is bought at half its face
value. A $50 bond costs $25 and, at the end
of its full term, pays at least $50. The differ-
ence between the purchase price and the re-
demption (payoff) value is the interest earned.
The interest earned is determined by the length
of time the bond is held. The time it takes for
a savings bond to mature will vary depending
on the current interest rate being paid.

One other type of savings bond is the I
bond. These investments pay an interest rate
that is lower than the rate of other savings
bonds, but they pay a variable rate that
increases with inflation. 

Federal Government Bonds The fed-
eral government also borrows. The U.S. Trea-
sury issues three major types of debt securities. The difference among them
is the length of time to maturity.

1. Treasury Bills T-bills are short-term borrowing, with maturities from
91 days to one year. 

2. Treasury Notes T-notes have maturities from one to ten years. 

3. Treasury Bonds T-bonds are long-term borrowing, with maturities
ranging from 10 to 30 years. 

Debt securities are also issued by other federal agencies. These include
the Federal National Mortgage Association (often called Fannie Mae), the
Federal Housing Administration (FHA), the Government National Mortgage
Association (Ginnie Mae), and the Federal Loan Mortgage Corporation
(Freddie Mac). Bonds issued by these agencies pay a slightly higher interest
rate than Treasury Department securities.

State and Local Government Bonds States, cities, counties,
school districts, and other taxing entities borrow to fund various projects.
Bonds issued by local and state governments are called municipal bonds, or
munis.

Two types of municipal bonds exist. A general obligation bond is backed by
the full faith, credit, and taxing power of the government issuing the bond.
A revenue bond is repaid with the income from the project that the bond was
issued to finance, such as a toll bridge or stadium.

Municipal bonds have an advantage over bonds issued by companies.
Often, interest earned on municipal bonds is exempt from federal and most
state income taxes. A tax-exempt investment results in a higher return. Con-
sider these two situations.

■ Investment A, a corporate bond paying $100 in interest that is taxable,
results in the investor keeping less than $100, since taxes must be paid
on the interest earned. 

■ Investment B, a municipal bond paying $100 in interest that is not taxed,
resulting in a higher return since the investor keeps the entire $100.

This higher rate of return, often referred to as the taxable equivalent yield,
would be the comparable rate of return had the interest been subject to
income taxes.

Treasury Direct is a web site run by the U.S.
Department of the Treasury that provides in-
formation on government securities. Access
thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance and
click on the link for Chapter 7. Use the Re-
search Center to find out information on
Series EE Savings Bonds.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance
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Foreign Government
Bonds To finance roads, schools,
and military equipment for their
nations, foreign governments also
issue bonds. These debts are a direct
obligation of a foreign government.
Foreign governments may issue two
types of bonds.

1. External bonds These bonds
are intended for investors in
another country. Interest and
principal are paid in the currency
of the country in which in-
vestors live. External bonds of
countries intended for purchase
by investors in the U.S. are called
dollar bonds.

2. Internal bonds These bonds
are aimed at investors in the
country issuing the bond and
are payable in the native cur-
rency. Foreign government
bonds that are payable in sev-
eral currencies are known as
multiple currency bonds.

The value of foreign govern-
ment bonds is based on the same
factors as other bonds, including
the economic and political stability

of the government issuing the bonds. Investors in these bonds commonly
face additional risk, such as varied exchange rates, currency instability, and
changes in administrations.

CORPORATE BONDS
Investing in bonds is quite different from investing in stock. When you in-
vest in stock, you are an owner of the company. When you buy a bond,
you are lending money to the company. Bonds issued by corporations are
called corporate bonds.

Mortgage Bonds One type of corporate bond is a 
This type of debt is secured by a specific asset or property. The collateral for
a mortgage bond may be equipment, a building, or land. For lenders, a
mortgage bond is safer than other types of bonds since a pledge of an asset
in the event of default reduces the risk.

Debenture Bonds A corporate bond without collateral is a
This is an unsecured debt bond whose holder has the

claim of a general creditor on all assets of the issuer not pledged specifically
to secure other debt.

Other Features of Corporate Bonds A callable bond allows the
company to pay off the debt before the maturity date at a specified price. A

debenture bond.

mortgage bond.

t e a m w o r k
In your team, prepare a
list of business situations
for which a company
may decide to issue
bonds.

Foreign governments issue bonds to finance infrastruc-
ture improvements such as roads.
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convertible bond can be exchanged for common stock in the same company.
This conversion of a bond to stock will occur according to terms set forth in
advance. The agreement will list the set number of shares that will be issued
for each bond.

GLOBAL COMPANY BONDS
Companies based in other countries also issue bonds. A corporation may issue
debt securities in more than one region at a time. For example, a European
company may issue bonds for sale in both its home region and in Japan.
These bonds will most likely be issued both in the currency of the home
country (euro) and the other country (yen). Global bonds are usually issued
by businesses with an international reputation and high credit rating.

2077.2 >>> Debt Financing: Bonds

IIssuing Bonds
Every bond has a face value, also called the maturity value or par value, that
indicates the amount being borrowed. Most corporate bonds issued in the
United States have a face value of $1,000. Around the world, bonds may
be issued with different face values. In the United Kingdom, bonds tradition-
ally are issued for 100 pounds sterling. In Brazil, the standard amount is
1,000 reals, while in South Africa it is 100 rand. 

The maturity date is the date when the bond, which is a loan, must be
repaid. Corporate bonds in the U.S. may be issued for any time period, but
they are most often issued for 5, 10, or 20 years. 

INVESTMENT BANKERS
An is an individual or company that assists companies
with issuing new securities. When raising large amounts of capital, several
investment banking companies may work together to sell the new bonds. 

Advice to Company One of the significant roles of the investment
banker is to guide the company when it issues bonds. Investment bankers
will evaluate the company’s capital structure (use of debt and equity) to
determine if issuing bonds is appropriate and will help to determine the
amount of additional debt that might be sold.

Underwriting Process Another task of the investment banker when
issuing bonds is underwriting. Underwriting involves setting the price, sell-
ing the new bonds, and taking on the risk in this process.

Underwriters make their income from the price difference, or spread, be-
tween the amount paid to the company issuing the bonds and what investors
pay for the bonds. Potential buyers of newly issued bonds include banks,
investment companies, pension funds, and individuals. Should the invest-
ment bankers not be able to find enough buyers, they hold some bonds
themselves. Later, they hope to sell the securities to various investors.

investment banker

c h e c k p o i n t

How do mortgage bonds differ from debenture bonds?

✓
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INTEREST RATES
Interest is paid periodically (usually twice a year) to bondholders based on
the bond’s face value and its stated interest rate. Then, on the bond’s matu-
rity date, the face value is repaid to the investor.

Coupon Rate The is the stated annual interest rate for a
bond. The annual interest is based on the face value of the bond. For exam-
ple, an 8 percent, $1,000 bond would have annual interest of $80. This amount
is paid to the holder of the bond each year until maturity. The total interest
for a year is usually made in two semiannual payments, every six months. 

The coupon rate is based on current market interest rates for bonds with
comparable risk. This rate is determined during the underwriting process.
The monetary policy of the Federal Reserve has a major effect on interest
rates. When money is tight, interest rates tend to move upward. In contrast,
an environment of loose money results in lower rates. 

Current Yield The actual rate of return for investors will often vary from
the coupon rate. As interest rates change, the rate of return required by in-
vestors may increase or decrease. The current yield of a bond is the relation-
ship between the amount of interest and the cost of the bond. As interest
rates increase, bond values decline, so the current yield is higher.

In this situation, the cost (market value) of the bond declined from $1,000
to $940 due to higher interest rates. This lower bond value, in relation to the
fixed interest payment ($80), results in a higher yield for the investor.

Current Yield 1% 2 �
$80
$940

� 0.085 � 8.5 percent

Current Yield (%) �
Interest Amount

Cost of Bond

coupon rate

A successful and competent management team positively affects the bond rating
of a company.
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Basis Points Bond yield is also reported in terms of basis points, which
divides 1 percent into hundreds. A basis point is 1/100 of a percentage
point. For example, 40 basis points is 0.4 percent. When a bond yield goes
from 5.07 percent to 5.32 percent, this change will be reported as an increase
of 25 basis points. If a rate changes 50 basis points, it represents a change of
one half of 1 percent. 

BOND RATINGS
All companies do not pay the same coupon rates. Their coupon rates are af-
fected by the current market level of interest rates and the financial stability
of the company. A is a measure of the quality and safety of a
company’s debt. This evaluation is an indicator of how likely it is that a
business will be able to make the interest and maturity value payments on
the bonds it issues. 

Bond ratings evaluate the possibility of default by a bond issuer. As
shown in Figure 7-1, these ratings range from AAA (highly unlikely to default)
to D (in default). Two commonly used bond rating companies are Standard
& Poor’s and Moody’s Investors Service.

bond rating

Bond Ratings

FIGURE 7-1

Quality Moody’s S&P Description 

High-grade AAA AAA
AA AA

Medium- A A
grade BAA BBB

Speculative BA BB
B B

Default CAA CCC
CA CC
C C

D

These ratings are assigned companies judged to be of
high quality by all standards; almost no chance of default.

Bonds from companies that have many favorable factors
with very little chance of default. 

Bonds judged to be somewhat uncertain and a fairly high
risk.

Bonds from companies that are of poor standing with ex-
tremely poor prospects for making payments to investors;
company may have filed for bankruptcy.

c h e c k p o i n t

What is the purpose of the underwriting process?

✓

Bond ratings are commonly affected by

■ The earning power of the company

■ Other debts the company currently owes

■ The past success and future potential of company management 

Bond ratings affect the interest rate a company must offer on its bonds.
Lower bond ratings require a high rate to attract investors to the higher risk
bond.
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7.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The federal government debt security with the longest maturity is the
a. treasury bill
b. treasury note
c. treasury bond
d. municipal bond

2. A bond selling for $1,000 and earning interest of $45 would have a
current yield of ? percent. 
a. 10 
b. 45
c. 4.5
d. 40.5

3. A ? bond allows investors to exchange the bond for com-
mon stock in the same company. 
a. debenture 
b. convertible 
c. mortgage 
d. callable 

4. True or False? A mortgage bond is considered a secured loan. 

5. True or False? The bond rating of a corporate bond is based on the
earning power of the issuing company.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Economics Research the rates for Treasury bills, Treasury notes, and

Treasury bonds for the past five years. What factors affect changes
in these rates?

7. Global Business Conduct Internet and library research on bonds
issued by foreign countries and corporate bonds from around the
world. Prepare a short written summary of your findings. 

8. Research Identify an investment banking company. Conduct re-
search to obtain information about the activities of this organization.

9. Visual Art Create a poster or computer presentation to communi-
cate the factors that affect the bond rating of a company.



ITypes of Stock
To raise funds for current expansion, future growth, and other company
goals, a company may wish to take on additional owners who will provide
more equity. A company that sells stock for the first time or sells additional
shares is using equity financing.

COMMON STOCK
The most frequently used type of corporate ownership gives participants
voting rights and an opportunity to share in profits. is an
equity security representing ownership in a corporation with voting rights.
Common stock has no stated dividend rate. As part owners of the corpora-
tion, common stockholders are invited to the annual meeting of the corpo-
ration. They are entitled to one vote per share of common stock owned.

Common stock

2117.3 >>> Equity Financing: Stock

Terms
• common stock

• dividend

• preferred stock

Goals
• Describe the types of

capital stock sold by
corporations.

• Explain the process for
issuing stock.

7.3 Equity Financing: Stock

• initial public offering (IPO)

• primary market

• secondary market

Common stockholders can attend the annual meeting of the corporation.
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When sharing in profits, stockholders receive a which is a
portion of company profits. Common stockholders receive dividends only
after preferred stockholders have been paid their dividends. If the profits of
a company are large, the common stockholders may receive additional divi-
dends. For example, suppose that a company has issued $100,000 worth of
common stock and $100,000 worth of preferred stock with a stated dividend
rate of 6 percent. If the company earns a profit of $20,000 and pays all the
profit out as dividends, preferred stockholders would be paid $6,000 in divi-
dends ($100,000 � 0.06). The remainder, or $14,000 ($20,000 � $6,000),
would be available to pay dividends to the common stockholders. The com-
mon stockholders would earn a return of 14 percent.

Investors who purchase common stock in a corporation 

■ Have voting rights to elect the company’s board of directors at the an-
nual stockholders’ meeting

■ Are not guaranteed dividends, but may receive higher dividends during
the company’s prosperous periods

■ Are paid after bondholders, other creditors, and preferred stockholders
if a company fails or liquidates

PREFERRED STOCK
is the second main class of stock issued by corporations.

This security has priority over common stock in the payment of dividends.
A preferred stockholder, for example, is paid first if profits are used for any
dividends.

The dividends paid to preferred stockholders are usually stated as a dol-
lar amount or as a percentage of the par value. The par value of a stock is the
minimum price for which a share can be issued. A company sets the par
value when the corporation is created. The par value usually has no rela-
tionship to the market value of a stock.

Preferred stock has characteristics of both debt and equity. Investors re-
ceive a set dividend, similar to bond interest payments, but preferred stock
represents ownership.

Preferred stock

dividend,

t e a m w o r k
In your team, prepare a
list of advantages and
disadvantages of (a) a
company regularly
paying dividends, and
(b) a company not
paying dividends.

Stockholders receive dividends, a share in company profits.
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For investors, owning preferred stock is less risky than common stock.
If liquidation would occur, preferred shareholders are paid before common
stockholders. Preferred stockholders generally have no voting rights within
the corporation.

Two other characteristics of preferred stock sometimes exist. Cumulative
preferred stock requires that missed (unpaid) dividends due to low earnings
will build up until paid to preferred stockholders. Convertible preferred stock
allows an exchange into common shares. The conversion process is similar
to that of convertible bonds.

2137.3 >>> Equity Financing: Stock

IIssuing Stock
When a corporation decides to issue stock for the first time or to issue addi-
tional shares of stock, various actions are required. 

INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERING
When a company offers stock
to outside investors for the
first time, it is termed an

Public offering may refer to the
issuing of additional shares of
stock by a company. 

The IPO for a company is
also called “going public.” The
organization goes from being a
privately held corporation to one
that is publicly held. After this
process, its shares are sold on a
stock exchange. As shown in Fig-
ure 7-2, four steps are involved
when issuing stock. 

1. Consult with investment
banker. The process
starts with contacting an in-
vestment banking company.
These firms provide advice
about issuing stock and will
assist with legal approval
from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Investment
bankers will develop a marketing and advertising plan to promote
the stock issue. They will also obtain potential customers. Finally,

initial public offering (IPO).

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the main differences between common and preferred
stock?

✓

Initial Public Offering (IPO) ProcessFIGURE 7-2

Step 4  Set price through
underwriting process.

Step 3  Notify the
public of the issue.

Step 2  Obtain needed
approvals.

Step 1  Consult with
investment banker.



investment bankers act as agents to distribute very large blocks of
stocks and bonds.

2. Obtain needed approvals. This step involves two groups. First, a
majority of current owners of the company must agree to “go public.”
Then, the SEC must approve the process. This federal agency assures
that the stock offering is legitimate. The public must be protected from
any deceptive practices or potential investment fraud.

3. Notify the public of the issue. Full disclosure of the upcoming
stock issue is another requirement. Through news releases and ads in
financial publications, the company communicates with the general
public about the shares that will be available. A prospectus is prepared
and distributed. This document presents the legal and financial infor-
mation about the company issuing the stock. 

4. Set price through underwriting process. The underwriters in
the investment banking company evaluate various company and mar-
ket factors to develop a price range for the stock. Then, an issue price
(also called the subscription price) is set. Some questions the investment
banking company might consider in setting the price include

■ Has the company been profitable over a period of years?

■ Have the company’s managers made good business decisions?

■ Does the company have growth potential in coming years?

■ Does the company have an unusually large amount of debt?

■ How does the company compare with others in its industry?

The IPO process is often called the where newly
issued securities are sold by investment bankers. After the initial selling, all
later buying and selling of those securities occurs in the secondary market. 

A is the location where securities are traded after
they are initially offered in the primary market. The majority of security
transactions occur in the secondary market. The New York Stock Exchange,

secondary market

primary market,
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IPOs can be risky, espe-
cially if a buyout firm
takes the company
public. Of the 32 IPOs
in early 2006 involving
a buyout firm, only 11
had a positive return
for investors.

Stock brokers trade securities on the secondary market.
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other stock exchanges, the NASDAQ, and bond markets are examples of
secondary markets.

2157.3 >>> Equity Financing: Stock

c h e c k p o i n t

What factors affect the issue value of a stock?

✓

Investment Fraud
Each year, investors lose more than $1.2 billion to various scams. Especially
vulnerable are elderly consumers, who may not completely understand the
opportunities they are offered. And, after being scammed, older consumers
may be too embarrassed to report their losses to government authorities.

Some of the most common tactics used to attract people to decep-
tive investment schemes include
• Developing trust, in which con artists create a friendly connection by

telling you about their family and asking about yours.
• Offering an impossibly attractive investment opportunity, for example,

land that is cheap compared to other real estate or guaranteed returns
of over 50 percent.

• Establishing credibility. The scam artist might imply that the investment
is safe because it is advertised in The Wall Street Journal or mention
that the company is “licensed” with the state. 

• Creating social pressure by implying that many other people have
made this investment. They may even mention names of people the
investor knows. 

• Generating fear to close the deal, since “you wouldn’t want to miss
this opportunity.”

• Implying limited availability, such as “these are the last two rare coins
available.”

To avoid becoming a victim of investment fraud, use these guidelines.
1. Investigate before signing and paying any money. Contact federal

and state agencies about any complaints against the company. Also,
talk with family members and friends about the investment. 

2. Avoid “you must sign up today” opportunities. Take your time to
determine if the investment is legitimate and appropriate for your
situation.

3. Research the company and type of investment. Understand the costs
and potential risks. 

4. Most important, remember that deals that seem “too good to be
true”…usually are!

Think Critically
1. Why do so many people each year get cheated with phony investments?
2. Conduct an Internet search to obtain additional information about

various investment frauds. Prepare a summary of your findings.

ethicsa question of
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7.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Common stockholders have the right to
a. vote for members of the board of directors
b. receive a set amount of dividends
c. receive payment before preferred stockholders
d. convert their stock into other types of securities

2. When a company first issues shares of stock, it is referred to as the
? market.

a. stock 
b. bond
c. primary
d. secondary

3. An initial public offering refers to ? .
a. issuing foreign bonds
b. selling stock without using an investment banker
c. doubling the number of shares of stock
d. a company going public

4. True or False? Most preferred stockholders select preferred stock so
they will be able to vote for corporate officers.

5. True or False? On a daily basis, most investors buy and sell shares
of stock through the primary market. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Research Obtain additional information about issuing preferred

stock. Locate the current market value of preferred stock for a
company.

7. Visual Art Research a company that recently had a new stock
issue. Prepare a visual presentation of the steps of the initial public
offering (IPO) process using specific information and visuals for the
situation you researched. 

8. Law Conduct an Internet search or library research about the role
of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in the initial pub-
lic offering process. Prepare a brief summary of your findings. 

9. Global Business Identify a multinational company that sells stock
both in its home country and in the U.S. What are the benefits of
this action?
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IStock Market Transactions
Each day, hundreds of millions of shares of stock are bought and sold in the
secondary market. These shares were previously issued by companies in the
primary market, and now they are bought and sold among various investors.

TYPES OF STOCKBROKERS
A is a licensed specialist in the buying and selling of stocks
and bonds. Brokers serve as an intermediary between the issuer of securities
(bonds and stock) and potential customers (investors). Through brokers,
stockholders state the price at which they are willing to sell their shares. In-
terested buyers tell brokers what they would be willing to pay for those
shares. The brokers then work out a price that is acceptable to both buyers
and sellers. For their services, brokers charge a fee called a commission.

Two types of brokers are
common. A full-service broker
provides information about se-
curities you may want to buy.
Full-service brokers work for
brokerage houses with large
research staffs. In contrast, a
discount broker places orders
and offers limited research
and other services. Discount
brokers charge lower commis-
sions than full-service brokers.
Investors who do their own
research can save money by
using a discount broker. Today,
both full-service and discount
brokers can be reached online
handling trades through their
web sites.

stockbroker

Terms
• stockbroker

• stock exchange

• market value

• stock split

Goals
• Identify the activities in-

volved with stock market
transactions.

• Explain the purpose of a
mutual fund.

• Describe the factors that
affect bonds values.

7.4 Stock and Bond Markets

• selling short

• mutual fund

• capital gain

• yield to maturity (YTM)

Stockbrokers are specialists in the buying and selling of stock.
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STOCK EXCHANGES
Brokers work through which are businesses where securi-
ties are bought and sold. The best known stock exchange is the New York
Stock Exchange in New York City. The American Stock Exchange is also
in New York City. Regional stock exchanges operate in Boston, Chicago,
Philadelphia, and San Francisco. More than 150 stock exchanges are in op-
eration around the world.

In the past, stocks of smaller companies were not traded on a stock
exchange. The over-the-counter (OTC) market is a network where securities
transactions occur using telephones and computers rather than on the floor
of an exchange. The OTC market in the U.S. is the NASDAQ, which stands
for the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations.
Today, the NASDAQ includes many large companies.

CHANGING STOCK VALUES
The of a stock is the price at which a share of stock can be
bought and sold in the stock market. This current value of a share can change
rapidly. If the business is doing well, the market value is likely to go up. If
the business has a poor record, the market value usually goes down. The
market value may be affected by current economic conditions as well as
national and global politics.

The prices at which stocks are being bought and sold are available
through stock market listings in newspapers and online. Examine Figure 7-3,
which gives an explanation of the stock market listing. 

market value

stock exchanges,
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The cost of an online
stock trade can range
from $5 to $30. The
service provided also
varies. Investors must
decide how much
they are willing to
pay for assistance
and information.

Stock Market Listing Explanation

FIGURE 7-3

STOCK MARKET QUOTATIONS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

52-Week Yld. Vol. Net

Hi Lo Stock Sym. Div. % PE 100s Hi Lo Close Chg.

74.93 56.72 Deere DE 1.12 1.6 15 21823 70.14 67.38 68.01 �0.42

95.64 64.84 FedExCp FDX 0.28 0.3 27 14555 94.54 91.78 93.74 �1.22

45 35 Kellogg K 1.01 2.3 21 6791 44.82 43.67 44.74 �0.24

20.50 15.94 Mattel MAT 0.40 2.1 16 21682 19.23 17.77 18.80 �0.15

42.95 31.25 Reebok RBK 0.30 0.8 14 4501 40.47 37.82 39.22 �0.12

1 – Highest price paid for stock during past 52 weeks
2 – Lowest price paid for stock during the past 52 weeks
3 – Abbreviated company name
4 – Symbol used to report company
5 – Current dividend per share (in dollars)
6 – Dividend yield based on current selling price
7 – Price-earning ratio
8 – Number of shares traded, expressed in hundreds, on the trading day
9 – Highest price for a share on the trading day

10 – Lowest price for a share on the trading day
11 – Closing price for the day
12 – Change in closing price compared to previous trading day
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Stock Market Indexes Another measurement of investment values is
a stock index. These indicators of stock values are commonly reported on
television, radio, and in newspapers. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA)
includes 30 of the largest U.S. companies. Another commonly reported stock
index is the Standard & Poor’s (S&P) 500, which is based on stock values of
500 major companies.

Stock Split When the value of a share of stock gets fairly high, many com-
panies decide to lower the price to increase market activity. A is
the proportional division of a number of stock shares into a larger number.
With this action, a lower share value occurs, but there is no change in the
proportion of each stockholder’s ownership. For example, with a 2-for-1 stock
split, the number of shares you own doubles, but the total market value is
unchanged. Instead of one share of stock valued at $100, you would have
two shares valued at $50 each.

This increase in the number of shares does not change the company’s
total market value or each shareholder’s share of ownership. If you own
20,000 shares, representing 5 percent of the company, you would now have
40,000 shares which would still represent 5 percent ownership. The company
hopes that the lower share price resulting from a stock split will create in-
creased interest and market demand for the stock. A stock split can result in
strong gains if the price increases to the previous level, since each investor
now has more shares. 

Selling Short If an investor believes the price of a stock will fall, a method
exists to make money. involves selling a stock not actually
owned when a lower price is expected. Then, the investor must buy the stock
back at the market price to replace the “borrowed” shares. 

For example, an investor may decide to “sell short” 1,000 shares of a
company’s stock on April 20 for $10 a share. Then, on May 1, if the stock
is selling at $9 a
share, the investor
can “replace” the bor-
rowed shares at a lower
price. By selling short,
this investor made a
profit of $1,000, less
commission and any
other fees.

In this process,
investors who sell
short hope to buy the
needed replacement
shares at a lower price.
This activity can be
quite risky. If the stock
increases in value, a
loss will occur when
the replacement shares
must be bought at
a higher price.

Selling short

stock split

t e a m w o r k
Discuss various business
and economic trends.
Prepare a list of stocks
which your group be-
lieves would be good
investments. Explain
what factors influenced
the selection of these
companies.

Consumer spending habits affect stock prices.
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STOCK SELECTION ACTIONS
As a person decides which stocks to purchase, an investment analysis process
can be helpful. 

Investment Analysis Process Buying stocks can consist of a process
with the following steps.

1. Observe and analyze economic and social trends.

2. Determine industries that will be affected.

3. Identify companies in those industries.

4. Decide whether to buy, sell, or hold the stock of those companies.

By observing various economic and social trends in the U.S. and around
the world, you can determine what types of companies could benefit from
those trends. 

Economic Factors Various economic conditions can affect stock prices,
including the following factors.

■ Inflation Higher prices can result in lower spending by consumers,
reducing company profits

■ Interest Rates As the cost of money changes, company profits can
increase or decline

■ Consumer Spending Profits of companies that sell products and ser-
vices to households are directly affected by consumer buying habits

■ Employment As people obtain or lose jobs, the amount of money
they have for spending will affect company profits

Industry Trends Societal changes and other factors can have a positive
or negative influence on various types of companies. For example, as people
live longer, increased health care is required. Companies involved in health
care products may be a wise investment. Other industries that investors
might analyze and consider for stock purchases include automotive, con-
struction, consumer products, financial services, retailing, technology, and
utilities.

Market Trends The overall direction of stock market prices is also a
factor to consider. A bull market refers to a period of rising stock values. Dur-
ing this time, investors tend to have a positive attitude about the stock
market and the economy. In contrast, a bear market is a period of declining
stock market prices, in which investor attitudes are generally negative.

Dividend Yield Additional information about a company may also be
considered. The yield of a stock is an important factor if your goal is to earn
a good return from your investment. 

For example, suppose that a company is paying a quarterly dividend of
$0.60 a share. The total dividend for the year would be $2.40, and if the
stock is selling for $40 a share, the current yield (return) would be calculated
as follows.

$2.40
$40

� 0.06 or 6 percent

Dividend Yield �
Dividend per share

Market price per share
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Price-Earnings Ratio The price of a stock should also be considered.
Many investors look at the stock’s price-earnings (P/E) ratio, which is the re-
lationship between a stock’s selling price and its earnings per share. The P/E
gives you an indication of whether the stock is priced high or low in relation
to its earnings per share. 

Stock Information Sources When selecting stocks, learn something
about the company. Several information sources are available, such as Moody’s
Handbook of Common Stocks, Value Line, and Standard & Poor’s Encyclopedia of
Stocks. These publications provide data about net worth, debt, sales revenue,
profits, dividend history, and the future prospects of companies. Many web
sites are also available to provide valuable information on companies.

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, which oversees the fi-
nancial markets, requires all companies that issue publicly traded securities
to file detailed reports electronically. Those reports can be accessed online.

c h e c k p o i n t

What factors are commonly considered when evaluating a
company’s stock?

✓

around the worldfinance

Stock Exchanges around the World
Locations of stock exchanges range from Johannesburg to Hong Kong
and from Madrid to Lima. More than 150 exist in countries around the
world. Each of these organizations serves local companies with trading
facilities for buying and selling stocks, bonds, and other securities.

The Prague Stock Exchange started in 1993, the year Czechoslovakia
divided into two separate countries—the Czech Republic and Slovakia. As
the countries moved from a centrally planned economy under communist
rule to a free-market economy, citizens were allowed to invest in stocks. 

As the capital of the Czech Republic, Prague is the center of the
country’s business activities. When it started, the Prague Stock Exchange
handled transactions for only seven companies. Today, this exchange has
expanded its business to include many more companies. Many of the
previously government-controlled businesses are now privately owned.
Some of the most popular stocks are companies in the hotel and glass
manufacturing industries. 

While many local stock exchanges exist, the influence of regional
markets is expanding. Euronext was formed in 2000 through a merger of
the Paris, Brussels, and Amsterdam stock exchanges. This organization
regularly trades stocks of more than 1,250 companies. More recently,
Euronext has been acquired by the New York Stock Exchange. 

Think Critically
1. How might the activities of stock exchanges in different countries dif-

fer from each other? 
2. Conduct an Internet search to locate the web site for a stock exchange

in another region of the world.



IMutual Funds
Instead of buying individual bonds and stock, many people buy shares in
an investment company. A is an investment fund set up and
managed by companies that receive money from many investors. Then, the
company buys and sells a wide variety of stocks or bonds. Mutual funds
allow investors to spread their risk among many investments. 

TYPES OF MUTUAL FUNDS
Over 17,000 different mutual funds are available to investors. These funds
have many different objectives. For instance, some emphasize investing in
growth stocks, some emphasize stocks that pay high dividends, and some
emphasize international stocks. Some of the main types of mutual funds
include

■ Aggressive growth stock funds, which seek quick growth but also have
higher risk

■ Income funds that specialize in stocks that pay regular dividends

■ International funds that invest in stock of companies from around the
world

■ Sector funds, which include stocks of companies in the same industry,
such as health care, energy, or telecommunications

■ Bond funds, which specialize in corporate bonds

■ Balanced funds that invest in both stock and bonds

When selecting a mutual fund in which to invest, investors should match
their personal investment goals to the type of mutual fund.

mutual fund
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The London Stock Exchange is one of many in cities around the world.
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MUTUAL FUND VALUES
Mutual fund investors own shares of the mutual fund. The value of each
share is based on the total value of all investments made by the mutual
fund company. For example, if the investments were worth $400,000 and
80,000 shares existed, each share would be worth $5. 

$400,000 � 80,000 � $5

This amount is called the net asset value (NAV) of a mutual fund. 
A part of the dividends and interest received from the fund’s investments

is used to pay operating expenses of the fund. The major portion of earnings
is distributed to the mutual fund shareholders or reinvested in the fund.

2237.4 >>> Stock and Bond Markets

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the advantages of investing in mutual funds?

✓

IChanging Bond Values
Bonds are bought and sold in the bond market. The market value of a bond
varies based on changing interest rates and the credit rating of the borrow-
ing organization.

REPORTING BOND PRICES
Bond values are reported, like stocks, in daily newspapers and online. Cor-
porate bond prices are stated in 100s, with the bonds sold in $1,000 denom-
inations (ten times the reported amount). 

The price of bonds is affected by changing interest rates.
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For example, a bond reported at 100 is selling at its face value of $1000.
A bond selling at 105 has a current market value of $1,050. At 100, the bond
is being sold at par. At 105, it is being sold at a premium. Below 100, the bond
is being sold at a discount.

The price investors are willing to pay for a bond depends upon the stated
interest rate. If interest rates on similar bonds are higher than the bond’s stated
rate, investors will want to buy the bond for less than its face value. On the
other hand, if the bond’s stated interest rate is higher than interest rates on
similar bonds, the seller of the bond will want to receive more than its face
value.

As shown in Figure 7-4, changing interest rates affect the price of the
bond. Since the interest payment is set when the bond is issued, the current
yield will be affected by the amount a person pays for the bond. 
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Changing Bond Values and the Current Yield

FIGURE 7-4

Bond Market Reported Interest Current 
Situation Sold at Value at Payment Yield

Bond issued par $1,000 100 $100 10%
$100 � $1,000

Higher interest discount $ 900 90 $100 11.1%
rates $100 � $900

Lower interest premium $1,100 110 $100 9.1%
rates $100 � $1,100

CAPITAL GAINS
When a person holds a bond until maturity, a may occur. A
capital gain is the increase in the value between the purchase price and the
maturity value. When a bond is bought at a discount such as $900 and held
until maturity, the investor has a $100 capital gain, in addition to the inter-
est payments on the bond. 

A capital loss can also result. If a bond is bought at a premium, such as
$1,100, at maturity the bondholder only receives $1,000. Why would a per-
son do this? The investor has paid for the right to receive the annual inter-
est payments on the bond until the maturity date.

The current yield is the rate of return based on interest earned. Capital
gains and losses affect the of a bond. The yield to
maturity is the annual rate of return an investor would receive when a bond
is held until maturity. YTM takes into account the price discount below or
the premium above the face value of the bond. 

As you might expect, the YTM is more than the current yield when the
bond is selling at a discount. This rate is less than the current yield when
the bond is selling at a premium. 

yield to maturity (YTM)

capital gain

c h e c k p o i n t

What factors affect bond prices?

✓
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7.4 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. When a company changes the number of shares of stock to bring
the current market price down, this is called 
a. selling short
b. an initial public offering
c. a stock split
d. a mutual fund

2. An investment that allows a person to own a variety of companies
is called 
a. a corporate bond
b. preferred stock
c. a mutual fund
d. a municipal bond

3. True or False? Only discount brokers allow investors to buy and sell
stocks online.

4. True or False? As interest rates rise, bond prices tend to rise.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Technology Visit the web site of a stock brokerage company.

What services are offered to investors? How might you use this site
to select stocks in which to invest? 

6. Data Analysis Using Figure 7-3, answer the following questions:
a. What is the amount of the most recent dividend for Federal

Express?
b. What is the yield for Kellogg’s stock?
c. What is the lowest price that Mattel stock sold for over the past

year?
d. What was the closing price of Reebok stock on the previous trad-

ing day? 

7. Visual Art Prepare a poster, computer presentation, or other visual
to communicate the main types of mutual funds in which a person
can invest. 

8. Research Using online sources or the financial section of the news-
paper, obtain current information about the trend on bond values.
What factors have affected bond prices?



Chapter 7 Assessment

Summary
7.1 FINANCING CHOICES

1. The main short-term financing methods used by businesses include
buying on account (accounts payable), bank loan, line of credit, promis-
sory note, and commercial paper. 

2. Debt (borrowing), equity (selling stock), and leasing (renting) are meth-
ods used by organizations to finance business activities. 

7.2 DEBT FINANCING: BONDS

3. Bonds are issued by the federal government, state and local governments,
foreign governments, and companies. 

4. The process for issuing bonds involves the use of an investment banker,
who provides advice to the company and helps set the price of the
bonds. Rates on new bonds will be affected by current interest rates
and the bond rating of the company. 

7.3 EQUITY FINANCING: STOCK

5. The two main types of stock issued by corporations are common and
preferred.

6. An initial public offering (IPO) is the process of offering stock to outside
investors for the first time. When this occurs, a company that was pri-
vately owned becomes a public company. 

7.4 STOCK AND BOND MARKETS

7. A stockbroker is a licensed specialist in the buying and selling of stocks
and bonds. Brokers work through stock exchanges, which are businesses
that accommodate the buying and selling of securities. The main fac-
tors that affect stock prices are economic conditions, industry trends,
and market trends. 

8. A mutual fund is an investment fund set up and managed by companies
that receive money from many investors. The money from investors is
used to buy and sell a wide variety of stocks or bonds. Mutual funds
allow investors to spread their risk among many investments. Many
different types of mutual funds exist to meet different investment
objectives.

9. Bond prices are affected by interest rates. Higher rates will result in a
bond being sold at a discount. When rates decline, bonds are sold at a
premium. A capital gain is the increase in value between the purchase
price and the maturity value on a bond or other investment. 
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. Price at which a share of stock can be
bought and sold in the stock market

2. Security that has priority over common
stock in the payment of dividends

3. Unsecured, short-term debt instruments
issued by corporations

4. Stated annual interest rate for a bond
5. Corporate bond without collateral
6. Type of debt secured by a specific asset

or property
7. Selling a stock not actually owned

when a lower price is expected
8. An equity security representing owner-

ship in a company with voting rights
9. When a company offers stock to out-

side investors for the first time.
10. Increase in the value between the pur-

chase price and the maturity value
11. Measure of the quality and safety of a

company’s debt
12. Legal agreement to use property that

belongs to another person
13. Business organization where securities

are bought and sold
14. A licensed specialist in the buying and

selling of stocks and bonds
15. Portion of company profits
16. Proportional division of a number of stock shares into a larger number
17. An individual or company that assists with the issuing of new securities

Review Concepts
18. A federal government debt security that pays a variable rate that

increases with consumer prices is ? .
a. T-bill c. T-bond
b. T-note d. I-bond

19. A person interested in current income would select a mutual fund
emphasizing
a. technology stocks c. long-term growth
b. dividends d. foreign government bonds

20. The yield to maturity of a bond would be highest when the bond is
a. sold at a discount c. sold at par
b. sold at a premium d. tax deductible
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a. bond rating
b. capital gain
c. commercial paper
d. common stock
e. coupon rate
f. debenture bond
g. dividend
h. initial public offering

(IPO)
i. investment banker
j. leasing
k. line of credit
l. market value

m. mortgage bond
n. mutual fund
o. preferred stock
p. primary market
q. promissory note
r. secondary market
s. selling short
t. stock exchange
u. stock split
v. stockbroker
w. yield to maturity

(YTM)
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Think Critically
21. What actions might a small company take when needing to borrow

funds?

22. What benefits and drawbacks are associated with leasing?

23. What actions can be taken by a company to improve its bond rating?

24. Describe the role of an investment banker when a company is involved
in mergers and acquisitions. 

25. How can a stock split affect the long-term profits of an investor? 

26. What are the economic benefits of capital gains earned by investors? 

Business Financial Calculations
27. For each of the following situations, calculate the annual yield.

a. stock that cost $56 and earned a dividend of $4.20
b. bond costing $1,000 with annual interest of $106
c. land purchased for $10,000 and sold a year later for $11,600 

28. A bond with a yield of 6.72 percent has dropped 30 basis points. What
is the new yield?

29. You call your broker to sell short, asking to sell 100 shares at $42. Within
three days, the stock drops to $39 a share and you obtain the required
shares. What is the amount of your capital gain in this situation? 

30. You own 40,000 shares of stock of a company, representing 6 percent
ownership. The company plans a 3-for-2 stock split. After the split, 
a. how many shares would you own? 
b. what percentage of the company would you own? 

31. Based on Figure 7-3, answer the following questions.
a. The number of shares traded on Federal Express stock increased by

10 percent the next trading day. How many shares were traded the
next day?

b. What was the closing price of Deere stock on the previous trading
day?

c. Based on the closing price for Mattel, if the company paid an annual
dividend of $1.26, what would be the yield? 

32. What would be the market value (in dollars) for a corporate bond sell-
ing at 97? What would be the market value of a bond selling at 106?
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, The New York Stock
Exchange, to answer the following questions.

33. What activities does the NYSE provide to assist businesses? 

34. How do expanded global business activities affect the NYSE?

35. Describe positive and negative aspects of stock exchange mergers for
companies and investors. 

36. How might technology affect future NYSE activities? 

37. What aspect of the NYSE activities poses the greatest challenge for its
future? What actions would you suggest to address this concern?

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT an item that reflects the financing alternatives used by various
organizations—debt, equity, leasing. This example could be an advertisement,
newspaper or magazine article, a web site, photo, or an actual item. 

CREATE a visual, such as a table or diagram, to summarize the benefits
and drawbacks of the financing methods commonly used by businesses and
other organizations. Use photos, ads, actual items, and drawings to illustrate
the advantages and disadvantages of debt, equity, and leasing.

CONNECT your visual to other aspects of our economy and society or re-
late it to an idea you have learned in another class. Make the connection by
preparing a brief written summary comparing debt, equity, and leasing.

Stock Market Activity
Issuing stock is a major financing activity of most companies. Organizations
may also use debt and leasing. These financing alternatives affect both the
company’s current business activities and its long-term potential. 

Use online and library resources to research the company you have been
studying (or select a different company). 

1. Compare the use of debt and equity by the company. Use the company’s
annual report as well as other research sources. 

2. Determine if the company has recently issued additional stock or bonds.
If so, what was the planned use of these funds? 

3. Describe situations in which the company might use leasing. 

4. Analyze your findings to determine the effect of these financing deci-
sions on the value of the company’s stock. At this point, would you
buy, sell, or hold the stock of this company as an investment for your
current or future personal financial situation? Explain your reasons.
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Planning a Career in Stock Brokerage
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When a company needs to raise
funds through issuing stocks or
bonds, an investment banker will
be involved. Investment banking
firms help companies and govern-
ments issue securities, help investors
purchase securities, manage finan-
cial assets, trade securities, and pro-
vide financial advice. 

Expanded public offerings by
foreign companies and privatization
of firms previously owned by foreign
governments will likely increase
international investment banking
needs.

Stockbrokers work with cus-
tomers when buying or selling
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and
other investment products.

Employment Outlook
■ Opportunities for investment

and financial services sales
agents are expected to grow
about 10 percent over the next
eight years. Most of these jobs
are in securities, commodity
contracts, and other financial
investment activities. 

■ Other opportunities exist with
banks, credit unions, and other
financial institutions. Many
people in this field are self-
employed.

■ Turnover is often high for be-
ginning sales agents who have
not yet established a strong
base of clients. Opportunities
for entry-level positions are
very competitive. 

Job Titles
■ Investment banker

■ Stockbroker

■ Account executive 

■ Registered representative

■ Brokerage sales manager

■ Stock analyst

■ Economist

■ Security sales agent

■ Commodity sales agent

Needed Skills
■ A college degree with knowl-

edge of finance, accounting, and
economics is a basic requirement

■ Sales and interpersonal skills
are vital when working with
clients

■ Research ability and computer
competency to keep informed on
economic and industry trends

■ Knowledge of laws related to
securities and financial markets

■ Securities and commodities
sales agents must pass licensing
exams, such as the Series 7 and
the Series 63 licenses

What’s It Like to Work
in Stock Brokerage? 
“How might the merger affect the
company’s stock price?” “Will the
company’s dividends continue for
the next few years?” 

These are some of the questions
you might address as a stockbroker.
Your ability to attract new clients
and serve existing ones is a key to
success. You will likely work long
hours. Your income may be based
all or partially on commission. 

As you prepare a sales strategy
for your clients, you must assess
their current financial situation and
future needs. Developing a plan to
meet clients’ investment goals will
be the major focus of your work. 

What about you? What ele-
ments of being a stockbroker might
interest you? What additional infor-
mation would you like to have about
this career?
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MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION EVENT
Participants in this event are challenged to use presentation technologies
and software to prepare and deliver their message. Most consumers under-
stand the need to invest for their financial future, but do not have a thorough
understanding of the investment options. You are to create a multimedia
presentation that teaches people about investment options. The presen-
tation should explain stocks, corporate bonds, government bonds, and real
estate as investment options. Each type of investment should be carefully
defined in the presentation. Definitions should be in terms the average con-
sumer understands. The presentation should also emphasize strengths and
weaknesses for each type of investment. 

Presentations can be created by 1 to 3 members, and may be submitted
using only a CD or DVD. Presentations must be at least two (2) and no more
than four (4) minutes in length. They must address the assigned topic, be
well organized, and contain substantiated statements.

The oral presentation is an explanation of the multimedia presentation.
The oral presentation should explain the development and design process,
the use and implementation of innovative technology, the use and devel-
opment of media elements, and copyright issues with pictures, music, and
other features. The individual or team has nine (9) minutes to give the mul-
timedia presentation. Setup time is included in the total presentation time.
A timekeeper will stand at eight (8) minutes. Five (5) points will be deducted
for any presentation over 9 minutes in length. Following the oral presenta-
tion, the judge may conduct a three-minute question-and-answer period
during which the presenters should be prepared to defend all aspects of
their multimedia presentation.

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Explain the development of the topic in the presentation.

■ Explain the development and design process.

■ Demonstrate the use and implementation of innovative technology.

■ Compare customer service offerings.

■ Explain the use and development of graphics, video, and audio.

■ Organize an effective oral presentation.

■ Deliver an effective oral presentation that indicates self-confidence.

Go to the FBLA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why is a multimedia presentation a good way to explain different in-

vestment options?

2. Why should this presentation compare and contrast investments
according to strengths and weaknesses?

3. What is the disadvantage of a presentation that uses too much text?

4. How does the way presenters dress affect the impact of a presentation?
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Commercial and Global Banking 
at Wells Fargo
“What are current rates for a commercial line of credit?” “How can we
best collect funds from our overseas customers?” These are some of the
questions that commercial and international banking experts at Wells
Fargo attempt to answer each day.

Started in 1852, today Wells Fargo is the fifth largest bank in the U.S.,
with about 3,000 branch offices and another 1,000 home mortgage stores.
When the company opened for business in San Francisco and Sacramento,
California, buying and selling gold was a major focus. Between 1852
and 1918, Wells Fargo used a variety of transportation modes to move
gold. These included the Pony Express, stagecoaches, steamships, rail-
roads, and motor vehicles.

Today, the banking services of Wells Fargo are aimed at business
customers that have revenues of $10 million or more. The main focus
of commercial banking is credit. Wells Fargo provides loans to companies
for a variety of purposes. This core product of lending is used to cross-
sell other services, such as managing depository needs, coordinating
stock transfers, and creating letters of credit for international payments.
Working with corporate clients requires developing strong relationships.
Wells Fargo employees serve their customers by servicing new loans, as-
sisting with fund transfers, documenting legal requirements, and sug-
gesting risk management strategies. These activities require staff teams
to support several large corporate clients in a geographic region.

The company also offers global financial services. The Wells Fargo In-
ternational Personal Banking (IPB) program for international customers
provides online access to many banking services. IPB may be used by a
foreign national moving to the U.S. or a U.S. citizen going abroad. Wells
Fargo HSBC Trade Bank is a joint venture between Wells Fargo Bank and
HSBC, the largest bank in the world, based in London. This agreement al-
lows Wells Fargo customers access to 8,000 HSBC offices in 80 countries.
Other international services offered by Wells Fargo include

• Foreign exchange services for buying and selling more than
90 currencies

• Online trade services allowing access to various services for importers
and exporters, including letters of credit

• International treasury management providing cash management
payments and collections around the world

• Consumer remittance accounts used by customers to electronically
send money to Mexico, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and many other inter-
national locations

Think Critically
1. How do the commercial and global banking services at Wells Fargo

serve its business clients?

2. Conduct an Internet search to obtain current information about
the activities of the Wells Fargo Company.

Case STUDY
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IBanking Systems
People often overlook the fact that a bank is a business and they are its cus-
tomers. Similar to stores and factories, a bank is a business that sells services
such as savings accounts, loans, and investments. Banks are regulated more
strictly than most other businesses. If a business fails, some people lose money.
If a bank fails, thousands of people are affected. 

U.S. BANKING HISTORY
Banking in the United States has evolved from local companies in small
towns to multinational corporations. The activities of banks have been af-
fected by historic and economic events.

Federal Currency During Colonial times and just after the American
Revolution, several types of currency circulated. In use were the British
pound and shilling along with a Spanish coin called the real. In 1792, the
Mint Act authorized gold coins in the amounts of $10, $5, and $2.50 along
with $1, 50¢, 25¢, 10¢, and 1¢ silver coins, and 1¢ and 1�2¢ copper coins. 

In 1861, paper currency was first issued by the U.S. government. Prior
to that, paper money in the form of banknotes was issued by individual
banks. Between 1793 and 1861, over 1,500 private banks were allowed to
print their own paper currency, which was backed by the gold in their
vaults. During this time, more than 7,000 different state banknotes were
in circulation. 

First and Second Banks of the U.S. In 1791, despite varied
political opinions, a Bank of the United States was chartered. This bank
was privately owned, with the federal government owning about 20 per-
cent of its capital. During its existence, the first Bank of the United States
helped stabilize the value of currencies in circulation. Continued political
differences resulted in not renewing the bank’s charter when it expired
in 1811.

As conflicting state bank policies and changing economic conditions
continued, a second Bank of the United States was created in 1816. The bank
functioned to better regulate credit and the money supply. State banks, how-
ever, viewed these actions as a threat. In 1836, this bank also went out of
existence when its charter expired.
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Terms
• Federal Reserve System

• reserve requirement

• discount rate

• open market operations

Goals
• Describe the history and

development of banking
in the United States.

8.1 Banks and Other Financial Institutions

• Explain the organization
and activities of commer-
cial banks and other finan-
cial institutions.
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National Banking Act of 1864 During the U.S. Civil War, many
monetary and banking issues surfaced. The National Banking Act of 1864
created the office of the Comptroller of the Currency with the purpose of
chartering national banks. As national banknotes were issued, a high tax
was imposed on state banknotes. This action resulted in the elimination of
state bank currencies and stabilized the value of U.S. banknotes. 

Federal Reserve Act After years of economic crises, in 1913, Congress
created the Federal Reserve System. This central banking network was de-
signed to be flexible for the changing economic needs of the country.

THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
A bank that will not allow you to make deposits is a Federal Reserve Bank,
which is a bank for banks. The was created
to supervise and regulate member banks to help them serve the public ef-
ficiently. All national banks are required to join the Federal Reserve System,
and state banks may join as well. 

Organizational Structure Banks that join the system are known as
member banks. The United States is divided into 12 Federal Reserve districts,
with a central Federal Reserve Bank in each district, as shown in Figure 8-1.
These district reserve banks serve various functions such as handling banking
activities for government agencies and implementing Fed policies. Each re-
gional district bank is governed by a nine-member board of directors.

Federal Reserve System (Fed)

The Federal Reserve SystemFIGURE 8-1
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The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System consists of seven
members, appointed by the President, who serve a 14-year term. The chair
of the Board of Governors, also selected by the President and confirmed by
the Senate, serves a four-year term. There is no limit on the number of terms
a chair may serve.

Federal Reserve Activities A Federal Reserve Bank serves member
banks and the economy in several ways. One service provided by the Fed is
the holding of reserves. Banks cannot lend all of the money they receive
from customers. They are required to keep a part of the money they receive
from customers on deposit with the Federal Reserve System. The percentage
of funds that a bank is required to hold is the This
amount cannot be used for loans. These funds are held in case additional
funds are needed to meet daily customer demand. 

As a result of reserve requirements, a bank will lend only a certain per-
centage of deposits. For example, if a customer deposits $1,000 and the
bank is required to hold 15 percent of all deposits in reserve, the bank can
lend 85 percent of the new deposit, or $850 (100% � 15% � 85%). This
regulation is designed to help the banking system and the economy oper-
ate efficiently and to protect depositors.

Another service of the Federal Reserve System is clearing checks in dif-
ferent cities. Clearing refers to paying checks among different banks in differ-
ent cities. The Fed processes millions of checks each day to make sure that
the correct amounts are added to and subtracted from the appropriate bank
accounts.

Monetary Policy Maintaining an appropriate amount of money in cir-
culation is necessary to avoid inflation and encourage economic growth. The
Fed influences the money supply in three ways.

1. Setting Reserve Requirements As the Fed adjusts the portion of
the deposits that banks must hold, the amount that may be lent out
will increase or decrease. 

2. Changing the Discount Rate The refers to the rate
the Fed charges on loans to member banks. An increase in this rate will
usually increase the cost for mortgages and other loans, resulting in re-
duced borrowing.

3. Buying and Selling Government Securities The process of buying
and selling government securities is called 
The sale of government bonds to banks, for example, results in fewer
funds available for lending. This action reduces the money supply.

OTHER BANK REGULATORY AGENCIES
In addition to the Federal Reserve System, two other federal government
agencies actively monitor the banking industry. 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation The FDIC was created
in 1933 to protect the bank deposits of consumers. During the difficult eco-
nomic times of the early 1930s, many banks failed. The FDIC provides a
federal government guarantee of deposits and maintains stability and pub-
lic confidence in the nation’s banks. Today, the FDIC insures deposits up to
$100,000 per depositor, per bank. 

By using combinations of individual, joint, and trust accounts in differ-
ent financial institutions, you can obtain federal deposit insurance covering

open market operations.

discount rate

reserve requirement.
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amounts greater than $100,000. Be careful, however, since different branch
offices count as the same institution, and mergers in the financial service
industry may bring accounts from different banks together. 

Comptroller of the Currency Regulation of national banks is the
main duty of the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). The
major activities of OCC are

■ Examination of the loans and investments of national banks with regard
to liquidity, risk, and banking laws

■ Review of the bank’s internal controls

■ Evaluation of bank management’s ability to identify and control risk

■ Approval or denial of applications for new bank charters, branches,
capital, or other changes in corporate or banking structure

■ Rules and regulations governing bank investments, lending, and other
banking practices

IFinancial Institutions in Action
The banking system in the United States has become fairly complex as a
result of the demand for services by a growing number of consumers and
business customers. 

BANKING DEPARTMENTS
Banks are usually organized as a corporation. The business elements of the
bank are handled by various departments.

Loan Department Reviewing credit applications and approving loans
are the primary functions of the loan department. Employees must decide
if an applicant is likely to repay the amount borrowed based on past bor-
rowing activity, future income, and any assets pledged as collateral. 

Personal Banking Individuals and households usually represent a sig-
nificant portion of a bank’s customer base. Bankers must provide service
before and after an account is opened to ensure customer satisfaction. Con-
sumers commonly seek savings, checking, and borrowing services.

Commercial Banking Business clients are a major source of revenue
for most banks. Loans, processing cash receipts, making payments, and
transferring funds are some of the many commercial banking services.

International Banking More and more banks are working with com-
panies that do business around the world. These customers expect foreign
exchange services, international money transfers, letters of credit, and ex-
port loans.

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the main activities of the Federal Reserve System?

✓
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Trust Department The control and management of money, invest-
ments, or other property on behalf of customers commonly occurs. This
relationship, called a trust, is an important activity for most banks.

FORMS OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
While a wide variety of financial institutions exist in the United States,
these organizations are commonly viewed in two major categories.

Depository Financial Intermediaries Most people say they are
“going to the bank” even if they are referring to another type of financial
institution. Depository intermediaries have the main functions of storing
money and making loans to stimulate economic growth.

1. Commercial banks most often offer the widest range of services to both
individuals and business customers. 

2. Savings and loan (S&L) associations traditionally specialize in savings
accounts and home mortgages.

3. Mutual savings banks, also specializing in savings and mortgages, are
owned by depositors rather than by stockholders. 

4. Credit unions are nonprofit financial organizations that offer services
to meet the needs of their owner-customers. 

Non-Depository Financial Intermediaries Customers needing
financial services are also served by non-depository financial intermediaries.

1. Life insurance companies provide financial protection for the dependents
of people who purchase the policies. 

2. Investment companies focus their efforts on pooling funds from many
people to select investments with growth opportunities. 

3. Consumer finance companies emphasize loans to individuals for motor
vehicles, appliances, and other major purchases. 

4. Mortgage companies have the primary function of lending money for
home buying. 

5. Credit card companies mainly offer buying convenience for consumers
who want to delay payment for their purchases. 

Changing Competitive Environment Non-deposit financial in-
stitutions have expanded the services they offer. For example, insurance
companies often provide financial planning and investment advice. In ad-
dition, services of non-depository intermediaries have been added to many
depository companies. Many banks sell various investments to customers in
addition to traditional savings plans. Most credit unions provide mortgages
along with other types of loans. 

For several years, the concept of a financial supermarket has existed. These
financial institutions offer a complete range of services. Often these financial
supermarkets started as a traditional financial business and expanded their
services. One advantage of financial supermarkets is one-stop shopping.
This convenience must be weighed against possible higher costs and reduced
personalized service. Also, some of these financial institutions are not cov-
ered by federal deposit insurance. 

Another activity to attract customers is offering an all-in-one account,
also called an asset management account or a cash management account. For a

t e a m w o r k
A wide variety of
choices are available
as to which financial
institution a person or
business may use. In
your team, prepare a
list of questions that you
would ask when choos-
ing among various
financial institutions.
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single fee, investment brokers and others provide a checking account, a debit
card, a credit card, online banking, as well as a line of credit for obtaining
quick cash loans. These accounts also provide access to stock, bond, mutual
fund, and other types of investments.

The competitive environment of financial institutions has been influ-
enced by online banking activities. Electronic banking with virtual branch
offices has changed the expectations and behaviors of bank customers. In
the past, banks were only open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Today, customers have 24-hour access to banking activities
anywhere in the world.

Comparing Financial Institutions Always balance your needs
with the conditions imposed upon you. When you are not satisfied, shop
around! To obtain the best value for your financial services dollar, consider
the following guidelines.

1. Services Offered In general, select the checking account with the
lowest costs. Locate the best interest rate on your savings. Find the
lowest interest rate for loans.

2. Safety Be sure your financial institution is insured by the FDIC or
by the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund for credit unions.
When doing business with an investment broker, look for Securities
Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC) coverage. The SIPC exists to
protect investors when their brokerage firm is closed due to bankruptcy
or other financial difficulties.

3. Convenience Decide if you want 24-hour banking or branch offices
near your home. A tradeoff usually exists between more convenience
and higher costs.

4. Fees and Charges Financial services have costs. Compare your needs
with the price you pay. A small ATM fee or checking account service
charge can add up to hundreds of dollars in a short time.

Competitive banks provide convenience for their customers.
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5. Restrictions Costs are not always measured in dollars. If you must
keep $500 on deposit for a “free” checking account, you may lose the
opportunity to earn interest on those funds at a better rate elsewhere.

c h e c k p o i n t

How do depository and non-depository financial intermediaries differ?

✓

High-Cost Financial Service Companies
Some people pay $8 to cash a $100 check, or they pay $20 to borrow
$100 for two weeks. Many people without access to traditional financial
institutions, especially low-income consumers, use financial service busi-
nesses that are very expensive. 
Pawnshops make loans based on the value of tangible possessions such
as jewelry. Many low- and moderate-income families use these companies
to obtain cash loans quickly. Pawnshops charge higher fees than other
financial institutions. While states regulate the interest rates charged by
pawnshops, 3 percent a month or higher is common.
Check-cashing outlets are used to obtain cash by people who do not
have a bank account. The more than 6,000 check-cashing outlets (CCOs)
in the U.S. charge anywhere from 1 to 20 percent of the face value of a
check; the average cost is between 2 and 3 percent. For a low-income
family, that can be a significant portion of the total household budget.
CCOs also offer other services, including electronic tax filing, money or-
ders, private postal boxes, utility bill payment, and the sale of bus and
subway tokens.
Payday loans are also referred to as cash advances, check advance loans,
postdated check loans, and delayed deposit loans. Desperate borrowers
pay annual interest rates that sometimes exceed 1,000 percent to obtain
needed cash. Payday loans are most commonly used by workers trapped
in debt. In a typical payday loan, a consumer writes a personal check for
$115 to borrow $100 for 14 days. The payday lender agrees to hold the
check until the next payday. This $15 finance charge for the 14 days
translates into an annual percentage rate of 391 percent. Some consumers
“roll over” their loans, paying another $15 for the $100 loan for the next
14 days. After a few rollovers, the finance charges can exceed the amount
borrowed.
Rent-to-own centers allow consumers to obtain televisions, comput-
ers, furniture, and appliances with a low initial payment. The leased
products may be owned after a certain number of payments. One case
in Wisconsin, with more than 10,000 complainants, accused the rental
chain of illegally charging interest rates as high as 100 percent to rent
televisions and other appliances, often to customers in low-income areas. 

Think Critically
1. Why do high-cost financial services exist?
2. What actions might be taken by consumers to avoid these high-cost

financial services?

ethicsa question of
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8.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. To increase the money supply, the Fed would
a. lower the discount rate
b. raise the discount rate
c. raise the reserve requirement
d. sell government securities

2. True or False? The first Bank of the United States later became the
Federal Reserve System.

3. When creating a national bank, a charter must be obtained from
a. the Federal Reserve System
b. a state banking regulatory agency
c. the Comptroller of the Currency
d. the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

4. True or False? A life insurance company is an example of a non-
depository financial intermediary. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. History Conduct research on state banknotes used in the United

States between 1793 and 1861. Prepare a visual summary of the
various types of paper currency issued by state banks. 

6. Law Obtain information on the legal powers of the Federal Reserve
System, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency, or the Securities Investor Protection
Corporation. Write a one-page summary of your findings.

7. Economics Research recent trends in the level of interest rates, the
money supply, and consumer prices. What actions have been taken
by the Fed to influence these economic factors? 

8. Communication Conduct research online or in person about the
various departments and services of a specific bank. Create a poster,
a computer presentation, or a 3-D model of the various departments
of the bank. 

9. Math A bank is required to maintain a 14 percent reserve require-
ment and has deposits of $54,000. 
a. What amount must be kept on reserve, and what amount may

be lent out? 
b. If the total amount lent out was deposited in other banks, how

much of those funds would be required to be kept on reserve?
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IConsumer Services
The financial services available to consumers are continually evolving as a
result of technology, changing laws, and new competition. As shown in
Figure 8-2, these services may be viewed in five major categories. 

Terms
• automatic teller machine

(ATM)

• debit card

• safe-deposit box

Goals
• Describe financial services

commonly used by con-
sumers.

• Identify types of com-
mercial banking services.

8.2 Financial Services

• trust

• lock box

• commercial lending

Consumer Financial Services

FIGURE 8-2
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ELECTRONIC BANKING
Electronic funds transfer (EFT) refers to the use of computers and other tech-
nology for banking activities. Electronic banking services include the use of
automated teller machines, point-of-sale transactions, direct deposit, and
automatic bill payment. Online banking with a computer allows a customer
to assess many financial services.

Automatic Teller Machines An
more commonly called a cash machine, allows many banking services. A

or cash card, is used for ATM transactions. 
A debit card is different from a credit card. With the debit card you are

obtaining or using money that is in your account. With a credit card, you
are borrowing to pay later. A lost or stolen debit card can be expensive. If
you notify the financial institution within two days of the lost card, your
liability for unauthorized use is $50. After that, you can be liable for up to
$500 of unauthorized use for up to 60 days. 

debit card,

automatic teller machine (ATM),
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ATM services have expanded to provide other types of transactions.
These machines can be used to buy bus passes, postage stamps, and gift cer-
tificates. Be aware that many banks charge fees for ATM usage. To minimize
these fees, compare rates at different financial institutions. Use your bank’s
ATMs to avoid surcharges. Withdraw larger amounts to avoid fees in several
small transactions.

Point-of-Sale Payments In a point-of-sale transaction, merchants ac-
cept debit cards to pay for purchases. Most gas stations, stores, and restau-
rants accept this type of payment. Vending machines that accept debit cards
are becoming more common.

Direct Deposit Many persons use direct deposit for paychecks and
government payments. Funds are deposited electronically and available
automatically.

Automatic Bill Payments Each month, many people pay their rent,
mortgage, loans, utilities, and other bills without doing anything. Automatic
bill payment requires a bank customer to authorize preset amounts for monthly
expenses. The payments are deducted from the specified account and trans-
ferred to the appropriate companies. 

Online Banking Computers and many cell phones have become bank
branches. Developments in technology have created a cyber-banking network
that allows customers to
check balances, transfer
funds, and make payments
anywhere, anytime. While
most traditional financial
institutions offer online
banking services, Web-only
banks also exist. For exam-
ple, NetBank and E*Trade
Bank operate only online
while also providing cus-
tomers access to ATMs.

SAVINGS SERVICES
Safe storage of funds for
future use is a common
need. One of the main
services that financial
institutions offer is accept-
ing money from customers
for safekeeping. Various
types of savings plans are
available for this purpose.
These range from basic
savings accounts and
certificates of deposit to
money market accounts
and various types of retire-
ment accounts.

A giro is a payment
used in Europe in
which account holders
instruct that funds be
transferred from their
bank to the account of
a person to be paid.
Today, most giros are
processed electronically.

ATMs are one type of electronic banking service most
financial institutions provide.
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PAYMENT SERVICES
The ability to transfer money to others is necessary for daily business activi-
ties. Money deposited in a checking account can be used by writing a check.
Other types of payment services include debit cards and online automatic
withdrawals.

Checking Accounts While the number of checks written each year
declines, checking accounts are still important for businesses and individu-
als. A variety of types of checking accounts exist to serve the needs of indi-
viduals and businesses. When selecting a checking account, you should
consider these factors.

■ Minimum balance required to avoid a service charge

■ Interest rate earned on the account, if any

■ Monthly service charge

■ Amount of other fees, such as for printing of checks and stop payment
orders

■ Availability of other services, such as online banking

Today, stores and other businesses process a check at the time of pur-
chase using an electronic check conversion (ECC) system. The check moves
through an ECC reader to obtain the amount, account number, and bank
information. After processing, the paper check may be returned to the cus-
tomer marked “void.”

Debit Cards Most retail stores, restaurants, and other businesses accept
debit cards issued by Visa and MasterCard. When the debit card transaction
is processed, the amount of the purchase is deducted from the checking ac-

count. Most debit cards work
in two ways.

1. You sign a receipt, simi-
lar to when you use a
credit card

2. You are asked to provide
your personal identifica-
tion number (PIN), simi-
lar to when you use an
ATM

Online Payments
Banks and Internet com-
panies serve as third parties
to facilitate online bill pay-
ments. Some of these include
PayPal, CheckFree, and
Paytrust. When using these
services, be sure to consider
the monthly charge as well
as online security and cus-
tomer service availability.
Also on the Web are “cyber-
cash” or “e-cash” servicesMany people now pay bills online.
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designed to serve as financial intermediaries. These organizations create their
own e-money that serves as a medium of exchange for online transactions.

Other Electronic Payment Methods Stored-value cards are prepaid
cards for such items as cell phone service, transit fares, highway tolls, laun-
dry service, and school lunches. While some of these stored-value cards are
disposable, others can be recharged with an additional amount.

Smart cards, also called “electronic wallets,” are similar to ATM cards.
An imbedded microchip can store prepaid amounts as well as information
about account balances, transaction records, insurance information, and
medical history.

LENDING SERVICES
Most people, businesses, and governments borrow money at some time. For
example, a business may want to borrow money to build a new warehouse
or buy products to resell. Individuals may borrow to buy a car or pay college
tuition. Interest earned on loans is a major source of bank income. 

Banks offer various types of lending services. These include auto loans,
business loans, and mortgages. Credit cards allow users to buy items such as
clothing or sports equipment. When a bank issues the credit card, the user
is borrowing money from the bank. 

Another way that banks lend money is by sending a few checks with a
customer’s credit card statement. The customer can use one of the checks to
obtain cash or to pay a bill. If the customer uses the checks, the amount of
each check is charged to the customer’s credit card account. In effect, the
amount of the check is a loan. Be aware that this type of loan is often more
expensive than other kinds of credit. 

OTHER FINANCIAL SERVICES
Banks and other financial institutions offer other services to individual con-
sumers and households. 

Storage of Valuables Banks offer where customers
can store valuables. Because these boxes are in well-guarded vaults, they are
safe places to keep valuables such as jewelry, rare coins, investment certifi-
cates, birth certificates, wills, and insurance policies. 

The box can be opened only by the customer or by someone who has
been given the right to open it. Not even a bank has the right to open a
safe-deposit box unless it is ordered to do so by a court. Safe-deposit boxes
are rented by the year and come in a variety of sizes.

Investment Advice Many financial institutions help customers by of-
fering financial advice and investment services. These advisors can assist
customers about whether it is wise to buy a certain house, how to manage
money better, or how to exchange U.S. funds for foreign currency. Most
banks offer advice on investing savings to earn more money. Types of invest-
ments include government bonds, stocks, and mutual funds.

Management of Trusts Many banks manage investments on behalf
of customers. A is the legal agreement for one party to control prop-
erty for the benefit of another. When this situation exists, the money or
other property that is turned over for the bank to manage is said to be held

trust

safe-deposit boxes
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t e a m w o r k
The future of banking
is limited only by the
imagination of people
developing technology.
In your group, create a
written description of
ways in which people
may use banking
services in the future.
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in trust. This service can be offered through a trust company or through
trust departments in banks.

Trusts are used by people of all ages, but they are especially useful for
young people and for some elderly people. A young person who inherits
money may not have the skill and experience to manage it wisely. Elderly
people who are ill may ask the trust department of a bank to manage their
money. The bank makes investments and keeps the customers informed
about what is happening to their money.

c h e c k p o i n t

What electronic banking services are commonly available for 
consumers?

✓

topicstechnology

Body Part Banking
“Look into the camera for your account balance.” “Place your finger on
scanner to authorize payment.” Biometry is the analysis of biological ob-
servations, and its use in personal identification is not new. For centuries,
scars, complexion, eye color, and height have been used to identify peo-
ple. Today, technology known as biometrics allows for banking and other
security activities based on physical features.

Fingerprint Verification Bank of America created a program to use a
person’s fingerprint to give individuals access to their online banking ser-
vices. Law enforcement agencies have long used fingerprint identification
techniques. While it is quite accurate, flaws exist. For banking, a chip is
used to store a customer’s fingerprint. A payment or funds transfer would
be authorized when the customer places a finger on a small scanner.

Iris Scanning The pattern of every person’s iris is unique. Scanning the
characteristics of your eyeball may someday be used as a bank account
password or to allow access to your computer. Cameras exist that allow
the iris to be scanned from a distance of two or three feet.

Voice Recognition Customers at the American Savings Bank in Hawaii
no longer have to enter a number to access their account. Using a voice-
activated response system, customers are able to obtain an account bal-
ance or make a money transfer. 

Hand Geometry This biometric system measures physical characteris-
tics of the hand or fingers. Using a three-dimensional view, this technol-
ogy allows workers to access a secure area and may be used in the
future to permit banking transactions. In a similar way, Mr. Payroll face
recognition machines compare two images of the face to authorize
check cashing.

Think Critically
1. What concerns might be associated with biometric banking activities?
2. Conduct an Internet search to obtain additional information on recent

technology being used in banking transactions.



ICommercial Banking
In addition to consumers, banks and other fi-
nancial institutions serve the needs of business
organizations.

CASH MANAGEMENT
The inflow and outflow of funds is a vital ele-
ment of every business. Banks provide ser-
vices to assist with cash receipts and payments.

Cash Receipts Collection of cash, checks,
and other receipts is a common commercial
banking service. A is a secured
postal box used to receive customer pay-
ments. A bank collects receipts from the lock
box and deposits the funds into the company’s account. The business is then
notified of the total amount received. A bank may collect receipts from the
lock box several times in a business day.

Cash Payments Most often, a checking account is the basis of a com-
pany’s cash disbursements. In addition, electronic payment systems are
gaining in popularity for payment activities and transfer of funds. 

BUSINESS LOANS
Every business organization will likely use credit at some point.

refers to loans to businesses. 

Commercial Loan Purposes Business loans include

■ Real estate in the form of buildings or land
■ Construction of new or expanded buildings or other facilities
■ Equipment needs, such as new machinery or replacement of

depreciated vehicles
■ Operations, such as financing for repairs, additional inventory, or

covering unexpected business costs

Commercial lending

lock box
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The Small Business Administration maintains
a web site with helpful information for small
businesses. Access thomsonedu.com/school/
busfinance and click on the link for Chapter 8.
What information is available on starting a
business?

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

Banks serve the needs of businesses by offering credit in the form of business loans.
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Types of Commercial Loans Common commercial lending activities
include

■ Term loans, usually from one to five years, used to obtain cash for the
purchase of equipment, buildings, land, or to update business facilities

■ A line of credit allowing a business to obtain additional funds up to a
certain amount without a new loan application

■ Company credit cards, which may be used by employees when travel-
ing on business or for other company-related expenses

■ Contract financing to finance a project from which income will not be
received until it is near completion

■ Bridge loans for temporary borrowing between a loan and longer-term
financing

■ Asset-based lending, a secured business loan in which the borrower
pledges a specific company asset to serve as collateral

BUSINESS ASSISTANCE
Banks work with businesses, both large and small, to improve their ratio of
success. Continued financial growth of companies also benefits banks. As
businesses grow, they will increase their use of banking services. In an effort
to help companies succeed, banks offer several services. 

Information Services Knowledge of technology, inventory methods,
financial planning, economic conditions, and government regulations is a
key to success. Banks often offer information to companies through personal
contact or group seminars. These programs help small and medium-sized
businesses adapt to changing market conditions, expand revenue sources,
and reduce costs.

Small Business Administration Programs Banks often work
with the Small Business Administration (SBA), a federal government agency
that was created to assist and counsel small companies. SBA guidelines for
defining a “small business” are based on the number of employees and
amount of revenue. These criteria vary for different types of industries. 

The SBA coordinates with banks to implement its loan programs. While
some direct loans are provided by the SBA, the majority of its efforts involve
guaranteeing bank loans to small businesses. SBA programs also include as-
sistance to obtain federal contracts, business management guidance, and
specialized efforts for women, minorities, and armed forces veterans. 

Since the SBA started in 1953, about 20 million small businesses have
received help from one of its programs. Each year, the SBA backs more than
$12 billion in loans to assist various types of small businesses. 
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c h e c k p o i n t

What are the main commercial services offered by banks?

✓
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8.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The electronic banking service that would be used to transfer funds
each month for a mortgage is 
a. direct deposit
b. automatic bill payment
c. point-of-sale payment
d. prepaid debit card

2. True or False? Using a debit card is similar to writing a check.

3. An example of a commercial banking service is
a. a safe deposit box 
b. a bridge loan
c. an individual checking account
d. a home equity line of credit

4. True or False? Trust management is a type of electronic banking
service.

5. A legal agreement created when one party manages property for
the benefit of another is a 
a. trust
b. safe-deposit box
c. direct deposit
d. debit card

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Technology Conduct a survey of 10 to 15 people about their use

of online banking. What services did they use, and how often?
Create a table or graph in a spreadsheet program to report your
findings.

7. Research Locate examples of online payment services and “cyber-
cash” companies. What services are provided? What concerns
might be associated with these services? Write a summary of your
findings.

8. Culture Research financial services and payment methods com-
monly used in various countries around the world. Prepare a written
summary of your findings.

9. Communication Talk to a local business owner or a small business
manager. Obtain information about the types of commercial bank-
ing services used. Prepare a brief oral summary.



IGlobal Banking Activities
Many of today’s financial services started hundreds and even thousands of
years ago. As trade took place among geographic regions, savings accounts,
loans, and other banking activities developed. 

EARLY INTERNATIONAL BANKING
Evidence exists that banking activities have been in operation for thousands
of years. In many societies as early as 2000 BC there were financial activities
such as bank deposits, loans, and coining of money. 

Ancient Civilizations The valued treasures of ancient Babylonia were
the basis of lending money. Religious temples were used as safe-deposit
vaults to store valued items. Coins were first used in Greece starting around
500 BC.

The Roman Empire took many of these innovations to the next level.
Their banking system included receipt of savings deposits and loans for var-
ied purposes.

European Developments As European explorers expanded trade in
the 1400s, banking experienced a renewal. In Italy, moneychangers served
the purpose of exchanging currencies from various regions, allowing traders
to obtain payment in their home currency.

One of the first enterprises to offer an array of banking services, includ-
ing checking accounts, was the Bank of Barcelona (Spain). Within a few years,
similar banks developed in Amsterdam (The Netherlands), Venice (Italy),
and Hamburg (Germany).

In 1800, Napoleon started the Bank of France, which had a strong finan-
cial influence in Europe from that point. In Britain, early banking activities
were conducted by goldsmiths. They provided safekeeping of valuables and
lent money. Gold and silver served as an assurance that the paper money
being used was backed by a tangible, valuable asset. 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND BANKING
Expanded global trade is accompanied by a growth of international banking.
Financing of international transactions is generally handled by banks and
other financial institutions. Today, nearly 100 U.S. banks have more than
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Terms
• World Bank

• International Monetary
Fund

• development bank

Goals
• Describe the development

of international banking
activities.

8.3 International Banking

• Identify organizations
that assist with inter-
national finance activities.
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1,000 foreign branches. In addition, over 250 foreign banks have offices in
the United States.

Because of the expansion of foreign banks in the U.S., Congress passed
the International Banking Act in 1978. This legislation requires foreign banks
operating in the United States to operate under federal banking regulations.
These global companies are required to have deposit insurance in order to
do business in the United States.

Increased international banking activity has resulted in more standard-
ized regulations across borders. In recent years, over 100 countries agreed to
a global standard for evaluating the financial stability of banks. Banks are
required to maintain a certain ratio of capital to reduce the risk of bank fail-
ure. However, tradition and economic conditions can create differences
among the banking activities in various geographic regions. 

Africa Less than half of South Africans have access to a bank and its ser-
vices, due to distance and lack of documentation of income and address. In
addition, the bank fees in the country are some of the highest anywhere.
Cell phones in South Africa allow workers to transfer funds hundreds of
miles to their families in rural areas. This electronic money can then be used
in the local village to buy food and other items. The more than 80 million
cell phones users in Africa are able to take advantage of technology to expand
business activities and serve family needs.

Asia After the currency crisis in the late 1990s, profits of Japanese banks
declined from a gain of $7 billion to a loss of $50 billion. Major banks have
realized the need to downsize their scope and focus on specialized services.
In contrast to the Asian multinational banks, countries such as Cambodia,
Laos, and Vietnam still have areas where more traditional, informal banking
takes place. Currency exchange activities and lending can occur with street
traders as well as in more formalized bank settings. 

Europe Expansion of the European Union (EU) to 25 member nations
and attempts to completely integrate financial services created several

As technology makes the world smaller, global banking activities increase.
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banking challenges. Conflicting banking regulations in various countries
reduce the opportunity for standardization. Many local financial markets
are set in their traditions, creating an additional barrier to EU banking
integration.

The use of the euro as the official currency is another area of diversity.
Long-time EU members Britain, Denmark, and Sweden have opted not to
use the euro. Recently admitted members, including the Czech Republic,
Hungary, Poland, Slovenia, and Slovakia, hope to meet the economic re-
quirements that will allow them to become part of the euro zone.

Latin America Banking customers in Brazil usually do business with
one of the three large banks in the country: Itaú, Bradesco, and Unibanco.
These organizations dominated the industry with their thousands of
agências (“storefront” agencies) and postos (“customer-site” agencies) along
with caixas automáticos (ATMs). These many branches resulted when local
areas desired a banking office as a status symbol for their region.

Brazilians do not usually mail checks. Most bills come printed with a
bank payment slip. Customers may walk in to a bank branch and pay with
a check, cash, or a bank card. Or, the payment may be made at an ATM
using the bar code identification on the form. More and more Brazilians are
using the Internet to make payments.

Middle East No formal money and banking system existed in the Mid-
dle East until 1952 when the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) was
created. Previous to that, foreign coins served the monetary needs of the
region. Most of the coins had a value based on their gold or silver content. 

The main function of SAMA was to maintain a stable currency value.
This central bank used various monetary policy actions, including the setting
of interest rates that commercial banks may charge and selling government
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The World Bank provides funds to less-developed countries for infrastructure
improvements in transportation and utilities.
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securities to cover budgetary and balance of payments needs. SAMA also
regulated various financial institutions (commercial banks, exchange dealers,
and moneychangers) and handled receipts and payments of government
funds.

c h e c k p o i n t

What relationship exists between international trade and global
banking activities?

✓

IGlobal Financial Organizations
International banking transactions go beyond financial institutions. Several
international agencies exist to promote business activities and economic
development.

WORLD BANK
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, more com-
monly called the was created in 1944 to provide loans for re-
building after World War II. Today, the World Bank has the main function
of providing economic assistance to less-developed countries. These funds
are used to build communications networks, transportation systems, and
utility plants.

The World Bank, with over 180 member countries, has two main divisions.
The International Development Association (IDA) makes funds available to
help developing economies. These loans can be paid back over many years
(up to 50) and have very low interest rates. The International Finance Cor-
poration (IFC) provides capital and technical assistance to businesses in na-
tions with limited resources. The IFC encourages joint ventures between
foreign and local companies to stimulate capital investments in the devel-
oping nation. 

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
The is an agency that helps promote
economic cooperation by maintaining an orderly system of international
trade and exchange rates. The IMF was established in 1946, when economic
interdependence among nations was escalating at a greater pace than ever
before in history.

Before the International Monetary Fund, a country could frequently
change the value of its currency to attract more foreign customers. Then as
other countries lost business, they would impose trade restrictions or lower
the value of their currency. As one nation tried to outdo another, a trade
war often resulted. Today, cooperation among IMF nations creates a more
orderly trade and monetary exchange.

The IMF, with over 180 member nations, is a cooperative deposit bank
that provides assistance to countries experiencing balance of payment diffi-
culties. When a nation’s debt increases, its currency declines in value, result-
ing in even more debt. High debt payments mean less money is available

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

World Bank,

Several years ago,
Ghana had inflation
of over 100 percent
and quickly declining
exports. The IMF sug-
gested various import
controls and lower
tax rates to stimulate
economic gowth for
Ghana.



for the country to improve its economic development. To prevent this situ-
ation, the International Monetary Fund has three main duties.

1. Analyze Economic Situations In an attempt to help countries
avoid economic problems, the IMF will monitor a country’s trade, bor-
rowing, and government spending.

2. Suggest Economic Policies After analyzing the economic focus of a
nation, the IMF will suggest actions to improve the situation. If a coun-
try imposes restrictions that limit foreign trade, for example, the IMF
may recommend changes to encourage global business activities.

3. Provide Loans When a country has high foreign debt, the IMF lends
money to help avoid major economic difficulties. These low-interest
loans can keep a country from experiencing an escalating trade deficit
and a declining currency value. 

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Created in 1961, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (OECD) has 30 member countries. These industrialized nations have
a commitment to democratic government and the market economy. In
addition to its members, OECD works directly with 70 other countries to ex-
pand free trade and encourage economic development among developing
economies. OECD also identifies polices to develop appropriate governance
by both governments and corporations. Recommendations are offered to
promote sustainable development and scientific innovation. 

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS
Other regional organizations exist to help less-developed countries reduce
poverty and expand economic activities. A is an orga-
nization of several countries created to provide financing for economic de-
velopment to countries in a region.

development bank
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Development banks provide assistance to create sustainable economic growth.
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Inter-American Development Bank In Latin America and the
Caribbean, the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) was established in
1959. The IDB exists to provide funds and technical assistance programs to
enhance economic and social development. The IDB uses a major portion
of its resources for the smaller economies in the region. The agency works
closely with the IMF and the World Bank, and will often co-finance reforms,
projects, and programs. The success of the IDB has resulted in other regions
creating their own development banks. 

Asian Development Bank With more than 60 member countries
(47 in Asia), the Asian Development Bank (ADB) has the goal of improving
economic development and quality of life for people in Asia and the Pacific.
A strong emphasis is placed on serving the nearly two billion in the region
who live on less than $2 a day. 

The ADB provides public policy discussions, loans, technical assistance,
grants, and guarantees. With headquarters in Manila and 26 other offices
around the world, the organization employees more than 2,000 employees
from over 50 countries.

African Development Bank Dedicated to reducing poverty and im-
proving the lives of people in Africa, the African Development Bank imple-
ments a variety of economic and social programs. Loans, equity investments,
and technical assistance are the main tools used to achieve its goals. 

Members in the organization include 53 African countries and 24 non-
African countries from the Americas, Asia, and Europe. Established in 1964,
every action of the African Development Bank is aimed at creating sustain-
able economic growth and regional economic cooperation. 

Other Regional Development Banks The reduction of poverty
and expansion of economic activities are concerns throughout the world.
Other examples of regional development banks include the Caribbean De-
velopment Bank, the Central American Bank for Economic Integration, the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and the Islamic

t e a m w o r k
Many countries con-
tinue to face difficult
economic situations.
In your team, develop
a list of actions that
could be taken to
encourage improved
business development
and expanded eco-
nomic growth in various
geographic regions.

Low-interest loans for business needs can support and enhance economic 
development.
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Development Bank. These organizations attempt to stimulate business
development and foreign trade and thereby creating jobs and improving
quality of life.
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c h e c k p o i n t

What is the purpose of a regional development bank?

✓

in actionbusiness

Central Banks and Government Financial 
Activities
Every local and national government uses banking services. Like businesses,
government agencies must receive, pay, save, and borrow funds. In nearly
every country of the world, a central bank exists. These state-owned
agencies provide governments with banking services. Every central bank
serves one or more of these functions.

1. Maintain a stable money supply using monetary policy tools.

2. Issue adequate amounts of currency to facilitate business activities.

3. Manage the receipts and payments of government agencies.

4. Provide loans for government agencies and other enterprises.

5. License commercial banks operating in the country.

In some countries these financial agencies are called reserve banks or a
monetary authority. Names of central banks around the world include the
Reserve Bank of India, the Monetary Authority of Singapore, the Brunei
Currency Board, the Central Bank of Cyprus, the Czech National Bank,
and the Bank of England.

In some situations, a central bank may have authority over several
countries. The European Central Bank, based in Frankfort, Germany, is
the central bank for the European Monetary Union (EMU), consisting of
EU members that use the euro as their official currency. These “euro zone”
countries are all served by one central bank. Each member country also
has its own central bank that works with the European Central Bank. The
Central Bank of West Africa States issues a monetary unit called the franc
for the African Financial Community. This currency is used in eight coun-
tries (Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea Bissau, Côte d’Ivoire, Mali, Niger,
Senegal, and Togo). These countries are also referred to as the West
African Monetary Union (WAMU).

While the primary role of central banks is to provide governments
with financial services, they also assist businesses and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs). The regulation of banking activities along with
a stable currency provides a beneficial economic environment for all
participants.

Think Critically
1. How do central banks serve the people of a country? 
2. Conduct an Internet search on a central bank in another region of the

world. Obtain information about its structure, authority, and activities.
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8.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Early banking activities in ancient civilizations included
a. online banking
b. coins made from precious metals
c. checking accounts that earned interest
d. credit cards

2. True or False? The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund
both provide loans to countries to stimulate economic development.

3. The organization most likely to meet the local needs of a country
when improving its economic situation would be the 
a. World Bank
b. International Monetary Fund
c. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
d. Regional Development Bank

4. True or False? A regional development bank has the main purpose
of helping a country stabilize the value of its currency.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. History Locate photos or drawings of early banking activities. Pre-

pare a visual presentation and a short written summary of your
findings.

6. Global Business Research the banking activities in a geographic
region. What types of banking institutions and financial services are
commonly used in countries in that area?

7. Research Conduct research on recent activities of the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund. Prepare a brief oral summary
of your findings.

8. Geography Select one of the regional development banks discussed
in this lesson. Locate a map and indicate the countries that are served
by this bank. Obtain additional information on recent activities of
the development bank.



Chapter 8 Assessment

Summary
8.1 BANKS AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

1. The First and Second Banks of the U.S. were early attempts to create a
stable monetary system. Due to political differences, neither bank had
its charter renewed when it expired. The Federal Reserve System was
created to supervise and regulate member banks to help them serve the
public efficiently. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
and the Comptroller of the Currency protect banking customers and
regulate the activities of national banks. 

2. The main departments of most banks are the loan department, per-
sonal banking, commercial banking, international banking, and the
trust department. The two main types of financial intermediaries are
depository and non-depository. In recent years, nearly all financial
institutions have begun to offer a wider variety of financial services.

8.2 FINANCIAL SERVICES

3. The main categories of financial services used by consumers are elec-
tronic banking, savings, payments, lending, and other services such
as safe-deposit boxes, investment advice, and trust management.

4. Commercial banking services include cash management, business loans,
and business assistance.

8.3 INTERNATIONAL BANKING

5. As early as 2000 BC, banking activities included accepting deposits,
making loans, and coining money. Expanded global trade is accom-
panied by a growth of international banking. Banking activities in
various geographic regions are affected by tradition and economic
conditions.

6. The World Bank has the main function of providing economic assis-
tance to less-developed countries. The International Monetary Fund
promotes economic cooperation by maintaining an orderly system of
international trade and exchange rates. Regional development banks
exist to assist less-developed countries reduce poverty and expand
economic activities.
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. Electronic banking service machine,
more commonly called a cash machine

2. Rate the Fed charges on loans to
member banks

3. Secured postal box used to receive
customer payments

4. International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development; created in 1944 to
provide loans for rebuilding after
World War II

5. Card that allows user to obtain or use
money from a checking account

6. Process of buying and selling govern-
ment securities

7. Percentage of funds that a bank is
required to hold

8. Loans to business enterprises for vari-
ous company needs

9. Boxes in well-guarded bank vaults,
rented by customers to store valuable objects and documents

10. Agency that helps promote economic cooperation by maintaining an
orderly system of international trade and exchange rates

Review Concepts
11. The monetary policy of the Federal Reserve System refers to

a. lending to assist poor countries
b. borrowing by the federal government to pay for public services
c. maintaining an appropriate amount of money in circulation
d. influencing the exchange rate of currencies in different countries

12. Deposits of consumers are protected from loss by the 
a. Federal Reserve System
b. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
c. Comptroller of the Currency
d. World Bank

13. Maintaining an orderly system of currency exchange rates is a primary
function of the 
a. International Monetary Fund
b. Federal Reserve System
c. World Bank
d. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

14. A ? has the primary purpose of lending money for home buying.
a. bank c. credit union
b. life insurance company d. mortgage company
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a. automatic teller
machine (ATM) 

b. commercial lending 
c. debit card
d. development bank
e. discount rate
f. Federal Reserve

System
g. International

Monetary Fund (IMF)
h. lock box
i. open market

operations
j. reserve requirement
k. safe-deposit box
l. trust

m. World Bank



Chapter 8 Assessment

Think Critically
15. Monetary policy refers to Federal Reserve actions to influence the money

supply and economic conditions. Fiscal policy is spending and taxing
by the government, which can also affect economic conditions. De-
scribe how changes in spending and taxes can affect economic activities.

16. The Community Reinvestment Act requires that financial institutions
provide loans and other funds to assist low-income people with home
purchases and for starting businesses. What are the benefits of this
federal legislation? 

17. As more financial institutions offer a wider variety of services, does
competition between them increase or decrease? Explain your answer. 

18. Increased use of technology for banking creates convenience for cus-
tomers. What are some concerns associated with electronic banking
activities?

19. Should restrictions be placed on foreign banks doing business in the
United States? Explain your answer. 

20. Environmentally-friendly sustainable development is a goal of many
governments and organizations. How might this goal be achieved? 

Business Financial Calculations
21. During a recent six-month period, a customer’s balances were April,

$148; May, $201.97; June, $101.61; July, $418.53; August, $248.29;
and September, $154.36. Monthly service charges for a checking
account are based on the bank’s rate schedule, as shown below.

Minimum Balance Charge

0–$199 $5
$200–$399 $3
$400 and over no charge

a. How much was the service charge for each month?
b. What was the total service charge for the six-month period?

22. On June 1, Brad Keller had a checking account balance of $140. He has
his paychecks automatically deposited. His earnings for June were
$1,080. During the month, he wrote checks for $87, $146, $29, and
$292. He had $120 automatically transferred from his checking
account to his savings account. In addition, he used his ATM card to
withdraw $60 in cash. The bank charges 75 cents for each EFT transfer
or withdrawal. Find Brad’s bank balance after these transactions.

23. A company needs to borrow $72,000 for 60 days to finance its
inventory for the fall selling season. If the annual interest rate of this
loan is 5.5 percent, what would be the cost of borrowing these funds?
Assume a 360-day financial year.
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, Commercial and Global
Banking at Wells Fargo, to answer the following questions.

24. What types of commercial banking services offered by Wells Fargo could
be of value to businesses in your community?

25. How might Wells Fargo adapt its commercial banking services to serve
the needs of family-run businesses in poor countries?

26. Create some promotional messages that Wells Fargo might use to pro-
mote its commercial and international banking services. 

27. What are possible benefits and drawbacks of the HSBC joint venture? 

28. Wells Fargo hopes to expand its commercial banking among major
companies based in other countries. 
a. What services would be appropriate for customers in this new target

market?
b. What actions might be taken by the company to offer commercial

banking services in other countries? 

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT an item related to banking services and financial institutions in
our society. This example could be an advertisement, newspaper or magazine
article, photo, or some other actual item. 

CREATE a visual to communicate the use of financial institutions. Use
photos, other pictures or ads, other actual items, and drawings to illustrate
the types of banking services commonly used by consumers and companies.

CONNECT your visual to other aspects of our economy and society or re-
late it to an important concept you have learned in another class. Make the
connection by preparing a brief essay on the use of financial services by
consumers, businesses, and governments.

Stock Market Activity
The use of financial institutions is necessary for the success of every business
enterprise. Careful selection and use of various banking services can affect
the inflow and outflow of funds. Poor cash management and improper bor-
rowing can reduce the financial success of a company. 

Use online and library resources related to the use of financial services
for the company you have been studying (or select a different company). 

1. Identify financial services that are likely used by this company. 

2. Explain how effective use of these financial services might create effi-
cient company operations. 

3. Describe potential favorable and unfavorable influences on the com-
pany’s stock price related to the use of various banking services.
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Planning a Career in Banking

262 Chapter 8 >>> Financial Institutions and Banking Services

The banking industry offers a wide
variety of career opportunities.
Commercial banks employ numer-
ous workers. Other employees work
in specialized banks, savings and
loan associations, credit unions,
and finance companies.

Work activities in this industry
range from serving customers and
researching economic trends to
planning bank marketing activities.
Although extensive consolidation
has occurred in banking through
mergers, more people are employed
in commercial banking than in any
other part of the financial services
industry.

Employment Outlook
■ Various careers in banking and

financial services expect strong
growth.

■ Slower growth is expected for
certain banking jobs due to
industry consolidation and
technology.

■ Employment of branch man-
agers will grow very little as
banks increase the use of elec-
tronic banking. 

■ Electronic banking will create a
greater demand for employees
with technology skills.

Job Titles
■ Branch manager

■ Head teller

■ Loan officer

■ Commercial banking account
representative

■ Customer service manager 

■ Personal banking representative 

■ Financial services sales agent

■ Information processing
manager

Needed Skills
■ Some entry-level jobs require a

high-school education with ad-
ditional college business courses
needed for advancement. 

■ Bank officers and executive po-
sitions require a college degree.

■ Continuing education classes
in cash management, financial
analysis, and international
banking should be considered. 

■ Interaction with customers re-
quires strong communication
skills and an ability to work ef-
fectively under stress.

■ Accuracy, professional appear-
ance, and computer competence
are vital.

What’s It Like to Work
in Banking?
Each morning, Kent Latrobe goes
online to see how various economic
factors are affecting interest rates.
He knows that when money is more
expensive, borrowing by businesses
and consumers declines. But if in-
terest rates are lower, the use of
credit will likely increase. This addi-
tional borrowing can result in higher
earnings for banks.

Changing interest rates are just
one area of research for Kent, who
works as a research analyst for a bank
with offices in 23 states. Today, he
must also investigate current trends
for employment, consumer spend-
ing, and retail sales. These economic
indicators provide managers with
information to plan strategies for
their banking organizations.

What about you? What aspect
of banking might be of interest to
you as a career? What additional in-
formation would you like to have
about banking careers?
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ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN EVENT
The Advertising Campaign Event provides an opportunity for participants
to prepare an advertising campaign for a bank. The participants also will
create an appropriate budget and select advertising media. The Advertising
Campaign Event can be completed by 1–3 members.

This event consists of outlined fact sheets, a written comprehensive
exam, and the oral presentation. The body of the written entry is limited to
10 numbered pages, not including the title page and table of contents. The
written portion should consist of the following sections: Executive Summary,
Description of the Business, Description of the Client, Objectives of the Cam-
paign, Identification of the Target Market, List of Advertising Media Selection
Necessary for the Campaign, Budget, Schedules of all Advertising Planned,
Schedules of all Sales Promotion Activities Planned, and Statement of Bene-
fits to the Client.

Participants must only use approved visual aids for their presentations.
The oral presentation may be a maximum of 20 minutes long. The first
15 minutes will include an advertising campaign proposal followed by 5 min-
utes for the judge’s questions. Oral presentations will be evaluated for effec-
tiveness of public speaking and presentation skills.

The banking industry has become increasingly competitive. Advertising
campaigns for the banking industry have become very creative with funny
television commercials and special promotions to capture the attention of
the target market. You must develop an advertising campaign for a local
bank. The major purpose of the campaign is to increase the number of cus-
tomers. Your first task is to determine the bank’s current advertising. Then
you will develop new advertising strategies to improve business.

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Explain the importance of an advertising campaign.
■ Define an effective advertising campaign for an actual business.
■ Determine the needs of the target market when creating an advertising

campaign.
■ Communicate a schedule of events for an advertising campaign.
■ Describe special promotions for the advertising campaign.
■ Define the benefits the advertising campaign provides the business.
■ Deliver an effective oral presentation that indicates self-confidence.

Go to the DECA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why have banks become more dependent on advertising campaigns?
2. Why are banks using humorous commercials as part of their advertis-

ing campaigns?
3. What has competition in the banking industry done to promotions

offered by banks?
4. Give two examples of promotions that banks can offer potential

customers.
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Visa—Taking Credit Worldwide
Almost from the very beginning of business, there were systems of
credit to help sell products when the purchaser did not have ready
cash. Neighborhood businesses allowed regular customers to maintain
“accounts” where their purchases were recorded. Payments were made
later when the buyer had adequate funds. Credit cards expanded the
use of credit by allowing businesses to offer credit to customers they did
not know. If the customer presented a credit card, the seller knew pay-
ment would be guaranteed by the credit card company and that money
could be collected from the sale quickly.

The use of credit cards began on a small scale with Diners Club in
1950. Frank McGuire developed an agreement with several restaurants
in New York to accept his card in lieu of cash. As he expanded the num-
ber of customers who carried the card and the businesses who would
accept it, the concept caught on. It was viewed as a convenience for
customers and an excellent marketing resource for businesses.

Today there are hundreds of companies that offer credit cards. The
uses and acceptance have grown dramatically as have the improve-
ments in the technology supporting the use of the cards. Leading the
way in growth is Visa, the world leader in electronic payments. Visa was
the brainchild of Dee Hock, a banker in the Bank of America system. He
proposed to other bankers that they form an association to develop a
common credit processing system. Initially Visa used the same proce-
dures and technology as other credit card companies—a plastic card
presented to a merchant by a customer at the time of purchase. Today,
customers, businesses, and financial institutions are connected through
a worldwide electronic network that instantaneously processes orders,
payments, and money transfers. 

Today 1.3 billion Visa cards are used worldwide, generating $3.7 tril-
lion in credit sales from over 20 million merchants. Visa International
is organized as a private, non-stock for-profit membership corporation
owned by 20,000 financial institutions. Visa’s transaction processing
technology can handle over 10,000 transactions per second with redun-
dant power supplies, communication systems, and data backup capa-
bilities that allow uninterrupted 24/7/365 service to customers and
businesses.

Think Critically
1. Why would independent financial institutions want to cooperate

in offering one brand of credit card rather than competing and
offering their own individual brands?

2. Why are many businesses and consumers willing to accept new
technologies for processing credit even though the processes
can pose additional risks to personal and financial information
security?

Case STUDY
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ICredit Basics
Businesses operate through a cycle of production and sales. Products are pro-
duced or purchased for inventory that is then made available to customers.
Customer purchases result in sales that reduce inventory and provide rev-
enue for the company. A variety of administrative, operating, and marketing
costs are generated by company activities in order to achieve customer sales.
If revenues from sales are higher than the total of all costs, the company
makes a profit.

The goal of all companies in completing the production-sales cycle is to
generate a profit. That profit is not possible if products and services remain
unsold. Companies look for ways to increase customer purchases of products
and services. One of the ways to increase sales is to offer credit to customers.

is an agreement in which a borrower receives something of value in
exchange for a promise to repay the lender at a later date.
Credit
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Terms
• credit

• debtor

• consumer credit

• trade credit

Goals
• Recognize basic credit

concepts and the reason
for the use of credit.

• Describe practices busi-
nesses should follow in
offering credit.

9.1 Credit Principles and Practices

• credit agreement

• self-managed credit plan

• contracted credit plan

Most businesses today must offer credit in order to meet customer expectations.
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Few businesses today have the choice to offer only cash sales. Almost all
business-to-business sales and a large percentage of sales to consumers in-
volve some form of credit. Businesses must make careful choices about the
types of credit they will offer, the credit terms, policies, and procedures in
order to make credit a profitable tool.

In the same way, businesses will not be able to finance all of their oper-
ations and activities with cash. Many of the resources to start a business
such as fixed assets are very expensive. The business may not have adequate
cash at the time of purchase but will pay for the expensive resource over a
period of many years. When manufacturers purchase raw materials and
other resources needed for production, they will not make money to pay
for those purchases until products are finished and sold to customers. Busi-
nesses use credit to finance many of their purchases with the intention of
making payment with revenues earned when products are sold. Just as with
the decision to offer credit, using credit to finance operations must be con-
sidered carefully so that the cost of the credit is not greater than the bene-
fits of its use to the business. 

TYPES OF CREDIT AND CREDIT TERMS
Credit extended by a business is a part of a purchase agreement between
the company and its customers. Credit is typically offered so customers can
buy the company’s products and services but delay payment until a later
date. The business extending credit is known as the creditor or lender. The
recipient of credit is known as the or borrower. Credit offered to in-
dividual consumers by a business is Credit offered to a
business customer by another business is Credit is normally
extended through a written document describing the terms under which
credit is granted and payment will be made. That written document is
called the Credit often has a cost attached to it in the
form of interest. Interest is the price a borrower pays for the use of a lender’s
money. The agreement between the borrower and lender regarding the in-
terest rate and the time period of the loan is known as the credit terms.

If credit is used by a business it must be recorded in the company’s fi-
nancial records. When the business makes a sale on credit, the order is
placed, goods are shipped to the customer and subtracted from the com-
pany’s inventory records, the customer is billed using the agreed-upon
credit terms, and a customer record is created in accounts receivable. That
account is an asset since it reflects money owed to the business by the cus-
tomer. When the customer pays for the order, the company receives cash
and that amount is subtracted from the customer’s account.

The opposite action occurs when a company makes a credit purchase.
The order is placed with a supplier and the goods are received. Since it is a
credit purchase, no payment is made at the time. Instead the amount owed
is recorded in accounts payable, creating a liability for the company. At the
time payment is made to the supplier, cash is sent and the amount of the
payment is subtracted from accounts payable. 

THE CREDIT DECISION
Deciding to extend credit to customers or use credit when making pur-
chases should be viewed primarily as a financial decision. Some businesses
feel pressured into offering credit in order to meet customer expectations.

credit agreement.

trade credit.
consumer credit.

debtor
Trade credit is an
important way for
businesses to obtain
financing for their
current operations. It
makes up the single
largest form of short-
term debt. For the
typical business, trade
credit represents about
40 percent of the com-
pany’s current liabilities.



Businesses that are offered credit from suppliers may decide it will be bene-
ficial to obtain and use the purchases and delay payment until they have
additional revenues. While almost all businesses offer some type of credit to
certain customers and most businesses use credit to finance some of their
assets, credit decisions should be made with clear understanding of how the
decision will affect the company’s financial condition. If the bottom-line
result of the decision to offer or accept credit is a negative effect on the com-
pany’s balance sheet, income statement, or cash flow, it should not be ex-
tended or used without a reason that overrides the financial consequence.

There are several costs to the creditor for offering credit. The creditor
does not have immediate use of the money, and there is the risk that some
customers will not make payments when they are due. There is also the
expense of managing the credit system. Those costs need to be balanced
against any additional sales that are obtained due to the credit policy and
the possibility of collecting a higher sale price or interest payments because
of the policy. In addition, the company benefits from a reduction in inven-
tory and the associated costs of storage. If products are sold, there is no risk
of obsolescence or damage to the inventory. 

When using credit to finance purchases, the primary financial consider-
ations are any interest costs that increase the final price of the purchase,
whether a lower price is available for paying cash, and the future effect on
cash flow at the time payment must be made. If the purchase allows the
company to maintain operations, increase sales, or reduce expenses that
would not be possible if the purchase was not made, those results should
be considered in making a decision to use credit.
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c h e c k p o i n t

What is the difference between consumer credit and trade credit?

✓

Businesses reduce their inventory and avoid obsolescence or spoilage by offering
credit as a way of increasing sales.
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IPlanning to Offer Credit
Most businesses today have little choice about whether to offer credit. Only
the smallest businesses and a limited number of personal services busi-
nesses can expect every customer to pay cash. Credit is becoming the stan-
dard for many business and consumer financial transactions. Even retail
transactions for very small amounts such as fast food, postage, transporta-
tion toll charges, and online music downloads are now processed using
credit as payment.

IMPORTANCE OF CONSUMER AND BUSINESS CREDIT
U.S. consumers used credit cards to finance short-term purchases of over
$2 trillion in a recent year. Nearly three quarters of all American house-
holds have two or more active credit cards with monthly charges that aver-
age over $200 and that carry an outstanding average balance of $1,800. In
addition U.S. consumers financed over $1 trillion in purchases using loans
from banks, finance companies, and other lenders. That amount does not
include home mortgages, which accounted for an additional $8.5 trillion of
consumer debt. 

The actual amount of credit used by businesses is not as clear. Busi-
nesses carry debt in the values of their accounts receivable and accounts
payable. Accounts receivable is credit extended to customers. Depending on
the business, accounts receivable may include both consumer accounts and
business accounts. Accounts payable is credit the company has received
from other businesses. The percentage of total assets represented by the
value of accounts receivable may range from ten percent to almost 50 per-
cent. Accounts payable as a percentage of total liabilities is typically a
smaller percentage but often averages 25 percent of all liabilities or more.
Considering the total value of companies’ assets and liabilities, extending
and receiving credit is an important business activity. 

ALTERNATIVES FOR OFFERING CREDIT
Once the decision has been made that offering credit is an important and
appropriate strategy for the business, two decisions will follow.

1. What categories of customers will be offered credit?

2. What type(s) of credit plans will be used?

Who Should Receive Credit The choice of which customers will be
eligible for credit involves financial and legal questions. Credit should be
extended when it improves the financial position of the company. Cus-
tomers who will pay cash if credit is not offered are not good prospects
since the cost of the credit reduces the profit from the sale. Customers who
are not good credit risks should not be offered credit since the business will
suffer losses when accounts are not paid. 

From a legal standpoint, businesses cannot discriminate when deciding
who should and should not be eligible for credit. That does not mean that
individuals and businesses cannot be evaluated to determine if they are a
good credit risk. It does require that credit decisions be based on identified
standards and criteria. Anyone who meets the established standards must

t e a m w o r k
Develop a list of busi-
nesses that you and
other team members
use regularly that ac-
cept credit as a form of
payment. Now make
another list of busi-
nesses that require
cash. Which list is
longer? What differ-
ences do you see in the
products and services
sold by the businesses
in the two lists? Discuss
why so many businesses
accept credit as a form
of payment.
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be offered credit.
Credit terms should
be the same for every-
one who meets the
criteria.

The decision
about who should re-
ceive credit should be
determined by con-
sidering the effect of
the decision on sales
and profits. Will offer-
ing credit to business
customers rather than
final consumers in-
crease sales? Will set-
ting a minimum
dollar limit on the use
of credit increase the
number of customers
who purchase more
expensive or larger
quantities of products?

Types of Credit Plans Businesses have two options when choosing to
offer credit. They can use a self-managed credit plan or a contracted credit
plan with a financial services firm. With a the
company administers the credit program and assumes all risks and returns.
There are several forms of self-managed plans that will be discussed later in
the chapter. 

With a credit services are provided by a finan-
cial services firm for a fee. In general, with contracted plans, the financial
services firm assumes the costs and risks of managing the credit plan and
receives any profits. In some agreements the financial services company
may share the risks and profits with the contracting business. 

A common type of contracted credit plan is to accept customer credit
cards. Credit card systems are owned and managed by banks (Visa, Master-
Card), financial services companies (American Express, Discover), or indi-
vidual businesses such as retailers, oil companies, and telephone services. In
order to accept a credit card, the business needs to establish an agreement
with each credit card originator or a third-party company that has estab-
lished relationships with the credit card companies and serves as an inter-
mediary between the credit provider and the business accepting the card
from customers.

To be able to accept credit cards, the business will have upfront costs for
transaction processing equipment and usually a small start-up fee from the
credit card issuer. In addition there are ongoing costs that can include a
monthly statement fee, a per-transaction charge, communication cost,
and charge-back fees for sales returns by customers. Finally, the largest ex-
pense is a discount from the sale price that the business must pay on each

contracted credit plan

self-managed credit plan

A store may offer credit to increase the number of customers who will purchase larger 
quantities of products.
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2719.1 >>> Credit Principles and Practices

c h e c k p o i n t

Does a business have to offer credit to every customer? Why or
why not?

✓

transaction. The discount is a percentage of the sale price normally in the
range of 1.5–3.0 percent. The percentage charged by the credit card company
is smaller as the volume of credit sales by the business increases. In making
the decision to accept credit cards or not, the business will have to balance
the convenience and expectations of customers and the reduced credit risk
with the upfront and ongoing costs compared with maintaining a self-
managed system.

topicstechnology

Strengthening Your Online Security
As more and more companies provide their customers with online access
to accounts, security becomes a concern. To protect yourself and your
family, follow these guidelines.
• Install and update high-quality Internet security software that in-

cludes anti-virus and anti-spyware protection and a home network
firewall.

• Create and use strong passwords and change them regularly. Use a
different password for each account. Don’t store passwords on your
computer.

• Don’t provide personal information online if you didn’t initiate the
contact. Even then make sure you haven’t been transferred to a dif-
ferent web site during your transaction. 

• Make sure every web site for online transactions is secure. Do online
business only with companies that have strong security records. 

• Never click on a link in an e-mail message from someone you don’t
know or completely trust. 

• Always access your accounts from your own computer. Using another
computer, especially in a public area such as a school, library, Internet
cafe, or hotel, may leave behind your account information.

• Be especially careful when using wireless connections, which are par-
ticularly vulnerable. 

• Check your accounts regularly and match the account information
with your online activities. 

Think Critically
1. Why should you take special security precautions rather than relying

on companies to maintain your accounts securely?
2. What additional security suggestions can you add to the list?
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9.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. ? is an agreement in which a borrower receives something
of value in exchange for a promise to repay the lender at a later date.
a. profit
b. a payment
c. credit
d. a contract 

2. The recipient of credit is known as the
a. creditor
b. customer
c. debtor
d. payee

3. True or False? Most businesses today have little choice about
whether to offer credit. 

4. True or False? Accounts receivable can include both consumer ac-
counts and business accounts.

5. Visa and MasterCard are examples of a ? credit plan.
a. self-managed 
b. contracted
c. no-cost
d. none of the above

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. History Use the Internet or the library to locate information on

the earliest uses of credit in early civilizations. Write a brief report
on your findings. Make sure to include references for the sources
of your information in your paper. 

7. Math A company decided to implement a credit program for the
first time. Before offering credit to customers, sales were $87,000
per month. With the new program, sales increased 25 percent. The
monthly cost of managing the program is $13,000. The company
is unable to collect 2 percent of total monthly sales due to poor
customer credit. Using the figures provided, calculate (1) the dollar
increase in monthly sales, (2) total monthly sales, (3) the total cost
of the credit program, and (4) the monthly profit or loss resulting
from implementing the credit program. 

8. Oral Communication You represent a credit card company. You
are responsible for contacting owners of small businesses who cur-
rently only have cash sales. Your goal is to convince them to begin
accepting your credit card from their customers. Prepare and de-
liver a 3-minute presentation for the business owner discussing the
benefits of accepting credit cards.



IDeveloping Effective Credit Policies
When a business decides to offer credit through a self-managed system it
can quickly run into trouble if credit is not carefully controlled. Customers
are quick to accept credit if it is offered, but sometimes they are not as quick
to pay. While most customers will be reliable credit users, a few who end up
making late payments or not paying at all will quickly add to the costs of
doing business and use up all of the profits that had been anticipated when
the decision was made to offer credit.

COSTS OF OFFERING CREDIT
Assume your company just made a $5,000 credit sale to a customer and
the payment is due in one month. If you make a 5 percent net profit on
your sales you expect to earn $250 profit when the customer pays for the
order. However, credit has some immediate costs and potentially some larger
long-term costs to your business. The first cost is the loss of $5,000 cash for
one month that you would have had if payment was made immediately. If
you have to borrow money to finance the sale, $5,000 borrowed at 8 per-
cent for one month equals $33.33. That seems like a very small amount
until you begin to add the costs of financing the credit sales of every cus-
tomer. If you actually have cash on hand so you don’t have to borrow money
to finance the credit, you lose the interest you could have earned. If you
can receive 4.5 percent on a short-term money market account, you give up
$18.75 on the $5,000 you could have invested. Again, that is a small amount
on one sale but if you had 100 credit customers, the interest you did not
earn would be nearly $2,000. 

Now consider the possibility that the customer never pays the bill and
the products purchased cannot be recovered. First your business loses the
$250 of income that will now have to be made up from other sales. But
more importantly you have lost the full cost of the product, $4,750, which
you will have to recover from additional sales. With a 5 percent profit mar-
gin, that will require additional sales of $95,000 just to recover the cost of
the loss from offering credit to that customer. 

With that example you can see that decisions to offer credit to cus-
tomers should be made very carefully. If you offer credit to reliable customers
who would otherwise not buy or who might increase the amount of their

2739.2 >>> Offer and Use Credit

Terms
• credit standards

• creditworthy

• character

Goals
• Describe the major deci-

sions that are part of a
company’s credit policy.

• Explain the factors a busi-
ness should consider when
deciding to use credit.

9.2 Offer and Use Credit

• conditions

• factoring
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purchases due to the availability of credit, the
financial results can be very positive. That
same $5,000 sale results in $250 of profit that
might not otherwise be obtained. One hun-
dred credit customers averaging $5,000 in
sales provides an additional $500,000 of sales
and a $25,000 gain in net profit. 

CREDIT POLICY DECISIONS
The accounts receivable of a company are the
value of products and services that have been
sold but for which payment has not been re-
ceived. The credit policies of the business are
an important factor in determining the per-
centage of sales that will initially be classified 
as accounts receivable, how long sales will re-

main in that account, and ultimately how much of the accounts receivable
is converted to cash when credit customers pay their accounts. Important
decisions in establishing a company’s credit policy include when credit will
be offered, what standards will be used to offer credit, and what the credit
terms will be.

When to Offer Credit Some businesses make credit generally available
for all products any time they are offered for sale. That means that if a cus-
tomer meets the business’ credit standards, credit can be used for any pur-
chase. If the business decides to contract its credit services to other businesses
or to accept credit cards, that policy is acceptable. The contracted company
accepts the risk of offering credit for a fee and maintains the accounts re-
ceivable. The business making the sale receives payment quickly rather
than having to wait until the customer actually pays the credit company. 

With a self-managed credit system, if there is no policy regarding when
to offer credit, credit sales can grow rapidly and cash flow may become a
problem. With favorable credit terms, customers are likely to use credit and
delay payment. The company will not receive cash until the end of that
credit period. There are many purchases that customers are likely to make
even if credit is not available. Customers are willing to pay for many prod-
ucts immediately. Recognizing when credit is needed to make a sale and
when it is not needed provides the business with greater control over both
credit sales and cash. Three possible criteria for when to offer credit include

1. Offer credit to specific categories of customers. Examples include offer-
ing credit to business customers but not to individual consumers. Credit
may be extended only to customers who purchase minimum dollar
amounts or quantities of products. 

2. Offer credit for specific types of products. High-value, customized, or
complex products may warrant credit to encourage sales, while inexpen-
sive products that are regularly purchased do not require credit to stim-
ulate sales. 

3. Offer credit during particular sales periods or times of the year. For some
companies, there are times of the year when sales do not match pro-
duction levels. Offering customers credit to purchase during slow sales

The Refdesk web site compiles useful in-
formation from across the Web. Access
thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance and
click on the link for Chapter 9. Find a site
with information on consumers and the
use of credit.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

Most businesses have a
good record of making
credit payments. In
2005, 85 percent of all
business credit accounts
were up to date, with
late payments averag-
ing just under 7 days.
Less than 1 percent of
trade credit accounts
were over 90 days
past due.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance
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periods may encourage sales. At the end of a sales season as products
age, credit may encourage customers to purchase remaining products.
Matching credit to cycles of high and low cash flow can help companies
maintain healthy cash balances. 

Credit Standards are the guidelines used by a com-
pany to determine if a customer is eligible for credit. A customer who is

has characteristics making it highly likely that credit pay-
ments will be made on time and in full. The characteristics typically consid-
ered when determining whether a customer is creditworthy or not are often
referred to as the 4 C’s of Customer Credit and are identified in Figure 9-1. 

creditworthy

Credit standards

The 4 C’s of Customer Credit

FIGURE 9-1

Character Collateral (Capital)

Capacity Conditions

is the personal qualities of the credit applicant that demon-
strate responsibility and dependability. Character is determined through
such things as personal references, good credit in the past, employment his-
tory, and circumstances that demonstrate good judgment. 

Capacity is often considered the most important of the four factors.
Capacity is the ability to make the required payments. It is determined by
examining the personal and business financial resources of the customer,
the current amount of cash available, assets that can quickly be converted
to cash, and demands on those assets. 

Collateral is the value of assets of the credit applicant that can back the
request for credit. Creditors take less risk when the credit applicant has re-
sources that can be claimed if credit is not repaid. For businesses applying
for credit, creditors will also look at the value of the business’ capital or the
amount of personal wealth the owners have invested in the business. Per-
sons who have risked a significant amount of their own money in a busi-
ness provide evidence they are committed to the success of the business. 

refer to factors that are generally outside the control of the
borrower or lender but that can affect the risk. Most often conditions refer
to the economy and whether it is strong or weak. A strong economy makes
it easier for a business to extend credit and for the borrower to have the re-
sources to make payments. As the economy weakens, both the lender and
credit applicant may be at greater financial risk. Some specific factors such
as changing technology, outdated business practices, or competitive pres-
sures in an industry are conditions that can affect credit decisions. 

Before companies offer credit, they need to consider each of the four
characteristics and decide what will be acceptable in each category. Some
companies develop ratings systems in which customers are classified based
on their credit characteristics. “A” customers are strong credit candidates
and will be granted the highest amount of credit and best credit terms.
“B” customers will have credit limits and restricted credit terms. “C” cus-
tomers will not be granted credit until their credit characteristics improve. 

Conditions

Character
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Credit Terms The final decision when developing a credit policy is to
establish credit terms that will be offered to customers. Credit terms define
the agreement between the creditor and customer regarding the length of
time until credit is due, the interest rate and when it is applied, any early
payment discounts, and penalties for late payment. 

It is a standard practice when offering business credit to offer a period
of time in which the business can pay without interest or penalty. That
time period is often 30 days. To encourage early payment, the seller may
offer the buyer a price discount if payment is made within a few days, often
10, after the product and invoice have been received. A notation on the in-
voice identifies the credit terms: “2/10, net 30” means a 2 percent discount
is offered if payment is received within 10 days. If that discount is not taken,
the full amount (net) is due in 30 days. The terms of “3/10, 1/30, net 60”
offers a 3 percent discount for a payment in 10 days, 1 percent discount if
paid between 10 and 30 days, or full payment due within 60 days.

Consumer credit terms typically offer a period of time in which payment
can be made with no interest charges. Some retailers such as furniture stores
offer an extended period, often several months or even a year, when no in-
terest or payments need to be made. At the end of that period, if full pay-
ment is not received, the credit customer will be charged a high interest
rate that may accumulate from the date of the purchase. Other consumer
credit terms are more standard. A specified interest rate is identified that is
computed from the date of the sale with a minimum payment that must be
made on a monthly basis, or the total amount owed is divided into equal
monthly payments for the length of the credit agreement.

MAKING CREDIT DECISIONS
In order to maintain credit standards, a business must have a procedure for
gathering information about possible credit customers. Most companies
have a simple credit application that asks the applicant for personal and fi-
nancial information as well as credit references. Then the credit history of
the applicant is checked using a credit reporting company. Three companies
are the primary sources of consumer credit information in the United
States—Equifax, Experian, and TransUnion. The major supplier of business
credit information is Dun & Bradstreet. These credit reporting companies
collect detailed information on the credit histories of individuals and busi-
nesses. They then sell the information including credit rating scores to
businesses for use as a tool in making credit decisions. 

Businesses submit information to each credit reporting company on the
credit transactions of all customers including any credit accounts opened
and closed, all purchases made on credit, payments made and missed, dates
of late payments, and any other significant customer activities and business
actions related to the account. Based on the information accumulated, the
credit reporting companies develop a credit score for each individual con-
sumer. An individual credit score is made up of several factors that are shown
in Figure 9-2. Each factor is assigned a weighted value based on its importance
to make up a percentage of the final score.

In their reports on the creditworthiness of businesses, Dun & Bradstreet
provides a number of specific ratings and scores related to the financial
strength and credit history of each company. The reports include a financial



stress score, a credit score, a 12-month credit payment rating, an overall
credit rating, and a recommendation on the amount of credit that should
be extended. A full credit report also provides detailed financial data on the
company and other key public information such as bankruptcies, lawsuits,
and organizational or ownership changes.
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c h e c k p o i n t

What are the three important decisions to be made when
developing a company’s credit policy?

✓

lDeciding to Use Credit
Many businesses must carry high dollar values of inventory as a part of
doing business. Manufacturers require raw materials, parts, supplies, and
packaging materials in order to produce their products. Retailers must carry
a variety of products with adequate assortments of each product to be able
to meet customer shopping expectations. The costs of those inventories
cannot be recovered until the manufacturer completes production and then
sells and distributes the finished goods to its customers or until the retailer’s
customers make their choices and pay for their purchases. 

Inventory costs account for thousands of dollars for those businesses. If
the business must pay those costs at the time they are purchased, it will re-
quire an expenditure of cash which is likely to put real pressure on the cash
balance of the company. Even if products are resold in a few weeks, the
cash will not be replaced until money is collected from customers. Often
inventories are carried for months and credit is extended to purchasers, de-
laying even further the time when payment is received.

Factors in Determining Your Credit ScoreFIGURE 9-2
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One way to remedy the cash crunch faced by businesses is to use credit
to purchase products and services. When credit is accepted, the required
payment is delayed until the business will be in a better financial position
to pay for the purchases. Of course, the risk associated with the decision to
use credit is that there will not be adequate cash at the time payment is
due. Also, the credit terms often include a rather high interest rate so the
cost of the purchase increases by the amount of interest charges. Businesses
must decide whether the risk and increased cost is worth the short-term
availability of cash and access to products and services they would otherwise
have difficulty purchasing.

TYPES OF BUSINESS CREDIT
There are several sources of credit available to businesses and several types of
credit from those sources. Businesses can look to their suppliers, banks, and
other financial organizations, or they can issue their own commercial paper.

Supplier Financing Just as a business can offer credit to its customers,
it can look to its suppliers for credit on purchases. Suppliers may be willing
to offer trade credit to their customers. Trade credit is, in fact, the most im-
portant source of short-term credit for most small businesses. 

Trade credit from suppliers is offered to businesses with a good credit
rating. Usually businesses requesting a large amount or ongoing access to
trade credit will have to provide adequate financial information or credit
references to the supplier. The supplier may purchase that information from
credit reporting businesses such as Dun & Bradstreet. 

Most trade credit offers a period of time, often 30–60 days, to pay for an
order with no cost to the customer. A discount is often offered to encourage
prompt payment, such as 2 percent if payment is made within 10 days.
Some trade credit carries an interest charge if payment is delayed for an ex-
tended period of time. That interest rate is often quite high. A rate of 1 1/2 per-
cent per month is not unusual, which is equal to an 18 percent annual
percentage rate. 

Bank Financing Banks that work with businesses recognize the impor-
tance of short-term financing and often offer several options for business
credit. Those options include promissory notes, lines of credit, and revolv-
ing credit. 

A promissory note is a loan for a specific amount, purpose, interest rate,
and time period. It usually is secured by business assets and has a specified
payment plan.

A line of credit is an informal agreement between the business and its
bank identifying a maximum amount of money the business can borrow.
The business can obtain a portion of that amount as needed to meet busi-
ness expenses and will make regular payments to the bank for the interest
charges. The business can pay back principal as resources are available to
reduce interest charges and to increase the available balance of the credit
line.

Revolving credit is similar to a line of credit but is a formal loan agreement
for a specified amount of money, time period, and interest rate. The revolv-
ing credit agreement commits the bank legally to offer the credit and the
borrower usually pays a small annual fee to maintain the agreement. 

t e a m w o r k
Your team is responsi-
ble for preparing a
credit policy for a con-
sumer electronics store
that sells everything
from CDs, MP3 players,
and headphones to
expensive stereos,
televisions, and home
theater equipment.
Discuss how the com-
pany will answer the
three important ques-
tions that make up a
credit policy and then
agree on a credit policy
the company should
follow.



Credit from Other Financial
Organizations There are other financial
organizations in addition to banks that provide
short-term financing for businesses. They include
insurance, commercial finance, and investment
companies, and large private companies with
financing divisions. Private financial organizations
offer the same types of credit products as banks,
including secured loans, which are inventory and
accounts receivable loans where the borrower’s
inventory or receivables are pledged as security.

A unique way to obtain cash without the use
of credit is through factoring. is the
sale of accounts receivable. Private companies,
known as factors, will purchase accounts receiv-
able from a company at a discount, often as high
as 25 percent. They then become the collection
agency and receive payment from the customer. The company selling the
account has immediate use of the money and usually no liability if the fac-
tor is unable to collect the account. However, factoring is usually expensive
and may not be viewed positively by the customer, whose account must now
be paid to the company that purchased the account.

Commercial Paper Very large companies with strong financial posi-
tions can create their own financing through the sale of commercial paper.
Commercial paper is a short-term unsecured promissory note issued by a
business to obtain short-term financing. Commercial paper is issued for a
period of 2 to 270 days and is purchased by other banks, investment firms,
or other businesses. While the loans are unsecured, they are rated by Moody’s
and Standard & Poor’s, which affects the amount the issuing company re-
ceives when the paper is sold. 

DETERMINING THE COST OF CREDIT
Using credit usually comes at a cost to the business. As with any financial
decision, the company must balance the cost of obtaining credit against the
value received from the use of the money. If that value exceeds the cost, it
makes sense to obtain the credit. The analysis of costs and benefits should
include consideration of any unanticipated risks such as a downturn in the
economy or an increase in the business’ expenses before payment is due
that could affect the ability to pay the cost of the credit. 

The Cost of Trade Credit Trade credit may be one of those instances
where you can get “something for nothing.” Because trade credit is often
stated as net 30, the business is able to obtain the goods but withhold pay-
ment until the end of the 30 days. In that way, the business is using the
supplier’s money for the full 30 days at no cost. If that is the only variable
being considered, there is no reason not to accept the trade credit. 

Trade credit often comes with an incentive for early payment in the
form of a discount. If the terms of the credit are 2/10, net 30 the purchaser
receives a 2 percent discount on the cost of the purchase if payment is
made within 10 days. Should the business take the discount and pay early

Factoring
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Small businesses may use short-term credit to purchase
inventory when cash is unavailable.
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or pay the full amount at the end of 30 days? To make the decision, the
business needs to calculate the cost of delaying payment and paying the full
cost. Using 2/10, net 30 credit terms, the calculation is

The calculation shows that the cost of delaying payment until the end of the
30 days and forgoing the discount is an annual interest rate of 37.24 percent.
That is a very high cost, since it would be possible for most businesses to
borrow the money needed to pay the bill at a lower interest rate and earn the
discount. If the percentage of discount is lower or if the number of days the
business is given to pay the full invoice without interest changes, the cost
of credit goes down. The cost of trade credit should be compared to the
cost of borrowing funds or the interest rate available for investing unused
cash to determine when payment should be made.

The Cost of Loans Before borrowing money from a bank or other finan-
cial institution, businesses should determine the real cost of the loan. That
cost can then be compared to the costs of other sources of financing and the
financial benefits the business will receive from the use of the borrowed funds.

Loans vary in their costs based on a number of factors. The most impor-
tant factor is the financial condition of the borrower. A financially healthy
company can usually obtain a loan at a much lower interest rate than one
that has financial problems. A second factor is the general state of the econ-
omy and the availability of funds. Somewhat surprisingly, interest rates are
usually lower when the economy is weak. Money is usually more readily
available at that time and the risk of inflation is low, so interest rates fall.
With a strong economy, businesses make strong demands for money, so the
money supply is reduced and interest rates begin to increase.

Many business loans are provided with a variable interest rate, meaning
the rate can be adjusted up and down by the lender based on changing
market rates. Small interest rate adjustments on large loan amounts can
dramatically change the cost to the borrower.

The cost of a loan is also affected by the way interest is calculated. Sim-
ple interest is calculated on an annual basis. Compound interest is calcu-
lated more frequently and adds that amount to the value of the loan. The
more frequently interest is compounded, the more expensive the loan. Fi-
nally, some lenders add fees to the cost of the loan. Those fees must be
added to the loan to determine its actual cost.

Cost of Credit � 0.3724 or 37.24 percent

Cost of Credit � 0.0204 � 18.25

Cost of Credit �
2

98
�

365

30 � 10

�
365

Payment Period � Discount Period

Cost of Credit �
Discount Percent

100 � Discount Percent
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c h e c k p o i n t

How should a business decide if it should accept the discount terms
of trade credit rather than waiting to pay at the end of the period?

✓
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Building Your Credit Record
Almost everyone uses credit at some point in their lives. Most people use
credit regularly and extensively. A good credit record makes it easier to
obtain credit, whether for financing a car, purchasing a home, or buying
clothing, a computer, or other personal items. While most people can
obtain a credit card even if they have a poor credit record, the terms
under which the card can be obtained and the interest rate charged will
be much higher for those with a poor credit rating. The cost of credit for
people with poor credit is always much higher than for people with a
good record.

Many people have credit problems and end up with a poor credit
rating before they realize the problems it creates for them. Making late
payments or ignoring some bills, failing to respond to contacts from col-
lection agencies, and maintaining high balances on a number of credit
cards will lead to a low credit score. Once the problem is recognized and
a person needs to obtain credit, it may be too late. That credit will be
denied and it will take a long time and a great deal of effort to rebuild a
strong credit record. 

Here are some steps everyone should follow to build a good credit
record from the very beginning.
1. Open a savings account in your own name and make regular deposits.

This step will establish a relationship with a bank.
2. Once you have adequate savings, open a checking account or obtain

a debit card. Maintain a reasonable balance in the account and use it
infrequently. DO NOT overdraw the account.

3. Establish credit in your own name. The credit can be with a local retail
store, a cellular telephone service, a gasoline company, or a prepaid
or secured credit card. Use the credit for small, infrequent purchases
and make sure to pay the full balance when it is first due.

4. Maintain a part-time job (full-time in the summer if possible) to de-
velop an employment history. Save a large part of your paycheck to
be able to demonstrate a strong financial position when you apply
for credit.

5. Protect your personal information and your credit record. Do not
share your credit card with friends or let them charge items on your
store account with the promise to pay you back. Check your credit
record at least once a year to identify and correct any inaccurate
information.

6. If you run into credit problems, act to resolve them immediately. Talk
with your parents, meet with the company where you have the prob-
lem, and make arrangements to pay your debt as quickly as possible.
When you ignore a credit problem, it only gets worse.

Think Critically
1. What advice would you give to a friend who appears to be using credit

unwisely?
2. Prepare several reasons to discuss with your parents why it is important

for you to begin to develop a strong credit record.

in your lifefinance
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9.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The value of products and services that have been sold but for
which payment has not been received are a company’s ? .
a. assets c. liabilities
b. accounts receivable d. accounts payable

2. True or False? Credit standards are the guidelines used by a com-
pany to determine if a customer is eligible for credit. 

3. Which of the following is not one of the 4 C’s of credit? 
a. character c. commitment
b. collateral d. conditions

4. Trade credit is an example of
a. supplier financing c. factoring
b. bank financing d. commercial paper

5. True or False? A loan with simple interest is more expensive than
one with compound interest since simple interest is calculated
more frequently. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Critical Thinking Fast food businesses are now starting to accept

credit cards. If you were the owner of a local “soda shop,” would
you accept credit cards? Use a computer to make two lists. The first
list should be reasons for accepting credit cards. The second list
should be reasons against accepting them. After completing the
lists, make a decision and write a one-paragraph rationale to sup-
port it.

7. Communication You will need to borrow $10,000 next year to
help finance your first year of college. Write a letter to a local bank
describing your need and the reasons they should grant you a loan.
Incorporate information about the 4 C’s of credit in your rationale. 

8. Math Calculate the cost of credit for the following trade credit
terms.
a. 2/15, net 30 b. 1/20, net 40 c. 3/30, net 60

9. Research Use the Internet to identify three credit cards available
to consumers from different companies. Prepare a table that com-
pares the features and costs of the cards. Which card would you
recommend (1) to a teenager with no savings and a part-time job,
(2) to a young family that has a hard time paying the full balance
of a card each month, (3) to a retired couple who live on a fixed in-
come and pay all bills on time each month, (4) for a salesperson
who travels extensively and uses the card for business expenses.
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lEstablishing Collection Procedures
One of the greatest costs to a company that operates a self-managed credit
system is the loss from unpaid accounts. A credit account that has not been
paid by the due date according to the credit terms is a 
Most credit customers pay their accounts. If a company maintains an effec-
tive procedure to screen customers, less than five percent of accounts re-
ceivable will be behind in payments by more than 30 days. Between one
and two percent of accounts will remain uncollected after 90 days, at which
point the likelihood of collecting the money owed is very low. 

An account that is no longer considered collectible is known as a
To avoid charge-offs, businesses need to develop collection

procedures. are the steps a business follows to keep
customer credit payments up to date. Collection procedures should be
planned and put in place before credit is offered to customers. Customer
payment of accounts can be improved by offering discounts for early pay-
ment and charging interest if accounts are not paid on time. Specific collec-
tion procedures should be designed to quickly obtain payment of past due
accounts while maintaining positive customer relationships. The steps in
effective collection procedures are shown in Figure 9-3. 

Collection procedures
charge-off.

delinquent account.

Terms
• delinquent account

• charge-off

• collection procedures

• aging schedule

Goals
• Describe effective collec-

tion procedures for
credit accounts.

9.3 Collection Procedures and Legal Requirements

• Recognize legal require-
ments for credit and
collections.

A Systematic Collections Procedure

FIGURE 9-3

Follow these steps to improve collections of accounts receivable.

1. Carefully screen credit applications

2. Maintain complete and up-to-date account information

3. Ensure speedy and accurate invoicing

4. Monitor accounts receivable

5. Take immediate action following established procedures

6. Use customer-friendly but effective collection strategies

7. Escalate collections before it is too late

8. Establish final collection and charge-off standards



Select Customers Most collection problems can be eliminated before
a customer makes a credit purchase. Using a credit application that deter-
mines the financial health and credit history of a customer allows the busi-
nesses to avoid offering credit to high-risk customers. The business may decide
to extend credit to a customer who does not have a strong record but can
limit the amount of credit offered and monitor the account carefully.

Maintain Records Complete and up-to-date customer records are criti-
cal to effective credit and collections. Accurate contact names, telephone
numbers, and e-mail addresses are needed to follow up on billing and pay-
ment questions and quickly resolve any problems. 

Invoice Purchases Most problems with prompt payments arise from
errors or incomplete information on customer invoices or delays in prepar-
ing and mailing the invoices. Once an order is shipped, the customer in-
voice should be mailed immediately. The invoice must accurately bill the
customer for the type and quantity of products shipped at the correct price.
If the order is incomplete, that information must be clearly communicated
to the customer. The credit terms should be printed on the invoice. 

Monitor Accounts Each customer account should be monitored to
track payment history. Companies prepare an that catego-
rizes all accounts receivable by the length of time they remain unpaid.
Figure 9-4 shows an aging schedule for a company’s credit accounts. The
schedule can be quickly reviewed to see the age of the accounts and how
much of the total accounts receivable is in each age category. 

aging schedule
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An Aging Schedule for Accounts Receivable

FIGURE 9-4

Age of Account (in Days)

Account No. 0–30 31–60 61–90 Over 90 Account Total

101 $6,500 $6,500
102 $2,400 $4,900 $7,300
103 $1,025 $1,025
104 $6,950 $6,950
105 $1,950 $1,950
106 $2,100 $2,100
107 $3,250 $3,250
108 $1,990 $1,990

Age Total $14,550 $8,600 $6,890 $1,025 $31,065

% of Total 46.84% 27.68% 22.18% 3.30%

Take Action A specific set of collection procedures should be in place
that begins immediately when a payment is missed. The procedures should
have as their primary goal to retain the customer, but they need to result in
prompt payment of the overdue account as well. There are many forms of
communication that can be used to contact the customer. Most credit pro-
cedures start by sending a copy of the customer’s account with a reminder
that payment is now due. The reminder should also clearly restate the
credit terms including interest charges for late payment.

t e a m w o r k
Work with a team
member to role-play
a call from the collec-
tions department to a
customer who has an
account that is overdue
by 40 days. The call
should be persuasive to
convince the customer
to pay the account as
quickly as possible
while keeping their
goodwill.
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Use Customer-Friendly
Strategies If payment is not re-
ceived shortly after the first letter is
sent, the customer should be con-
tacted by telephone. A well-trained
member of the collections staff
should remind the customer of the
unpaid account, gather information
on reasons that the account is un-
paid, and discuss procedures for
prompt payment. If the customer is
not paying because of problems with
the order or the product, those issues
should be quickly resolved. If pay-
ment is delayed due to financial
problems, alternatives for payment
including a payment schedule
should be agreed upon. If it appears
that the customer is unwilling or unable to pay the overdue balance, re-
strictions on future orders should be placed on the customer’s account. 

Escalate Collection Contacts If the late account remains unpaid
after the initial contacts, additional formal contacts should be implemented
on a regular schedule, usually every two to three weeks. A series of increas-
ingly demanding but positive collection letters should be sent along with a
bill of the account that clearly identifies the number of days the account is
overdue and the new balance including interest. A telephone call should
follow the letter since it is harder to ignore a personal contact than a letter.
Neither the letter nor telephone call should be negative or threatening but
should express the importance of the customer maintaining a good credit
history and the need for prompt payment in order to retain favorable status
as a customer. Depending on the location of credit customers, some compa-
nies arrange a personal visit as a final step in this stage of the collection
process. The visit emphasizes the importance of payment and provides an
opportunity for face-to-face discussions about payment plans.

Take Final Steps Only a very small percentage of accounts will be col-
lected that remain unpaid after all of the previous collection steps. A com-
pany will have to decide if additional procedures are warranted. The choices
are to involve a collection agency, take legal action, or classify the account
as a charge-off and terminate the relationship with the customer. A collec-
tion agency is skilled at late collections and focuses all of their attention on
that effort. Collection agencies charge fees for their services that are in the
range of 25–50 percent of the amounts collected. When contracting with a
collection agency, it is important to select a company with a good reputation
that follows all legal requirements for collections and consumer protection.

A company may decide to take legal action against a debtor. The cost and
time involved should be weighed against the likelihood of success and the
amount that may be recovered. Many companies decide it is better to classify
the account as a charge-off. If credit customers are selected carefully, credit
accounts are monitored, and specific collection procedures are implemented
quickly, the number and amount of charge-off accounts should be low.

Personal contact between customer and creditor can help resolve late
account problems.
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lCredit Law
Credit terms can be complex and difficult to understand. The agreement
between lender and borrower establishes a legal relationship than may need
to be enforced in courts. While most credit transactions are done honestly,
some lenders have tried to take advantage of their credit customers. To reg-
ulate credit transactions and protect the rights of both lenders and borrow-
ers, a number of federal laws have been enacted. Most states have credit
laws that must be followed when business is conducted in that state. Laws
have been developed that regulate offering credit, collecting accounts, pro-
viding credit information, and protecting the privacy and security of cus-
tomer information.

THE TRUTH IN LENDING ACT
The Truth in Lending Act is designed to promote the informed use of credit
and encourage consumers to compare the cost of cash versus credit as well
as to shop for the least expensive credit. The Act requires businesses to dis-
close specific credit terms in all credit advertising. When granting credit, a
business must provide the borrower with a written statement of the cost of
credit and the terms of repayment before the agreement is completed. Both
the dollar amount and annual percentage rate of a transaction must be
specified.

EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT
The Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits discrimination against credit
applicants because of age, sex, marital status, religion, race, color, national
origin, or receipt of public assistance. All credit decisions must be based on
an analysis of financial capability related to the credit for which the person
applied. If a consumer is denied credit, the law requires that the person be
notified in writing of the reasons for the denial if requested by the con-
sumer.

THE FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT
The Fair Credit Reporting Act was developed to increase the accuracy and
privacy of information collected by credit reporting companies. Under the
Act all consumers have a right to free yearly copies of their credit reports
from each of the three national credit reporting organizations. The reports
must contain all the information in the file at the time of the request. Each
company must disclose who has requested the credit report in the past year.
You are also entitled to a free report if a company takes a negative credit ac-
tion against you. You must be told which credit reporting company pro-
vided the information on which the negative action was based. 

286 Chapter 9 >>> Customer Credit

c h e c k p o i n t

What can be done before credit is offered to a customer to
increase the chances that accounts will be paid on time?

✓
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If you question the accuracy or complete-
ness of information in your report, you have the
right to file a dispute with the credit reporting
company and the information provider (the
person, company, or organization that provided
information about you to the credit reporting
company). Both the credit reporting company
and the information provider are required to
investigate your claim and correct inaccurate
or incomplete information in your report. 

THE FAIR CREDIT BILLING ACT
The Fair Credit Billing Act deals with mistakes in credit bills sent to consumers.
If a credit customer believes there is a mistake in a bill, the company must be
notified in writing within 60 days. The complaint must then be acknowledged
within 30 days unless the mistake has been corrected. The disputed amount
does not have to be paid during the time it takes to resolve the complaint.
Any finance charges against the disputed amount must be deducted if there
was an error. If no error is found, the business must send another bill and can
add finance charges on the amount due for the time it has been unpaid.

THE FAIR DEBT COLLECTION PRACTICES ACT
This Act applies to most types of individual and family debts, but it only
applies to collection agencies rather than companies who manage their
own collection procedures. It prohibits debt collectors from engaging in
unfair, deceptive, or abusive practices when dealing with people who have
overdue accounts. Specifically they may only make contacts between 8 a.m.
and 9 p.m. They cannot make contacts at work and cannot use harassing or
abusive language or procedures. They cannot lie or misrepresent what can
happen to the borrower if the debt is not paid. Debt collectors must iden-
tify themselves when calling on the phone. If specifically requested in writ-
ing, they must end all direct contacts. 

RIGHT TO FINANCIAL PRIVACY ACT
The Right to Financial Privacy Act recognizes that customers of financial
institutions can expect a reasonable amount of privacy for their financial
records. The Act establishes requirements and procedures for the release of
financial records and imposes requirements on financial institutions for
communicating with customers prior to release of personal information.

THE FINANCIAL MODERNIZATION ACT
The Financial Modernization Act includes provisions to protect consumers’
personal financial information held by financial institutions. The Financial
Privacy Rule requires financial institutions to give customers privacy no-
tices that explain information collection and sharing practices. Customers
have the right to limit some sharing of their information. The Act includes
the Safeguards Rule, which requires all financial institutions to maintain
safeguards to protect customer information. The rule applies not only to fi-
nancial institutions that collect information from their own customers, but
also to companies that receive customer information from the institutions.

Consumers have the right to dispute mistakes in their
credit card bills.
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c h e c k p o i n t

Identify the major federal credit laws and the primary purpose
of each.

✓

around the worldfinance

Microfinance
How could a loan of $50 result in a life-changing experience? In coun-
tries such as Bangladesh, Nepal, Philippines, and Zimbabwe, micro-
finance has helped to improve the economy and society.

Microfinance, also called microlending and microcredit, involves pro-
grams of small loans to people for self-employment projects. The busi-
ness activities generate income to provide for life necessities and family
needs. Most microcredit efforts involve nonprofit organizations, which
helps avoid political influences. 

Most microfinance clients are low-income persons with no access
to formal financial institutions. They are usually self-employed, often
household-based entrepreneurs. In rural areas, clients are small farmers
or food processing workers. In urban areas, microfinance activities in-
clude shopkeepers, service providers, artisans, and street vendors.

In southeastern Bangladesh, one of the poorest regions in the world,
the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) loans money to
women. Loans are made to help them farm fish, keep cows for milk pro-
duction, grow vegetables, raise poultry, buy rickshaws, sew clothing, and
sell cellular phone time in rural areas where no other phone service is
available. The women pay 15 percent interest on loans, which is much
less than they would have to pay to loan sharks. BRAC also works to im-
prove the health of women and children. Over 30,000 volunteers have
been trained by BRAC to recognize and treat ten common illnesses. 

Microcredit has also been successful in Zimbabwe to economically
empower the poor. World Vision Zimbabwe provides affordable financ-
ing to improve the economy of rural areas. Entrepreneurs operate busi-
nesses and live on the income of the projects they started after obtaining
inexpensive, small loans from World Vision Zimbabwe.

Over time, some microfinance programs have expanded to include
other financial services. In addition to loans, savings accounts and insur-
ance coverage may be provided. These services help borrowers build as-
sets and protect against risks. 

Think Critically
1. What are the main benefits of microfinance programs? 
2. What are possible concerns of microfinance? 
3. Conduct an Internet search to find other examples of microfinance

around the world. Prepare a written summary to describe how micro-
finance has benefited people in various areas.
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9.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. A credit account that has not been paid by the designated date
according to the credit terms is
a. an old account c. a delinquent account
b. a worthless account d. a current account

2. True or False? Collection procedures are not a part of credit proce-
dures, so they should be developed after a customer establishes credit.

3. True or False? A primary goal of collection procedures should be to
retain the customer.

4. The federal law that is designed to promote the informed use of credit
and encourage consumers to understand the cost of credit is the
a. Truth in Lending Act
b. Equal Credit Opportunity Act
c. Fair Credit Reporting Act
d. Fair Credit Billing Act

5. True or False? The Financial Modernization Act was written to re-
quire financial institutions to protect the privacy and security of
customer information.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Writing Prepare a letter that can be sent to a customer immedi-

ately after the credit account payment has become due and pay-
ment has not been submitted. The letter should encourage payment
while maintaining a positive relationship with the customer.

7. Math A company has current accounts receivable of $185,200. If
18 percent of the total is past due, what amount needs to be col-
lected? The company identifies 1.4 percent of accounts receivable
as more than 90 days past due and has turned those accounts over
to a collection agency. If the agency collects 85 percent of the total
owed and keeps 40 percent of the money collected as its fee, how
much will the company be paid by the collection agency?

8. Research Use magazines or newspapers to locate an advertise-
ment of a company that is selling a product and offering financing
to customers. Read the credit information in the ad. After studying
the credit information, prepare a two-paragraph written analysis of
how the information helped you understand the credit terms and
enabled you to make a decision about whether it would be better
to obtain the credit from the company, find credit elsewhere, or
pay cash for the purchase.

9. Law Use the Internet to locate information on laws in your state
that regulate credit and collections. Prepare a chart that identifies
(1) the name of each law, (2) the purpose of each law, and (3) the
requirements businesses and consumers must meet according to
the law.
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Summary
9.1 CREDIT PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

1. Many business-to-business sales as well as sales to final consumers are
made using credit. Deciding to extend credit to customers or use credit
when making purchases should be viewed primarily as a financial
decision.

2. Choosing which customers will be eligible for credit involves financial
and legal criteria. When using credit to finance purchases, the primary
financial considerations of a company are interest costs that increase
the final price of the purchase, whether a lower price is available for
paying cash, and the effect on cash flow at the time payment must be
made.

9.2 OFFER AND USE CREDIT

3. The credit policies of a business are an important factor in determin-
ing the percentage of sales that will initially be classified as accounts
receivable, how long sales will remain in that account, and ultimately
how much of accounts receivable is converted to cash when credit cus-
tomers pay their accounts.

4. There are several sources of credit available to businesses and several
types of credit from those sources. Businesses can look to their suppli-
ers, banks, and other financial organizations or they can issue their
own commercial paper. A company must balance the cost of obtaining
credit against the value received from the use of the money.

9.3 COLLECTION PROCEDURES AND LEGAL 
REQUIREMENTS

5. One of the greatest costs to a company that operates a self-managed
credit system is losses from unpaid accounts. Businesses must develop
collection procedures that keep customer credit payments up to date
and eliminate charge-offs. 

6. To regulate credit transactions and protect the rights of both lenders
and borrowers, a number of federal laws have been enacted. Laws have
been developed that regulate offering credit, collecting accounts, pro-
viding credit information, and protecting the privacy and security of
customer information.
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. Characteristics making it highly likely
that credit payments will be made on
time and in full

2. Credit services are provided by a
financial services firm for a fee

3. Guidelines used by a company to de-
termine if a customer is eligible for
credit

4. Written document describing the
terms under which credit is granted
and payment will be made

5. Categorizes all accounts receivable by
the length of time they remain unpaid

6. Account that is no longer considered
collectable

7. Recipient of credit
8. Sale of accounts receivable
9. Factors that are generally outside the

control of the borrower or lender but
that can affect the risk 

10. Credit offered to individual consumers by a business
11. An agreement in which a borrower receives something of value in

exchange for a promise to repay the lender at a later date
12. Credit offered to a business customer by another business

Review Concepts
13. When a business makes a sale on credit, the information is recorded in

the seller’s financial records as 
a. an account payable c. an account receivable
b. a liability d. a long-term asset

14. A company can transfer the risks of managing a credit plan by using
a. a self-managed credit plan c. a collection procedure
b. a contracted plan d. all are correct

15. An advantage of using a credit card system for accepting credit is 
a. there is no cost to the business when accepting credit cards
b. the business receives its money before the customer actually makes

payment to the credit card company
c. no record of the transaction is required
d. the business can accept any credit card the customer is carrying

16. Which of the following is not one of the 4 C’s of customer credit?
a. character c. commission
b. capacity d. collateral
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a. aging schedule
b. character
c. charge-off
d. collection procedures
e. conditions
f. consumer credit
g. contracted credit plan
h. credit
i. credit agreement
j. credit standards
k. creditworthy
l. debtor

m. delinquent account
n. factoring 
o. self-managed credit

plan
p. trade credit
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Think Critically
17. The average cost per sale to accept credit cards is often higher for a

small business than the cost of operating a self-managed credit plan.
Based on that, why would businesses choose to use credit cards as
their credit system rather than establishing their own credit system? 

18. Rank the 4 C’s of customer credit in terms of their importance to a
business in selecting the best credit customers. Explain your rankings.

19. Most business credit terms allow customers 30 to 60 days to pay in-
voices without any interest being charged. That means the customer
is using the seller’s money for free for that time, which adds to the
seller’s costs. Why do you think businesses offer those credit terms
even though they are expensive? Which do you believe is more impor-
tant to business customers—a discount for paying quickly or no inter-
est charges for 30 to 60 days? Justify your answer.

20. Many people believe that a person’s credit score is based only on pre-
vious payment history. Instead it includes factors such as the number
of credit accounts and their amounts, the length of the credit history,
the number of inquiries that have been made by companies, and the
types of current credit. Provide reasons why each of those factors are
included in calculating a credit score. Which factors do you believe do
not fairly represent a person’s credit risk? Explain. 

Business Financial Calculations
21. If a person pays the minimum amount on a credit card at the end of

the month and leaves an unpaid balance of $1,800, how much inter-
est will be owed at the end of the next month if the credit card com-
pany charges an annual interest rate of 18 percent? 

22. Calculate the total amount each customer must pay based on the fol-
lowing invoice terms and payment dates.

Invoice Date Invoice Amount Credit Terms Payment Date

a. January 1 $74,500 2/10, net 30 January 10

b. March 15 $8,750 1/15, net 30 April 2

c. July 1 $52,000 12 percent APR December 31

23. Use Figure 9-4 as a model to prepare an Aging Schedule of Accounts
Receivable table using the following account information. Assume the
current date is July 1. Calculate all totals and percentages.

Account Number Total Owed Invoice Date

C-18 $   565 June 25

C-18 $1,020 May 2

C-22 $1,870 April 15

C-36 $2,100 June 4

C-39 $   490 January 18

C-39 $   746 May 28

C-45 $3,205 July 1
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, Visa—Taking Credit World-
wide, to answer the following questions.

24. What do you believe accounts for the tremendous worldwide growth
of the use of credit cards such as Visa? What recommendations would
you make to Visa to increase the numbers of people using their credit
cards and the usage of credit cards by those who already own them?

25. Do you believe that credit card companies encourage the misuse of
credit? Provide examples to justify your view. What problems are cre-
ated for consumers, for businesses that accept credit cards, and for Visa
if customers charge more than they are able to pay? 

26. Provide examples of technology you have seen or heard about that are
changing how credit is used by consumers. Use creative thinking and
describe new ways that technology might make it easier or safer to use
credit to make purchases. 

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT several examples of business’ credit policies and credit terms
that are used to offer consumer credit and trade credit. The information is
available in company advertising, product catalogs, and on web sites where
they provide ordering information. 

CREATE a visual that illustrates important credit concepts and terms.

CONNECT your visual to other items already in your class portfolio or re-
late it to an important concept you have learned in another class. Make the
connection by preparing a one-minute presentation on the importance of
carefully developed credit and collection policies to the financial health of
a business.

Stock Market Activity
Selling on credit is a fundamental element of doing business. Effective
management of consumer credit activities is necessary for company success.
Creation and implementation of credit applicant screening activities along
with efficient collections can have a strong influence on a company’s finan-
cial success and stock price.

Use online and library resources along with the annual report of the
company you have been studying (or select a different company).

1. Describe the activities of the company with regard to selling on credit.

2. Discuss changes in the amount of the company’s receivables over the
past few years.

3. Assess to what extent selling on credit might influence the stock price
of the company.
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Planning a Career in Credit Analysis
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Credit analysis is the process of
gathering and analyzing informa-
tion to make credit decisions. Credit
analysts evaluate consumer and
business financial records and com-
pare them to credit requests. Based
on the analysis, decisions about
granting credit are made. 

Hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple are employed in the credit in-
dustry. Employees are needed to
sell credit services, prepare credit
reports, maintain and analyze
records, manage credit services,
and make collections. Varied educa-
tional and skill requirements are
needed for jobs in credit analysis.

Employment Outlook
■ Credit services are increasingly

important to the economy so
the number of jobs continues
to grow. 

■ People are employed in banks,
insurance companies, credit
agencies, finance companies,
and private businesses that
offer their own credit services,
such as auto dealerships. 

■ Many credit analysis activities
are now being automated with
computer programs, so lower-
skilled jobs are disappearing. 

■ Jobs requiring financial analysis
and decision-making skills are
growing. The use of credit
changes with the strength of
the economy.

Job Titles
■ Credit analyst 
■ Credit negotiator 
■ Credit manager 
■ Escrow representative 
■ Factor
■ Loan officer 
■ Underwriter 

Needed Skills
■ Most credit analysts have a

bachelor’s degree in accounting,
finance, economics, or statistics.

■ A master’s degree or several
years of increasingly responsi-
ble experience is needed to ad-
vance into top-level jobs.

■ A strong background in math
and statistics, the ability to in-
terpret financial records, and
proficiency with financial soft-
ware are expected.

■ The ability to make objective
decisions and to communicate
clearly with written reports and
charts is also important.

What’s It Like to Work 
as a Credit Analyst?
A credit analyst working for a con-
sumer credit business is responsible
for making recommendations on
credit applications. A credit analyst
will usually be working on many
applications at the same time.

The credit analyst reviews each
application for completeness and
accuracy. Then credit reports on the
applicant are obtained, usually via
computer. Telephone calls to the re-
tail representative and the appli-
cant may be needed to clarify and
add information. For large loan
amounts, information may need to
be gathered from the applicant’s
employer, bank, or other sources.

After collecting and studying
all information, a credit decision
is made and a written report is
prepared.

What about you? What do
you see as the major changes occur-
ring in the career area of credit and
credit analysis? Why do you believe
you would or would not like this
type of work?
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IMPROMPTU SPEAKING EVENT
The ability to express one’s thoughts without prior preparation is a valuable
asset. Poise, self-confidence, and organization of facts are elements neces-
sary for an effective impromptu speech.

Participants in the Impromptu Speaking Event will be given a current
business topic. One (1) 4�-by-6� index card will be given to each participant
and may be used during the preparation and performance. Information
may be written on both sides of the card. Participants must furnish their
own pens and pencils. No reference materials may be brought to or used
during the preparation or presentation. Participants will have a lectern to
use for their speech but no microphone will be provided.

Participants will be allowed ten (10) minutes to prepare their speeches
prior to appearing before the judge. Any notes made during the preparation
time may be used when speaking. The note card must be submitted to the
teacher/event coordinator at the conclusion of the speech. The speech should
be four (4) minutes in length. A timekeeper will stand at three (3) minutes.
When the speaker is finished, the time used by the participant will be
recorded, noting a deduction of five (5) points for any time under 3:31
or over 4:29 minutes.

Your topic for the impromptu speech will be one of the following con-
cerning credit.

■ Consumer Credit: You Are Entering the Danger Zone

■ The Responsible Use of Credit

■ The Need for Consumer Credit

■ Living a Life of Plastic

■ Credit—Shop Until You Drop

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Understand the topic covered by the speech.

■ Present an interesting, sincere, clear, and convincing speech.

■ Use appropriate gestures and eye contact during the speech.

■ Convey professional self-confidence.

■ Cover the topic adequately.

■ Use facts and convincing rationale to support the speech.

Go to the FBLA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why is credit an important topic in today’s society?

2. How can actual credit examples be used for this speech?

3. What is one drawback of credit?

4. What is one advantage of credit? 
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Providing Specialty Insurance
Insurance traditionally spreads the risk of financial loss across a large
number of individuals or companies, each of whom faces a similar type
of risk. Individuals and businesses may also face financial losses that are
unique. A group of investors in a new movie may lose millions of dol-
lars if production problems occur. An athlete’s career and earnings will
be lost if he or she suffers a major injury. The cargo of a large ship, a
major entertainment event that is dependent on good weather, or a
fundraiser that offers a large prize for a difficult accomplishment such
as a hole-in-one at a golf tournament each presents a possible but rea-
sonably unique risk for the investors or event planners. Those unique
risks are difficult to insure and have resulted in the growth of the spe-
cialty risk market.

Lloyd’s (also known as Lloyd’s of London) is the largest source of
specialty risk insurance in the world. Surprisingly, Lloyd’s is not an in-
surance company or even an actual company by itself. Instead it is a
market where companies and wealthy individuals invest money to in-
sure unique risks. Insurance is provided through syndicates or groups
of investors who pool their money to insure specific categories of risk.
Today Lloyd’s has 64 syndicates which specialize in areas such as avia-
tion, catastrophes, and professional risks. 

The organization began in 1688 when merchants, ship captains,
and ship owners would gather at Edward Lloyd’s coffee house in
London. Since there was always a risk of loss to ships and cargos, groups
formed to pool their money to cover potential losses. Rich investors
called names were attracted to Lloyd’s to speculate on marine insurance.
They would put money into a pool that insured a specific ship and its
cargo. They would make money if the cargo and ship were safe but
would have to pay if loss or damage occurred. Until 1994, most of the
capital for Lloyd’s came from individual investors. Due to huge losses
suffered in the early 1990s, Lloyd’s began accepting members, or corpo-
rations, as investors. Today, members provide about 90 percent of the
investment capital while names provide the remaining 10 percent.
Among the companies that insure through Lloyd’s syndicates are 85 per-
cent of the Fortune 500 companies, the top seven pharmaceutical com-
panies, and the 20 largest global banks. The organization accepted
insurance premiums of £13.7 billion in 2005. 

Think Critically
1. Why is it difficult and more expensive to get insurance for unique

risks? Since premiums are likely to be high for specialty insurance,
why would companies and individuals purchase that insurance? 

2. Why would names and members want to participate in one of
Lloyd’s syndicates? What information would you want to have
about the syndicate and the risks before you would become an
investor?

Case STUDY
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IFacing Risk
Each day when you walk out of your door, you face uncertainty and risk.
In fact even as you sleep there are risks that can dramatically affect your
life. Every business also faces risks that might be so serious that they
could result in business failure. is the chance or probability of harm
or loss.

Individuals face risks that can affect health, income, and property, and
can even result in death. Businesses face risks that can have a significant
economic affect. Property and inventory can be damaged, lost, or stolen;
personnel can become ill, injured, or even die; and the company’s products
or employees can cause damage to property or harm to people for which
the business is liable. Risk carries with it the possibility of financial loss.

THE MEANING OF RISK
Sometimes the word uncertainty is used as a substitute for risk. When you
are uncertain, you have doubt about a possible outcome. If you face a risk,
there is a chance of a positive outcome and also a chance of a negative out-
come. An has a potential financial impact. Some risks are
not economic in that they have no direct or immediate financial impact.
When you attend a social activity with friends you risk not enjoying your-
self. If you forgo studying for an exam, you risk earning a poor grade. But
if an employee becomes ill and cannot work for several weeks, the person
faces a financial loss of wages that would have been earned. If a business’
warehouse is destroyed by fire, the money invested in the building, equip-
ment, and inventory is lost. 

Economic risks are either pure or speculative. With a there is
no opportunity for financial gain but only loss. If there is a chance that an
employee will be injured on a job, there is no additional income that the
person will receive because he or she remains healthy. The injury will result
in financial loss due to the inability to work. Businesses that face the risk of
fire earn no more money if the fire does not occur but suffer financially if
property is damaged by fire. 

A has the possibility of either financial loss or gain.
Investments carry speculative risks. By investing money where the value of

speculative risk

pure risk

economic risk

Risk
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Terms
• risk

• economic risk 

• pure risk 

• speculative risk 

• natural risk 

Goals
• Define risk and the types

of risks faced by individu-
als and businesses.

• Describe the primary
methods for managing
risks.

10.1 Manage Risk

• human risk

• controllable risk

• uncontrollable risk

• risk management

• liability
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the investment may rise or fall, the investor can make money or lose
money. 

Individuals and businesses are willing to take risks because of opportu-
nities. An opportunity is the possibility for success. Financial success is one
of the possible outcomes of a speculative risk. In addition to financial gain,
success can be measured in nonfinancial ways. Recognition and personal
satisfaction are viewed by most as successful outcomes that do not carry a
financial reward. Both pure and speculative risks provide opportunities for
nonfinancial benefits as well as for losses and disappointments. 

TYPES OF RISK
Risks to individuals and businesses have many sources or causes.

arise from natural events or are a part of nature. Hurricanes,
floods, earthquakes, and ice storms are all natural risks that can result in
damage and loss. result from the actions of individuals,
groups, or organizations. Injuries suffered by negligent driving, losses from
customer or employee theft, or fires that start from unsafe storage of prod-
ucts are results of human risks. 

Some risks can be controlled while others cannot. 
can be reduced or avoided by thoughtful actions. Most human risks are
controllable. Defensive driving, employee safety programs, and the
upkeep and maintenance of buildings can reduce accidents and injuries.

cannot be influenced by human action. Natural events
such as floods and hurricanes cannot be stopped, although careful planning
and preparation can reduce the losses that result from many natural risks.

Uncontrollable risks

Controllable risks

Human risks

Natural risks

Uncontrollable risks such as hurricanes cannot be influenced by human action,
but the losses they cause can be reduced through planning and preparation.
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With your team brain-
storm a list of risks
team members and
their families face on
a regular basis. Clas-
sify them as natural,
human, controllable,
and uncontrollable.
Discuss what can be
done to reduce the
losses that could result
from each risk.

c h e c k p o i n t

What is the difference between a risk and an opportunity? 

✓



IManaging Risk
Since risk can be expected in almost all activities, efforts should be made to
anticipate what risks are most likely to occur and then attempt to reduce
the risk and minimize the loss that might be suffered. The process of sys-
tematically identifying potential risks and making plans to reduce the im-
pact of the risk on individuals and companies is known as
Because most businesses face a large number of risks, many of which can
cause significant financial harm or even result in business failure, they em-
ploy specialists with the responsibility of planning and coordinating risk
management programs. Risk management deals primarily with pure rather
than speculative risk. Financial managers are responsible for decision-
making about speculative risks or the investment decisions of a business.

RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
Risk management specialists work at all levels of the business to identify
the potential risks the business might face, determine the financial impact
each risk may have on the business, develop plans and programs to prevent
controllable risks and reduce the financial impact of uncontrollable risks,
and provide the necessary resources and training needed to manage the
risks. Risk management programs today deal with the security of computer
systems, property protection, employee health, and plans to respond to the
negative effects of natural and man-made disasters.

The primary sources of risk faced by companies fall into three categories—
property risks, personnel risks, and liability risks. Property risks are potential
damage or loss to property owned, leased, and used by a business. If a busi-
ness is responsible for the property of other businesses, that also is a source
of property risk. For example, if a company supplies raw materials to a man-
ufacturer, disruption of the supply or quality problems with the raw materials
can result in financial loss for the manufacturer as well as the supplier.

Personnel risks include factors that can affect the health, life, or earn-
ings of individuals associated with the business and the role employees play

in the work of the organization. If key
executives are unable to work due to
illness or even die, the business is
likely to be disrupted until a new exec-
utive is in place. Employee illness, in-
jury, or death can result from poorly
maintained equipment, unsafe work-
ing conditions, or lack of safety proce-
dures. Large-scale layoffs or retirements
can affect production and productivity.
The costs of health care, life insurance,
disability payments, and retirement
are all costs to the business and can
affect profitability. 

means an individual or
business is responsible to others for
negligence. Negligence can result from
an action taken or from a failure to

Liability

risk management.
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Businesses are responsible for controlling their risk by providing safe
equipment and working conditions.
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act. If people are injured or their property damaged due to the negligence
of a business, they can make a financial claim against the business. The in-
jury or damage can result from the use of the business’ property or products
or the actions of company personnel.

DEALING WITH RISK
People responsible for managing risks go through a careful process of de-
termining the most effective way to deal with each type of risk faced by a
business. They choose from four different methods.

Avoid the Risk Some risks can actually be avoided. If there is a chance
that one market, group of customers, or type of product presents a particu-
lar risk to the business, it may be decided to avoid that choice and select
one that doesn’t pose the same risk. If a foreign country has an unstable
economy, a business can choose to avoid operations in that country. If a
particular manufacturer of production equipment has a poor safety record,
new equipment can be purchased from another supplier.

Transfer the Risk A common way to avoid a particular risk is to trans-
fer the risk to another company. Rather than assuming the expense and dif-
ficulty associated with a credit system, a company may choose to provide
credit through a credit specialist or contracted credit card system. Product
transportation and storage or information management and security pre-
sent several types of risks. Using other companies to provide those services
transfers much, although not all, of the risk away from the business.

Insure the Risk If the likelihood and amount of a financial loss from a
risk can be reasonably predicted, the risk can be insured. By purchasing in-
surance, the company pays a small percentage of the possible loss to an in-
surer for protection against the larger loss if the risk occurs. The greater the
likelihood of the risk or the larger the possible loss, the more expensive the
insurance will be. Taking steps to reduce the possibility or cost of the loss
can reduce the insurance costs.

Assume the Risk A company may decide that it will assume the risk
rather than choosing one of the other alternatives. If a risk is quite unlikely
to occur or if the possible financial loss is relatively small, the company
may decide to assume the possible loss because it will do little harm to the
business if it occurs. If the cost to the business to insure or transfer the risk
is high, it may be more feasible for the company to assume the risk itself.
Some companies recognize that a certain amount of equipment will wear
out, become damaged, or fail. Rather than insuring equipment for damage,
the company may set aside funds each year that can be used to replace
equipment. If the company decides to assume a risk, careful risk manage-
ment planning must be completed to avoid serious financial loss.

In a recent year, 83 per-
cent of the top global
financial services firms
admitted their com-
puter systems had been
compromised. Forty
percent of the compa-
nies reported that the
breaches resulted in
significant financial
losses to their organiza-
tion totaling an esti-
mated $456 million.

c h e c k p o i n t

What are the four methods a business can use to deal with risks
that it faces?

✓
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10.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. A ? risk has the possibility of either a financial loss or a
gain.
a. pure c. natural
b. speculative d. human

2. Which of the following is not one of the primary sources of risk
faced by companies?
a. property c. liability
b. personnel d. financial

3. Using a financial services company to offer customer credit is an
example of ? the risk.
a. avoiding c. insuring
b. transferring d. transferring

4. True or False? Controllable risks can be reduced or avoided by
thoughtful actions. 

5. True or False? Risk management deals with both pure and specula-
tive risks. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Government Identify one federal department or agency that pro-

vides assistance or support to businesses in the areas of risk assess-
ment and risk management. Write a short report that describes the
type of risks that are the focus of the department or agency and
what assistance is provided to businesses. 

7. Research Go to the library and review the business section in two
weeks of a large newspaper or several monthly issues of a business
magazine such as Business Week or Fortune. From your readings,
identify ten risks various businesses faced. Construct a table with
four headings—Avoid, Transfer, Insure, Assume. Classify each of
the companies and risks you identified in your readings under the
appropriate heading to describe how the business dealt with the
risk. Present your classifications to other students and justify your
decisions.

8. Law Businesses are at risk of liability claims filed by customers who
use the company’s products. Review newspaper articles or search
the Internet to locate information on a product liability lawsuit filed
against a business. Based on the information you collect, write a re-
port summarizing the case including the type of product, the al-
leged problem or defect with the product, the damage claimed by
the person(s) filing the lawsuit, and the amount of damages re-
quested. Summarize the result of the lawsuit and the reasons for the
decision. Based on your study of the case, offer recommendations
on what the business might have done to reduce or eliminate the
risk that led to the lawsuit.
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Terms
• insurance

• policy

• insured

• insurer

• peril

• policyholder

Goals
• Identify and define im-

portant insurance terms
and concepts.

• Understand insurance
company organization
and operations.

• Describe the key parts of
an insurance policy.

10.2 Principles of Insurance

• insurable interest

• premium

• reinsurance

• deductible

• coinsurance

IInsurance Basics
The assets of a business are essential. If assets are damaged or destroyed,
the business will be unable to continue the work that relies on those assets
until they are replaced. Not only will the business need the money to repair
or replace whatever has been damaged or destroyed, it will lose potential
income from the affected operations until the assets have been restored.
Business assets include property, vehicles, equipment, materials and sup-
plies, products, and personnel. The assets vary in cost and importance to
business operations. Minimal damage to assets causes little harm and can
be repaired quickly at a low cost. Significant damage can totally destroy a
key part of business operations and will be expensive and time consuming
to replace. 

Risk management procedures identify each business asset and deter-
mine the importance of each to the business, its cost, and the requirements
and time to repair or replace. Risk management also assesses the financial
impact of the loss of the asset on business operations. Based on that analy-
sis, decisions will be made on how the business will respond to loss of the
asset. For assets where there is a reasonable chance that damage or loss will
occur and result in a financial risk the company would not be able to af-
ford, the business should consider purchasing insurance. 

INSURANCE TERMS
is a contract providing financial protection against a specified

loss. Insurance is based on three principles. 

1. Some risk facing an individual or organization is transferred to others.

2. Risks are pooled or shared among a large group of individuals or
companies.

3. Risk for any one individual or business is reduced by controlling the
uncertainty of the loss. Purchasing insurance trades a potentially large
but uncertain loss for a smaller but certain payment. 

Insurance
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Insurance is implemented through a legal contract, or The
is the person or business covered by the insurance policy. The
is the company that assumes the risk and agrees to pay losses cov-

ered by the policy. Insurance policies are written to cover losses that result
from perils. A is the cause of a loss. Examples of perils that can be
insured are fire, vandalism, vehicle accidents, and personal injury. The

is the individual or organization to whom the policy is is-
sued. The policyholder is often but not always the insured. In order to
purchase insurance the policyholder must have an insurable interest in
the covered loss. An means that the insured will suffer
a financial loss if the insured event occurs. The policyholder is charged a

which is the amount paid to the insurer to keep the insurance
policy in force. 

WHAT CAN BE INSURED
The availability of insurance is based on the proposition that the insurer
can accurately predict the amount of losses that will be suffered by all of
those who are insured for a particular type of loss in a given period of time.
It is impossible to predict whether any one business may have a fire that
damages a building in a given year. But if thousands of businesses of a cer-
tain type and in a particular geographic area are grouped together, accurate
estimations can be made of the amount of fire damage that will be suffered
during a year.

The accuracy of predictions regarding the amount of losses that will
occur among all of the businesses insured for a particular peril is very im-
portant. Without the ability to estimate the amount of losses they will need
to pay, insurance companies may not accumulate enough money from pre-
miums to pay for all of the losses suffered and make a profit. Companies
use principles of statistics to estimate losses. The companies employ actuaries,
highly trained mathematicians who gather and analyze data and determine
risk factors in order to establish premium rates.

premium,

insurable interest

policyholder

peril

insurer
insured

policy.

Perils that can be insured include fire and vehicle accidents.
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Actuaries apply the law of large numbers which means that when very
large numbers of an event are considered, they will tend to form a normal
distribution. You may be familiar with the view of a normal distribution
which is often referred to as a bell curve, as shown in Figure 10-1. Using
statistics and data about the amount of losses that have occurred in prior
years, actuaries predict the total amount of losses that will result from a
particular peril among all policyholders. For example, if an insurance com-
pany issues 10,000 fire insurance policies to businesses, their calculations
may estimate that 800 businesses will have losses from fires in the next year
and the average loss will be valued at $6,800. 
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A Bell CurveFIGURE 10-1

In order for a risk to be insurable, the following conditions need to exist.

■ A large number of individuals or businesses must be facing the same
type of risk and be willing to purchase insurance. In order to be able to
predict the amount of losses and spread the risk across a large number
of individuals or groups, insurance companies have to sell a large num-
ber of policies.

■ The losses from the perils that are insured must be accidental and uncer-
tain. People cannot take advantage of insurance companies by purchas-
ing insurance and then causing a loss in order to collect money. Insurance
fraud is a major problem for insurance companies. It is estimated that
fraudulent claims add as much as 25 percent to insurance rates.

■ The actual loss must be identifiable. In order to be paid for a loss by
the insurance company, the insured must be able to document that the
loss occurred as a result of the peril for which the insurance was pur-
chased. The dollar value of the loss must also be identifiable.

■ The probability of loss cannot be too high and the peril cannot be of a
type that may affect a large percentage of insured at the same time. If
most businesses suffer losses regularly or at the same time, too much
money will be required to pay for the losses. For example, insurance
companies become concerned if they sell a large number of the same
type of insurance policies in an area that is subject to natural disasters
such as hurricanes, earthquakes, or floods. The result could be that al-
most all policyholders will have claims at the same time if a natural
disaster hits that area. To protect themselves against those large losses,
insurance companies use a process known as reinsurance. With

an insurance company sells some of its risk to otherreinsurance,
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insurance companies. The process spreads the risk across more companies
and more policyholders.

IInsurance Companies
In order to offer insurance in the United States, companies must meet re-
quirements and regulations established by each state and by the federal
government. Every state has a department of insurance and an insurance
commissioner. That department licenses any business that wants to sell in-
surance in the state and identifies the types of insurance the company is
approved to sell. In order to obtain a license, the company must provide in-
formation that it has adequate capital for the amount and type of insurance
it will sell. Most states also require companies to deposit a minimum
amount of securities in order to make sure policyholders’ claims can be
paid. Finally, states regulate the rates that insurance companies can charge
for various types of insurance. In some instances, the rates charged are re-
viewed to make sure they are adequate to cover potential losses and not ex-
orbitant or discriminatory. In other cases, states actually set the rates that
can be charged for types of insurance.

OWNERSHIP STRUCTURES
Insurance companies are generally organized in two types of ownership

In 2004, $1,097,836
million in premiums
were paid for insur-
ance in the United
States. 45 percent of
the premiums were
for life insurance while
55 percent were paid
for all types of non-life
insurance.

c h e c k p o i n t

List the conditions that must exist in order for a risk to be insurable.

✓

Insurance agents work with customers to determine the amount and type
of insurance they need.
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structures. Stock companies are private corporations that sell insurance as
a profit-making venture. The stock is publicly traded, so it is owned by its
stockholders and operated by the board of directors and corporate
management.

The second form of ownership is a mutual company. A mutual company
is a nonprofit corporation owned by its policyholders. Since the mutual
company is a nonprofit business, any income in excess of expenses is re-
turned to the policyholders in the form of dividends or lower premiums. 

Stock companies are the major providers of life and health insurance
and of property insurance to businesses. Mutual insurance companies lead
in sales of property and vehicle insurance for individual consumers. 

INSURANCE OPERATIONS
Insurance companies complete several different activities as a part of their
insurance operations. The major activities are rate making, selling, under-
writing, investing, and claims processing. 

Rate Making The insurance process begins when an insurance com-
pany determines the types of insurance it will sell, the types of customers
it plans to serve, and the rates it will charge. Rate making establishes the
amount per unit of value that will be charged for insurance based on the
type of insurance and factors that can affect the frequency and amount of
losses. Rates are established by actuaries who carefully review large amounts
of data on past loss experiences, specific factors that have increased or di-
minished losses, and the financial position of the company. Rates must also
be set within the guidelines and regulations of the state in which the insur-
ance is sold. 

Selling The company must sell an adequate number of insurance poli-
cies in order to collect sufficient premiums to pay claims, finance opera-
tions, and make a profit. Insurance is typically sold by agents. An insurance
agent is a person licensed by the state and given authority by the insurer
to sell its insurance. An exclusive agent is employed by the insurance com-
pany and sells only that company’s policies. An independent agent is self-
employed or works for an insurance sales company and represents several
insurance companies. Agents work with customers to determine the amount
and type of insurance to be purchased. They then write the application
and submit it to the insurance company for underwriting. Some simple in-
surance policies are sold through direct mail or the Internet. In those in-
stances, a customer completes an insurance application and submits it
directly to the insurance company for approval often without the need
for an agent. 

Underwriting Underwriting is the most important part of the insur-
ance process from the viewpoint of the insurer. Each insurance application
is carefully reviewed to make sure all information needed to make a deci-
sion is available and accurate. In some cases, information is verified through
credit agencies, private and public records, or independent investigations.
The purpose of underwriting is to determine if the application fits the crite-
ria that make the insurance a reasonable risk. Underwriters will reject appli-
cants if there is evidence that the applicant is likely to have a much higher
than average level of loss based on the information reviewed. 
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Investing Insurance companies re-
ceive income from policyholders in the
form of premiums paid. Policies are
written for a specific period of time,
often a year, and the premium is paid
in advance. The amount of money col-
lected from premiums alone is nor-
mally not enough to ensure payment
of all losses. Insurance companies fre-
quently pay more in claims than they
receive in premiums for a particular
time period. Funds that are received for
premiums as well as other types of in-
come are carefully invested in a variety
of securities. The regulation of insur-
ance companies restricts how some of
the funds can be invested. The compa-
nies also need to have adequate liquid
assets to pay claims as they occur. In-
surance companies have a large
amount of assets to invest. Wise deci-
sions by expert investment specialists
can contribute to profitability and
allow the company to remain competi-
tive in its insurance rates. 

Claims Processing When a poli-
cyholder suffers a covered loss, the
insurance company follows an estab-
lished process to settle the claim. Claims
that involve damage to property usu-

ally are handled by an adjuster. An adjuster works for the insurance com-
pany and determines the extent of a loss and the liability of the insurer. An
adjuster can be either an employee of the insurance company or an inde-
pendent adjuster who works for a fee. Claims for health and life insurance
usually are handled by specialists in the claims department who review in-
formation and make decisions about payments. Claims processing must be
done carefully to make sure that losses are paid according to the conditions
of the insurance policy. Some insurance companies develop a reputation of
being reluctant to approve settlements. Customers expect insurance compa-
nies to be both prompt and fair in processing claims. A negative reputation
will spread and will affect the amount of business the company will do in
the future. Clear information to customers when an insurance policy is
purchased and professional customer service at the time a claim is made
will help to increase customer satisfaction.

c h e c k p o i n t

What is the difference between rate making and underwriting? 

✓

Customers who have suffered losses expect insurance
companies to be prompt and fair in processing claims.
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IThe Insurance Policy
An insurance policy is a legal contract between the insurer and the insured.
As such it must be carefully prepared to make sure it is a legally enforceable
agreement and that the coverage provided by the policy is clear. A standard
insurance policy contains declarations, the insuring agreement, conditions,
and exclusions. There are a number of other provisions of insurance poli-
cies that define the coverage offered. 

COMMON PARTS OF A POLICY
The declarations contain identifying information about the insured and the
insured property, the insurance company, agent, type of insurance, the
dates and times the insurance is in effect, and the amount of the premium.
If others hold an interest in the policy or property, they will be identified as
well. A policy number is assigned to each insurance policy.

The insuring agreement forms the basis of the insurance contract. It iden-
tifies the individuals, activities, or property that are insured, the perils that
will be covered, and the actions that must be taken by the insured and the
insurer to maintain the insurance and to compensate the insured in the
event of a loss. 

Conditions identify the stipulations or requirements that must be met in
order for the insurance to remain in effect and losses to be paid. Some con-
ditions are standard protections for the insurance company such as a state-
ment that any fraud or misrepresentation by the insured will result in an
invalid contract. Other standard conditions are information on how a pol-
icy can be cancelled by either party, whether rights in the contract can be
assigned to others, and the conditions that must be met to maintain prop-
erty, report losses, and provide proof of loss. 

Exclusions provide specific limitations on the coverage provided. They
identify perils that are not covered, limitations on the use of property or
activities of the insured, or types of property or losses that will not be cov-
ered. For example a life insurance policy may exclude the insured from
certain particularly dangerous activities. A property insurance policy may
exclude losses caused by flooding from a storm but will cover water damage
resulting from a burst water pipe in a building. 

Special provisions are added to many insurance policies to control
costs. The policy may identify limits on the amount the insurance com-
pany will pay to the insured. The limits may be a maximum that will be
paid for one loss or a total amount for all losses in a specific time period. 

Many property and health insurance policies include a deductible. A
is an identified amount of a loss that must be paid by the in-

sured before the insurer pays. For example, an automobile policy may have
a $500 deductible. If an insured vehicle has $450 of damage, the insured
must pay the full amount. If the damage is $1,500, the insured is responsi-
ble for the first $500 (the deductible) and the insurance company will pay
the remaining $1,000.

With the insured and insurer share the risk by paying a
defined amount of the costs. Coinsurance is applied in different ways de-
pending on the type of insurance. In health insurance, the insured may
pay a specific dollar amount for a covered procedure such as $10 for a visit
to a doctor or $15 for a prescription. The insurer than pays the remaining

coinsurance,

deductible
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t e a m w o r k
Discuss with team
members how you
would make the deci-
sion whether to accept
a higher deductible to
an insurance policy in
return for a lower an-
nual premium. How
does the decision pro-
vide an example of risk
management?
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amount of the covered costs. The coinsurance may be stated as a percentage
of the cost. The insured may be required to pay 20 percent and the insurer
80 percent. Depending on the terms of the policy, the coinsurance require-
ment may apply to each claim or it may have a maximum amount that the
insured is required to pay during the term of the insurance. With property
insurance, a coinsurance provision requires the insured to pay a percentage
of the loss only if the property is underinsured in relation to its actual value.
This practice discourages purchasing less insurance than is needed to cover
the full value of the property if loss occurs.

c h e c k p o i n t

Describe the four common parts of an insurance policy.

✓

Insurance Fraud
The Coalition Against Insurance Fraud reports that insurance fraud in
the U.S. is an $80 billion-a-year business. They divide fraud into two
categories—hard fraud and soft fraud. Hard fraud occurs when crooks
set out to deliberately fake an accident, injury, theft, or other loss to col-
lect money illegally from insurance companies. Soft fraud occurs when
normally honest people fudge the truth to an insurance company to re-
duce a premium, cover a deductible, or get a larger settlement. They
justify their actions by saying that everyone does it, insurance costs too
much, or the insurance companies won’t notice a small amount. Exam-
ples of soft fraud include

• A car owner includes previous damage to the car after an accident so
insurance will cover that repair

• A body shop owner inflates the cost of repair so the customer doesn’t
have to pay the insurance deductible

• Following a burglary, the homeowner adds items to the list of stolen
property that really aren’t missing to obtain a larger settlement

• A doctor submits to an insurer a more serious diagnosis of a patient
than actually exists in order to receive a larger reimbursement

• A person who slips and falls at a store exaggerates the injury in order
to obtain money from the store’s insurance company

In a study by Accenture, almost 25 percent of respondents say it is okay
to defraud insurance companies. About one in 10 people support sub-
mitting claims for items that aren’t lost or damaged or for personal in-
juries that didn’t occur. Almost the same number state they would engage
in insurance fraud if they could get away with it. 

Think Critically
1. From an ethical or moral viewpoint, what if any difference exists

between hard fraud and soft fraud? Justify your answer. 
2. While the vast majority of Americans do not condone insurance

fraud, why do you think many persons believe fraud is acceptable
and would be willing to commit insurance fraud?

ethicsa question of
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10.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. A(n) ? means that the insured will suffer a financial loss if
the insured event occurs.
a. peril c. risk
b. insurable interest d. none of the above

2. The business activity in which each insurance application is carefully
reviewed to make sure all information needed to make a decision is
available and accurate is known as 
a. rate making c. investing
b. claims processing d. underwriting

3. With ? the insured and insurer share the risk by paying a
defined amount of the costs.
a. dividends c. coinsurance
b. deductibles d. premiums

4. True or False? Insurance transfers some risk faced by an individual
or organization to others. 

5. True or False? An insurance salesperson can actually represent sev-
eral insurance companies rather than just one. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Government Use the Internet to locate information on the de-

partment of insurance for your state. Describe five services the de-
partment provides to consumers and businesses. Identify three
ways the department regulates insurance companies in your state. 

7. Math The table identifies the deductible included in an insurance
policy and the loss suffered by the insured. Calculate the amount of
the loss that must be paid by the insured and the insurer in each
case.

Amount of Deductible Amount of Loss

a. $250 $825

b. $500 $450

c. $1,000 $2,420

8. Critical Thinking Due to the number of hurricanes that have hit
Florida in recent years, many insurance companies have decided
not to renew policies for property owners who have filed large
claims and to raise rates by as much as 300 percent for renewals of
those who didn’t file claims. Property owners believe this is unfair
since hurricanes are natural disasters. Write a letter to the Insurance
Commissioner of Florida to support the decisions of the insurance
companies or to argue that the insurance companies should be
prevented from taking those actions.



IInsuring Property Risks
Property is a major asset of most businesses. Business operations depend on
a variety of types of property that the business owns or rents and even the
property of others that is used to support business operations. Because
property risks are common to many businesses, the risks can be identified,
and damage or loss of property can have a negative financial impact on the
business, insurance is available to provide protection against those risks.
The common types of property insurance are comprehensive property, busi-
ness owners, title, transportation, credit, and crime. There are also some
more specialized and newer types of property insurance coverage. In addi-
tion, within each type a variety of (the monetary limits and
risks covered by an insurance policy) are available.

Each business will not need and likely cannot afford to purchase each
type of property insurance. Planning comprehensive affordable insurance
coverage and determining how to minimize risk is an essential part of risk
management. Purchasing insurance alone is not adequate to reduce risk
and will not be the most cost effective strategy for businesses.

COMPREHENSIVE PROPERTY INSURANCE
Because businesses face so many types of property risks, it would be ineffi-
cient to obtain a separate insurance policy for each type of risk. The insur-
ance industry created a comprehensive business property insurance package
called the Commercial Package Policy (CPP). Each business can select the ap-
propriate coverage needed but the total set of coverages will be written
within one insurance contract with one premium amount. 

CPP Coverage Figure 10-2 on the next page lists the full set of perils
that can be insured in a Commercial Package Policy. There are of course
limitations and exclusions for insurability of each of the perils.

In general, CPP provides protection for all buildings owned by the busi-
ness and any fixtures and equipment that are considered to be a permanent
part of the business. Coverage can be carried on rented buildings to the ex-
tent that the building’s owner does not provide insurance. The personal
property of the business can be insured under the policy as well as the
personal property of others that is used in or controlled by the business.

coverages
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Terms
• coverages

• self-insurance

Goals
• Describe common types

of business property
insurance.

10.3 Property and Vehicle Insurance

• Identify the main provi-
sions of commercial
vehicle insurance.



Coverage can be obtained to restore or replace important business records
and papers located within the business’ buildings or temporarily located
off-premises. It is even possible to insure outdoor equipment used by the
business and business landscaping. Many of the coverages have limitations
on the maximum amount that can be insured and the perils that are cov-
ered, as well as important conditions and exclusions. Some coverages are
very expensive and are chosen only because of special circumstances or the
type of critical business operations that must be maintained.

Special Coverages Several important coverages are available to busi-
nesses that provide assistance if there is damage or failure of important
equipment or machinery. Business income insurance compensates the busi-
ness for some of the income that is lost if the business cannot operate for a
period of time due to a covered peril. Extra expenses that the business incurs
to maintain or reestablish operations can also be covered. For example, if a
business has to rent or purchase a large generator due to a power failure,
that cost may be covered. Consequential damage coverage pays for damages to
the business that occur after another incident but related to it. In the situa-
tion above where the business suffers a power failure, if inventory was dam-
aged as a result of that problem (a supermarket could not maintain the
appropriate temperature in coolers and freezers), consequential damage
coverage could pay for some losses. 

BUSINESS OWNERS POLICY
Small businesses may not see the CPP as appropriate or affordable for in-
suring their operations. A special property insurance policy has been de-
veloped for the unique circumstances of small businesses. It is known as
the business owners policy. The intent of the business owners policy is the
same as the CPP in that it offers comprehensive coverage in one policy. It
also allows each business to tailor the policy to the specific characteristics
and conditions of the business. Common coverages under the business
owners policy are business and personal property, crime (burglary, robbery,
employee or customer theft, forgery, employee dishonesty), and lost in-
come. Most policies for small businesses also include business liability
coverage.
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Commercial Package Policy

FIGURE 10-2

Types of Perils Insurable Within a Commercial Package Policy

fire lightning
explosion windstorms
hurricanes tornadoes
hail smoke
damage by aircraft damage by vehicle
riot or civil unrest looting and vandalism
piped water or steam sprinkler damage
sinkholes volcanoes
falling objects snow, ice, and sleet

t e a m w o r k
Before studying the in-
formation on property
risks, brainstorm with
team members all of
the ways business
property can be dam-
aged or destroyed.
Then check your list
against the perils dis-
cussed in the lesson.
Discuss how each of
the perils could affect
business operations.



Business owners policies are usually written with a requirement that
insurance must be carried for at least 80 percent of the current value of the
property insured in order to receive full payment for losses. If coverage is
lower than that requirement, payments for losses will be adjusted accord-
ingly. This provision is similar to coinsurance. 

TITLE INSURANCE
Title insurance protects a real estate purchaser against losses due to a defect
in the title, or the owner’s legal interest in the property. Land and buildings
have a long life and are often passed from owner to owner. While legal con-
tracts and public records document the transactions, there may be errors in
those records that create ownership problems requiring the new owner to
pay expenses to correct the problems. A previous owner may not have had
full title, there may have been fraud involved in a sale or transfer of prop-
erty, or a lien may have been placed on the property. A lien is a claim against
the property as security for a debt owed by the owner. When real estate is
purchased, the public records are carefully reviewed and an attorney pre-
pares a report on the validity of the title. If that review fails to uncover an
existing problem, the new owner may suffer financial damages.

Title insurance offers protection in two ways. The insurer helps with
the defense of the insured in legal proceedings related to the legitimate title
to the property. Title insurance also covers losses incurred due to the pur-
chaser relying on the accuracy of the title. Most title insurance policies con-
tain exclusions or possible defects in a real estate title that are not covered.
Title insurance is purchased at the time the real estate contract is completed
and remains in effect until the property is sold or the title transferred. 

TRANSPORTATION INSURANCE
Transportation insurance is one of the oldest forms of business insurance.
Whenever goods and materials are moved from one place to another, there
is a risk of delay, damage, or theft. Any of those problems can result in
financial loss to the businesses that are sending and receiving the goods as
well as the company responsible for transportation. Transportation insur-
ance protects against damage, theft, or complete loss of goods while they
are being shipped.

Transportation companies are held responsible for losses to shipments
while the goods are under their control. As long as they are not negligent
in handling, packaging, and transporting the goods, it may be difficult to
get a full settlement for losses suffered. Because so many products are now
shipped internationally, the transportation laws of several countries may be
involved in disputes over losses. To provide protection in those events, it is
wise for businesses to purchase transportation insurance. Transportation in-
surance can be purchased by the transportation company, the buyer, the
seller, or others who have a financial interest in the shipment or the assets
used as a part of the distribution process. 

Transportation insurance is divided into two main categories. Marine in-
surance covers shipment on oceans and inland waterways including rivers
and lakes. Insurance is purchased by transportation companies to cover the
actual vessel, the cargo, the income earned for shipping, and expenses aris-
ing from liability issues. Inland marine insurance covers all transportation
over land via trains, trucks, and other vehicles as well as storage of products
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A report of the U.S. Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics
revealed that the insur-
ance industry provided
2.3 million jobs in 2005.
From 1996 to 2005 the
total number of people
employed in the insur-
ance industry averaged
2.1 percent of total
U.S. employment.
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during transit. It also can be used to insure
structures that are essential to transportation
such as bridges, tunnels, and even communi-
cations towers and antennas. Policies can be
purchased that cover a specific shipment or
all designated types of shipments for a given
period of time.

CREDIT INSURANCE
Businesses that make extensive use of credit
may consider the use of credit insurance.
Credit insurance pays off the balance of out-
standing loans in the event of death or dis-
ability of a debtor. Businesses may require
credit applicants to purchase insurance on the
amount of a loan, particularly for real estate
loans and mortgages when the amount borrowed is close to the actual value
of the real estate. This type of insurance is known as private mortgage insur-
ance (PMI). Many retailers that sell merchandise using installment credit
offer credit insurance to their customers. If credit insurance is included in the
sales contract, for example when a car is purchased, the terms and cost of the
insurance to the customer must be fully disclosed. Credit card companies
also offer credit insurance policies to cardholders that pay off account bal-
ances under certain conditions. Trade credit insurance pays for losses suffered
when payment is not made by businesses that purchased on credit. In order
to encourage international trade, the U.S. government offers export credit in-
surance to businesses selling goods overseas and making foreign investments.

The federal government insures some types of loans made by private
investors through special programs designed for students, small businesses,
and veterans, among others. Cities and other government units that issue
bonds may purchase insurance against the value of bonds they are issuing
that will pay the bondholders in the event of default. The insurance im-
proves the security of the bonds and may result in a higher bond rating
and lower cost to the issuer.

CRIME INSURANCE
Crime affects individuals and businesses. All bear the burden of crime, in-
cluding very high costs. Estimates of the annual cost of crime in the U.S.
range from $450–$675 billion dollars. Specific costs to businesses include
private security, lost wages and personnel costs, stolen and damaged prop-
erty including any lost through fraud and embezzlement, and higher taxes
resulting from increased costs for the criminal justice system. 

Insurance cannot cover all of the costs of crime. Many of the risks re-
lated to crime must be controlled and reduced through careful risk manage-
ment. However, several types of crime insurance are available to businesses.
Burglary, robbery, and theft insurance covers crimes committed by people that
are not owners or employees of the business. Burglary refers to unlawful
taking of property from inside the business. Robbery is illegally taking
property from another person through force or violence. Theft is a broader
term that describes all types of stealing. It can include forgery of checks,
negotiable instruments, and other valuable documents. 

The Insurance Information Institute provides
information about insurance for businesses
and individuals. Access thomsonedu.com/
school/busfinance and click on the link for
Chapter 10. Find out some of the issues
involved in insuring a small business.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance


Bonds are similar to insurance in that they provide protection against
a risk associated with the work provided by one business to another. The
company performing the work provides a bond guaranteeing reimburse-
ment of losses suffered by the customer from the failure to perform as
agreed. A fidelity bond provides protection for losses resulting from dishon-
est employees. A surety bond protects against losses resulting from the fail-
ure to complete any part of a contract according to the specified conditions.
It is often used in construction to make sure a building is completed on
schedule or meets specified construction standards. 
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c h e c k p o i n t

Identify six types of property insurance and the purpose of each.

✓

IVehicle Insurance
Most businesses own or lease at least one and often many vehicles. Some
businesses such as transportation businesses, retailers, manufacturers that
ship their own products, and producers such as farmers and timber compa-
nies have fleets of trucks and specialized vehicles. Many of those vehicles
are expensive, have high maintenance and repair costs, and are crucial to
the operation and profitability of the company. There are a number of risks
associated with the ownership and operation of vehicles.

Some large companies assume some or all of the cost of risks associ-
ated with their vehicles through self-insurance. is the ad-
vance budgeting of funds to meet the estimated cost of losses. A self-insurance
program is risky because losses do not occur on a regular schedule. The
amount of losses can be very high in one time period and lower in another.

Self-insurance

Businesses often depend on the use of specialized vehicles that must be insured for
damage and liability.
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With self-insurance, the company must pay all costs whether there are ade-
quate funds reserved or not. One method of balancing that risk is to use
self-insurance for more predictable types of losses and purchase insurance
for losses that are likely to fluctuate or that may have very high costs. 

The components of an automobile insurance policy are similar for indi-
viduals and businesses. Policies written to cover business automobiles and
other vehicles are called commercial vehicle insurance or business auto coverage.
The common components of a vehicle insurance policy are described in
Figure 10-3.

Vehicle Insurance Policy Coverages

FIGURE 10-3

Coverage

collision

comprehensive

bodily injury 
liability

property damage 
liability

medical payments 
(personal injury 
protection)

uninsured or 
underinsured
motorist

Description

Pays for repairs to the insured’s vehicle required as
a result of a collision with another vehicle no mat-
ter who was at fault.

Pays for repairs to the insured’s vehicle required as
a result of damages resulting from causes other
than collision, including fire, hail, vandalism, and
theft.

Pays the insured’s legal defense costs and claims
against the business and authorized vehicle opera-
tors if the vehicle injures or kills someone.

Pays the insured’s legal defense costs and claims if
the vehicle damages another’s property. Does not
cover damages to the business’ property or vehicle.

Pays medical expenses resulting from an accident
for the vehicle operator and other occupants. May
pay for covered personnel injured while riding in
vehicles not owned by the business.

Pays for costs related to injuries or property dam-
age to authorized drivers and occupants in the
business’ vehicle caused by an uninsured, under-
insured, or hit-and-run driver.

Some aspects of commercial vehicle insurance differ from individual
auto insurance policies. Liability costs are a particularly important issue for
businesses, especially those that operate large vehicles transporting expen-
sive cargos, vehicles that carry people such as taxis and busses, or vehicles
carrying hazardous materials. Such companies will usually have separate li-
ability insurance polices or comprehensive liability coverage as a part of a
Commercial Package Policy. The amount of liability coverage may be as
high as $5 million or more. 

A unique insurance issue is posed by transportation companies that
ship goods and materials via semi-trailer. Often the trailer of one company
is exchanged with another company’s trailer to be transported to a different
destination. Normally insurance only extends to the vehicles and cargo
identified in the company’s insurance policy. A trailer interchange agree-
ment resolves that problem. The trailer interchange agreement is a written



arrangement whereby trucking firms exchange the use of their trailers.
Under the agreement the company’s insurance provides coverage for physi-
cal damage to non-owned equipment while in the control of the business. 
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topicstechnology

Protect My Car
Vehicle theft is one of the major crimes affecting both businesses and in-
dividuals. It also is a major cost to insurance companies. The financial im-
pact in terms of insurance premiums, out-of-pocket repair costs, and
new car costs has now passed $7.5 billion. The National Insurance Crime
Bureau recommends a layered approach to reducing vehicle theft that
combines basic security procedures with new technology. Here are the
layers they recommend.

Layer 1 Common Sense Always remove your keys, close your doors,
lock your vehicle, and park in a well-lit public area.

Layer 2 Warning Device Use a visible or audible device that warns
thieves the vehicle is protected. It may be an alarm, lockable device on
the steering wheel, identification markers, or window etchings.

Layer 3 Immobilizing Device Prevent thieves from hotwiring your
car with a smart key, kill switch, or fuel disabler. 

Layer 4 Tracking Device A tracking device emits a signal when a vehi-
cle is stolen so it can be located and recovered quickly by police. Most
vehicles with the devices are recovered while those without are not.

Experts believe that this combination of theft prevention procedures and
technology would put a major dent in the number of vehicles stolen and
the cost of vehicle theft.

Think Critically
1. If your auto insurance policy provides protection against vehicle theft,

why should you be concerned about reducing the amount of theft
that occurs nationwide?

2. Do you believe consumers and businesses should encourage auto
manufacturers to install all of the technology recommended by the
National Insurance Crime Bureau in every car manufactured so most
vehicle theft could be prevented? What if it added $300–$500 to the
cost of each vehicle?

c h e c k p o i n t

What is the difference between collision, comprehensive, and
property damage liability coverage in a vehicle insurance policy? 

✓
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10.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. True or False? Businesses can obtain comprehensive insurance
coverage on buildings they own but not for those they rent. 

2. A special property insurance policy developed for the unique
circumstances of small businesses is
a. title insurance c. business owners policy
b. commercial package policy d. business income insurance

3. ? insurance pays off the balance of outstanding loans in
the event of death or disability of a debtor. 

4. The vehicle insurance coverage that pays for repairs to the insured’s
vehicle resulting from damages not due to collision is
a. property damage liability c. uninsured motorist
b. medical payments d. comprehensive

5. ? is the advance budgeting of funds to meet the esti-
mated cost of losses.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. History Natural disasters result in high losses to property and life

around the world. They also contribute to higher costs of insurance
when companies provide coverage in the affected areas. Use the In-
ternet to identify up to ten major natural disasters that have occurred
throughout the world. On a map of the world, locate and mark each
natural disaster. Identify the type of disaster and its estimated cost.

7. Math The Bowman Co. is considering self-insuring its vehicles
rather than purchasing an insurance policy. It examined three years
of losses and listed the costs of vehicle repairs for the three years.
a. What is the minimum and maximum annual cost of repairs?
b. What is the average annual cost of repairs for the three years?
c. If the company wants a one-year balance in the self-insurance

account that is 10 percent higher than the highest annual cost
of repairs, how much should it save each month? 

Year 1 $3,584 $1,215 $794 $5,820
Year 2 $2,505 $13,582 $1,035
Year 3 $450 $4,267 $6,024 $1,995

8. Writing Crime is a major expense to many businesses. The costs re-
sult from paying for losses as well as prevention and security. You are
working with a small retailer in your community to help them learn
more about reducing the impact of crime. Conduct research and
prepare a two-page report to the owner making recommendations
on new types of security technology that are available and other
measures they can take to reduce various types of crime. Make sure
to cite the sources of information you use to prepare your report.



IProviding Personnel Protection
The people who work for a business are certainly a very important asset.
They contribute their time and skills to complete the work of the busi-
ness. Well-trained and motivated employees are an important resource for
reducing the risks facing a business by working safely, conserving materi-
als, maintaining equipment, and identifying and reducing hazards and
risky procedures. Businesses make a major investment in employees. In
addition to salaries and wages, training costs for each employee can be
quite high. While the amount spent on training per employee averages
just $1,500 per year, the costs can reach $5,000–$10,000 for specialized
skills and management personnel. In addition, the average cost of em-
ployee benefits is more than 30 percent of the wages and salaries paid.
Data from the U.S. Department of Labor’s most recent report of employee
compensation for private employers in the U.S. is shown in Figure 10-4
on the next page.

REQUIRED INSURANCE BENEFITS
The Old Age, Survivors’, and Disability Insurance (OASDI) program was en-
acted by the federal government in 1935. Better known as Social Security, its
purpose was to provide a minimum income benefit for retirees when they
reached age 65, as well as financial support for workers who became dis-
abled and for the surviving spouse and children in the event of the death
of a worker. The program was expanded in 1965 with the addition of Medi-
care and Medicaid, which provide health insurance, health care, and pre-
scription drug benefits for retired persons, low-income families, and people
with certain disabilities. Social Security programs are funded by a combina-
tion of employer and employee contributions. In 2006, the contribution
rate for employers and employees was 6.20 percent of earnings up to a
maximum wage of $94,200. The employer and employee contribution rate
for Medicare/Medicaid was 1.45 percent of all earnings. Self-employed per-
sons are responsible for the entire contribution or a total of 15.3 percent
of earnings. 
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Unemployment Insurance Two other required benefit programs
are unemployment insurance and workers’ compensation insurance. Un-
employment insurance makes payments to workers during periods of un-
employment that are beyond the workers’ control. Unemployment
insurance programs are administered by each state. Benefits are paid out
of funds accumulated from payroll contributed by each employer. Each
state establishes its own rules for the program under federal guidelines.
Generally, unemployment insurance can be received until the person
obtains new employment or for up to 26 weeks. Insurance payments
are based on the average amount of the employee’s earnings during the
previous year.

In most states, the rate each employer pays for contributions to the
unemployment fund is based on the company’s unemployment history.
Employers who have had a higher rate of employee layoffs will pay a
higher rate than those with very low layoff rates. Employer contribution
rates are based on a percentage of each employee’s wages. Many states cap
the maximum amount of wages on which unemployment fund contribu-
tions must be made. Example rates for selected states are shown below.

Minimum Rate Maximum Rate

Arkansas 0.8% 6.7%

Maryland 0.6% 9.0%

Missouri 1.3% 4.12%

California 1.6% 6.2%
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Average Costs of Wages and Benefits for Each Employee

FIGURE 10-4

Goods-Producing Service-Providing 
Businesses Businesses

Total Compensation $29.36 100.00% $24.05 100.00%

Wages and Salaries $19.44 66.20% $17.31 72.00%

Total Benefits $9.92 33.80% $6.74 28.00%

Overtime and Bonuses $1.16 4.00% $0.63 2.60%

Life Insurance $0.06 0.20% $0.04 0.20%

Health Insurance $2.47 8.40% $1.54 6.40%

Disability Insurance $0.12 0.40% $0.08 0.40%

Retirement $1.48 5.00% $0.77 3.20%

Social Security $1.34 4.60% $1.16 4.80%

Medicare $0.32 1.10% $0.29 1.20%

Unemployment Insurance $0.25 0.80% $0.18 0.70%

Workers’ Compensation $0.87 3.00% $0.38 1.60%



Workers’ Compensation Insurance Medical care, rehabilitation,
and lost wages for injured workers as well as death benefits for the depen-
dents of persons killed in work-related accidents are provided by workers’
compensation insurance. Accidents and illness in business is a serious and ex-
pensive problem. A larger volume of insurance is sold for workers’ compen-
sation than any other type. The Bureau of Labor Statistics identifies the
occupations that have the greatest number of injuries and illnesses. The
most recent data is reported in Figure 10-5. Vehicle accidents are the largest
cause of occupational deaths.
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t e a m w o r k
Review and discuss the
list of occupations in
Figure 10-5. Why do
you believe those at
the top of the list are
most dangerous? Are
you surprised by any of
the occupations that
are in the top ten?

Top Ten Occupations with the Largest Number of Injuries
and Illnesses

FIGURE 10-5

Number of injuries Percent of total 
Occupation and illnesses (000) injuries and illnesses

Nonconstruction laborers 89.3 7.1%

Heavy truck drivers 63.6 5.1

Nursing aides, orderlies 51.9 4.1

Construction laborers 37.9 3.0

Light truck drivers 37.2 3.0

Janitors and cleaners 33.6 2.7

Retail salespersons 33.2 2.6

Carpenters 30.5 2.4

Stock clerks, order fillers 24.3 1.9

Maintenance and repair 21.1 1.7

Total, top 10 occupations 422.6 33.6

Total, all occupations 1,259.3 100.0%

Workers’ compensation insurance was established as a part of the fed-
eral Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) in 1970. Authority to ad-
minister the programs was given to each state. In most states, employers are
given three choices of how to provide coverage for their employees.

1. Purchase insurance from a private insurance company

2. Purchase insurance from a state or federal insurance fund established
under the law

3. Self-insure through contributions to their own fund

EMPLOYEE HEALTH INSURANCE
The percentage of businesses offering health insurance to their workers has
declined steadily recently. As the costs of health care increase much faster
than the rate of inflation or the cost of business, the percentage of busi-
nesses offering the benefit dropped from almost 70 percent to 60 percent
in just five years. Large businesses continue to offer health insurance, with
nearly 98 percent reporting that they provide coverage. To respond to rising
costs, many of those plans have increased the amount that must be paid by
employees, reduced coverage, and increased the copayments and deductibles
employees pay for medical services.



Health insurance provides payment for expenses related to preventive
health care and the treatment of illness and disease. There are two common
types of health insurance plans—fee-for-service and managed care. Fee-for-
service insurance makes payments to doctors and hospitals for each service
rendered to the patient. Employees have more freedom in choosing their
health care service providers under this plan. Managed care insurance is de-
signed to reduce costs by restricting employee choice of doctors and hospi-
tals, negotiating fees for services, and requiring pre-authorization for
non-emergency services.

Managed Care Plans Two types of managed care plans are PPO (pre-
ferred provider organizations) and HMO (health maintenance organiza-
tions). A PPO has arrangements with a network of doctors, hospitals, and
other providers who have agreed to accept lower fees from the insurer for
their services. An employee can select services within the network and will
be charged a small copayment for services. If the employee goes outside the
network, there will be higher copayments as well as the requirement to pay
any costs higher than those negotiated in the network. 

An HMO provides a full range of health services but they must be ob-
tained from the providers that are affiliated with the HMO. Usually em-
ployees are assigned or select a primary care physician who makes decisions
about the services patients receive and refers them to specialists in the
HMO when needed.

Some employers offer other types of insurance as a part of health bene-
fits. Common insurance plans include

■ Catastrophic Coverage pays for costs of long-term or particularly
expensive health care beyond the coverage of typical health plans

■ Medicare Supplement private insurance that pays for gaps in Medi-
care coverage

■ Long Term Care pays costs of nursing care in-home or at special fa-
cilities for those unable to care for themselves due to an extended ill-
ness or disability

■ Disability Insurance provides supplementary income for those with
short- and long-term disabilities that prevent them from working

■ Dental And Vision Care contributes to the cost of dental and vision
treatment

If these supplementary insurance plans are offered, most employers require
employees to pay much of the costs. By negotiating group rates with insur-
ers, the cost of the employer-sponsored plans are usually lower than if the
employee obtained an individual plan.

LIFE INSURANCE
Life insurance provides for payment of a sum of money to a beneficiary
upon the death of the insured. A is a person or organization
designated to receive the proceeds of the insurance policy. Many companies
provide a specified amount of life insurance to full-time or permanent
employees. Others offer the opportunity for employees to purchase life in-
surance but the employee must pay all or most of the cost of the policy.
Insuring the lives of key executives of a business is a common practice and

beneficiary
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the company is named as the beneficiary. The insurance proceeds provide
money to help with management transition upon the death of the executive.

Employers offer group life insurance plans that make individual cover-
age less expensive. Group plans also provide access to insurance for people
who might not be able to qualify due to existing health conditions. Gener-
ally employees must elect to enroll in group insurance plans soon after be-
ginning employment. If they choose not to participate, they cannot later
decide to enroll without meeting higher eligibility requirements. 

Most life insurance provided by employers is term insurance. Term in-
surance covers the insured for a specific period of years and does not accu-
mulate any value beyond the death benefit. Because the insurance has a
limited life and is not used as an investment tool, it is a lower-cost form of
insurance. Often the term insurance provides accidental death and dis-
memberment (AD&D) coverage. That coverage pays a higher death benefit
if death results from an accident. It will also pay specified smaller amounts
to the policyholder in the event of dismemberment such as the loss of use
of an arm or leg, hearing, or sight. 

Alternatives to term insurance are ordinary and universal life insurance.
Ordinary or whole life insurance provides permanent coverage for the life of
the policyholder as long as premiums are paid. The policy accumulates a
small cash value over time. With universal life insurance, part of the pre-
mium buys term insurance coverage that will be paid if the insured dies.
The rest of the premium is invested in high-yield securities as a savings tool
for the policyholder. 

RETIREMENT PLANS AND PENSIONS
As people expect to live into their 80s and even their 90s, they are increas-
ingly concerned about the income they will need after retirement. Most be-
lieve that Social Security and personal savings will not be adequate to
provide the standard of living they want and to pay for increasing health
care and medical costs in old age. Employers can offer retirement and pen-
sion plans to employees to aid them with their long-term financial plan-
ning. In the past large companies developed private pension funds and
paid a large percentage of employee contributions into those plans. With
rising business costs and pension costs much higher than predicted, many
private plans have been dramatically modified or even dropped. 

A traditional pension plan is designed to pay benefits to the employee
for a prescribed number of years after retirement. Regular contributions are
made to the plan by the employer and employee based on a percentage of
wages and salaries. Pension plan managers invest the funds to increase their
value in order to meet the amount needed to pay retirement benefits. A de-
fined contribution pension plan does not guarantee an employee a fixed level
of benefits upon retirement. Instead, the employer contributes a fixed
amount to an account set up for the employee and benefits are determined
by the amount of contributions and the performance of the investments. A
defined benefit plan promises the employee a fixed or determinable monthly
payment upon retirement. This more traditional form of pension requires
the employer to contribute adequate funds to provide the promised benefit,
resulting in higher than anticipated costs for many companies. 

Newer forms of employer-sponsored retirement plans try to reduce
the direct costs to the employer but provide employees with incentives for
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Of the total amount
of money paid in liabil-
ity claims in the U.S.,
22 percent was paid for
direct economic losses
suffered, 25 percent for
non-economic losses
(pain and suffering),
17 percent for attor-
ney fees of the plain-
tiff, 16 percent for
defendants’ legal ex-
penses, and 25 per-
cent for court costs
and administrative fees.



savings. Many of the plans are no longer managed by the business but use
financial planners and investment firms to develop and manage the retire-
ment funds. The federal government has provided a number of tax incentives
in qualified investment plans designed to encourage employer and employee
contributions. Examples of those plans are

■ Deferred profit-sharing, stock bonus, or stock-ownership plans in
which employers share profits in the form of cash or stock or allow
employees to purchase stock on a tax-deferred basis.

■ 401(k) savings plans in which employees can invest money in qualified
savings and investment plans on a pre-tax basis. The amount of sav-
ings is deducted from the employee’s salary before income tax is with-
held.

■ Individual retirement accounts (IRAs) allow employees to supplement
their retirement savings by additional contributions to private plans
selected by the employee. The savings can be made through payroll
deduction.

Each of the retirement plans that are approved for special tax treatment has
restrictions and requirements that must be met in terms of who can invest,
the maximum amounts that can be contributed, and how and when funds
can be withdrawn.
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c h e c k p o i n t

Why are employers willing to contribute 30 percent or more of
the cost of employee salaries and wages to pay for benefits? 

✓

IThe Need for Liability Insurance
One of the greatest risks to a business is liability. In its broadest sense, liabil-
ity means being legally responsible. More specifically, when a business has a
legal liability it is responsible for paying others because of negligent ac-
tions. That liability extends to harm and damage resulting from the use of a
business’ products and services, from actions of business personnel or those
acting under the direction of the business, and that occur in and around
the property of the business. The results of business liability appear in the
settlement of court cases for millions of dollars. Even if those large settle-
ments are not enough to drive the business into bankruptcy, they will have
a major effect on the long-term financial performance of the company as
well as the image and reputation of the business in the eyes of customers
and the public. 

Two types of penalties can be applied in liability cases.
results from breaking a law. People guilty of crimes

may serve prison sentences and pay fines. Recent public examples of busi-
ness criminal liability are the convictions of Enron, Tyco, and WorldCom
executives. results from negligent acts against individuals or
organizations. Individuals or organizations bring a lawsuit against others

Civil liability

Criminal liability



for damages suffered from negligent
actions. When a civil judgment is
made against a person or a business,
the penalty is payment of damages to
those who were harmed. It will also
usually require that the negligent
actions be stopped.

MANAGING LIABILITY RISKS
Because business liability can result in
financial costs in the millions of dol-
lars, companies must be proactive in
managing those risks. The process of
managing liability means identifying
all possible areas of potential liability
for the business, the particular prod-

ucts, people, activities, and actions (or lack of action) that can contribute
to liability, and taking direct action to reduce and remove any liability
problems. These actions will include product design, development of spe-
cific service procedures, careful employee training, developing and enforc-
ing safe operating procedures, providing clear product information, and
quick and effective responses when harm or injuries occur. 

Companies often purchase liability insurance that provides coverage for
the areas and activities where the business has liability exposure. Liability
insurance can be very expensive for areas where damages can affect hun-
dreds of people or the costs can be in the millions of dollars. Companies
must not avoid purchasing adequate liability insurance because of the cost.
Taking actions to reduce the probability of negligence or limit the effects
of damage can help reduce the costs of liability insurance. But if liability is
reasonably possible, insurance will be needed to avoid a liability judgment
that can financially ruin the business.

TYPES OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
Several liability coverages have already been identified in the discussions of
property and vehicle insurance. Workers’ compensation is also a type of lia-
bility insurance, as are elements of health and life insurance. Almost every
type of business insurance offers liability coverage as a part of the basic pol-
icy or as an optional coverage. In developing a liability insurance plan, risk
managers should carefully review existing insurance policies to determine
existing coverages and their costs. Then any new coverage should avoid du-
plication or provide the same coverage at a lower cost so that the liability
coverage in the specialized policy can be removed or reduced. 

Commercial General Liability Commercial general liability (CGL)
insurance provides very broad coverage to people and property and the
types of actions and activities of a business that typically provide liability
exposure. The actions of owners, executives, and employees acting on be-
half of the business are covered. Even stockholders of corporations acting
in their official roles and vendors performing required work of the organi-
zation can be included. 
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Professionals can purchase special liability coverage for the
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Other liability coverages in a CGL include damages resulting from

■ The use of the company’s products and services 

■ Any contracts entered into on behalf of the business 

■ Harm or injury to property or people caused by personnel, products, or
assets of the business 

■ The business’ advertising or other communications

Commercial Liability Umbrella Insurance Companies with lia-
bility exposures in the millions of dollars can also purchase an umbrella lia-
bility policy. An umbrella policy is a separate policy providing a higher limit
of coverage over and above any other basic liability policies an insured may
have. If each liability policy owned by a business carried coverage for mil-
lions of dollars, the cost would be prohibitive. The likelihood of having a
large claim against each of those types of risks is not great, but it is possible
that one area may suffer a very large loss. An umbrella policy picks up cov-
erage above the limits of the underlying or specialized policies at a lower
cost that having the coverage in each policy. Usually the specialized poli-
cies are required to have coverage of $500,000–$1 million. The umbrella
policy then extends the liability coverage as high as $100 million or more. 

Other Liability Insurance Several other types of liability insurance
policies are available to provide coverage for special circumstances or unique
activities and operations of a business. Examples are shown in Figure 10-6.
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Special Business Liability Coverages

FIGURE 10-6

Directors and officers

Employment practices

Cyberspace liability 

Professional liability

Medical malpractice

Protects the directors and officers of corpora-
tions for wrongful acts in connection with
management.
Cover claims for harassment, discrimination, or
wrongful termination of employees.
Protects businesses that use online technology
for actions resulting from libel, slander, copy-
right or trademark infringement, and errors. 
Protects professionals such as accountants,
attorneys, and architects from negligent acts,
errors, or omissions in performing their profes-
sional services.
Covers physicians, dentists, and other medical
practitioners for their actions or the actions of
others under their supervision for their profes-
sional actions and the results. Coverage is also
extended to the insured’s business since many
doctors are a part of a professional practice
association.

c h e c k p o i n t

How does an umbrella liability policy benefit a business? 

✓
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in actionbusiness

Responding to Instant Messaging
Instant messaging (IM) is the communication method of choice for
many computer users, but it causes headaches for businesses. Businesses
are not only concerned about lost productivity from non-business use of
IM, but more seriously about the business risks posed by its use. Publicly
available IM services open unsecured electronic access into the organiza-
tion that is quickly being attacked by hackers, virus-writers, and spam-
mers. Research by FaceTime Security Labs shows that security incidents
involving the use of chat, IM, and P2P networks were up 2,200 percent
between 2004 and 2005.

Some businesses respond by banning the use of IM by employees.
But that presents two problems. First, it is almost impossible to enforce
the ban since IM programs can be easily downloaded onto any com-
puter and the software is able to bypass most firewalls and security
systems. Second, IM is a proven productivity enhancement tool for busi-
ness. 70 percent of large businesses using IM and 84 percent of mid-
and small-sized businesses report significant improvement in communi-
cations and cost reductions due to decreased phone usage. Banning
IM reduces the security risks faced by the businesses but puts them at
a competitive disadvantage with businesses that embrace the new
technology.

Businesses face risk management issues when dealing with IM. If
companies attempt to ban the use of the technology they risk upsetting
employees, customers, and business partners and creating an environ-
ment where policies will be violated and increased monitoring of em-
ployees will be needed. On the other hand, if companies embrace the
use of IM but don’t recognize and deal with the major security threats
opened up by the technology, they will face the likelihood of data theft
and attacks on information technology systems. 

Risk management personnel are installing new comprehensive in-
stant communication tools on their computer systems and on each em-
ployee’s computer. The new tools offer vast improvements over publicly
available IM, integrating video and desktop tools for conferencing and
collaboration. Most importantly they offer significant security protection
that can be controlled by the business. While the initial cost may be high,
it allows employees access to the use of IM while greatly reducing poten-
tial security threats and costs.

Think Critically
1. Why would banning the use of IM reduce employee productivity if it

reduced the amount of time employees spend on non-business com-
munication?

2. Do you believe the communications of individual employees through
IM and e-mail present security risks to a business? Why or why not?
Recommend policies a business could implement to make sure the
use of IM and e-mail by employees does not harm the business.
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10.4 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. ? provides medical care, rehabilitation, and lost wages for
injured workers as well as death benefits for the dependents of per-
sons killed in work-related accidents.
a. unemployment insurance c. workers’ compensation
b. Social Security d. Medicare

2. Which of the following is not one of the penalties that can be ap-
plied in the case of liability? 
a. a fine
b. a jail sentence
c. payments to those who suffer damage
d. All of the above are penalties for liability

3. A separate policy providing a higher limit of coverage over and
above any other basic liability policies an insured may have is a(n)
a. umbrella policy c. malpractice policy
b. all causes policy d. general conditions policy

4. True or False? Businesses can choose not to offer Social Security
benefits to their employees.

5. True or False? Businesses are unable to reduce the liability risks they
face so they should carry liability insurance for every risk they face.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Math A business located in Missouri has a total payroll of

$8,563,928. If they are required to pay worker’s compensation on
the first 8 percent of their payroll costs, what would be the mini-
mum and maximum amount they would have to contribute based
on the information in the lesson?

7. Critical Thinking Spend some time thinking about your daily ac-
tivities at home, school, on your job if you are employed, and in
your community. List 10 risks you regularly face that can result in
personal harm, damage to your property, or personal liability for
your actions. Prepare a table in which you list each of the risks, the
possible perils related to each risk, actions you can take to reduce
each risk, and the type of insurance that you could purchase (if
any) to provide financial protection. 

8. Law Based on the potential major negative consequences a terror-
ist attack could have on the U.S. economy, the federal government
passed the Terrorism Risk Insurance Program. Use the Internet to re-
search the law and develop a short computer presentation summa-
rizing the purpose of the program and the help it provides to
businesses and insurance companies.



Chapter 10 Assessment

Summary
10.1 MANAGE RISK

1. Risk is the chance or probability of harm or loss. Individuals face risks
that can affect health, income, property, and can even result in death.
Businesses face risks that can have a significant economic effect. 

2. Natural risks arise from natural events or are a part of nature. Human
risks result from the actions of individuals, groups, or organizations.
Risks can be avoided, transferred, insured, or assumed.

10.2 PRINCIPLES OF INSURANCE

3. Insurance is based on three principles. (1) Some risk facing an individ-
ual or organization is transferred to others. (2) Risks are pooled or
shared among a large group of individuals or companies. (3) Risk for
any one individual or business is reduced by controlling the uncer-
tainty of the loss. 

4. Insurance companies can be stock companies or mutual companies.
Their major activities are rate making, selling, underwriting, investing,
and claims processing. An insurance policy is a legal contract between
the insurer and the insured. A standard insurance policy contains dec-
larations, the insuring agreement, conditions, and exclusions.

10.3 PROPERTY AND VEHICLE INSURANCE

5. Property risks to businesses can be identified and insurance is available
to provide protection against those risks. The common types of prop-
erty insurance are comprehensive property, business owners, title,
transportation, credit, and crime. 

6. Automobile insurance policies are similar for insurance purchased by
individuals and businesses. Policies covering business vehicles are
called commercial vehicle insurance or business auto coverage.

10.4 PERSONNEL AND LIABILITY INSURANCE

7. The federal government requires business to provide Social Security,
unemployment, and workers’ compensation insurance. Two common
types of health insurance plans are fee-for-service and managed care.
Life insurance pays a beneficiary upon the death of the insured. Em-
ployers offer retirement and pension plans to employees to aid long-
term financial planning. 

8. Companies must be proactive in managing liability risks. They can
purchase liability insurance that provides coverage for the areas and
activities where the business has liability exposure. Commercial gen-
eral liability insurance provides broad coverage to people and prop-
erty. An umbrella policy provides coverage beyond other policies.
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. An individual or business is responsi-
ble to others for negligence

2. Can be reduced or avoided by
thoughtful actions

3. A chance of financial gain or loss

4. A person or organization designated
to receive the proceeds of the insur-
ance policy

5. The individual or organization to
which the policy is issued

6. A contract providing for financial
protection against a specified loss

7. Results from breaking a law

8. The insured and insurer share the risk
by paying a defined amount of the costs

9. Cannot be influenced by human action

10. No opportunity for financial gain but
only loss

11. The chance or probability of harm or
loss

12. The cause of a loss

Review Concepts
13. A word that is used as a substitute for risk is ? .

a. peril c. uncertainty
b. insurance d. opportunity

14. Purchasing insurance trades a potentially large but uncertain loss for a
smaller but certain ? .
a. gain c. result
b. risk d. payment

15. Which of the following must exist for a risk to be insurable?
a. only a small number of individuals or businesses can face the risk
b. losses from the risk must be both accidental and uncertain
c. the cost of the losses cannot be estimated
d. all of the above must exist

16. The part of the insurance policy that forms the basis of the contract
between the insured and the insurer is the
a. exclusions c. insuring agreement
b. conditions d. declarations

17. ? life insurance covers the insured for a specific period of
years and does not accumulate any value beyond the death benefit. 
a. term c. ordinary
b. AD&D d. universal 
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a. beneficiary
b. coinsurance
c. controllable risk
d. coverages 
e. criminal liability
f. deductible
g. economic risk 
h. insurance
i. insured
j. insurer
k. liability
l. natural risk

m. peril
n. policy
o. policyholder
p. premium
q. pure risk
r. risk 
s. self-insurance 
t. speculative risk
u. uncontrollable risk



Chapter 10 Assessment

Think Critically
18. Do you believe a pure risk poses greater problems for a business than a

speculative risk? Why or why not? 

19. If you were the risk manager for a company, how would you go about
attempting to identify all of the risks facing a business? How would
you decide which risks should be insured and which should not? 

20. What is meant by the insurance concept that risks are pooled or
shared? How does each business benefit from pooling risks? Are there
any disadvantages to a business from pooling its risks with others? 

21. Use Figure 10-1 to describe how a bell curve represents the number
and amount of damages that are likely to result from the number of
fires that occur in a large number of businesses over several years. 

22. Why do insurance companies need to identify both conditions and
exclusions in an insurance policy? Why should businesspeople pur-
chasing insurance make sure they clearly understand the conditions
and exclusions?

23. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages to a young employee of the
following options for retirement planning: (1) relying on Social Secu-
rity only, (2) relying on a personal investment plan, (3) combining
Social Security with a personal investment plan. 

24. Choose a business and describe examples of situations where the busi-
ness might need business income insurance and consequential dam-
age coverage. 

Business Financial Calculations
25. Using the information from the FYI in Lesson 10.2, calculate the total

value of life insurance premiums and non-life insurance premiums
sold in the U.S. in 2004.

26. A health insurance policy has a coinsurance clause that requires the
insured to pay the first $250 of charges and 20 percent of additional
charges up to a maximum total payment of $1,250. The bills for
health care are

January 5 $120 March 30 $45

April 18 $375 June 20 $63

August 25 $560 October 2 $190

November 1 $35 December 20 $95

Calculate the amount the insured must pay for each of the bills. Then
determine the total amount of the health care costs and the percentage
paid by the insured and by the insurer. 

27. John Eros is a carpenter and his wife Janell works as a bank teller. John
earns a rate of $23.22 before overtime and benefits and Janell earns a rate
of $18.50. Using the percentages shown in Figure 10-4, calculate the
amount of compensation John and Janell would earn for each of the ben-
efits listed in the figure. What is the total compensation for each person?
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, Providing Specialty Insur-
ance, to answer the following questions.

28. Why are the types of significant and unique losses described in the
case such as a one-time entertainment event or the production of a
movie difficult to insure? 

29. What makes Lloyd’s different in both organization and operations
from traditional insurance companies? Why would a wealthy individ-
ual or corporation want to participate in a syndicate? 

30. Insurance is offered to provide protection for pure risk, meaning there
is no opportunity for financial gain. Do you believe the investments of
the Lloyd’s syndicates are pure risks or speculative risks? Justify your
answer. 

31. Why do you believe most of the investment capital in Lloyd’s syndi-
cates today comes from corporations rather than names? 

32. What type of risks would you expect the Fortune 500 companies,
global banks, and pharmaceutical firms to insure through Lloyd’s that
they would not be able to insure through traditional insurance policies?

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT examples that illustrate the variety of types of insurance poli-
cies and plans used by businesses.

CREATE a visual to illustrate a business dealing with a variety of risks
through a comprehensive risk management program including insurance. 

CONNECT your visual to other items already in your class portfolio or re-
late it to an important concept you have learned in another class. Make the
connection by preparing a one-minute presentation on the importance of
insurance to businesses, employees, and others. 

Stock Market Activity
Financial and other business risks are common in every organization. These
uncertainties regularly affect the financial performance and stock value of a
company. Attempts to reduce or eliminate risks through insurance will in-
fluence an investor’s decision to buy, sell, or hold a stock. 

Use Internet and library resources to research the company you have
been studying (or select a different company).

1. Identify common risks the company may encounter. Point out both
internal (company) risks and external (economic, social, political) risks
of the business. 

2. Explain actions that might be taken to reduce or eliminate these risks. 

3. Describe how various risks may have affected the market value of the
company’s stock over the past 12 to 18 months. 
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Planning a Career in Insurance

334 Chapter 10 >>> Business Insurance

Insurance is a broad industry with
many types of jobs and career oppor-
tunities. The industry is changing
dramatically as new types of insur-
ance products are developed, insur-
ance is offered as part of a broad set
of finance and investment products
and services, and the Internet and
other technology is used more ex-
tensively to deliver and support in-
surance sales and service activities.

Insurance jobs are found in two
basic types of businesses. Insurance
carriers are the large companies
that offer policies and carry the risk
of insurance that is sold. Insurance
agents and brokers sell insurance,
process applications, and are often
the main contacts with customers. 

Employment Outlook
■ Technology that allows direct

sales and information process-
ing using the Internet and
other technologies is reducing
the demand for sales and cus-
tomer service personnel. 

■ The growing demand for new
insurance products and the
blurring of insurance and in-
vestment services is increasing
the demand for people with
technology skills and careers in
medical and health insurance
and financial services related to
investments and insurance. 

Job Titles
■ Customer service representatives

■ Appraisers

■ Adjusters

■ Investigators

■ Loss control specialists

■ Underwriters

■ Actuaries

Needed Skills
■ Clerical and administrative per-

sonnel may need only a high

school diploma with technical
and math skills

■ Insurance specialists require a
college degree 

■ An aptitude for mathematics is
required

■ Strong customer service and
communication skills are
important

■ Most advanced jobs require
specialized coursework, degrees,
or licenses in insurance prod-
ucts, procedures, and legal
requirements

What’s It Like to Work 
as an Actuary?
Actuaries are one of the smallest
career areas in insurance but the
most important. Actuaries work in
all parts of the economy although
mostly in financial services, includ-
ing insurance companies, banks,
and retirement funds. 

Actuaries spend their time
identifying and studying risk and
its impact on financial resources.
They gather and analyze data on
the occurrence of risks, the costs
of damage from those risks, and
ways to minimize risk. Actuaries
are responsible for deciding if spe-
cific risks are insurable, the condi-
tions and exemptions of coverage,
and the cost of insuring the risk.
They monitor the profitability of
insurance companies and recom-
mend corrective action. They en-
sure that insurance companies
have set aside enough funds to
pay claims. They provide advice
on how to invest the insurance
companies’ assets. 

What about you? What type
of insurance career is most appeal-
ing to you? What will you have to
do to prepare for a career in the
insurance industry? 
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BUSINESS PRESENTATION 
MANAGEMENT EVENT
The Business Presentation Management Event challenges individuals to use
current desktop technologies and software to prepare and deliver an effec-
tive multimedia presentation.

You will design a computer-generated multimedia presentation for
Worldwide Insurance about managing business risks through property, ve-
hicle, liability, and other types of insurance. The presentation must be on
the contestant’s computer hard drive or on CD-ROM. No VCR or laserdisc
may be used for this presentation. Charts and other graphics must be used
in this presentation. All text and graphic materials must follow the organi-
zation’s graphic standards and make proper use of the organization’s logo
and/or name. All contestants are responsible for securing a release form
from any individual whose name, photograph, or other information is in-
cluded in the presentation. No photographs, text, registered trademarks, or
names may be used without permission. Although a work may be freely ac-
cessible on the Internet and contain no statement of copyright, the law
protects these works.

Fifteen minutes will be allowed for preparation and setup of the presen-
tation. The presentation shall last a minimum of seven (7) minutes and a
maximum of ten (10) minutes. Up to five (5) minutes will be allowed each
contestant for questions from the judges. The contestant must make effec-
tive use of current multimedia technology in the presentation. Presentations
will be evaluated for effective use of space, color, and text as design factors.

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Demonstrate knowledge of multimedia software and components.

■ Demonstrate effective oral communication skills.

■ Apply technical skills to create a multimedia presentation which
enhances the oral presentation.

■ Use the best typography, functional graphics, charts, graphs, and
color for an effective presentation.

■ Develop the stated theme for the presentation.

■ Understand the topic presented.

Go to the BPA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. How can a multimedia presentation heighten the need for the

product or service being advertised?

2. What information about insurance should be included?

3. Who is the target market for this presentation?

4. What is the advantage of a multimedia presentation over an
informative brochure?
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Personal E-Finance
Marcella was up early Saturday morning and seated at her computer.
She was meeting friends for brunch before they headed to the auto show
and then to a concert. She had several tasks to do to get her financial
resources organized but was going to make a big effort to get it all done.

Her first stop was her virtual bank web site. She wanted to see if her
commission check had been transferred to her bank account via direct
deposit. Seeing that it had not and worried that her checking balance
was a bit low for some of her weekend spending, she transferred money
from a money market account. She had an e-mail message that one of
her CDs was up for renewal in 10 days. She checked the renewal inter-
est rate and quickly went to a web site that showed CD rates being paid
by banks across the country. She was happy to see that her bank was
near the top so she sent a reply to her banker to renew the CD.

Marcella’s next stop was her online brokerage account. She checked
the performance of her stock portfolio. It wasn’t performing as well as
she had expected so she sent a question to her online broker and was
surprised when she got an immediate response. He was waiting for a
plane and had responded to her message using his BlackBerry. She also
saw that her automatic trading program had activated a purchase of
100 shares of the tech stock she had been watching. Marcella was glad
the order was placed without her having to constantly monitor the
market or rely on a broker. The automatic calendar pop-up on her com-
puter screen showed that she needed to make a quarterly contribution
to her Roth IRA. She set up an electronic funds transfer from her bank
to the mutual fund account to be sent the following Wednesday.

Marcella saw an e-filing reminder from the Internal Revenue Service
in her e-mail. She filed her state and federal income taxes last year using
e-filing. Since it was so simple and she had received her tax refund quickly
she knew she would do it again. She was now doing her own income
taxes using a tax preparation software program that linked to financial
records she maintained using a personal finance software program. 

Her final task was to gather information on new auto models. 
Marcella was planning to trade her car in the next few months and
thought the auto show would be a good chance to look at choices. But
before she went, she wanted information on safety, fuel efficiency, and
reliability. Later she could get pricing information as well as compare in-
surance costs before she made a final choice. In fact, Marcella thought
she might try an online buying service this time. Why waste time going
to a dealer when she could probably get a better deal online? 

Think Critically
1. How is Marcella’s lifestyle different as a result of using online ser-

vices and computer technology? Discuss how each of the tasks
would be performed differently without the technology. 

2. How do the businesses Marcella uses for her financial services bene-
fit from using the Internet to deliver their products and services?
What are some problems the businesses might face? 

Case STUDY
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IChanges in Financial Information
Management

Finance is an information industry. For the most part, consumers are buy-
ing information when they make purchases from businesses in the finance
industry. They expect a great deal of information to help them make deci-
sions and manage their financial resources. Savings and investment prod-
ucts marketed by banks, investment businesses, and other financial services
companies are selected by consumers based on an understanding of costs,
returns, and risks. Insurance products are sold on the basis of protections
provided, rates, conditions, and policy terms. To be successful in an infor-
mation industry, businesses must be able to create, store, access, analyze,
update, and transmit information. Customers need to be able to access, un-
derstand, analyze, and compare information and, most importantly, use it
to make decisions and solve problems. 

In the past, most of the information in the finance industry was paper-
based. Companies handled large quantities of paper that moved slowly
within the company, between businesses, and to and from customers. Busi-
nesses and customers relied on large filing systems to hold all of the paper-
work and secure storage to protect important papers. Many clerical workers
were needed to prepare, process, file, and retrieve the paperwork. Docu-
ments were mailed, sent through express delivery, and required security
personnel for secure distribution. Days and even weeks were needed to pre-
pare and process complex financial documents. 

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION
Today many businesses in the finance industry are shifting to electronic
documents and records and electronic information exchange procedures.
An (paperless document) is information contained
in a computer file prepared for a specific purpose. It can be text, images,
graphics, or any combination of those formats. An is a
document containing information that is intended to be preserved for a pe-
riod of time to document an event, activity, or transaction. Electronic docu-
ments and records can be created originally in electronic form, meaning

electronic record

electronic document
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Terms
• electronic document

• electronic record 

• electronic information
exchange procedures 

Goals
• Discuss how computers

and the Internet are
changing the finance
industry.

• Describe the parts of a
financial information
system.

11.1 Financial Information Management

• financial information
system

• electronic spreadsheet

• what-if planning
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there is no paper document. They can also be developed as electronic 
“duplicate” versions of documents and records that are first created on pa-
per. provide a way to share
information in electronic forms, including text, graphics, audio, and video.
The exchange procedures must maintain the authenticity and accuracy of
the information and provide privacy and security. 

For many years, businesses and consumers believed they could not re-
place paper documents and records with paperless alternatives. There was
concern that the electronic form could be lost or damaged. Many people
were uncomfortable working with electronic documents due to lack of expe-
rience. There also were legal restrictions on the use of electronic documents
and signatures that prevented the complete replacement of paper records.
Today advances in computer technology have created vastly improved qual-
ity and speed for developing electronic documents and for copying and
scanning paper documents and records into electronic form. Electronic data
storage and security procedures are enhanced. People are becoming more
experienced and comfortable with using many forms of electronic docu-
ments. Laws are now in place to validate the use of electronic documents,
records, and signatures for contracts and other legal agreements.

A recent study found that 90 percent of all new business records are
either created in electronic form or are scanned and stored electronically.
Businesses are moving to electronic records to gain productivity and reduce
costs. A study of banking services discovered that the average cost to com-
plete a typical customer transaction face to face with a teller was over one
dollar. The cost of ATM and call center transactions was about 25 cents.
If the customer completed the transaction using the Internet, the cost was
close to a penny. 

THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY
More important than cost savings for many businesses are changes in con-
sumer expectations. Computers, the Internet, and a variety of emerging
electronic tools are now com-
monplace in businesses and
increasingly being used by in-
dividuals and families. In the
United States, 207 million people
use the Internet regularly at
home, work, or school. That is
69 percent of the total popula-
tion of the country and the
most users of any country in the
world. It also reflects 117 percent
growth in the use of the Internet
in just six years. The second
largest user population is China
with 123 million Internet users,
which represents only 9 percent
of the country’s population.
Worldwide, there are 1.43 billion
Internet users, or about 16 per-
cent of the world population.

Electronic information exchange procedures

The cost of maintaining
paper records can be
expensive. Ten hours of
the average employee’s
time each week is spent
managing documents,
representing about
10 percent of payroll
costs. The cost of prepar-
ing, copying, storing,
and retrieving the doc-
uments in just one
four-drawer file is be-
tween $4,000 and
$6,000 a year.

Consumers are increasingly comfortable using computers to transact business.
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A slightly higher number of U.S. consumers, 219 million, have mobile
phones. Currently, about 50 percent of mobile phone users have web-
accessible cell phones with multimedia capability. Worldwide, mobile
phone usage is exploding. The number of mobile phone users passed
2.5 billion and is expected to reach 3 billion within three years.

Having access to high-speed Internet connections increases the likeli-
hood that businesses and consumers will use their computers for business
services. Currently 50 million high-speed (broadband) connections serve
U.S. businesses and consumers. The number of connections is increasing by
about 33 percent each year. Most of those connections are residential, with
43 million high-speed Internet connections in American homes. The types
of high-speed service are nearly evenly divided between cable (cable televi-
sion) modem service and DSL (telephone line) connections.

With Internet access, both home-based and mobile, consumers are in-
creasing their use of financial services provided via the Internet. Figure 11-1 
illustrates some of that use. 
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Internet Access to Financial Services in the U.S.

FIGURE 11-1

Online Financial Percent of Consumers with 
Service Internet Access

Use a banking web site 43%

Pay bills 38%

Obtain financial information; e.g., 44%
stock quotes, interest rates

Buy and sell stocks 12%

Obtain auto insurance quotes 7%

Invest in a mutual fund 11%

Shop for a home mortgage 10%

Most financial services businesses are adapting to the online environ-
ment. Online trading accounted for over 40 percent of all stock trades on
both the New York Stock Exchange and NASDAQ by the early 2000s. The
average assets of Internet-only banks are over three times greater than that
of traditional banks—$3.5 billion to $1 billion. Two-thirds of U.S. banks
currently accept online payments or are implementing the technology to
do so. Businesses are spending about $5 billion a year on equipment and
procedures to support mobile commerce from cell phones and other wire-
less devices. Overall, businesses report that currently about 15 percent of all
interactions with consumers and 20 percent of all interactions with suppli-
ers occur online. The most productive companies report online interaction
rates with consumers as high as 80 percent.

c h e c k p o i n t

What advantages do electronic documents offer to businesses
compared to paper documents?

✓
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IFinancial Information Systems
Effective information systems are essential for companies, especially those
that provide financial services. The need for information is steadily increas-
ing, the forms in which information is developed, stored, and transmitted
are expanding, the speed required to access information constantly acceler-
ates, and the concern for privacy and security is growing. An information
system is a structured set of processes, people, and equipment for convert-
ing data into information. It integrates hardware, software, information,
data, applications, communications, and the people who generate, record,
and use the information. 

Financial information is a key part of information systems in every
company. Within financial services companies a specialized information
system is required. A supports managers in
the financing of a business and the allocation and control of financial re-
sources. The main financial decisions supported by the specialized informa-
tion system are shown in Figure 11-2.

financial information system

MANAGING FINANCIAL INFORMATION
A financial information system is used to (1) gather, (2) organize, (3) store,
(4) analyze, and (5) report financial data. The activities are managed through
a system of data collection procedures, computer technology, software, and
electronic information exchange procedures. The system allows an organization
to obtain financial information and use that information in decision-making.

Several factors provide the basis for financial planning and manage-
ment. Figure 11-3 describes the information that should be included in a fi-
nancial information system and the basic financial goals managers attempt
to achieve by the analysis of that information. Notice that the categories of
financial factors match information included in a company’s financial state-
ments. Other key financial planning and performance data included in

Decisions Supported by a
Financial Information System

FIGURE 11-2

Cash &
securities

management

Capital
budgeting

Financial
forecasting
& planning

Risk
management

Operations
management
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financial information systems are sales, inventory, operating expenses, per-
sonnel and payroll costs, insurance expenses, tax liabilities, and profitabil-
ity. In addition to the company’s financial performance data, the financial
information system should also collect, analyze and report external infor-
mation including economic and competitive data, information about in-
vestment alternatives, and data on risks that the company faces.

Information Needs and Goals in Financial Management

FIGURE 11-3

Management Goal

Efficiency in use of cash;
minimum cash balance;
maximum return on
cash investments
Minimize receivables in
relation to sales and in-
ventory; minimize over-
due and uncollectible
accounts
Optimize cost of credit
in relation to purchase
needs and cash
investments

Optimize asset value
and resource use; main-
tain effective asset mix
in relation to company
strategy

Optimize long-term
debt to total capital

Maximize stockholder
value and return; opti-
mum use of retained
earnings

Information Needed

Cash inflows and out-
flows; cash needs; cash
balances; cash invest-
ment options and results
Total receivables; his-
tory of total receivables
and of each account;
account aging

Total payables; history
of payables; ratio of
payables to related per-
formance variables; cost
of credit
Value, age, life, and de-
preciation of each asset;
projected asset needs
and costs; net present
value; rate of return on
each capital asset
Type, amount, cost,
and term of liabilities;
payment histories
Classifications and total/
per share values of
stock; profit or loss; div-
idend payments; re-
tained earnings; stock
actions (splits, pur-
chases, new issues)

Financial Factor

Cash flow

Accounts receivable

Accounts payable

Capital assets

Long-term liabilities

Stockholder’s equity

MAKING DECISIONS
Financial management involves analyzing a company’s financial perfor-
mance, identifying ways to use financial resources as efficiently as possible,
and developing strategies to use current resources to improve the financial po-
sition of the company. Specifically, financial management activities include

■ Matching available resources to the activities planned by the organization

■ Identifying additional sources of financing to meet deficiencies or to fi-
nance new initiatives
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■ Monitoring the effectiveness of current resource use

■ Identifying ways to reduce and recover expenses

■ Studying past resource usage to determine future budget requirements,
project cash needs, and forecast financial growth

■ Managing and investing company assets to make them profitable

■ Developing long-term financial plans to meet future resource require-
ments and maximize financial returns

■ Forecasting, controlling, and attempting to prevent major risks

Before the availability of computerized information systems and deci-
sion tools, analyzing financial data was a time-consuming and complex
task. Today, the primary tool for financial analysis is the electronic spread-
sheet. An is a software program that organizes and
presents data in columns and rows and allows analysis using integrated
mathematical formulas. The spreadsheet makes it possible for managers to
complete what-if planning. With alternatives for finan-
cial decisions are considered by applying assumptions to the financial data
in an electronic spreadsheet. The spreadsheet automatically computes the
effects of the assumptions on financial performance.

SHARING INFORMATION
An important function of a financial information system is to provide ac-
cess to appropriate information for stockholders, managers, employees,
business partners, and customers. Information must be accessible at the
time and in the form required by each type of user. The system needs to
provide access to the information each group needs but restrict access to
confidential and private information. 

what-if planning,

electronic spreadsheet

t e a m w o r k
Identify a type of busi-
ness with which all
team members are
familiar. As a team,
brainstorm a list of the
types of information
that business uses in its
day-to-day operations.
Divide the list into in-
formation that would
be a part of a financial
information system and
information that would
be a part of the larger
company information
system.

Information must be accessible at the right time and in the right format for each type
of user.
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The ability to collaborate in the analysis of financial information and
decision-making is another important requirement of information systems.
Today, companies need to be connected around the world. Computer net-
works must provide that access in business offices and allow for mobile ac-
cess as well. Computerized information systems provide worldwide access
in multiple languages and various currencies and recognize the legal require-
ments and tax laws of each of the countries in which a business operates.

c h e c k p o i n t

List several types of decisions managers make with information
available in a financial information system.

✓

topicstechnology

Overcoming Virtual Communication Limitations
One of the objections many people have to participating in online virtual
meetings is the lack of the types of feedback they are used to receiving in
face-to-face communications. Body language, facial expressions, and vis-
ual evidence of interest or boredom provide useful information to both
leaders and participants.

People responsible for planning and managing virtual communications
need to respond to those concerns to make team members and meeting
participants comfortable. The use of web cams is a simple and inexpensive
way for people to see and hear other participants rather than just view-
ing text and graphics. Older camera technology restricted participant
views to only one person at a time or just the speaker’s face on the com-
puter screen. Newer group meeting software and better placement of
cameras make it possible for all team participants, local meeting groups,
and full images of people to be seen on a computer screen. Participants
can click around among people and locations on their own computers to
get the visual image they want. 

There are other useful virtual communication tools that increase in-
volvement and feedback. One helpful tool is emoticons (small symbols
used to convey feelings and emotions in a text message). Some emoticons
useful for giving group feedback are “Applause,” “Let’s take a break,” or
“I don’t understand.” Voting tools allow leaders to poll participants to de-
termine areas of agreement or disagreement. A hand-raising icon allows a
participant to seek recognition in order to ask a question or provide input.

Think Critically
1. Do you believe that with experience virtual teams and meetings can

be as effective as or more effective than traditional face-to-face 
experiences? Why or why not?

2. In your view, what effect if any does a person’s age, gender, or cul-
ture have on comfort with virtual teams and meetings? What other
factors might affect a person’s motivation and effectiveness in virtual
groups?
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11.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following statements about electronic documents and
records is correct?
a. businesses are required to make paper backups of both
b. electronic documents are intended to be preserved for a period

of time while electronic records are not
c. few businesses are currently using electronic documents or records
d. none of the statements are correct

2. The reasons businesses and consumers believed they could not re-
place paper documents and records with paperless alternatives in-
clude all of the following except
a. concern that the electronic form may be lost or damaged
b. lack of comfort in working with electronic documents
c. legal restrictions on the use of electronic documents and signatures
d. all of the statements are correct

3. True or False? Access to high-speed Internet connections increases
the likelihood that consumers will use computers for business services.

4. A ? supports financial managers in the financing of a
business and the allocation and control of financial resources.

5. ? planning applies assumptions to the financial data in an
electronic spreadsheet.
a. what-if c. if-then
b. what-was d. profit-loss

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Math If a bank processes 180,225 transactions in a month, what

will it cost if all transactions are (a) paper-based at a cost of $1.09
per transaction, (b) completed through ATMs and call centers at a
cost of $0.27, and (c) completed by consumers using the Internet
at $0.02? How much can the bank save if it changes the way trans-
actions are completed from 100 percent paper based to 50 percent
paper-based, 35 percent through ATMs and call centers, and 15 per-
cent Internet? 

7. Technology Use an electronic spreadsheet to show the 5-year re-
turn on a $150,000 investment with interest compounded annually
at the following interest rates: 4 percent, 5.5 percent, 6 percent. 

8. Communication You have been hired as a customer service man-
ager for a small local bank. It has been a part of the community for
over 70 years and the customers are mostly middle-aged and older.
The bank does not yet have a web site or use Internet technology.
You want to attract younger customers and believe technology will
appeal to them. Write a one-page memo to the bank president giv-
ing your rationale for introducing the technology and your recom-
mendations for the first steps the bank could take.
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IA Focus on Technology
The environment is changing dramatically for almost all businesses in the
finance industry. A new focus on technology is required. Financial services
are delivered globally, providing new opportunities but at the same time
creating new competitors. The speed of financial transactions is becoming
instantaneous. Customers expect more choices and higher levels of cus-
tomer service. At the same time they are able to access more information
on which to base their decisions and can compare the prices and features of
products and services.

Most businesses do not feel they have a choice about whether to
increase the use of technology. They see evidence of the success many
businesses have had in attracting customers through technology and the
potential cost savings they might realize. At the same time they are chal-
lenged by the many types of technology, the effects that changes may have
on current and new customers as well as on the company’s employees, and
the high initial costs of the changeover.

MAKING TECHNOLOGY DECISIONS
When businesses plan to adopt new technology, they make three decisions.

1. What types of technology will benefit the business?

2. How will technology be used in the business? Will it replace a current
process, duplicate and provide an alternative to a current process, or
will it offer a new process, product, or service? 

3. What will be the timeline for implementing the technology? 

Type The type of technology can be directed at consumers or at business
processes. A consumer technology improves the customer experience. It
may offer more convenient, timelier, or faster access. Technology can make
it easier for customers to gather and analyze information and make com-
parisons of the business’ products and services with its competitor’s. It can
provide improvements to existing products and services or even brand new
choices the business could not offer without the technology. 

Technology can also be used to improve the way business processes are
completed. That can mean improvements in quality and efficiency and

Terms
• adoption curve

• cost-benefit analysis

Goals
• Describe factors busi-

nesses consider when
making technology
decisions

11.2 Technology in Finance

• Discuss how technology
is changing the financial
industry
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often savings in the cost of completing
business activities. Another benefit of tech-
nology is that the business process may be
performed in different locations by more
people to allow easier business expansion or
more effective use of business resources.

Use One of the greatest challenges to busi-
nesses when considering new technology is
the effect it will have on existing products,
services, and processes. For example, when
banks began using ATMs it didn’t mean that
bank tellers could be replaced. While the in-
creased use of ATMs frequently resulted in
the need for fewer tellers, many customers
still want personalized service at times but the
convenience of ATMs at other times. Other customers will never use ATMs
if they can avoid it. So ATM technology in effect duplicates existing ser-
vices. Insurance companies that provide web sites where customers can ob-
tain information and complete applications or file claims almost always
still need agents and customer service personnel to work directly with cus-
tomers. Some of the personnel may now devote a portion of their time to
Internet business, but the company cannot eliminate traditional service
methods. As new technology is considered, the business must evaluate how
it will affect existing operations immediately and in the long run.

Some technologies actually introduce new products, services, and pro-
cesses that create new business opportunities. In those instances, the com-
pany must decide if the new business will replace older or more traditional
products, if it will compete with existing products and services and likely
reduce the revenues they generate, or if it adds to the business and will re-
quire additional resources since the existing products and services must still
be maintained.

Timing When will new technology be introduced and how long will it
take to be fully implemented? The introduction of new technology and its
acceptance by consumers follows a common set of stages that can be shown
in an adoption curve. An represents the stages in which an
innovation is accepted by individuals and businesses. Figure 11-4 on the next
page shows an adoption curve with five typical responses to an innovation.

Innovators are the small percentage of consumers or businesspeople who
are risk takers and want to be the first to try something new. They are will-
ing to pay more and put up with early problems in order to be the first to
obtain the innovation.

Early adopters are viewed as opinion leaders and are quick to adopt an
innovation after they have seen its use and value. They will take a bit more
time to gather information and consider risks and benefits than innovators,
but will make a decision quickly when they determine that the innovation
offers benefits.

The early majority is one of the two largest groups of adopters. They are
more cautious than the first two groups, but they want to be seen by others
as accepting and using innovation. They respect and follow the lead of early
adopters but are more value conscious and not as willing to take a risk.

adoption curve

Career clusters are a tool to use when you
are considering career possibilities. Access
thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance and click
on the link for Chapter 11. Find information
on a career in information security or
technology.

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance
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The late majority is the other large group of innovation users. By the
time they made a decision, the product is no longer considered an innova-
tion and is widely used. This group is cautious and conservative. They want
clear evidence of the effectiveness of an innovation. They will wait until it
is thoroughly tested and proven and the cost has dropped. 

Laggards are very resistant to change and very conservative in their
purchase behavior. They do not trust innovation and will avoid spending
money on products and services they have not used in the past until they
have little other choice. They do not view themselves as a part of the group
and may even take pride in being different.

After decisions about the type, use, and timing of technology adoption
have been analyzed, the final step is to complete a standard cost-benefit
analysis. A compares the total expected costs with
the total expected benefits of one or more choices in order to choose the
most profitable option. When completing a cost-benefit analysis of a tech-
nology choice, the actual monetary value of both the cost of purchasing
and implementing the technology and the financial benefits from its imple-
mentation must be calculated. The costs to purchase and implement new
technology are relatively easy to determine, although the continuing cost
of its use over a period of years may be more difficult. The people responsi-
ble for the cost-benefit analysis will have to estimate how successful the
new technology will be and how quickly and widely it will be used.

It is often much more difficult to determine the monetary value of the
benefit of the technology. Increases in sales and revenues can be estimated
but must be matched to any possible decreases from existing products, ser-
vices, and technologies. Will the technology increase the number of new cus-
tomers? The new technology might actually result in the loss of some
customers who don’t like it. Will it increase the average amount current
customers spend? It might simply spread the current amount customers
spend across the old and new technologies.

An important part of cost-benefit analysis is determining opportunity
costs. An opportunity cost for a technology decision is the cost of adopting

cost-benefit analysis

t e a m w o r k
Discuss with your team
how the adoption
curve is demonstrated
by people in your
school, family, and
neighborhood by the
purchase and use of
new technology prod-
ucts. Discuss whether
you can see examples
of the adoption curve
in how businesses in
your community begin
to use new technology.

The Stages of the Adoption CurveFIGURE 11-4
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the technology compared to what the same amount of money could have
earned if it was used for the next best alternative. For example, a brokerage
firm could compare the cost of investing in web-based software so customers
can make stock purchases online versus the cost of hiring and training more
stockbrokers and customer service personnel to provide personalized cus-
tomer service. 
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c h e c k p o i n t

What are the differences among the five groups identified in 
the adoption curve?

✓

ITechnology Applications in the
Finance Industry

All parts of the financial services industry are affected by technology. Every
category of financial services is expanding the types of products and ser-
vices offered. Financial services businesses such as banks, stockbrokers, in-
vestment companies, and insurance companies compete with each other
offering similar savings, investment, and insurance products. There is a
smaller number of larger businesses as competitors merge and small busi-
nesses are driven from the market by competition. Customers demand
higher levels of service and personalized attention no matter how they con-
tact the business. They want convenient access to financial services at any
time and any place through traditional as well as mobile and electronic ser-
vices. Companies must use technology to provide employees and customers
with quick access to information and fast service, but with attention to
both accuracy and security. 

TECHNOLOGY AND BANKING
New banking technology provides consistent service no matter what method
of contact customers choose. The concept of branch banking is expanding
to provide banking and financial services through traditional branch offices,
but also through staffed banking centers in supermarkets, discount stores,
and other businesses. The number of ATMs is expanding as are the types of
financial transactions that can be completed through the automated tech-
nology. Banking services and financial resources are accessed with smart
cards that can be used at many types of retail businesses as well as stand-
alone financial services kiosks. The kiosks offer easy-to-use touch screen
technology with audio, text, graphics, and video and often the capability
to talk directly to a customer service representative when help is needed.

Early bank web sites primarily provided information. Now customers
can complete most banking transactions online, such as account manage-
ment, bill paying, loan applications, and accessing customer service and
financial advice through direct personal contact with bank personnel. Mo-
bile banking using cell phones is the newest form of customer service tech-
nology. It is expected that interactive television may provide personalized
banking services at home in the future. 
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Banks are implementing sophisticated technology and improving inter-
nal processes that collect, store, and provide instantaneous access to cus-
tomer and product information for use by employees and customers in any
location using any type of technology. The technology used to support those
processes must be accurate, efficient, and secure, and it must greatly reduce
the per-transaction cost to keep the business competitive and profitable.
Converting most paper-based transactions to electronic transactions will be
an important part of reducing costs and increasing accuracy. Electronic data
will increase security issues facing both the banks and their customers.

TECHNOLOGY AND INVESTING
Investing in stocks and mutual funds has traditionally been done by direct
contact with a stockbroker who then placed orders via telephone or com-
puter to the trading floor. Beginning in 1971, the NASDAQ exchange re-
moved the floor trading component and made trading on its exchange
entirely computer-based. The growth of personal computers and the Inter-
net opened electronic trading to individual investors who could place or-
ders through an account with an online stockbroker. It also provided the
individual investor with a growing and easily accessible amount of infor-
mation that was previously available primarily through direct contact with
a stockbroker. 

The early growth of online investing was initially accomplished through
specialized electronic brokerage firms such as Ameritrade and E*Trade. They
offered limited investor information and support, but placed investor or-
ders at greatly discounted prices compared to full-service brokers. Over time,
traditional full-service brokers recognized the importance of offering online
trading for their customers, while specialized electronic brokers recognized
that their customers wanted more information and investment advice.
Many of the electronic brokerage companies have now merged with full-
service brokers. The products and services they offer have expanded into a
variety of savings, investment, money management, retirement, and insur-
ance products.

Most investors with Internet access now use the Internet for a number
of investment services. They expect to be able to access investment infor-
mation that is understandable and current. They want immediate access to
stock quotes. Most importantly, they want their buy and sell orders to be
placed instantaneously so the price doesn’t change between the time the
order is placed and the transaction is completed. As with other financial
services businesses, each customer has unique needs and expectations for
information, services, and access to technology. Most investment firms
continue to offer the services of investment advisors and brokers who can
be contacted personally via telephone or computer, or even in person.
They also offer technology services that allow investors to complete most
investment activities without the help of a company employee. 

Many companies have entered the investment services market to pro-
vide information to consumers and businesses. Some of the information
services are available free and supported by advertising, while others charge
a fee to customers. Most of the companies provide information in multiple
formats including e-mail updates, cell phone alerts, special reports, charts,
graphs, and the streaming of current stock price and market information.
The technology allows customers to customize the type of information they

Gen Yers spend about
12 hours online every
week. That compares
to 9 hours for Gen Xers
and 6 for Boomers.
They are also active so-
cial users of the Inter-
net. For example, they
are 50 percent more
likely than Gen Xers to
send instant messages,
twice as likely to read
blogs, and three times
as likely to use social
networking sites.



want and the form in which they receive it. The volume of information,
the customization capabilities, and the need to provide immediate informa-
tion requires sophisticated technology. 

Other investment services are also becoming increasingly computer-
based. Information on available bond offerings and the purchase of new
bond issues as well as bond trading can be completed via computer. The
federal government now sells treasury securities through computer-based
auctions and the securities themselves are now paperless. 

TECHNOLOGY AND INSURANCE
The insurance industry has been one of the last categories of financial ser-
vices to accept and implement consumer-oriented technology. Companies
have internal systems and procedures to maintain their own records. That
technology only recently has begun to extend to accepting, processing, and
updating applications and adjusting claims. Recent surveys indicate that
only 31 percent of insurance companies allow customers to access quotes
on their web sites and only 7 percent enable their customers to make
simple applications or basic changes to existing policies online. Even
insurance agents and adjusters often don’t have online access to much
of the information they need or are unable to enter policy and claims
information online. Insurance companies claim that policies must be
personalized and underwriting is too complex to allow it to be managed
by people without specialized knowledge and training. 

Several small insurance companies led by auto insurers have been im-
plementing a number of web-based consumer services, including compar-
ing insurance rates and applying for basic coverage. That has spurred larger
companies to increase their web presence to compete. Another focus of on-
line customer service is providing current customers with access to policy
information and the
ability to make basic
changes such as ad-
dress or beneficiary.
Some companies
have added online
billing and payment
processes. One of the
innovations being
implemented by
companies that offer
multiple types of
insurance is to con-
solidate policy infor-
mation and billing
of several types of
insurance so cus-
tomers can access,
review, and pay for
all policies in one
place and at one time
if they choose. 
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Financial customers expect to receive current, correct, and understandable information
online.
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Technology services are being developed to allow agents, adjusters, and
other personnel to easily access company records and input new data from
any location. The technology can be used on wireless computers, PDAs, cell
phones, and other mobile computing devices. Insurance agents can gather
and submit information from the customer’s home or business. An adjuster
can access a specialized form to be used on site to assess and document da-
mage, determine the amount the insurance company will pay, and even
process a partial or full payment for the customer immediately. 

THE EFFECT OF TECHNOLOGY ON CONSUMERS
As consumers gain more access to and experience with technology, their
preferences for interacting with businesses often change. Figure 11-5 illus-
trates consumer views of some common types of technology. 
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Consumer Use of Technology

FIGURE 11-5

Currently Use or Would 
Type of Technology Use if Available

Gas pump payments 79%

ATMs 75%

Debit/credit keypads at checkout 66%

Self-service grocery checkouts 55%

Automated financial/banking services 49%

Automated ticket purchases 48%

In addition, research shows that

■ Consumers currently make 33 percent of their in-store payments with
cash, 14 percent with a paper check, 19 percent with a credit card, and
23 percent with a debit card. Debit cards are the fastest growing as well
as the most widely used form of electronic payment, while the use of
cash and checks are declining. 

■ For online payments, consumers choose credit cards for 55 percent of
purchases, debit cards for 25 percent, and checks and money orders for
6 percent. 

■ When paying monthly bills, checks are still the preferred choice of
49 percent of consumers. Automatic bill pay where payments are trans-
ferred from a bank account is used by 21 percent, and 24 percent use a
credit or debit card for an online payment. 

■ Four web sites that combine money-management content with finan-
cial services ranked among the 20 most popular consumer sites for
business information: AOL Money & Finance, MSN Money, Yahoo!
Finance, and CNN Money.

■ Internet users who have used an e-commerce or financial management
site are more trusting of online banking sites, automatic bill pay sites,
credit history sites, and others.

■ Internet users who have bought items online are more likely to say
they have a lot of trust in online security.
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c h e c k p o i n t

Provide an example of the use of technology in banking,
investment, and insurance businesses.

✓

around the worldfinance

Informal Currency Traders
As you are walking the streets of Addis, Ethiopia, you need to exchange
some U.S. dollars for birr. You can go to a bank and get 8.5 birr per dol-
lar or you can do business with a street trader and get 10 per dollar. What
should you do?

When traveling, most of your currency exchanges will be done
through banks, currency exchange bureaus, and travel agencies. Exchange
services often are also available at hotels, airports, railway stations, and
small shops. In many countries, another alternative exists—the black
market currency exchange, also referred to as informal currency traders.

In some major towns In Ethiopia, there are black market money ex-
change kiosks. Often, they use a legitimate business enterprise, such as
selling food items, as a cover for their currency exchange activities. In
general, it is illegal for a person to participate in foreign exchange trans-
actions except in banks, major hotels, and travel agencies.

In Zambia, black market foreign exchange dealers offer better rates
for several currencies, including the U.S. dollar, the British pound, the
South African rand, and the Botswana pula. It is not uncommon to see
individuals offering bundles of Zimbabwean banknotes for sale on the
roadside near the Zambia border with Zimbabwe. You might also find
freelance currency traders in the marketplaces of larger towns and cities.

Many opportunities exist in Peru to exchange currencies in settings
other than banks and other formal financial institutions. Individuals on
street corners in large cities change money, mostly involving transactions
between U.S. dollars and Peruvian sol. 

Informal currency trading is not always possible, especially in coun-
tries where strong government controls exist. In Tunisia, you are not al-
lowed to import or export dinars. Transactions outside the formal financial
system are forbidden. Violation can result in heavy penalties. A similar sit-
uation exists in Morocco, where no currency trading of the dirham out-
side of banks is allowed. In Thailand, a person must have a license issued
by the Bank of Thailand to be authorized to do currency exchange.

Think Critically
1. What are benefits and concerns associated with informal currency

traders?
2. Conduct a web search to obtain additional information about cur-

rency exchange activities for travelers.
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11.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. Which of the following is not one of the decisions businesses make
about the adoption of technology? 
a. type
b. competition
c. use
d. timing

2. An ? curve represents the stages for an innovation to be
accepted by individuals and businesses. 

3. ? are very resistant to change and very conservative in
their purchase behavior.
a. innovators
b. early adopters
c. late adopters
d. laggards 

4. True or False? Mobile banking through the use of cell phones is
the newest form of customer service technology.

5. When making online payments, the most common form of pay-
ment used by consumers is
a. cash
b. paper check 
c. credit card 
d. debit card

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Technology Prepare a computer presentation of at least three

slides describing how technology is changing the way consumers
purchase and use financial services. 

7. Debate Form two teams and prepare for a debate on the topic
“The major factor businesses should consider when adopting tech-
nology is cost-benefit analysis rather than consumer preferences.” 

8. Communication Write a one-page persuasive paper convincing
an insurance company it should allow its agents and customers to
complete most of their transactions using the Internet.

9. Math In 2006 there were 219.4 million wireless subscribers in the
U.S., each of whom paid an average monthly bill of $51. Use that
information to calculate the total revenues collected in one month
and for the full year by the wireless service providers.

10. Sociology The amount of Internet use and type of online activities
varies based on people’s age, gender, income level, and race/
ethnicity. Use the Internet to collect information on those differences.
Prepare three tables or charts that present your findings. For each
chart or table, develop a conclusion about the meaning of the in-
formation to financial services businesses.
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IBusiness Responsibility for Private
Information

Data security has become an important issue for both businesses and con-
sumers. As more and more personal information is collected, stored elec-
tronically, and shared among employees and between businesses, the risks
of lost or stolen data increases. According to the Privacy Rights Clearing-
house, in a recent two-year period companies and institutions of every type
and size have collectively mishandled nearly 94 million private records. Ex-
amples of the data security problems include the following.

■ Personal data on more than 26 million U.S. veterans was missing after
the burglary of a computer disk from the home of a computer analyst
working for the Department of Veterans Affairs.

■ Two laptop computers with personal information on about 31,000
Navy recruiters and their prospective recruits were stolen from a local
recruitment office in New Jersey.

■ Chase Card Services notified 2.6 million current and former Circuit
City credit card holders that computer tapes containing their personal
information had been inadvertently tossed in the trash.

■ The names, addresses, and credit and debit card numbers of some
243,000 customers of Hotels.com were on a laptop that was stolen
from an employee of Ernst & Young who was auditing the company’s
records.

■ ChoicePoint, which provides consumer data services to insurance com-
panies and other businesses, was duped by thieves who set up fraudu-
lent accounts with the company by posing as collection agencies that
were looking to run background checks on potential customers. Over
100,000 records were stolen. 

■ CardSystems’ computers were breached when a script was installed on
its servers by company insiders or hackers that periodically looked for
specific file types. Three files containing information for 263,000

Terms
• data integrity

• information privacy 

• information security 

• identity theft 

Goals
• Describe important

responsibilities of compa-
nies in protecting busi-
ness and customer 
information

• Identify specific risks to
customer information
privacy and security

11.3 Information Privacy and Security

• account hijacking

• phishing

• pharming

• pretexting



accounts were removed from the computers. CardSystems processed
credit card data for both MasterCard and Visa.

■ Blue Cross and Blue Shield inadvertently printed customer Social Secu-
rity numbers on mailing labels. Also, a contractor e-mailed a data file
containing personal information on employees and vendors to his home
computer in violation of company policy. 

Each of the companies when informing the public of the lost informa-
tion claimed that they had specific security procedures in place that were
designed to protect the data. In each case either the procedures were vio-
lated or security systems were breached. The lost data created problems for
the individuals whose personal information was compromised and for the
companies responsible for the resulting damages and financial losses. 

MAINTAINING DATA INTEGRITY
Businesses require customers to provide personal information in order to
establish accounts, approve credit, and offer customer services. Customers
submit the information to businesses with the belief that it will be pro-
tected and not misused. Very large databases of customer information are
regularly used by many employees to complete a variety of business activi-
ties. Data may be shared with business partners and vendors that have been
contracted to provide specific services. As a part of providing effective and
efficient customer service, customers may be given access to the data in
order to manage their own accounts and update information. Each part of
the information management process involves security risks where data
may be lost, stolen, damaged, or altered.

Developing effective information management systems is a significant
challenge for today’s businesses. An information management system must
have the capability to handle large amounts of information while complying
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t e a m w o r k
You have just received
a notice from your
credit card company
that your account in-
formation has been
stolen. Discuss with
team members how
you would feel about
the business upon re-
ceiving the news and
what you believe indi-
vidual consumers can
do to protect their per-
sonal information.

Businesses must provide assurance to online consumers that their personal information
will be protected and not misused.
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with company policies and legal requirements. The system needs to provide
access to data in multiple ways from hundreds of locations while maintain-
ing data integrity. means that information has not been
altered or destroyed in an unauthorized manner. The protection includes
making sure data can be recovered and restored if the original information
is damaged or destroyed as a result of error, equipment failure, or disaster.
Both hardware and software must be up to date and reliable. Information
management policies and procedures need to address data confidentiality
and privacy safeguards. Transactions cannot be completed without proper
authorization and procedures to check the accuracy of data when it is
entered, analyzed, and used.

LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF FINANCIAL BUSINESSES
Financial businesses are legally required to protect the privacy of consumer
information they collect. is the right of an individ-
ual to be secure from unauthorized disclosure of information. The Financial
Services Modernization Act of 1999 requires companies to give consumers
privacy notices that explain the institutions’ information-sharing practices.
In turn, consumers have the right to limit some sharing of their informa-
tion. The law applies to companies that offer financial products or services
to individuals such as loans, financial or investment advice, and insurance. 

Consumers that are not regular customers of a business are entitled to
receive a privacy notice only if the company shares the consumers’ infor-
mation with other companies. Customers must receive a notice every year
for as long as the customer relationship lasts. The privacy notice must be a
clear statement of the company’s privacy practices including what informa-
tion the company collects, with whom it shares the information, and how
it protects or safeguards the information. Consumers have the right to say
no to having their information shared with certain third parties. Compa-
nies must make it easy for the customer to refuse information sharing.
Companies are able to share data with other companies that provide data
management services or when legally required to release the information.

Information security is another important issue facing companies as
they increase their use of technology. is the protec-
tion of information from unauthorized accidental or intentional access,
modification, destruction, or disclosure while being transmitted or stored.
In 2002, The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) issued the Safeguards Rule,
which requires financial institutions to have measures in place to keep cus-
tomer information secure. The Safeguards Rule requires companies to de-
velop a written information security plan that must 

■ Designate one or more employees to coordinate its information secu-
rity program

■ Realistically identify and assess the risks to customer information in
each area of company operation, design and implement a safeguards
program, and regularly monitor and test it

■ Require service providers to maintain security safeguards and oversee
their handling of customer information

Not all privacy rules and procedures result from laws. The Direct Mar-
keting Association (DMA) developed and adopted online privacy guidelines

Information security

Information privacy

Data integrity

Fingerprint readers
used with personal
computers offer an al-
ternative to entering a
password. First, you
record your fingerprint
on the fingerprint
reader that is inte-
grated into the com-
puter or keyboard. The
first time you are
required to enter a
password. You touch
the reader, type your
user id and password,
and touch the reader
again to confirm your
identity. After that,
whenever you want
access you just touch
the fingerprint reader
and you’re in.



for businesses and organizations to follow. The five guidelines for protecting
consumer information privacy are 

1. The right of consumers to receive notice of policies

2. The right of consumers to choose not to allow information sharing

3. The right to access and correct personal information

4. The right to expect information to be secured and protected

5. The right to redress if policies are violated

The DMA guidelines have been accepted by many businesses even
though the businesses are not legally required to follow them. A recent
survey found that most business web sites post a privacy policy, although
many of the policies do not include all five of the consumer rights stated
in the DMA guidelines.

INFORMATION SECURITY PROCEDURES
The Federal Trade Commission has issued a list of procedures businesses should
follow to increase the security of their information systems and to protect busi-
ness and consumer information. The most important steps they identify are

■ Make sure all employees understand the importance of information
security

■ Review information security policies and procedures with all personnel 

■ Check backgrounds of employees who handle sensitive information 

■ Verify employee qualifications for the use of information technology

■ Classify sensitive information and restrict access to such information

■ Remove access and information when an employee leaves or a customer
account is closed

■ Employ firewalls to protect personally identifiable information 
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Conducting employee background checks on new hires is one aspect of information
security procedures.
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■ Use current virus protection and security programs and update them
regularly

■ Respond to security alerts released by software vendors 

■ Require users to regularly change passwords and use complex 
passwords

■ Use authentication measures to verify personnel and consumer use of
personally identifiable information and monitor access

■ Routinely test vulnerabilities to hardware, software, and data entry and
storage

■ Develop procedures to identify and stop potential security breaches 

■ Recognize and study all attempted intrusions and unusual data
requests

■ Have a recovery/backup plan and a secondary site to maintain data in
case of a security breach or natural disaster

■ Destroy or shred data when it is no longer needed and eradicate data
from equipment prior to disposal

■ Be careful about sharing networks with business partners and vendors

■ Develop decoys and monitor company and vendor data management
procedures

c h e c k p o i n t

What law requires financial businesses to protect the privacy 
of consumer information they collect?

✓

IConsumer Privacy and Security
Today business procedures and technology provide greater and easier access
to information than ever before. You can conduct business over the Inter-
net with companies from your local community or around the world at any
time of the day. But that access comes at a price. The number of U.S. adult
victims of identity fraud was 8.9 million in 2006. The total amount lost by
consumers to fraud was $56.6 billion or an average of $6,383 per victim. In
addition to the losses suffered, victims reported it took them about 40 hours
of personal time to resolve the problems. 

Consumers are concerned about the security risks of using computers.
The most active users report the greatest concern, even though their con-
cern doesn’t reduce their use. According to information reported in the On-
line Fraud Report, two-thirds of consumers who conduct online financial
transactions are extremely or very concerned about giving their personal or
financial information to a fake web site and having hackers steal financial
information from their computer. In another study, while 87 percent of
consumers polled said they were confident they could recognize fraudulent
e-mails, when tested, 61 percent were unable to identify which e-mails were
legitimate and which were not. The study also presented images of sample
web sites and asked consumers whether they could identify whether a site



was secure or not. Sixty-seven percent could not identify a secure web site.
Seventy-four percent of Americans don’t believe using only an ID and pass-
word to log in is very safe. 

TYPES OF ONLINE SECURITY RISKS
Online fraud steals consumer identities and personal information and hi-
jacks customer financial accounts. occurs when someone
uses your personal information without your permission to commit fraud
or other crimes. A great deal of personal data is available online, although
most of it is not accessible in one location. By obtaining one or two pieces
of personal information such as a Social Security, account, or driver’s li-
cense number, identity thieves are able to obtain additional information
from other sites. is obtaining access to another per-
son’s financial accounts through fraud and then stealing the funds. Ac-
count hijacking is the fastest growing form of consumer financial crime in
the U.S., with $2.4 billion stolen from 2 million people in one year. Ac-
count hijackers are now attacking investment accounts maintained by on-
line brokerage firms as well as more traditional financial accounts in banks. 

Online fraud occurs in several ways. involves creating e-mails
with legitimate-looking addresses and web sites designed to look like famil-
iar businesses, financial institutions, and government agencies to deceive
Internet users into disclosing their personal information. Pharming is more
sophisticated than phishing. attacks a legitimate business’
server to redirect traffic from that site to another web site. Consumers who
believe they are submitting information to the legitimate business are actu-
ally sending it to the illegitimate site. is the practice of obtain-
ing personal information through illegal contacts with organizations that
maintain consumer databases. The criminal poses as a legitimate business
or official to secure access to the organization’s computer files or to pur-
chase available information from the database. The information is then
used for identify theft or other types of fraud. 

STEPS TO REDUCE SECURITY RISKS
Consumers express concern about online security risks and many take steps
to protect their personal information and reduce the chance they will be a
victim of Internet crime. Figure 11-6 shows some methods consumers use
to prevent identify theft.

Pretexting

Pharming

Phishing

Account hijacking

Identity theft
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Consumer Actions to Protect Their Identity

FIGURE 11-6

Method Percentage

Review bank/credit card statements for fraud 88%

Shred/destroy credit card receipts/other financial papers 77%

Check credit reports 64%

Never give out Social Security number 51%



The National Cyber
Security Alliance recom-
mends the following
actions to protect yourself
from Internet crime.

■ If you receive a re-
quest for personal in-
formation through an
e-mail, online form, or
application, make sure
you know who it is
from and how the
information will be
used.

■ If you get an un-
known e-mail or pop-
up message, do not
open the message,
reply, or click on a
link in the message.
Delete the e-mail
message. Use pop-up blocking software whenever possible.

■ If you believe there is a legitimate need to supply personal informa-
tion to a company with whom you have an account or have placed an
order, contact that company directly in a way you know to be genuine.
You may want to supply the information the first time through the
mail or via a telephone call you place to the company.

■ Never send personal information via e-mail even if you originate the
message. E-mail is not a secure transmission method.

■ When making an online purchase, never provide personal information
or a credit or debit account number through a company’s web site un-
less you are certain about the company’s integrity and you have
checked for indicators that the site is secure. Unfortunately, no indica-
tor is foolproof since scammers are able to forge security icons.

■ Even though it takes time and is not always easy to do, read company
privacy policies posted on their web site. Determine what personal in-
formation the company collects, how the information is used, and
whether it is shared or sold to other businesses. Find out whether you
have the right to review your personal information as well as what se-
curity measures the company uses to protect your information. If you
don’t see a privacy policy or it is difficult to understand, think about
finding another business to use.
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c h e c k p o i n t

What is the difference between identity theft and account
hijacking?

✓

One method of protecting against identity theft is to
shred receipts and statements.
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Using Online Financial Tools
As a consumer you will make many financial decisions in your lifetime.
Some financial calculations are quite complex. There are many Internet
web sites and online resources that provide financial tools and software
to help you with financial planning and decision-making. Here are a few
of the most popular and helpful.

Financial Calculators 
http://money.aol.com/calculators
A large number of calculators for specific financial tasks including autos,
budgeting, college planning, savings, stocks, and retirement.

Financial Planning Tools 
http://www.finance.cch.com/tools/tools.asp
Forms and tools to help you organize and manage your personal fi-
nances including an insurance policy inventory, self-employment tax
planning, life expectancy tables, and a mortgage planning worksheet.

Interest Rate Finder 
http://bankrate.com
Searches for and presents the best current rates for various types of
loans, investments, credit cards, and insurance policies.

Virtual Spreadsheet 
http://spreadsheets.google.com
An online spreadsheet template for budget preparation, financial analy-
sis, and what-if comparisons. Spreadsheets can be created and saved on-
line as well as shared with others for collaborative work. (This site requires
that you create a Google account with a password.)

Social Security Benefits Calculator 
http://www.ssa.gov/retire2/AnypiaApplet.html
Allows you to calculate your estimated lifetime Social Security benefits
based on current wages and benefit rates.

Financial Planning WebQuest 
http://www.sbzinak.com/webquest
A comprehensive WebQuest activity where you to set up a budget for
the lifestyle you choose. It includes decisions on a house, automobile,
other personal expenses, and a job that will provide adequate income to
meet your income requirements. 

Think Critically
1. Why is it important to keep financial records and make careful finan-

cial calculations as a part of financial planning? 
2. In addition to the tools listed above, what other types of financial

planning do you believe consumers should complete? Use the Inter-
net to see if you can locate online tools and software to help with
each type of planning.

in your lifefinance

http://money.aol.com/calculators
http://www.finance.cch.com/tools/tools.asp
http://bankrate.com
http://spreadsheets.google.com
http://www.ssa.gov/retire2/AnypiaApplet.html
http://www.sbzinak.com/webquest
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11.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The total number of private records that have been mishandled by
businesses in one year is nearly
a. 10 million c. 100 million
b. 50 million d. 1 billion

2. True or False? Businesses cannot require consumers to provide per-
sonal information in order to do business with them. 

3. Data ? means that information has not been altered or
destroyed in an unauthorized manner.

4. ? is the protection of information from unauthorized acci-
dental or intentional access, modification, destruction, or disclosure
while being transmitted or stored.
a. information security
b. information management
c. hijacking
d. a privacy policy

5. ? theft occurs when someone uses your personal infor-
mation without your permission to commit fraud or other crimes.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Technology Use the Internet to identify a new technology product

that is being developed to provide greater security for protecting
personal information. Based upon your research about the product,
prepare a one-page magazine advertisement promoting the new
product to prospective customers. 

7. Critical Thinking Use the Internet or locate an article in a maga-
zine that describes a situation where a business lost a large amount
of personal consumer data. Analyze the reasons it occurred. Make
several recommendations to the company of security procedures
they should follow to prevent the problem from occurring again. 

8. Communication Schedule an interview with an information tech-
nology specialist from your school or a local large business. You can
conduct the interview by telephone or via e-mail if the person
agrees. Ask the person about the procedures the organization fol-
lows to protect the information it collects and maintains electroni-
cally. Based on information in the chapter, write a two-page report
analyzing the effectiveness of the organization’s security procedures.

9. Visual Art Prepare a chart that can be posted in your home or in
another location where family or friends use a computer to access
the Internet. The chart should provide tips and reminders of how to
use the Internet safely.



Chapter 11 Assessment

Summary
11.1 FINANCIAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

1. Finance is an information industry. Consumers buy information when
they purchase financial products. They expect a great deal of timely
and accurate information to help them make purchasing decisions and
manage their financial resources.

2. Within financial services companies a specialized financial informa-
tion system is required. The system allows an organization to obtain
needed financial information and use that information in decision-
making.

11.2 TECHNOLOGY IN FINANCE

3. When businesses plan for the adoption of technology, they make de-
cisions about the types of technology to adopt, how the technology
will be used, and the timeline for implementing the technology. Final
decisions are made using a cost/benefit analysis. 

4. All parts of the financial services industry are affected by technology.
Large customer databases and more product information demand that
companies use technology to provide quick access to information and
faster services with accuracy and security. 

11.3 INFORMATION PRIVACY AND SECURITY

5. As more personal information is collected, stored on computers, and
shared, the risks of lost or stolen data increase. Financial businesses are
legally required to protect the privacy of the consumer information
they collect.

6. Online fraud is used to steal consumer identities and personal informa-
tion and to hijack customer financial accounts. Online fraud occurs
through phishing, pharming, and pretexting.
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. The practice of obtaining personal in-
formation under false pretenses

2. The right of an individual to be secure
from unauthorized disclosure of
information

3. Attacks a legitimate business’ server
to redirect traffic from that site to
another web site

4. Represents the stages for an innova-
tion to be accepted by individuals
and businesses

5. Information contained in a computer
file prepared for a specific purpose

6. Obtaining access to another person’s
accounts through fraud and then
stealing the funds

7. Alternatives for financial decisions are
considered by applying assumptions
to the financial data in an electronic
spreadsheet

8. The protection of information from
unauthorized accidental or inten-
tional access, modification, destruction, or disclosure while being
transmitted or stored

9. Compares the total expected costs with the total expected benefits of
one or more choices in order to choose the most profitable option

Review Concepts
10. Which of the following statements is not true about electronic docu-

ments in business?
a. most new business records today are either created in electronic

form or are duplicated and stored electronically
b. the cost of electronic transactions is actually just about the same as

the cost of paper-based transactions
c. laws now allow the use of electronic signatures for contracts
d. all of the statements are true

11. Which category of financial service businesses has been one of the last
to accept and implement consumer-oriented technology? 
a. banking c. consumer finance
b. investments d. insurance

12. Which of the following is not a legal requirement of financial busi-
nesses regarding the use of consumer information they collect?
a. they must give consumers privacy notices
b. they cannot share customer data they have collected with business

partners
c. they must develop, monitor, and test information safeguards 
d. all of the above are legal requirements of business
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a. account hijacking
b. adoption curve
c. cost-benefit analysis
d. data integrity
e. electronic document
f. electronic informa-

tion exchange
procedure

g. electronic record
h. electronic spreadsheet
i. financial information

system
j. identity theft
k. information privacy
l. information security

m. pharming
n. phishing
o. pretexting
p. what-if planning
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Think Critically
13. What is meant by the statement, “Finance is an information indus-

try”? Why does that make technology an important part of offering
products and services to customers? Why does that put pressure on
businesses to maintain effective, secure, and up-to-date technology?

14. A car insurance company is considering a new process where cus-
tomers can notify the company of an accident and track the claims
process by cell phone. Explain how they can use the stages of the
adoption curve to decide how to implement the new technology. 

15. The number of data security problems in the U.S. has actually declined
in the past few years, but the total cost to businesses and consumers
has increased. Why do you believe both of those changes have hap-
pened at the same time? 

16. Identify and justify the three most important things consumers can do
to protect personal information when they use the Internet.

Business Financial Calculations
17. A company is developing a new smart card technology that allows cus-

tomers to maintain all financial and investment account information
on one card that they can use at ATMs. The company estimates the
total number of possible users of the technology to be 58 million. If
3 percent of the consumers are innovators, 10 percent early adopters,
36 percent early majority, 32 percent late majority, and the remainder
laggards, how many users are in each of the adoption categories? 

18. Consumers currently make 33 percent of in-store payments with cash,
14 percent by check, 19 percent with a credit card, and 23 percent with
a debit card. If a store has $589,200 of sales, what was the amount paid
using each method? Prepare a pie chart to illustrate the percentage
breakdown of payment methods. 

19. Research by Celent Communications compared the total amount of
fraud in the U.S. with the amount of online fraud. Their findings were:

Year Total Fraud (in millions) Online Fraud Rates

2003 $2,373.2 2.5%

2004 $2,664.9 2.4%

2005 $2,745.4 2.2%

2006 $3,028.8 2.0%

2007 $3,212.7 2.0%

Calculate the dollar amount of online fraud for each year and the total
cost of fraud and online fraud over the five-year period. Using those
totals, what was the average online fraud rate for the entire time?
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, Personal E-Finance, to an-
swer the following questions.

20. Identify the different financial institutions, services, and technologies
Marcella used while completing her work on Saturday morning. 

21. Marcella’s father questioned her when she told him she was using an
online bank. He said he would want to be able to walk into a bank and
talk to a real person. He also liked the security his bank provided for
his deposits. How should Marcella respond to her father’s concerns? 

22. Describe some other financial activities Marcella probably completes
and how technology could help her complete those activities. 

23. Discuss the security risks Marcella faced during her work session. What
do you believe the businesses Marcella used should do to make sure
her identity and finances are protected? What security precautions
would you recommend to Marcella for her activities? 

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT an example of hardware, software, and methods businesses and
consumers can use to protect privacy and increase security. The example
could be an ad, written article, product, or other type of example. 

CREATE a visual to illustrate a business environment or an individual’s
computer work area demonstrating the use of security procedures. Use 
photos, other pictures, or drawings to show the security applications. 

CONNECT your visual to other items already in your class portfolio or re-
late it to an important concept you have learned in another class. Make the
connection by preparing a one-minute presentation on how poor security
procedures can harm both individuals and businesses. 

Stock Market Activity
Technology continually affects business operations. The use of computerized
information, production, and distribution systems can increase an organiza-
tion’s efficiency. Effective technology management is vital to compete
successfully in most industries. 

Use Internet and library resources to research the company you have
been studying (or select a different company).

1. List examples of the use of technology by this company. Describe situ-
ations in which the organization’s operations and information systems
have been enhanced with the use of computers. 

2. Obtain information on potential technology that may affect this type
of company in the future. 

3. Identify potential influences of technology on the recent financial per-
formance and stock value of the company.
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Planning a Career in Information Security

368 Chapter 11 >>> Technology and Financial Management

As people increase their computer
use and connect to the Internet
with a number of technologies,
they increase their awareness of the
risks they face in those activities.
Businesses also are focused on secu-
rity as they expand their use of in-
formation technology and work to
deliver more services to more cus-
tomers using the Internet. Informa-
tion security specialists plan,
coordinate, and implement the or-
ganization’s plans to protect busi-
ness and customer hardware,
software, and data. They develop
security plans, educate employees
and customers about computer se-
curity, develop and maintain secu-
rity software, monitor computer
networks for security breaches, and
respond to cyber attacks, security
breaches, and a wide variety of in-
formation integrity issues.

Employment Outlook
■ The number of jobs and types

of jobs in information security
are growing rapidly as technol-
ogy applications are improved
and expanded to more and
more employees and customers.

■ Security professionals work as a
part of information technology
staffs in all types of businesses
including finance, engineering,
healthcare, education, govern-
ment, and law enforcement.

Job Titles
■ Security risk analyst

■ Manager of information 
security

■ Data recovery specialist

■ Software security developer

■ Technology access manager

■ Security architect

Needed Skills
■ Minimum of a bachelor’s degree

in computer science, mathe-
matics, or business information
systems

■ Specialized preparation in com-
puter programming, software
development, and network
management

■ Excellent analytical and
problem-solving skills, ability
to work as a team member and
leader, effective written and
oral communications skills
with technical and non-
technical audiences

What’s It Like to Work as
an Information Security
Specialist?
Jessica is an entry-level security spe-
cialist working in Internet security
for her company. She spends well
over half of her time most days
monitoring the company’s web site
and evaluating use by employees,
customers, and others. She looks for
problems that might slow or bring
down the web site and unusual ac-
tivity that might present a security
risk. She also is responsible for re-
viewing and responding to technical
questions, complaints, and problems
that are submitted via e-mail. The
problems range from the amount
and type of spam received by cus-
tomers to forms and procedures that
don’t work and problems with ac-
count access and passwords. Once a
week she participates in a team
meeting to review the latest security
threats, hardware and software is-
sues, and plans for new technology.

What about you? What ap-
peals to you about the career area
of information security? What
types of jobs in this career area do
you currently find most interesting?
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GRAPHIC DESIGN PROMOTION
EVENT
The Graphic Design Promotion Event requires participants to demonstrate
the ability to create a computer-aided graphic design for promotional
purposes.

You must produce a three-fold professional brochure. The theme of
your Graphic Design Promotion (brochure) is Identity Theft—Protecting
Yourself from Being the Next Statistic. Your Graphic Design Promotion
must provide the consumer with strategies to protect financial security
and privacy.

Dimensions of your original work must be 8 1�2” by 11” or less. The
product may be black and white or color and printed on white or colored
paper. The graphic design should not be professionally or commercially
produced. All graphics must be computer generated. Public domain and
contestant-prepared graphics may be used for this project. No copyrighted
items may be used. No photographs, text, registered trademarks, or names
may be used without permission. All state and federal copyright laws must
be respected. Although a work may be freely accessible on the Internet and
contain no statement of copyright, copyright law provides that such works
are protected.

Each participant will have no more than ten (10) minutes for the judges’
question and answer session. The participant will be asked questions about
how the graphic was developed and produced.

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Use principles of design, layout, and typography in graphic design.

■ Demonstrate knowledge of graphic design and rules for layout.

■ Demonstrate effective use of color, lines, text, graphics, shapes, etc.

■ Generate a promotional flyer for marketing purposes.

■ Use appropriate artwork and design techniques for a given theme.

■ Apply technical skills to manipulate graphics, artwork, and images.

Go to the BPA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why is a brochure about protecting against identity theft a good idea?

2. What is a good source for this topic?

3. Why is it important to use current identity theft statistics in the
brochure?

4. Where is a good place to distribute identity theft brochures for
consumers?
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Global Banking Activities of HSBC
With almost 10,000 offices in nearly 80 countries, HSBC Holdings is
the largest bank in the world. HSBC is named after its founding bank—
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, created in 1865 to
finance the growing trade between China and Europe. Today, with
headquarters in London, HSBC has a strong financial presence in 
Europe, Asia, the Americas, the Middle East, and Africa. 

HSBC is listed on the London, Hong Kong, New York, Paris, and
Bermuda stock exchanges. Shares of the company are owned by about
200,000 stockholders in 100 countries. In the United States, shares
traded on the New York Stock Exchange are in the form of American
Depository Receipts (ADRs). The U.S. operations of HSBC are a sub-
sidiary of HSBC Holdings, which operates more than 400 branch of-
fices. This network allows HSBC Bank USA to provide customers with
the full array of personal and commercial banking services. 

Recently, HSBC obtained Household International, a U.S. company.
This consumer lending division serves customers in the United States,
the United Kingdom, Canada, Ireland, the Czech Republic, and
Hungary. The selling focus of HSBC Finance involves home mortgages,
automobile loans, credit cards, and other types of personal loans.

HSBC Canada, previously called the Hong Kong Bank of Canada, is
the Canadian subsidiary for HSBC. In recent years, HSBC Canada was
the seventh largest bank in Canada. It was also the largest foreign-owned
bank in the country.

Through the use of its computer technology network, HBSC is able
to provide a wide variety of online services. This financial service e-
commerce capacity allows the company to provide personal, commercial,
and investment banking services throughout the world. In addition to
its core banking services, HBSC also offers credit cards, investment port-
folio management, insurance, and leasing. 

Think Critically
1. How might HSBC be different from U.S. banks?

2. Locate the web site of HSBC to obtain current information on the
company. Prepare a brief summary of recent activities.

Case STUDY
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IForeign Trade Activities
Most business activities and financial transactions occur within a country’s
own borders. The making, buying, selling, and financing of goods and ser-
vices within a country is called domestic business. In contrast, international
business refers to business and financial activities necessary for creating,
shipping, and selling goods and services across national borders. Interna-
tional business is often referred to as foreign or international trade.

The countries of the world are interdependent and so are their economies.
The United States conducts trade with over 180 countries. Consumers have
come to expect goods and services from around the world.
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Terms
• absolute advantage

• comparative advantage

• imports

• exports

• quota

Goals
• Describe common inter-

national business activities.

• Identify methods for en-
couraging and measuring
foreign trade.

12.1 International Business and Trade

• tariff

• embargo

• foreign debt

• balance of trade

• balance of payments

The natural resources of a country may give it an absolute advantage in foreign trade.
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ABSOLUTE ADVANTAGE
Buying and selling among companies in different countries is based on two
economic principles. An exists when a country can
produce a good or service at a lower cost than other countries. This situation
may result from the natural resources or raw materials of a country. For ex-
ample, some South American countries have an absolute advantage in coffee
production; Canada, in lumber sales; and Saudi Arabia, in oil production.

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
A country may have an absolute advantage in more than one area. If so,
it must decide how to maximize economic wealth. A country, for example,
may be able to produce both computers and clothing better than other
countries. The world market for computers, however, might be stronger.
The country would better serve its own interests by producing computers
and buying clothing from other countries. This situation, in which a coun-
try specializes in the production of a good or service at which it is relatively
more efficient, is called 

IMPORTING
Goods and services bought from other countries are called In the
United States, imports account for the total supply of bananas, coffee, co-
coa, spices, tea, silk, and crude rubber. In order to manufacture certain
goods, U.S. companies must import tin, chrome, manganese, nickel, cop-
per, zinc, and several other metals. Without foreign trade, many things you
buy would cost more or would not be available at all. 

EXPORTING
The goods and services sold to other countries are called Just as
imports benefit you, exports benefit consumers in other countries. Workers
throughout the world use factory and farm machinery made in the United
States. They eat food made from U.S. agricultural products and use chemi-
cals, fertilizers, medicines, and plastics. Exports by U.S. companies create
about one of every six jobs in this country. 

TRADE BARRIERS
Government actions can create trade barriers, which are restrictions to re-
duce free trade. These political actions are known as formal trade barriers.
In contrast, the culture, traditions, and religion of a country can create in-
formal trade barriers. Informal barriers are not based on formal government
actions but they do restrict trade. Three common formal trade barriers are
quotas, tariffs, and embargoes.

Quotas One action by governments to regulate international trade sets a
limit on the quantity of a product that may be imported or exported in a
given period of time. This limit is referred to as a Quotas may be set
for many reasons. Countries that export oil may put quotas on crude oil so
that the supply will remain low and prices will stay at a certain level. Quo-
tas may also be imposed by one country on imports from another to ex-
press disapproval of the policies or social behavior of that country. A quota
can be set to protect an industry from too much foreign competition.

quota.

exports.

imports.

comparative advantage.

absolute advantage



Tariffs Another device that governments use to regulate international
trade is the tariff. A also referred to as an import duty, is a tax that a
government places on certain imported products. Suppose you want to buy
an English bicycle. The producer charges $140, but our government collects
a 20 percent tariff ($28) on the bicycle when it is imported. You will have to
pay $168 plus shipping charges for the bike. The increased price may cause
you to decide to buy a U.S.-made bike at a lower price.

Embargoes If a government wishes to do so, it can stop the export or
import of a product completely. This action is called an Govern-
ments may impose embargoes for many reasons. They may wish to protect
their own industries from international competition to a greater degree
than either the quota or the tariff will accomplish. The government may
wish to protect sensitive products, particularly those important to national
security. Like a quota, an embargo also may be imposed to express disap-
proval of the actions or policies of another country.

embargo.

tariff,
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Tariffs can hurt trade
relations. Some years
ago, Pakistan’s import
duties ranged from 20
to 90 percent. Imports
were also subject to a
5 percent education
fee, a 12.5 percent
sales tax, and a 10 per-
cent import surcharge
tax. A product costing
$100 before entering
the country could have
ended up costing
$223.50. c h e c k p o i n t

What are common actions by government to discourage global
trade?

✓

IEncouraging and Measuring Trade
Expansion of foreign trade is an ongoing goal of most countries. Govern-
ments attempt to create jobs and enhance economic development through
exporting.

ACTIONS TO ENCOURAGE TRADE
Specific government actions can promote international business activities.
Common efforts to encourage international trade include free-trade zones,
free-trade agreements, common markets, and regional trade organizations. 

Free-Trade Zones To promote international business, governments
often create free-trade zones in their countries. A free-trade zone is a desig-
nated area, usually around a seaport or airport, where products can be im-
ported duty-free and then stored, assembled, and/or used in manufacturing.
Only when the product leaves the zone does the importer pay any taxes. 

Free-Trade Agreements A growing trend is for countries to establish
free-trade agreements with other nations. With this arrangement, member
countries agree to eliminate duties and trade barriers on products traded
among them. Trade is then increased between members. For example, the
United States, Canada, and Mexico created the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) in 1993. This pact eliminates taxes on goods traded
among the three countries and eases the movement of goods. NAFTA is de-
signed to enlarge the markets and economic bases of the countries in-
volved. The Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA), which
includes the Dominican Republic, has a similar purpose. 
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A free-trade agreement may be between two or more countries. The
United States has agreements with many individual nations, including
Australia, Bahrain, Chile, Israel, Jordan, Malaysia, Panama, and Peru.

Common Markets Countries may join together in a common market
to promote more trade among them. In a common market, also called an eco-
nomic community, members eliminate tariffs and other trade barriers, allow
companies to invest freely in each member’s country, and allow workers to
move freely across borders. Common market members also have a common
external duty on products being imported from non-member countries. Ex-
amples of common markets include the European Union (EU), the Latin
American Integration Association (LAIA), and Mercosur, the Southern Com-
mon Market, whose original members were Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and
Uruguay. In recent years, other countries have joined as full or associate
members. The goals are to expand trade among member nations and pro-
mote regional economic integration.

Regional Trade Organizations In most regions of the world, coun-
tries unite to promote economic development and trade. Examples of these
efforts include the following:

■ The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) promotes political
and economic cooperation among its 11 member countries. The goals
of ASEAN include acceleration of economic growth, social progress,
and cultural development in the region.

■ The Caribbean Community and Common Market (CARICOM) was
established to provide for free movement of goods, labor, and capital
among the member countries. CARICOM attempts to improve living
and work standards and coordinate economic development and trade.

■ Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) was organized to
promote development among the 15 member countries. Economic issues
(agriculture, trade, and infrastructure) along with social concerns (children,
education, and public health) are the foundation of ECOWAS activities.

t e a m w o r k
In your team, describe
three specific actions a
country might take to
encourage interna-
tional trade with na-
tions in other regions
of the world.

To encourage trade, countries may engage in free-trade agreements.
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TRADE
MEASUREMENTS
Like households, nations are
concerned about balancing
income with expenditures.
When people buy more than
their income allows, they go
into debt. In the same way,
when the businesses in a coun-
try import more than they
export, they owe money to
others. is the
amount a country owes to
other countries. 

Balance of Trade The dif-
ference between a country’s
total exports and total imports
is called the 
Countries like to have a favor-

able balance of trade. That happens when they export more than they
import.

When a country exports (sells) more than it imports (buys), it has a
trade surplus, and its trade position is said to be favorable. But, if it imports
more than it exports, it has a trade deficit and its trade position is unfavor-
able. A country can have a trade surplus with one country and a trade
deficit with another. Overall, a country tries to keep its international trade
in balance. After a long history of a favorable balance of trade, the United
States has had a trade deficit in recent years. Figure 12-1 shows the U.S.
trade balance with various nations.

balance of trade.

Foreign debt

United States Trade Balances

FIGURE 12-1

Goods Goods 
Exported Imported U.S. Trade
(in billions) Country (in billions) Balance

904.3 All countries 1,671.4 �767.1

211.9 Canada 290.4 �78.5

120.4 Mexico 170.1 �49.7

55.5 Japan 138.0 �82.5

26.5 Netherlands 14.9 �11.6

15.8 Australia 7.3 �8.5

15.4 Brazil 24.4 �9.0

22.1 Taiwan 34.8 �21.7

41.9 China 243.5 �201.6

186.4 European Union 308.8 �122.4

Money moves between countries through tourism.
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c h e c k p o i n t

How does balance of trade differ from balance of payments?

✓

Balance of Payments In addition to exporting and importing goods
and services, other financial exchanges occur among nations. Money goes
from one country to another through investments and tourism. For exam-
ple, a citizen of one country might invest in a corporation in another coun-
try. A business may invest in a factory in another country. Or, a government
might give financial or military aid to another nation. When tourists travel,
they contribute to the flow of money from one country to another. 

The difference between the amount of money that comes into a coun-
try and the amount that goes out is called the A
country’s balance of payments can either be positive or negative. A positive
or favorable balance of payments occurs when a nation receives more money
in a year than it pays out. A negative balance of payments is unfavorable,
which is the result of a country sending out more money than it brings in.

balance of payments.

topicstechnology

Online Foreign Trade Resources
The U.S. Department of Commerce and other federal government agen-
cies provide extensive assistance to companies involved in international
trade and global financial transactions. Some of the most valuable in-
clude

• The U.S. Government’s Export Portal, also referred to as export.gov
• The USA Trade Center
• The International Trade Administration, also known as trade.gov
• The Small Business Administration Office of International Trade 
• The Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) of the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture (USDA)

Web sites that have a specific emphasis on financing global business ac-
tivities include

• The Export-Import Bank of the United States
• The Overseas Private Investment Corporation
• The Foreign Credit Insurance Association 

Think Critically
1. Why does the U.S. government provide assistance to companies in-

volved in international trade?
2. Locate a web site that provides information for companies involved

with exporting or other international business activities. Prepare a
summary of the content of this web site.
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12.1 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. A limit on the quantity of a product that may be imported or ex-
ported is 
a. an absolute advantage
b. a comparative advantage
c. a quota
d. a tariff

2. True or False? A country may have an absolute advantage because
of its natural resources. 

3. An action to encourage trade is 
a. a quota
b. an economic community
c. a tariff
d. an embargo

4. True or False? A favorable balance of trade results from a country
importing more than it exports. 

5. A commonly used trade barrier is 
a. an economic community
b. a tariff
c. a free-trade zone
d. a free-trade agreement

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. International Studies Check the labels of various clothing items

you own to determine the countries of origin. Make a list of the
nations. Prepare a short essay on why certain products may be
manufactured in certain countries. 

7. Visual Art Use photos and other visuals to create a poster or com-
puter presentation to communicate various trade barriers and vari-
ous actions countries take to encourage international trade. 

8. Technology Explain the benefits of the Internet and other tech-
nology for expanded and improved international trade and global
financial transactions. 

9. Geography Select a common market or a regional trade organiza-
tion discussed in this lesson. Conduct research to determine the
countries involved in this organization. Prepare a map showing the
member nations. Create a brief oral summary of the organization’s
activities.



IEconomic Development
Every country and every individual continually makes decisions about
the use of time, money, and energy. A nation’s economic situation is a
significant element in its international business and global financial
activities.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FACTORS
In some countries, people travel to work on a high-speed bullet train to
manage a computer network in a high-rise building. In other countries,
people go by oxcart to a grass hut to operate a hand loom to make cloth for
family members and people in their village. These differences in living and
work environments reflect the level of economic development. The main influ-
ences on a country’s level of economic development are

■ Literacy Level Countries with better education systems usually have
more productive facilities.

■ Technology Automated production, distribution, and communica-
tions systems allow for the efficient creation and delivery of goods,
services, and ideas. 

■ Agricultural Dependency An economy with an emphasis on agri-
culture will not likely have manufacturing to provide a high quantity
and quality of products.

Another element that supports economic development is
which is the transportation, communication, and utility

systems of a nation. Countries with efficient transportation systems and
modern telecommunications are better prepared for global business
activities than nations with a weak infrastructure.

TYPES OF INFRASTRUCTURE
The infrastructure of a country provides the foundation for economic
development and efficient business activities. Going beyond the basic
facilities needed for financial transactions, infrastructure may be viewed
from several perspectives.

infrastructure,
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Terms
• infrastructure

• industrialized country

• less-developed country
(LDC)

Goals
• Describe factors that

affect economic 
development.

• Explain how countries
influence foreign ex-
change values.

12.2 Economic Development and Monetary Systems

• developing country

• exchange controls
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1. Physical Infrastructure Refers to the
transportation, communication, and util-
ity systems that facilitate business activi-
ties, including computer systems and
telecommunications facilities that are
necessary for global business success. 

2. Natural Infrastructure Involves cli-
mate, waterways, farmland, and other
natural resources that contribute to a na-
tion’s economic development. These nat-
ural resources can provide an advantage
for countries when creating and distribut-
ing goods and services. 

3. Social Infrastructure Family relation-
ships, labor unions, religious influences,
schools, and other social organizations
often must be considered when interacting 

with customers, suppliers, investors, and employees.

4. Financial Infrastructure This element involves the availability and
efficiency of a country’s banks, financial markets, and other financial
institutions.

5. Managerial or Entrepreneurial Infrastructure The ability of a
nation’s people to organize and implement business activities. For exam-
ple, when McDonald’s first opened a restaurant in Russia, company rep-
resentatives worked with local businesspeople to teach managerial skills.
They taught how to obtain, coordinate, and use the food products, workers,
buildings, and equipment necessary to operate a fast-food restaurant.

LEVELS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The degree to which a country provides food, housing, health care, and
other consumer needs is commonly viewed in three categories. 

Industrialized Countries Nations with the greatest economic
power have the ability to provide extensive goods and services. An

is a country with strong business activity that is
usually the result of advanced technology and a highly educated population.
Such countries have attained a high level of industrialization and an exten-
sive network of financial institutions. Population is centered in large cities
and suburbs rather than in rural areas. Industrialized countries are actively
involved in foreign trade. Nations commonly described as industrialized in-
clude Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and the United States.

Less-Developed Countries Many countries of the world have a very low
standard of living. A is a country with little
economic wealth and an emphasis on agriculture or mining. About four bil-
lion people living in LDCs have an income of $2 or less per day. As a result,
citizens often cannot afford adequate housing, food, and health care. This
situation results in a high death rate among newborns, a shorter life ex-
pectancy than in other countries, and potential for political instability. Ex-
amples of LDCs include Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bolivia, Chad, Ethiopia,
Kenya, Liberia, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Somalia. Future economic de-
velopment for less-developed countries presents a challenge for all nations.

less-developed country (LDC)

industrialized country

t e a m w o r k
The economies in less-
developed countries
often lack infrastructure
and strong educational
systems. In your team,
create a list of actions
that could improve
economic conditions in
these countries.

The CIA maintains The World Factbook,
a compendium of information on
every country in the world. Access
thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance and
click on the link for Chapter 12. Choose sev-
eral countries in a geographic area and find
their major import and export partners. Do
countries generally trade with their neighbors?

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance

www.thomsonedu.com/school/busfinance
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Developing Countries Between the extremes of economic develop-
ment are the attempting to evolve from less devel-
oped to industrialized. These nations are characterized by improving
educational systems, increasing technology, and expanding industries.
These factors result in an increasing national income. Examples of develop-
ing countries include Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, India, Mexico, and
Thailand.

developing countries,

c h e c k p o i n t

What factors affect a country’s level of economic development?

✓

IInternational Currency
A major challenge faced by businesses involved in international trade is the
varied currency systems in use around the world. Nations have their own
banking systems and their own kinds of money. For instance, Russia uses
the ruble; the European Union uses the euro; Brazil, the real; India, the
rupee; and Saudi Arabia, the riyal.

The value of a country’s currency is important for international busi-
ness success. If trading partners do not accept certain currency, the country
may have to make payment in another currency. A currency that is not
easy to exchange for other currencies is called soft currency. While the mon-
etary unit serves as a medium of exchange in the home country, the cur-
rency has limited value in the world marketplace. 

In contrast, monetary units such the Japanese yen, the euro, the Swiss
franc, and the U.S. dollar are accepted for most global financial transac-
tions. These monetary units are examples of hard currency, which refers to
monetary units that are freely converted into other currencies. 

In the 1990s, Ukraine
changed from using
the Russian ruble to its
own monetary unit—
the hryvnia. While wait-
ing to convert to a new
currency, the Ukrainian
government issued
coupons for use in buy-
ing food and other
products. These
coupons were not orig-
inally intended to be a
currency, but they be-
came widely accepted
as money.

Industrialized countries have the physical infrastructure to support business activities.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES
The process of exchanging one currency for another occurs each day. The
value of a currency in one country compared with the value of a currency
in another is called the exchange rate. The value of currency, like most
things, is affected by supply and demand. The approximate values of vari-
ous currencies on a recent date in relation to the U.S. dollar (USD) are
shown in Figure 12-2.

When a U.S. company sells products to a Canadian firm, for example,
the U.S. firm must convert the Canadian dollars received in payment into
U.S. dollars. If each Canadian dollar is worth 90 cents in the United States,
what would the U.S. firm charge if goods worth approximately $10,000 in
the United States were sold to a Canadian firm? The U.S. firm would have
to charge about $11,111 in Canadian dollars (10,000 ÷ 0.90 = 11,111). That
makes a U.S. dollar worth about $1.11 in Canadian currency.

FACTORS AFFECTING CURRENCY VALUES
Currency exchange rates among countries are affected by three main fac-
tors: the country’s balance of payments, economic conditions, and political
stability.

Balance of Payments When a country has a favorable balance of
payments, the value of its currency is usually constant or rising. Increased
demand for both the nation’s products and its currency are the basis of this
situation. In contrast, when a nation has an unfavorable balance of pay-
ments, its currency usually declines in value due to lower demand for the
monetary unit.

Economic Conditions When consumer prices increase and the buy-
ing power of the country’s money declines, its currency will not be as at-
tractive. Inflation reduces the buying power of a currency. High inflation in
Brazil, for example, would reduce the demand for the real.

Recent Exchange Rates for Selected Countries

FIGURE 12-2

Country Currency Symbol Code Value in USD Units per USD

United Kingdom pound £ GBP $1.89 0.53 pounds

Canada dollar $ CAD 0.90 1.11 Canadian dollars

European Union euro € RUR 1.27 0.78 euro

India rupee Rs INR 0.0215 46.5 rupees

Japan yen ¥ JPY 0.0086 116.34 yen

Mexico peso Mex$ MXN 0.09 10.9 pesos

Saudi Arabia riyal SRIs SAR 0.267 3.75 riyals

South Africa rand R ZAR 0.14 7.15 rand

Brazil real R$ BRL 0.466 2.14 reals

Venezuela bolivar Bs VEB 0.00047 2,146 bolivares

China yuan Y CNY 0.13 7.98 yuan



Interest rates, the cost of using someone else’s money, also affect the
value of a country’s currency. Higher interest rates mean more expensive
products and lower demand among consumers. This, in turn, reduces the
demand for a nation’s currency, causing a decline in its value.

Political Stability Companies and individuals want to avoid risk
when doing business in different nations. If a government changes unex-
pectedly to create an unfriendly business environment, a company may
lose control of a factory or money on deposit in local banks. 

Political instability may also occur when new laws and regulations are
enacted. These rules may not allow foreign businesses to operate as freely.
Uncertainty in a country reduces the confidence businesspeople have in its
currency.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROLS
In an effort to maintain the value of its currency, a nation may place limits
on the flow of money out of the country. are govern-
ment restrictions to regulate the amount and value of a nation’s currency.
These controls can be in the form of either fixed exchange rates or limits on
the amount and cost of currency. One common exchange control limits the
amount of local currency a person can take out of a country. For example,
in past years, Australia, Bangladesh, France, Italy, Japan, Portugal, South
Africa, Spain, and Sweden have all placed some restrictions on exporting
local currency.

Exchange controls
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c h e c k p o i n t

What factors affect the value of a country’s currency? 

✓

Foreign exchange controls help maintain the value of a country’s currency.
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12.2 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. A less-developed country is characterized by
a. a strong infrastructure
b. a low literacy level
c. modern technology
d. a well-educated population

2. The value of a country’s currency would likely decline as a result of 
a. inflation
b. a favorable balance of trade
c. expanded exports
d. decreased foreign debt

3. True or False? Infrastructure commonly refers to a nation’s trade
activities with other countries. 

4. True or False? Most currencies of the world have a value that stays
fairly constant from day to day. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Science Describe how new scientific discoveries might improve

the economic development of a country.

6. Economics Research the economies of a less-developed or devel-
oping country. Prepare a short report that communicates possible
actions that might be taken to improve economic conditions in
these countries. Also, point out how all nations benefit when eco-
nomic conditions improve in less-developed countries.

7. Communication Talk to a person who has lived in or visited an-
other country. Obtain information about experiences with obtain-
ing and using local currency. 

8. Visual Art Conduct an Internet search for pictures of currency
from various countries. What types of images appear on these
banknotes? What is the significance of the images?



IGlobal Security Markets
International companies use stocks and bonds to finance global business
activities. Stock and bond exchanges around the world create a network for
issuing, buying, and selling equity and debt securities. 

INTERNATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGES
While the New York Stock Exchange is the largest in the world, other major
stock exchanges exist, including Euronext (Paris, Amsterdam, and Brussels),
Bombay, Copenhagen, Dusseldorf, Istanbul, Milan, Rio de Janeiro, Seoul,
Stockholm, Taiwan, Tel Aviv, Toronto, and Zurich. 

Every hour of the day, investors buy and sell stocks. On the trading
floor of the stock exchange and through computer systems, representatives
of buyers and sellers interact to determine the prices of shares of stock.

Completely computerized stock exchanges, without trading floor repre-
sentatives, are becoming common. These high-speed, low-cost automated
systems are used by most major stock exchanges. Some of the world’s
largest screen-based systems for buying and selling global stocks are based
in Europe. Computerized stock trading allows a broker in London to buy
and sell stocks of multinational companies listed on stock exchanges in
Istanbul, Rio de Janeiro, or Taiwan. The system allows investors to complete
buy and sell orders anytime, day or night.

World Federation of Exchanges This private organization exists
to coordinate the activities of the hundreds of financial markets and stock
exchanges around the world. The World Federation of Exchanges attempts
to communicate among the exchanges to enhance the efficiency of these fi-
nancial markets. This group also attempts to meet the needs of capital mar-
kets in emerging economies.

Global Stock Indexes Investors use a stock index as an indication of
market changes and trends. A is based on a group of
stocks selected to reflect the overall progress of all stocks being represented.
More than 50 stock indexes exist to communicate market trends, including
the Toronto S&P, London FTSE, Tokyo Nikkei, DJ Pacific Pan-Asia, Milan
S&P, Oslo All-Share, Kuala Lumpur Composite, and the Sao Paulo BOVESPA.

global stock index
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Terms
• global stock index

• American depository
receipt (ADR)

Goals
• Describe global markets

for selling financial
securities.

• Explain other types of
international financial
markets.

12.3 International Financial Markets

• floating exchange rates

• currency futures



American Depository Receipt Citizens of the United States 
are restricted from buying stocks in foreign companies. To allow U.S.
investors to buy shares in corporations based in other countries, an

may be issued. The value of this
document, which originates with a U.S. bank, is based on the value of the
shares of the foreign stock. ADRs are traded on U.S. exchanges and are val-
ued in U.S. dollars. With this procedure, the foreign stock shares are held in
trust by the bank. While ADRs reduce transaction costs for investors, currency
rate and economic risks still exist. The dividends and capital gains earned on
the shares are converted to U.S. dollars, which are then distributed to investors.

International Mutual Funds International mutual funds exist to
attract investors who wish to buy stock in hundreds of companies around
the world. These investments are managed by a company that combines
invested money from many people to purchase a portfolio of stocks. 

A major benefit of these mutual funds is diversification. By pooling
money from many investors, a mutual fund manager is able to invest in
many types of stocks and bonds, spreading out the risk for the investors.

Global mutual funds eliminate the high brokerage commissions and
high currency conversion fees that an individual investor might encounter.
International funds reduce the risk that exchange rate changes may wipe
out profits even when stocks increase in value.

Other types of international mutual funds include regional funds. For
example, a Latin America fund invests in companies with long-term growth
in Central and South America. A Pacific fund would invest in companies in
that region.

THE OVER-THE-COUNTER MARKET
Large companies that meet financial requirements of a stock exchange and
are traded regularly are called listed stocks. In contrast, the over-the-counter
(OTC) market is a network of stockbrokers who buy and sell stocks not listed
on a stock exchange.

The National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations
(NASDAQ) is the major computerized trading system for OTC stocks in the
U.S. The Unlisted Securities Market is the over-the-counter market for com-
panies in England. In Germany, the Neuer Markt trades stocks of emerging
companies in the European Union.

GLOBAL BOND MARKETS
Debt instruments such as bonds and notes are used by most companies,
governments, and other organizations. These securities are bought and sold
through financial markets in most major cities of the world. 

International Bonds Issuing bonds provides debt financing for com-
panies and governments. The issue value of a corporate bond will vary
based on the nation. Examples of this issue value, also called the face value
or maturity value, include the following:

Country Bond Issue Amount

United States $1,000 (dollar)

United Kingdom £100 (pound sterling)

Brazil R$1,000 (real)

South Africa 100 R (rand)

American depository receipt (ADR)
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People often confuse
the euro and Euro-
dollar. The euro is the
official currency of the
European Union. A
Eurodollar is a U.S.
dollar on deposit in a
bank outside the
United States. It was
originally called the
Eurodollar since most
of the deposits were in
Europe. Today, the U.S.
dollar is used through-
out the world.

t e a m w o r k
In your team, create a
list of factors that
might affect the value
of bonds in different
countries of the world.
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c h e c k p o i n t

What are the benefits of international mutual funds for investors?

✓

The global bond market faces
various problems, especially in
emerging economies where eco-
nomic and political uncertainty
can affect interest rates and default
potential. International financial
analysts mention the following
concerns regarding bonds issued
in developing economies in an
attempt to drive economic
development.

■ Projected returns from bonds
can face strong uncertainty
when issued by companies
with no past record of finan-
cial success.

■ Risk levels can quickly increase
due to economic difficulties,
political instability, and cul-
tural differences. 

■ Local rating agencies may not have analysis techniques and reporting
standards comparable to industrialized countries. 

■ The buy or sell decisions of institutional investors, such as mutual
funds and insurance companies, can affect the bond market values for
small, vulnerable companies. 

Inflation-Linked Bonds A debt security that can provide protection
against economic uncertainty is the inflation-linked bond. This bond increases
in value based on the rate of inflation. Examples of inflation-linked bonds
are the Canadian real return bond (RRB) and the British inflation-linked gilt
(ILG). With these securities, the loan principal of the bond increases with
the inflation rate. Investors receive interest payments based on the inflated
principal. At maturity, the repaid amount is the inflated principal. 

International Asset-Backed Securities Market The asset-
backed security is a specialized type of global debt instrument. These bonds
and notes are secured by various company assets. Common items used as
collateral include loan receivables, accounts receivable, and other types of
receivables. These asset-backed securities have short maturities and involve
steady, definite cash flows, such as payments from loans or leases.

The international asset-backed securities market has grown extensively
in recent years, with continued growth expected. Most regions of the world
will expand use of this financial security. In Asia, for example, some asset-
backed securities are supported by the Asian Development Bank and others
are funded by the Japanese government.

Bonds are sold by companies and governments around the world to
finance debt.
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IOther International Financial 
Markets

In addition to stock and bond markets, other global financial markets are in
operation, including foreign exchange, futures, and options markets. 

FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET
The value of a country’s currency used to be set by its government. More re-
cently, most countries use in which currency val-
ues change based on supply and demand. These values and the process of
exchanging one currency for another occur in the foreign exchange market,
which consists of banks and other financial institutions that buy and sell
different currencies. Most large banks are part of the foreign exchange mar-
ket and may provide currency services for businesses and consumers. 

Travelers and businesspeople going outside of the United States can ex-
change dollars for the currencies of the countries they will visit. This ex-
change can be done at large banks, online, or at travel agencies that
specialize in foreign currency services. When in another country, travelers
can go to a currency exchange window at the airport, train station, or local
bank and buy local currency. How much of the local currency they will get
depends on the value of the two currencies at that time. Rates are posted at
exchange windows, and there is a charge for exchanging currency.

FUTURES MARKET
If a company knows it will need a certain currency in the future, it can enter
into an agreement to buy that monetary unit later at a price agreed upon
today. are contracts to purchase for a fee a foreign cur-
rency at today’s rate with payment and delivery at a later date. For example,
an Australian company needs 20 million yen in two months to pay for im-
ports from a Japanese company. By buying a currency future contract, the
importer will get the yen in two months at today’s rate. This protects the
Australian importer from having to buy the currency later at a higher price.

Farmers want to get a fair price for their grain. Food companies want to
avoid paying high prices for grain that will be used to make breakfast cere-
als. By agreeing to a price now for delivery in the future (usually three or six
months from now), a farmer is protected against receiving a lower price,
while the cereal company is protected against higher costs.

The futures market allows investors to buy or sell contracts on the future
prices of commodities, metals, and financial instruments. Futures markets
involve contracts on corn, oats, soybeans, wheat, cocoa, sugar, oil, gold, sil-
ver, treasury bonds, and currencies—yen, euro, and Eurodollars.

OPTIONS MARKET
An option is the right to buy or sell a security or commodity at a specific
price within a limited time period, usually three, six, or nine months. This
contact can take one of two forms. A call option is the right to buy the item.
In contrast, a put option is the right to sell some type of investment.

When buying an option, you are not buying the investment (stock or
commodity). You are only purchasing the right to buy or sell the invest-
ment in the future at a certain price. For example, a call option to buy a
certain stock might allow the purchase of that stock at $40. This gives the
investor the opportunity to buy those shares, before a certain date, for $40.

Currency futures

floating exchange rates,
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This option would be used if the current market value of that stock is more
than $40. However, if the stock sells for less than the option price, the in-
vestor will not exercise the option. The investor is not required to exercise
an option. In general, the buyer of a call option hopes the price of the stock
will rise. In contrast, an investor who buys a put option is expecting the
market price to decline so the stock can be sold later at a higher price. 

Options markets exist around the world. In New York, Chicago, London,
Tokyo, and elsewhere, investors are buying call and puts on everything from
stocks and gold to soybeans and euros. 

in actionbusiness

Carrefour’s Cross-Border Cash Flows
The name of the Carrefour company, which is French for “crossroads,”
describes the company’s global business activities. This French company,
which is the largest retailer in Europe (and second largest in the world),
has consumers crossing roads to get to their stores in 29 countries in
Europe, Latin America, and Asia. Carrefour has more than 12,000 retail
outlets operating under more than 20 different store names. Shoppers
may encounter hypermarkets, supermarkets, convenience stores, and dis-
count stores. The company offers everything from vegetables and frozen
dinners to socks and banking. The diverse product line allows Carrefour
to adapt to the needs of various cultures and geographic regions.

At the crossroads of southern Europe, Carrefour Italia has a significant
presence with about 1,500 hypermarkets, supermarkets, and convenience
stores. The company obtains over 90 percent of its fresh foods from local
producers. This strategy keeps costs low and freshness and quality high.
Carrefour brands in Italy include Terre D’Italia and ScelgoBio.

Centros Comerciales Carrefour operates in Spain. Also called Carrefour
España, this subsidiary owns or franchises about 3,000 hypermarkets, su-
permarkets, and discount stores under the Dia and MaxiDia banners.

In Latin America, Carrefour faced many cultural, economic, and po-
litical barriers. Despite setbacks, the company has been able to establish
itself as the largest retailer in this region. Countries where Carrefour has
strong market presence include Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and
Mexico.

In Asia, the company’s success has been a result of careful planning
and interaction with knowledgeable citizens. Facing regulatory risks along
with currency crises, Carrefour effectively used local partners in the region.

Think Critically
1. What strategies of Carrefour enhance the company’s profits? 
2. What costs and risks are associated with the company’s operations? 
3. Conduct an Internet search for current information about the activi-

ties of Carrefour. Prepare a short written summary of your findings.

c h e c k p o i n t

What is the purpose of a futures contract?

✓
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12.3 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. An investor in the United States may buy shares in foreign compa-
nies through
a. the World Federation of Exchanges
b. a global market index
c. an ADR
d. NASDAQ

2. A company may contract a price today for a product that will be
delivered months from now though the ? market.
a. foreign exchange
b. futures
c. international bond
d. over-the-counter

3. The global ? market involves the use and trading of eq-
uity securities.
a. stock
b. bond
c. foreign exchange
d. futures

4. True or False? International corporate bonds represent ownership
in a foreign company.

5. True or False? Most countries of the world use a fixed exchange
rate rather than a floating exchange rate.

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
6. Economics Conduct library and online research for a global stock

market index. In a written summary, describe the index and the re-
cent trend of its movement.

7. Culture Talk to a person who has lived or worked in another
country. Obtain information about the financial markets and invest-
ment activities in that country.

8. Research Conduct online or library research on an international
mutual fund. Locate information about the name of the fund, the
investment goal, and recent performance results. In what types of
companies does the fund invest? In what countries are these com-
panies located? How has the fund performed in recent years?

9. Visual Art Select a currency from another country. Research the
value of that monetary unit in relation to the U.S. dollar over the
past three months. Prepare a graph to communicate the exchange
rate. Describe possible factors that may have affected the changing
value.
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IInternational Payments 
and Financial Documents

Sometimes when buying an item, you pay cash or write a check. Other
times, you may buy the item on credit. In a similar way, global companies
must decide how to pay for imported goods. Three types of payment meth-
ods are commonly used for international transactions: cash in advance, let-
ter of credit, and sale on account.

CASH IN
ADVANCE
Making payment be-
fore the shipment of
goods can be risky for
the buyer. When pay-
ing in advance, you
may not receive the
items or you may have
difficulty obtaining a
refund for damaged or
returned goods. Cash
in advance is not often
used. This method may
be required for first-
time customers, small
orders, or customers in
high-risk countries.

Terms
• letter of credit

• bill of exchange 

• commercial invoice

Goals
• Describe global payment

methods and financial
documents.

• Identify agencies that
help companies reduce
global financial risks.

12.4 Global Payments and Financial Risk

• proof of insurance

• credit risk insurance

Global companies may use commercial invoices to provide a description of the
merchandise and calculate import duties.
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LETTER OF CREDIT
A is a financial document issued by a bank for an importer
in which the bank guarantees payment. This payment method involves the
importer paying for goods before they are received, but after the goods are
shipped. This agreement, issued by the importer’s bank, promises to pay
the exporter a set amount when certain documents are presented. A bill of
lading might be required as proof that the goods have been shipped.

SALE ON ACCOUNT
Almost every business buys or sells on account, allowing its regular cus-
tomers to make payments in a certain time period, such as 30 or 60 days.
Credit terms describe the time required for payment and other conditions
of a sale on account.

OTHER GLOBAL FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS
Varied business environments may result in the use of other types of docu-
ments for foreign trade transactions.

Promissory Note A promise to pay a set amount by a certain date is a
promissory note. These notes are signed by buyers to confirm their intention
to make payment. A promissory note communicates to both the buyer
and the seller the amount of a purchase, the date by which it must be paid,
and any interest charges.

Bill of Exchange A written order by an exporter to an importer to make
payment, usually through a third party, is a The instruc-
tions to the importer include the amount, the due date, and the payment
location, such as a bank or other financial institution.

Electronic Funds Transfer Each day, more and more payments are
being made online. Electronic funds transfer (EFT) moves payments
through banking computer systems. After an importer receives the ordered
goods, a bank can be instructed to transfer the payment for the merchan-
dise to the bank of the exporter.

Commercial Invoice Prepared by the exporter, a
provides a description of the merchandise and the terms of the sale. This
document includes details about the buyer, seller, merchandise, amounts,
prices, shipping method, date of shipment, and terms of payment. Com-
mercial invoices are also used at the port of entry to calculate any import
duties that may be due.

Proof of Insurance Often required in import-export transactions is
An insurance certificate explains the amount of insur-

ance coverage for fire, theft, water, or other damage that may occur to
goods in shipment. This document also lists the names of the insurance
company and the exporter.

proof of insurance.

commercial invoice

bill of exchange.

letter of credit
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c h e c k p o i n t

What three payment methods are commonly used in foreign
trade transactions?

✓

t e a m w o r k
Various business trans-
actions may require
different payment
methods. In your team,
describe situations in
which each of these
payment methods
might be appropriate:
cash in advance, letter
of credit, and sale on
account.
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IInternational Financial Agencies
Companies involved in global transactions must protect their merchandise
and other assets. The services of several agencies are available to reduce
foreign trade risk. 

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK
The Export-Import Bank of the United States (EXIM) is a U.S. govern-
ment agency that helps finance the export sales of U.S. products. EXIM
provides loans to exporters, along with loan guarantees and export credit
insurance. An exporting company can purchase an export credit insur-
ance policy from EXIM that will provide 100 percent political risk protec-
tion for international sales, including protection from foreign governments
that refuse to convert local currency to dollars. EXIM also covers damage
or destruction of a shipment caused by wars, revolutions, and civil
disorders.

OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATION
The Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) provides investment
insurance to U.S. companies that establish operations in developing coun-
tries. A company can protect its overseas investment by purchasing OPIC
insurance to shield the company from several types of political risk, includ-
ing expropriation and damage or destruction caused by war, revolution, ter-
rorism, and sabotage. If any of these political actions occur, the business
can file a claim with
OPIC to recover its
losses.

FOREIGN CREDIT
INSURANCE
ASSOCIATION
One financial hazard of
conducting business in
other countries is not
receiving payment.

provides coverage for
loss from non-payment
for delivered goods.
Credit risk insurance is
available through the
Foreign Credit Insur-
ance Association
(FCIA), a private associ-
ation that insures U.S.
exporters. FCIA enables
exporters to extend
credit to overseas
buyers.

Credit risk insurance

The U.S. dollar is the
official currency of
Ecuador and El
Salvador. A country
may adopt a “dollariza-
tion” policy in an
attempt to reduce eco-
nomic problems and
enhance trade with
other nations. The
dollar is also the unoffi-
cial monetary unit for
tourist transactions in
countries such as the
Bahamas and Haiti.

Companies that engage in international trade protect their delivered goods with
insurance against non-payment, damage, or political disruptions.
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Credit insurance covers 100 percent of losses for political reasons, such
as war, asset seizure, and currency inconvertibility. This insurance covers up
to 95 percent of commercial losses, such as non-payment due to insolvency
or default. About 200 banks in the United States have purchased policies
from FCIA and can insure loans made to U.S. exporters.
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c h e c k p o i n t

Name agencies that exist to help companies reduce global
finance risk.

✓

Bribery and Gift Giving
In the United States, it is considered unethical for a businessperson to
pay bribes to government officials or to other businesspersons in ex-
change for favorable treatment such as the awarding of contracts. In
fact, it is against the law, whether the recipient is an American or some-
one in another country. The Foreign Corrupt Business Practices Act of
1977 outlawed the payment of bribes by Americans to foreign officials,
companies, or individuals. At times, not paying bribes may put U.S. busi-
nesses at a competitive disadvantage.

Companies in some regions of the world commonly use payoffs to
gain access to new markets. Some countries consider bribes to be tax-
deductible business expenses. U.S. companies can face heavy fines and
prison sentences when U.S. laws are violated. But sometimes companies
cave in to local customs. A U.S. computer company offered Chinese jour-
nalists the equivalent of $12 to attend its news conference. The company
said the money was for taxi fares; but the amount was equal to a week’s
pay for some journalists. 

While it is relatively easy to outlaw bribes, it is much harder to define
the difference between a bribe and a gift given as a token of apprecia-
tion. Gift giving among businesspeople is relatively limited and infre-
quent in the United States and Canada. In other cultures it is very
common and regarded as entirely appropriate. Many organizations have
policies that limit the monetary value and type of gifts that are accept-
able. A social dinner invitation is usually meant to influence the recipi-
ent’s behavior, even if in a subtle way. As more countries recognize how
harmful bribes are to economic progress, the practice is ending.

Think Critically
1. How can U.S. businesspeople handle situations in foreign countries

where officials expect bribes to be paid as a condition for doing busi-
ness there?

2. Suppose you work for a manufacturing company. A plastics supplier
who is trying to get more business sends you a case of golf balls made
with one of its high-tech composite materials. What would you do?

ethicsa question of
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12.4 Lesson Assessment

UNDERSTAND CONCEPTS
Determine the best answer for each of the following questions.

1. The payment method with the lowest risk is
a. a sale on account
b. a letter of credit
c. a bill of exchange
d. cash in advance

2. The ? provides investment insurance when U.S. compa-
nies establish operations in developing countries.
a. Export-Import Bank
b. Foreign Credit Insurance Association
c. World Federation of Exchanges
d. Overseas Private Investment Corporation

3. True or False? Letters of credit are commonly issued by a federal
government agency. 

4. True or False? A commercial invoice documents that an exporting
company has insurance coverage. 

MAKE ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
5. Visual Art Obtain photos and other visuals that reflect the various

payment methods and financial documents discussed in this lesson.
Create a poster, computer presentation, or other visual summary to
communicate your knowledge of these items. 

6. Law Conduct research to obtain information about the payment
methods and other legal documents required when exporting to
another country. Prepare a short oral summary of your findings. 

7. Research Select one of these agencies: the Export-Import Bank,
the Foreign Credit Insurance Association, or the Overseas Private In-
vestment Corporation. Conduct online and library research about
this organization. Prepare a brief written summary of its current
activities.

8. Careers Investigate what types of legal agreements a person
might encounter when applying for a job to work for a multina-
tional company in another country.



Chapter 12 Assessment

Summary
12.1 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND TRADE

1. A country that can produce a good or service at a lower cost has an ab-
solute advantage. A comparative advantage exists when a country pro-
duces a good or service at which it is more efficient. Items bought
from other countries are imports. Items sold to other countries are ex-
ports. Some formal trade barriers are quotas, tariffs, and embargoes.

2. Free-trade zones, free-trade agreements, common markets, and re-
gional trade organizations encourage international trade. The differ-
ence between a country’s total exports and total imports is its balance
of trade. Balance of payments is the difference between the amount of
money that comes into a country and the amount that goes out.

12.2 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND MONETARY
SYSTEMS

3. An industrialized country has strong business activity resulting from
advanced technology and a highly educated population. A less-
developed country (LDC) has little economic wealth and an emphasis
on agriculture or mining. Developing countries are attempting to
evolve from less developed to industrialized.

4. The value of a country’s currency is affected by the nation’s balance of
payments, economic conditions, and political stability.

12.3 INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MARKETS

5. The World Federation of Exchanges coordinates financial markets and
stock exchanges around the world. International mutual funds allow
investors to buy stock in companies around the world. The global
bond market is used to issue and trade debt securities.

6. Floating exchange rates are set in the foreign exchange market. The fu-
tures market allows investors and others to buy or sell contracts on the
future prices of commodities, metals, and financial instruments.

12.4 GLOBAL PAYMENTS AND FINANCIAL RISK

7. Three types of payment methods are used for international transactions:
cash in advance, letter of credit, and sale on account. Other global
financial documents include promissory notes, bills of exchange, elec-
tronic funds transfer, commercial invoices, and proof of insurance.

8. The Export-Import Bank of the United States (EXIM) helps finance the
export of U.S. products. The Overseas Private Investment Corporation
(OPIC) provides investment insurance to U.S. companies that establish
operations in developing countries. Credit risk insurance is available
through the Foreign Credit Insurance Association (FCIA). 
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Develop Your Business Language
Match the terms listed with the definitions. Some terms will not be used.

1. Exists when a country can produce a
good or service at a lower cost than
other countries

2. Tax that a government places on cer-
tain imported products

3. A country specializes in the produc-
tion of a good or service at which it is
relatively more efficient

4. Exists when a government stops the
export or import of a product 

5. Items bought from other countries

6. Difference between a country’s total
exports and total imports

7. Difference between the amount of
money that comes into a country and
the amount that goes out

8. The transportation, communication,
and utility systems of a nation

9. A country with little economic wealth
and an emphasis on agriculture or
mining

10. Nations characterized by improving
educational systems, increasing tech-
nology, and expanding industries

Review Concepts
11. If more money flows out of a country than flows in, the result is

a. a lower foreign debt
b. an unfavorable balance of payments
c. a favorable balance of payments
d. a favorable balance of trade

12. ? countries are often characterized by low economic wealth
and a dependence on agriculture or mining. 
a. industrialized c. developing
b. less-developed d. infrastructure

13. ? would likely increase the value of a country’s currency.
a. inflation c. expanded exports 
b. extensive foreign debt d. expanded imports

14. Credit risk insurance providing coverage for loss from non-payment for
delivered goods may be obtained from
a. Export-Import Bank of the U.S c. FCIA
b. International Monetary Fund d. OPIC
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a. absolute advantage 
b. balance of payments
c. balance of trade
d. bill of exchange 
e. commercial invoice
f. comparative advan-

tage
g. credit risk insurance 
h. currency futures
i. developing country
j. embargo
k. exchange controls
l. exports

m. floating exchange
rates

n. foreign debt
o. global stock index 
p. imports
q. infrastructure
r. less-developed coun-

try (LDC)
s. letter of credit
t. quota
u. tariff
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Think Critically
15. High tariffs are sometimes used by a country to protect its new and de-

veloping industries. What are two examples of new and developing in-
dustries either in the United States or in other countries? Do you think
that such industries should be protected by high tariffs? If so, how
long should they be protected? Give reasons for your answer.

16. What are some concerns associated with an unfavorable trade bal-
ance? What actions might be taken by a country to reduce an unfavor-
able trade balance? 

17. Describe situations in which the financial markets of a country might
affect the economies and companies of other countries. 

18. To what extent should the government of a country help companies
expand their exports? 

Business Financial Calculations
19. In a certain year, a country has exports of $6.7 billion and imports of

$7.1 billion. Do these numbers represent a favorable or unfavorable
balance of trade? For what amount?

20. To make their exports suitable for use in other countries, U.S. manu-
facturers must produce goods that are measured in the metric system.
Using this metric conversion table, determine the following amounts.

When you know: Multiply by: To find:

ounces (oz) 28.35 grams (g)

pounds (lb) 0.45 kilograms (kg)

pints (pt) 0.47 liters (l)

quarts (qt) 0.95 liters (l)

gallons (gal) 3.79 liters (l)

a. A 14-ounce package of pasta would weigh about ? grams.
b. Six pounds of beef would about ? kilograms. 
c. Eight pints of fruit juice is about ? liters. 
d. Three quart bottles of soft drinks equals about ? liters. 
e. Estimate how many gallons are equal to 12 liters. Then check your

answer with a calculator. How accurate was your estimate? 

21. Using Figure 12-2, determine how many U.S. dollars could be bought
for these amounts from other countries: 
a. In Japan, 1,200 yen
b. In Canada, 5 Canadian dollars
c. In Saudi Arabia, 150 riyals

22. A corporate bond in the Philippines selling for 1,000 pesos and earn-
ing annual interest of 80 pesos has a current yield of 8 percent 
(80 � 1,000). If the risk of this bond increased, investors would require
a higher rate of return. If the bond value declines to 840 pesos (with
the interest payment staying the same), what would be the new yield?
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Analyze Cases
Use the case from the beginning of the chapter, Global Banking Activities
of HSBC, to answer the following questions.

23. Explain actions that might be taken by HBSC to better understand its
customers in different regions of the world. 

24. Describe possible differences in financial activities in other countries
that might require HSBC to adapt its product offerings. 

25. What are benefits and drawbacks of technology that HSBC might en-
counter when doing business around the world? 

26. Select a country in which HSBC currently does business or might start
doing business. Conduct research to (a) describe the current financial
market of the country, (b) identify the financial products of HSBC that
would be appropriate for that country, and (c) suggest actions HSBC
might take regarding doing business in that country. 

Portfolio Activity
COLLECT an item that illustrates global business activities. This example
could be an ad, written article, photo, product package, or some other item. 

CREATE a visual to show various international financial activities related to
the item. Use photos, other pictures or ads, other actual items, and draw-
ings to illustrate how geography, culture, economic conditions, and govern-
ment activities influence a company’s international financial activities and
the use of global financial markets. 

CONNECT your visual to other aspects of our economy and society or re-
late it to an important concept you have learned in another class. Make the
connection by preparing a brief explaining how various factors affect inter-
national financial decisions.

Stock Market Activity
The value of a company’s stock is often affected by its international opera-
tions as well as competition from foreign companies. Every business ex-
ports, imports, or competes against companies that import or export. 

Use online and library resources along with the annual report of the
company you have been studying (or select a different company). 

1. Describe the international activities of the company. In how many
countries does the company do business? 

2. Determine the portion of revenue and profit that the company obtains
from outside its home country. 

3. Discuss actions the company takes to adapt its products, advertising, and
financial activities to varied cultures and foreign business environments.

4. Determine to what extent international operations may have influenced
the stock price of the company. 
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Planning a Career in Global Finance and International Business

400 Chapter 12 >>> International Finance

International finance and global
business offer many employment
opportunities. These positions in-
clude people who work with finan-
cial transactions and selling across
borders as well as international
banking and global shipping. While
the skills necessary to perform
these tasks are increasingly impor-
tant, job titles may not reflect
global activities. 

Workers will also have duties
unrelated to importing and export-
ing. Transportation managers will
usually oversee both foreign and
domestic shipping. A loan officer
will approve loans for both export-
ing and local business activities. 

Employment Outlook
■ Faster than average growth in

employment for interpreters
and translators is expected.

■ Employment of inspectors will
likely increase with the need
for security compliance.

■ Continued growth of many
global finance and interna-
tional trade positions is ex-
pected as companies expand
global operations.

Job Titles
■ Foreign exchange trader

■ International loan officer 

■ Customs inspector

■ Interpreter, translator 

■ Global purchasing manager

■ Cargo and freight agent

■ Cross-cultural trainer

■ International sales agent 

Needed Skills
■ International finance and busi-

ness positions require a college
degree along with experience

in a field, such as accounting,
banking, investments, market-
ing, or sales.

■ Advanced study in interna-
tional banking, global financial
markets, and economics is re-
quired for some positions.

■ Computer skills and technol-
ogy competencies are increas-
ing in importance. 

■ Fluency in another language is
required for many jobs.

■ A foreign exchange or overseas
study program will contribute
to cultural awareness and lan-
guage proficiency.

What’s It Like to Work 
in International Finance?
“What is the yen doing compared to
the euro?” This type of question can
be the focus of a foreign exchange
trader. You will need to assess various
factors affecting local economies.
The political environment may cre-
ate risk and uncertainty.

Your clients will expect you to
get them the best exchange rates
for their foreign sales and pur-
chases. The buying and selling of
currencies requires information in
the quickly changing foreign ex-
change marketplace. 

You work long hours since it’s
always the middle of the business
day somewhere in the world.

What about you? What aspects
of international finance are of in-
terest to you? Why? What are some
actions a person might take to
achieve success in this career field?
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EMERGING ISSUES EVENT
The Emerging Issues Event gives FBLA members an opportunity to demon-
strate skills in researching and presenting an emerging business issue. This
team event helps members learn research skills. Team participants develop
speaking ability and poise through oral presentation.

The global economy has presented opportunities and challenges for in-
creased trade. Businesses in the United States have a code of ethics or rules
for honest and fair business practices. American companies outsource jobs
to countries like India and China with large populations and lower wages
than the United States. These countries also have large markets for products
and services made in America. The home-building and agriculture indus-
tries count on illegal workers from Mexico. 

Participants will be expected to research the topic prior to the presenta-
tion. They must be prepared to present an affirmative or negative argument
for the business practice. 

Each team must be composed of two to three (2–3) members. Each
team’s presentation must be the result of independent work. Facts and
working data may be secured from any credible source. All members of the
team must participate in research on the topic and in the actual presenta-
tion. Teams are allowed to use note cards for their presentations. No other
materials or props are allowed for this presentation.

Ten (10) minutes before their presentation time, team members will
draw to determine whether they will present an affirmative or negative ar-
gument. Teams will then have five (5) minutes to finalize their prepara-
tions. Each presentation may last no longer than five (5) minutes. Following
each oral presentation, the judges may conduct a five (5) minute question-
and-answer period during which the presenters should be prepared to
defend their affirmative or negative argument.

Performance Indicators Evaluated
■ Define clearly the ethical issue(s) involved in the business situation.

■ State clearly the team’s position about the ethical issue(s). 

■ Present an affirmative or negative argument for the business practice.

■ Organize thoughts and solutions in a clearly understandable format.

■ Demonstrate self-confidence, poise, and good voice projection. Involve
all team members in the presentation.

Go to the FBLA web site for more detailed information.

Think Critically
1. Why are outsourcing and illegal employees hot issues in the U.S.?

2. How does this competitive event require you to keep an open mind
about a topic on which you may have formulated a definite opinion?

3. What is the best argument for an affirmative response to this issue?

4. What is the best argument for a negative response to this issue?

w w w . f b l a . o r g
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PRESENT VALUE OF $1 (SINGLE AMOUNT)

Period 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 11% 12%

1 0.990 0.980 0.971 0.962 0.952 0.943 0.935 0.926 0.917 0.909 0.901 0.893

2 0.980 0.961 0.943 0.925 0.907 0.890 0.873 0.857 0.842 0.826 0.812 0.797

3 0.971 0.942 0.915 0.889 0.864 0.840 0.816 0.794 0.772 0.751 0.731 0.712

4 0.961 0.924 0.888 0.855 0.823 0.792 0.763 0.735 0.708 0.683 0.659 0.636

5 0.951 0.906 0.863 0.822 0.784 0.747 0.713 0.681 0.650 0.621 0.593 0.567

6 0.942 0.888 0.837 0.790 0.746 0.705 0.666 0.630 0.596 0.564 0.535 0.507

7 0.933 0.871 0.813 0.760 0.711 0.665 0.623 0.583 0.547 0.513 0.482 0.452

8 0.923 0.853 0.789 0.731 0.677 0.627 0.582 0.540 0.502 0.467 0.434 0.404

9 0.914 0.837 0.766 0.703 0.645 0.592 0.544 0.500 0.460 0.424 0.391 0.361

10 0.905 0.820 0.744 0.676 0.614 0.558 0.508 0.463 0.422 0.386 0.352 0.322

11 0.896 0.804 0.722 0.650 0.585 0.527 0.475 0.429 0.388 0.350 0.317 0.287

12 0.887 0.788 0.701 0.625 0.557 0.497 0.444 0.397 0.356 0.319 0.286 0.257

13 0.879 0.773 0.681 0.601 0.530 0.469 0.415 0.368 0.326 0.290 0.258 0.229

14 0.870 0.758 0.661 0.577 0.505 0.442 0.388 0.340 0.299 0.263 0.232 0.205

15 0.861 0.743 0.642 0.555 0.481 0.417 0.362 0.315 0.275 0.239 0.209 0.183

16 0.853 0.728 0.623 0.534 0.458 0.394 0.339 0.292 0.252 0.218 0.188 0.163

17 0.844 0.714 0.605 0.513 0.436 0.371 0.317 0.270 0.231 0.198 0.170 0.146

18 0.836 0.700 0.587 0.494 0.416 0.350 0.296 0.250 0.212 0.180 0.153 0.130

19 0.828 0.686 0.570 0.475 0.396 0.331 0.277 0.232 0.194 0.164 0.138 0.116

20 0.820 0.673 0.554 0.456 0.377 0.312 0.258 0.215 0.178 0.149 0.124 0.104

25 0.780 0.610 0.478 0.375 0.295 0.233 0.184 0.146 0.116 0.092 0.074 0.059

30 0.742 0.552 0.412 0.308 0.231 0.174 0.131 0.099 0.075 0.057 0.044 0.033

35 0.706 0.500 0.355 0.253 0.181 0.130 0.094 0.068 0.049 0.036 0.026 0.019

40 0.672 0.453 0.307 0.208 0.142 0.097 0.067 0.046 0.032 0.022 0.015 0.011
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FUTURE VALUE OF $1 (SINGLE AMOUNT)

Period 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 11% 12%

1 1.010 1.020 1.030 1.040 1.050 1.060 1.070 1.080 1.090 1.100 1.110 1.120

2 1.020 1.040 1.061 1.082 1.103 1.124 1.145 1.166 1.188 1.210 1.232 1.254

3 1.030 1.061 1.093 1.125 1.158 1.191 1.225 1.260 1.295 1.331 1.368 1.405

4 1.041 1.082 1.126 1.170 1.216 1.262 1.311 1.360 1.412 1.464 1.518 1.574

5 1.051 1.104 1.159 1.217 1.276 1.338 1.403 1.469 1.539 1.611 1.685 1.762

6 1.062 1.126 1.194 1.265 1.340 1.419 1.501 1.587 1.677 1.772 1.870 1.974

7 1.072 1.149 1.230 1.316 1.407 1.504 1.606 1.714 1.828 1.949 2.076 2.211

8 1.083 1.172 1.267 1.369 1.477 1.594 1.718 1.851 1.993 2.144 2.305 2.476

9 1.094 1.195 1.305 1.423 1.551 1.689 1.838 1.999 2.172 2.358 2.558 2.773

10 1.105 1.219 1.344 1.480 1.629 1.791 1.967 2.159 2.367 2.594 2.839 3.106

11 1.116 1.243 1.384 1.539 1.710 1.898 2.105 2.332 2.580 2.853 3.152 3.479

12 1.127 1.268 1.426 1.601 1.796 2.012 2.252 2.518 2.813 3.138 3.498 3.896

13 1.138 1.294 1.469 1.665 1.886 2.133 2.410 2.720 3.066 3.452 3.883 4.363

14 1.149 1.319 1.513 1.732 1.980 2.261 2.579 2.937 3.342 3.797 4.310 4.887

15 1.161 1.346 1.558 1.801 2.079 2.397 2.759 3.172 3.642 4.177 4.785 5.474

16 1.173 1.373 1.605 1.873 2.183 2.540 2.952 3.426 3.970 4.595 5.311 6.130

17 1.184 1.400 1.653 1.948 2.292 2.693 3.159 3.700 4.328 5.054 5.895 6.866

18 1.196 1.428 1.702 2.026 2.407 2.854 3.380 3.996 4.717 5.560 6.544 7.690

19 1.208 1.457 1.754 2.107 2.527 3.026 3.617 4.316 5.142 6.116 7.263 8.613

20 1.220 1.486 1.806 2.191 2.653 3.207 3.870 4.661 5.604 6.727 8.062 9.646

25 1.282 1.641 2.094 2.666 3.386 4.292 5.427 6.848 8.623 10.835 13.585 17.000

30 1.348 1.811 2.427 3.243 4.322 5.743 7.612 10.063 13.268 17.449 22.892 29.960

35 1.417 2.000 2.814 3.946 5.516 7.686 10.677 14.785 20.414 28.102 38.575 52.800

40 1.489 2.208 3.262 4.801 7.040 10.286 14.974 21.725 31.409 45.259 65.001 93.051
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PRESENT VALUE OF A SERIES (ANNUITY)
To use the table, find the vertical column under your interest rate (or cost of capital). Then find the horizontal row
corresponding to the number of years it will take to receive the payment. The point at which the column and the row
intersect is the present value of $1. You can multiply this value by the number of dollars you expect to receive in order
to find the present value of the amount you expect.

Period 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 11% 12%

1 0.990 0.980 0.971 0.962 0.952 0.943 0.935 0.926 0.917 0.909 0.901 0.893

2 1.970 1.942 1.913 1.886 1.859 1.833 1.808 1.783 1.759 1.736 1.713 1.690

3 2.941 2.884 2.829 2.775 2.723 2.673 2.624 2.577 2.531 2.487 2.444 2.402

4 3.902 3.808 3.717 3.630 3.546 3.465 3.387 3.312 3.240 3.170 3.102 3.037

5 4.853 4.713 4.580 4.452 4.329 4.212 4.100 3.993 3.890 3.791 3.696 3.605

6 5.795 5.601 5.417 5.242 5.076 4.917 4.767 4.623 4.486 4.355 4.231 4.111

7 6.728 6.472 6.230 6.002 5.786 5.582 5.389 5.206 5.033 4.868 4.712 4.564

8 7.652 7.325 7.020 6.733 6.463 6.210 5.971 5.747 5.535 5.335 5.146 4.968

9 8.566 8.162 7.786 7.435 7.108 6.802 6.515 6.247 5.995 5.759 5.537 5.328

10 9.471 8.983 8.530 8.111 7.722 7.360 7.024 6.710 6.418 6.145 5.889 5.650

11 10.368 9.787 9.253 8.760 8.306 7.887 7.499 7.139 6.805 6.495 6.207 5.938

12 11.255 10.575 9.954 9.385 8.863 8.384 7.943 7.536 7.161 6.814 6.492 6.194

13 12.134 11.348 10.635 9.986 9.394 8.853 8.358 7.904 7.487 7.103 6.750 6.424

14 13.004 12.106 11.296 10.563 9.899 9.295 8.745 8.244 7.786 7.367 6.982 6.628

15 13.865 12.849 11.938 11.118 10.380 9.712 9.108 8.559 8.061 7.606 7.191 6.811

16 14.718 13.578 12.561 11.652 10.838 10.106 9.447 8.851 8.313 7.824 7.379 6.974

17 15.562 14.292 13.166 12.166 11.274 10.477 9.763 9.122 8.544 8.022 7.549 7.120

18 16.398 14.992 13.754 12.659 11.690 10.828 10.059 9.372 8.756 8.201 7.702 7.250

19 17.226 15.678 14.324 13.134 12.085 11.158 10.336 9.604 8.950 8.365 7.839 7.366

20 18.046 16.351 14.877 13.590 12.462 11.470 10.594 9.818 9.129 8.514 7.963 7.469

25 22.023 19.523 17.413 15.622 14.094 12.783 11.654 10.675 9.823 9.077 8.422 7.843

30 25.808 22.396 19.600 17.292 15.372 13.765 12.409 11.258 10.274 9.427 8.694 8.055

35 29.409 24.999 21.487 18.665 16.374 14.498 12.948 11.655 10.567 9.644 8.855 8.176

40 32.835 27.355 23.115 19.793 17.159 15.046 13.332 11.925 10.757 9.779 8.951 8.244
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FUTURE VALUE OF A SERIES (ANNUITY)
To use the table, find the vertical column under the interest rate being earned. Then find the horizontal row
corresponding to the number of years of the investment. The point at which the column and the row intersect is the
factor for the future value of $1. You can multiply this value by the number of dollars of the investment to calculate
the future value of the investment.

Period 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 11% 12%

1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

2 2.010 2.020 2.030 2.040 2.050 2.060 2.070 2.080 2.090 2.100 2.110 2.120

3 3.030 3.060 3.091 3.122 3.153 3.184 3.215 3.246 3.278 3.310 3.342 3.374

4 4.060 4.122 4.184 4.246 4.310 4.375 4.440 4.506 4.573 4.641 4.710 4.779

5 5.101 5.204 5.309 5.416 5.526 5.637 5.751 5.867 5.985 6.105 6.228 6.353

6 6.152 6.308 6.468 6.633 6.802 6.975 7.153 7.336 7.523 7.716 7.913 8.115

7 7.214 7.434 7.662 7.898 8.142 8.394 8.654 8.923 9.200 9.487 9.783 10.089

8 8.286 8.583 8.892 9.214 9.549 9.897 10.260 10.637 11.028 11.436 11.859 12.300

9 9.369 9.755 10.159 10.583 11.027 11.491 11.978 12.488 13.021 13.579 14.164 14.776

10 10.462 10.950 11.464 12.006 12.578 13.181 13.816 14.487 15.193 15.937 16.722 17.549

11 11.567 12.169 12.808 13.486 14.207 14.972 15.784 16.645 17.560 18.531 19.561 20.655

12 12.683 13.412 14.192 15.026 15.917 16.870 17.888 18.977 20.141 21.384 22.713 24.133

13 13.809 14.680 15.618 16.627 17.713 18.882 20.141 21.495 22.953 24.523 26.212 28.029

14 14.947 15.974 17.086 18.292 19.599 21.015 22.550 24.215 26.019 27.975 30.095 32.393

15 16.097 17.293 18.599 20.024 21.579 23.276 25.129 27.152 29.361 31.772 34.405 37.280

16 17.258 18.639 20.157 21.825 23.657 25.673 27.888 30.324 33.003 35.950 39.190 42.753

17 18.430 20.012 21.762 23.698 25.840 28.213 30.840 33.750 36.974 40.545 44.501 48.884

18 19.615 21.412 23.414 25.645 28.132 30.906 33.999 37.450 41.301 45.599 50.396 55.750

19 20.811 22.841 25.117 27.671 30.539 33.760 37.379 41.446 46.018 51.159 56.939 63.440

20 22.019 24.297 26.870 29.778 33.066 36.786 40.995 45.762 51.160 57.275 64.203 72.052

25 28.243 32.030 36.459 41.646 47.727 54.865 63.249 73.106 84.701 98.347 114.41 133.33

30 34.785 40.568 47.575 56.085 66.439 79.058 94.461 113.28 136.31 164.49 199.02 241.33

35 41.660 49.994 60.462 73.652 90.320 111.43 138.24 172.32 215.71 271.02 341.59 431.66

40 48.886 60.402 75.401 95.026 120.80 154.76 199.64 259.06 337.88 442.59 581.83 767.09
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A
Absolute advantage exists when a country can produce
a good or service at a lower cost than other countries

Account hijacking obtaining access to another person’s
financial accounts through fraud and stealing the funds

Account payable amounts owed to creditors for goods
and services

Account payable one of the most common current
liabilities

Account receivable the money owed for the purchases
customers buy on credit 

Accounting organizing a system of financial records,
recording financial data, and preparing, analyzing, and
interpreting financial statements 

Accounting cycle a series of steps performed to ensure
the completeness and accuracy of accounting records
and to prepare summary financial statements

Accounting transaction the act of recording an activity
that results in a change in value of an organization’s
resource

Accounts the financial records for each of the specific
assets, liabilities, and categories of owner’s equity 

Accrual accounting the accounting procedure that
recognizes revenues and expenses when they are incurred
rather than when cash is received or spent 

Actuaries highly trained mathematicians who gather
and analyze data and determine risk factors in order
to establish premium rates 

Adjuster person who works for an insurance company
and determines the extent of a loss and the liability of
the insurer 

Adoption curve represents the stages for an innovation
to be accepted by individuals and businesses 

Aging of accounts receivable the categorizing of credit
accounts owed based on how long they have been due 

Aging schedule schedule generated when performing
the aging of accounts receivable; categorizes all accounts
receivable by the length of time they remain unpaid 

American depository receipt (ADR) issued to allow 
U.S. investors to buy shares in foreign companies 

Annual report a statement of a company’s operating
and financial performance issued at the end of its
fiscal year 

Asset-backed security a specialized type of global debt
instrument; bonds and notes that are secured by various
company assets 

Assets all of the things a business owns and uses as a
part of business operations 
Automatic bill payment convenience offered by a bank
to its customers in which the customer can authorize
preset amounts paid regularly
Automatic teller machine (ATM) electronic banking
service machine, more commonly called a cash 
machine

B
Balance of payments the difference between the
amount of money that comes into a country and the
amount that goes out 

Balance of trade the difference between a country’s
total exports and total imports 

Balance sheet identifies the assets, liabilities, and equity
of a business as of a specific date 

Bear market a period of declining stock market prices 

Benchmark company a competitor that has historically
demonstrated outstanding financial performance used
to establish financial performance goals 

Beneficiary a person or organization designated to re-
ceive the proceeds of the insurance policy 

Bill of exchange a written order by an exporter to
an importer to make payment, usually through a third
party

Bond a financial instrument that obligates the issuer
to pay the bondholder the principal plus agreed-upon
interest at the end of a designated period 

Bond money that is borrowed by a company or
government

Bond markets offer newly issued bonds of companies
and government agencies for sale as well as buying and
selling existing bonds 

Bond rating a measure of the quality and safety of a
company’s debt 

Bonds provide protection against a risk associated with
the work provided by one business to another 

Breakeven point a calculation that determines the
approximate sales volume required to just cover costs,
below which production would be unprofitable and
above which it would be profitable 

Budget a wise spending plan 

Budget discrepancies differences between budgeted
amounts and actual financial performance 

Bull market a period of rising stock values 
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Burglary, robbery, and theft insurance covers crimes
committed by people that are not owners or employees
of the business 
Business financial goals goals that establish direction
for the financial plans of a business 
Business income insurance compensates the business
for some of the income that is lost if the business cannot
operate for a period of time due to a covered peril 
Business owners policy special property insurance
policy for the unique circumstances of small businesses 

C
Call option the right to buy some type of investment 
Callable bond allows the company to pay off the debt
before the maturity date at a specified price 
Capacity the ability of the borrower to repay money
owed
Capital the amount of personal wealth the owners have
invested in the business 
Capital budget a plan to acquire and finance long-term
assets of a business 
Capital expenditures long-term spending for items
that will be used over a longer period of time (more than
a year)
Capital gain the increase in the value between the
purchase price and the maturity value 
Capital markets markets in which debt and equity
securities that are issued for more than a year are sold 
Capital project construction or purchase of a long-term
asset, such as buildings and equipment 
Capital resources the human-made goods used in the
production of other products and services 
Cash budget an estimate of future cash receipts and
cash payments for a specified period of time 
Cash flow statement shows how cash is used by a
business during a specified time period 
Cash flows the yearly amounts of increased sales or
decreased costs 
Centralized organization organization in which
business decisions are made at company headquarters 
Certificates of deposit (CDs) a common form of
money market financing 
Character the personal qualities of the credit applicant
that demonstrate responsibility and dependability 
Charge-off an account that is no longer considered
collectible

Chief executive officer charged with carrying out the
strategy and policy of the board of directors 
Chief financial officer responsible for planning and
managing a company’s financial resources 
Chief operating officer directs the actual operations of
the business 
Choice deciding which wants and needs will be satisfied
and which will go unsatisfied 
Civil liability results from negligent acts against individ-
uals or organizations 
Clearing paying checks among different banks in differ-
ent cities 
Coinsurance the insured and insurer share the risk by
paying a defined amount of the costs 
Collateral an asset promised by a business to a creditor
if repayment of a loan isn’t completed 
Collection procedures the steps a business follows to
keep customer credit payments up to date and eliminate
charge-offs
Command economy form of economy in which the
government has the primary influence on economic
decisions
Commercial invoice provides a description of merchan-
dise and the terms of the sale 
Commercial lending loans to business enterprises for
various company needs 
Commercial Package Policy (CPP) comprehensive
business property insurance package 
Commercial paper unsecured, short-term debt instru-
ments issued by corporations 
Commercial vehicle insurance policies written to cover
business automobiles and other vehicles 
Commission a fee charged by brokers for their services;
also, compensation earned by salespeople or others as a
percentage of sales 
Commodity markets markets where raw materials and
other basic production resources are traded 
Common market market in which members eliminate
tariffs and other trade barriers, allow companies to invest
freely in each member’s country, and allow workers to
move freely across borders; also called an economic
community
Common stock an equity security representing owner-
ship in a corporation with voting rights 
Comparative advantage a country specializes in the
production of a good or service at which it is relatively
more efficient 
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Compensation the wages or salary along with other
financial benefits paid to employees 
Complementary projects two or more projects that are
dependent on one another 
Compound interest interest is paid not only on the
total amount borrowed but also on the interest that has
been earned 
Conditions factors that are generally outside the control
of the borrower or lender but that can affect the risk;
also, the part of an insurance contract that identifies the
stipulations or requirements that must be met in order
for insurance to remain in effect and losses to be paid 
Consequential damage coverage pays for damages to a
business that occur after another incident but related to it
Consumer credit credit offered to individual consumers
by a business 
Consumer price index (CPI) index used to measure the
average change in prices 
Contracted credit plan credit services provided by a
financial services firm for a fee 
Controllable risks risks that can be reduced or avoided
by thoughtful actions 
Controller in charge of accounting and the financial
records of the organization and provides support for ex-
ecutives and other managers in understanding and using
financial data and reports 
Convertible bond can be exchanged for common stock
in the same company 
Convertible preferred stock stock that can be changed
into common shares 
Corporate bonds bonds issued by corporations 
Corporation a distinct legal entity formed by complet-
ing required legal documents in a specific state 
Cost of capital the interest rate used to evaluate a capi-
tal project 
Cost of debt the rate of return required by creditors 
Cost of equity the required return of the owners in a
company
Cost-benefit analysis compares the total expected costs
with the total expected benefits of one or more choices
in order to choose the most profitable option 
Coupon rate the stated annual interest rate for a bond 
Coverages the monetary limits and risks covered by an
insurance policy 
Credit an agreement in which a borrower receives some-
thing of value in exchange for a promise to repay the
lender at a later date 

Credit agreement a written document describing the
terms under which credit is granted and payment will be
made
Credit insurance insurance that pays off the balance of
outstanding loans in the event of death or disability of a
debtor
Credit policy the guidelines used for approval of credit
customers
Credit risk insurance provides coverage for loss from
nonpayment for delivered goods 
Credit standards the guidelines used by a company to
determine if a customer is eligible for credit 
Credit terms the conditions under which credit is ex-
tended by a lender to a borrower 
Credit union user-owned, not-for-profit, cooperative
financial institution 
Creditor an individual or an organization that provides
funds to a business, with repayment of the funds and
agreed-upon interest due at a future date; also, a business
that extends credit to a customer 
Creditworthy characteristics making it highly likely
that credit payments will be made on time and in full 
Criminal liability liability that results from breaking
a law 
Cumulative preferred stock requires that missed (un-
paid) dividends due to low earnings will build up until
paid to preferred stockholders 
Currency futures contracts to purchase for a fee a for-
eign currency at today’s rate with payment and delivery
at a later date 
Current assets items of value in an organization that
will likely be converted into cash within a year 
Current expenses include rent, materials, wages and
salaries, utilities, repairs, advertising, supplies, and other
necessary business costs 
Current liabilities amounts owed that need to be paid
within the next year 
Current ratio a number calculated by dividing current
assets by current liabilities 

D
Data integrity information has not been altered or
destroyed in an unauthorized manner 

Debenture bond a corporate bond without collateral 

Debit card bank card that allows user to obtain or use
money from a checking account 
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Debt financing the use of borrowed money to obtain
needed capital 
Debt securities represent borrowing by companies or
governments
Debtor the recipient of credit 
Decentralized organization organization in which
business decisions are made at lower levels rather than at
company headquarters 
Declarations contain identifying information about the
insured and the insured property, the insurance com-
pany, agent, type of insurance, the dates and times the
insurance is in effect, and the amount of the premium 
Deductible an identified amount of a loss that must be
paid by the insured before the insurer is liable 
Defined benefit plan promises an employee a fixed or
determinable monthly payment upon retirement 
Defined contribution pension plan type of pension
plan that does not guarantee an employee a fixed level
of benefits upon retirement. Instead, the employer con-
tributes a fixed amount to an account set up for the em-
ployee and benefits are determined by the amount of
contributions and the performance of the investments 
Delinquent account a credit account that has not been
paid by the designated date according to the credit terms 
Demand the amount of a product or service that indi-
viduals want to buy to satisfy their wants and needs 
Deposit institution accept deposits for people and
businesses to use in the future 
Depreciation a decline in the value of an asset as it ages 
Developing country a nation characterized by improv-
ing educational systems, increasing technology, and
expanding industries 
Development bank an organization of several countries
created to provide financing for economic development
to countries in a region 
Direct compensation money received for work 
Direct deposit a system that electronically transfers net
pay into an employee’s bank account 
Direct materials unfinished goods used by a manufac-
turer to create a finished product 
Discount the amount of money subtracted from a loan
at the time of lending equal to the interest charged by
the lender 
Discount broker lower-cost broker who places orders
and offers limited research and other services 
Discount rate the rate the Fed charges on loans to member
banks

District reserve bank a Federal Reserve Bank; one of
which is located in each Federal Reserve district 
Diversification the offering of a variety of products or
services; also, investing in a variety of assets 
Dividends a portion of corporate earnings allocated to
each share of stock 
Domestic business making, buying, selling, and financ-
ing of goods and services within a country 
Due care a commitment to completing all tasks thor-
oughly and with the highest level of quality 

E
Early adopters opinion leaders who are quick to adopt
an innovation after they have seen its use and value 
Early majority one of the two largest groups of innova-
tion adopters; they are cautious, but they want to be
seen by others as accepting and using innovation 
Economic risk a chance of financial gain or loss 
Economics the science of decision making about the
allocation of scarce resources 
Electronic document information contained in a
computer file prepared for a specific purpose 
Electronic funds transfer (EFT) the use of computers
and other technology for banking activities 
Electronic information exchange procedures devel-
oped to share information in electronic forms including
text, graphics, audio, and video 
Electronic record a document containing information
that is intended to be preserved for a period of time to
document an event, activity, or transaction 
Electronic spreadsheet a computer software program
that organizes and presents data in a series of columns
and rows allowing analysis using integrated mathemati-
cal formulas 
Embargo exists when a government stops the export or
import of a product completely 
Equities the financial claims on a company’s resources 
Equity financing offers an ownership interest in the
company to investors 
Equity securities securities that represent ownership.
The most common type of equity security is stock 
Exchange controls government restrictions to regulate
the amount and value of a nation’s currency 
Exchange rate the value of one currency in terms of
another
Exclusions provide specific limitations on insurance
coverage
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Exclusive agent insurance agent employed by an insur-
ance company who sells only that company’s policies 
Expected return the amount of future cash inflows 
Exports the goods and services sold to other countries 
Extra expenses expenses that a business incurs to main-
tain or reestablish operations that can also be covered
by insurance 

F
Face value indicates the amount being borrowed; also
called the maturity value or par value 

Factoring the sale of accounts receivable 

Federal Reserve System a bank for banks; created to
supervise and regulate member banks to help them serve
the public efficiently 

Fee-for-service insurance makes payments to doctors
and hospitals for each service rendered to the patient 

Fidelity bond provides protection for losses resulting
from dishonest employees 

Finance activities involved with saving, investing,
and using money by individuals, businesses, and
governments

Financial budget a projected financial statement for a
specific future time period 

Financial information system supports managers in
the financing of a business and the allocation and con-
trol of financial resources 

Financial institutions handle money receipts, payments,
and lending. These organizations, also called financial
intermediaries, provide a wide range of financial services 

Financial leverage using debt financing to increase the
rate of return on assets 

Financial market an organized process for the exchange
of capital and credit 

Financial plan a formal report with a summary of the
current financial situation along with plans for future
financial activities 

Financial ratios comparisons of important financial
data used to evaluate business performance 

Financial return a profit earned from an investment 

Financial risk the possibility that an expected profit will
not be achieved 

Financial statements specific reports prepared accord-
ing to accepted accounting standards that provide finan-
cial information about an enterprise 

Financial supermarket a type of financial institution
offering a complete range of services 

Financial system financial relationships between peo-
ple, businesses, and governments in a country 

Finished goods products that have completed the man-
ufacturing process and are ready to sell 

Fixed costs business expenses that do not change as the
level of production changes 

Floating exchange rates currency values change based
on supply and demand 

Foreign currency the currency of another country 

Foreign debt the amount a country owes to other
countries

Foreign exchange market a market where one cur-
rency is exchanged for another 

Foreign exchange rate the value of a country’s cur-
rency in relation to the value of the money of another
country 

Free enterprise economy a form of economy based on
principles designed to protect and promote the eco-
nomic freedoms of individual consumers and businesses 

Free-trade agreements member countries agree to
eliminate duties and trade barriers on products traded
among them 

Free-trade zone a designated area, usually around a
seaport or airport, where products can be imported 
duty-free and then stored, assembled, and/or used in
manufacturing

Full-service broker broker who provides information
about securities you may want to buy 

Fundamental accounting equation Assets � Liabilities �
Owners’ Equity

Future value the amount to which an amount of
money will grow in a defined period of time at a speci-
fied investment rate 

Futures market allows investors to buy or sell contracts
on the future prices of commodities, metals, and finan-
cial instruments 

G
General obligation bond a bond backed by the full
faith, credit, and taxing power of the government issu-
ing the bond 

Global business a company that transcends national
boundaries and is not committed to a single home
country 
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Global stock index a group of stocks selected to reflect
the overall progress of all stocks being represented 

Gross pay a person’s total earnings 

Gross profit the difference between variable costs and
selling price 

H
Hard currency monetary units that are freely converted
into other currencies 
Health insurance provides payment for expenses related
to preventive health care and the treatment of illness
and disease 
Horizontal integration a merger between two or more
companies in the same type of business 
Human resources people and their skills, including
both physical and mental abilities; sometimes referred to
as labor 
Human risks risks that result from the actions of indi-
viduals, groups, or organizations 

I
Identity theft occurs when someone uses another
person’s personal information without permission to
commit fraud or other crimes 

Imports items bought from other countries 

Income statement provides a view of the financial
changes in a business that have occurred during a
specific period of time 

Income tax a tax levied on the income of individuals

Independent agent an insurance agent who is self-
employed or who works for an insurance sales company
and represents several insurance companies 

Independent projects projects that are not affected by
each other 

Indirect compensation payments made by an employer
on behalf of an employee 

Industrialized country a country with strong business
activity that is usually the result of advanced technology
and a highly educated population 

Inflation a rise in the general level of prices 

Inflation-linked bond a bond that increases in value
based on the rate of inflation 

Information integrity information remains unchanged
from its source and has not been accidentally or mali-
ciously modified, altered, or destroyed 

Information privacy the right of an individual to be
secure from unauthorized disclosure of information 
Information security the protection of information
from unauthorized accidental or intentional access,
modification, destruction, or disclosure while being
transmitted or stored 
Information system a structured set of processes, peo-
ple and equipment for converting data into information 
Infrastructure the transportation, communication, and
utility systems of a nation 
Initial investment the cost of a project, such as new
equipment or a building; also called the start-up cost or
the initial outlay 
Initial public offering (IPO) when a company offers
stock to outside investors for the first time 
Inland marine insurance covers all transportation over
land via trains, trucks, and other vehicles as well as stor-
age of products during transit 
Innovators the small percentage of consumers or busi-
nesspeople who are risk takers and want to be the first
to try something new 
Insurable interest the insured will suffer a financial loss
if the insured event occurs 
Insurance a contract providing for financial protection
against a specified loss 
Insurance agent a person licensed by the state and
given authority by the insurer to sell its insurance 
Insured the person or business covered by the insurance
policy
Insurer the company that assumes the risk and agrees
to pay losses covered by the policy 
Insuring agreement identifies the individuals, activi-
ties, or property that are insured, the perils that will be
covered, and the actions that must be taken by the in-
sured and the insurer to maintain the insurance and
to compensate the insured in the event of a loss 
Intellectual property intangible assets used by
companies
Interest the amount paid for the privilege of borrowing
money
Interest rate the cost of borrowing money, expressed
as a percentage of the amount borrowed, usually over a
period of one year 
Internal rate of return (IRR) the discount rate at
which the net present value is zero 
International business business and financial activities
necessary for creating, shipping, and selling goods and
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services across national borders; often referred to as
foreign or international trade 
International Monetary Fund an agency that helps
promote economic cooperation by maintaining an or-
derly system of international trade and exchange rates 
Intrastate commerce business transactions involving
companies that do business only in one state 
Inventory the merchandise an organization plans to sell
to customers 
Inventory turnover a measure commonly used to deter-
mine how many times inventory is sold and replaced 
Investment banker an individual or company that as-
sists companies with issuing new securities 

J
Joint venture an agreement between two or more com-
panies to share a business project 
Journal entry identifies the key information for an ac-
counting transaction, including date, amount, purpose,
and the accounts affected 
Journals business records in which transactions are
recorded

L
Laggards consumers who are very resistant to change
and very conservative in their purchase behavior; they
do not trust innovation and will avoid spending money
on products and services they have not used in the past
until they have little other choice 

Late majority one of the two largest groups of innova-
tion users. By the time they make a decision, the product
is no longer considered an innovation and is widely used.
This group is cautious and conservative; they want clear
evidence of the effectiveness of an innovation 

Leasing a legal agreement to use property that belongs
to another person 

Less-developed country (LDC) a country with little
economic wealth and an emphasis on agriculture or
mining

Lessee the user who rents an item 

Lessor the owner of property that is leased 

Letter of credit a financial document issued by a bank
for an importer in which the bank guarantees payment 

Liabilities claims against business resources by those to
whom the business has financial obligations; also, an in-
dividual or business responsible to others for negligence 

Lien a claim against the property as security for a debt
owed by the owner 
Life insurance provides for payment of a sum of money
to a beneficiary upon the death of the insured 
Limited liability company (LLC) form of organization
that combines features of the partnership and corpora-
tion, offering some of the advantages of each 
Limited partnership form of organization that includes
one or more general partners and other limited partners 
Line of credit an agreement that allows a company to
obtain additional loans without a new loan application 
Liquidity the ease and speed with which an investment
can be converted into cash 
Lock box a secured postal box used to receive customer
payments
Long-term assets assets that have a life of a year or
more and often define the nature of the business 
Long-term liabilities any liabilities for which payment
will not be made in full for more than a year 

M
Macroeconomics economic decisions made at a na-
tional level 
Managed care insurance health insurance designed to
reduce costs by restricting employee choice of doctors
and hospitals, negotiating fees for services, and requiring
pre-authorization for non-emergency services 
Marine insurance covers shipment on oceans and inland
waterways including rivers and lakes 
Market where and to whom a business sells 
Market economy an economy based on the combina-
tion of the decisions made by individual consumers and
businesses
Market price the price at which an equal number of
products will be produced and purchased 
Market value the price at which a share of stock can be
bought and sold in the stock market 
Maturity date the date when the bond, which is a loan,
must be repaid 
Member banks banks that belong to the Federal Reserve
System
Microeconomics the level of economic decisions related
to the choices of individuals and businesses 
Money any item that serves as a method of payment 
Money markets markets that specialize in buying and
selling financial instruments for short time periods of a
year or less 
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Mortgage bond a type of debt secured by a specific
asset or property 
Municipal bond a debt security issued by a state or local
government
Mutual company a nonprofit insurance corporation
owned by its policyholders 
Mutual fund an investment fund set up and managed
by companies that receive money from many investors 
Mutual savings bank a bank that provides a variety of
services, but it is organized mainly for savings and home
loans; this type of financial institution is owned by the
depositors
Mutually exclusive projects the acceptance of one
project does not allow acceptance of others 

N
Natural resources the materials in the world around us 
Natural risk risk that arises from natural events or as a
part of nature 
Net pay the amount, after various deductions, which is
paid to each employee 
Net present value (NPV) the present value of cash
flows for a project minus the initial investment 
Non-deposit institution life insurance companies,
investment companies, consumer finance companies,
mortgage companies, check-cashing outlets, and
pawnshops

O
Open market operations the process of buying and
selling government securities 
Operating budget budget that projects all income and
expenses for the operations of a business for a specific
future time period 
Operating income the company’s earnings before inter-
est and taxes 
Opportunity the possibility for success 
Opportunity cost the value of the alternative that is
given up when a decision is made 
Optimal capital structure the financing combination
of a low cost of capital and maximum market value 
Option the right to buy or sell a security or commodity
at a specific price within a limited time period, usually
three, six, or nine months 
Over-the-counter (OTC) market a network where secu-
rities transactions occur using telephones and computers
rather than on the floor of an exchange 

Owner’s equity the total value that all owners and
investors have in the firm 

P
Par value the minimum price for which a share of stock
can be issued 

Partnership a business owned and managed by two or
more people under the conditions of a legal written
agreement

Payback method used to determine how long it will
take for the cash flows of a capital project to equal the
original cost 

Payroll record the form that documents each em-
ployee’s pay history 

Payroll stub provides employees with a summary of
their total pay and deductions for the current pay period
as well as for the year to date 

Peril the cause of a loss 

Personal financial goal a desired outcome for financial
planning

Personal financial planning the process of managing
your money to achieve personal economic satisfaction 

Pharming attacks a legitimate business’ server to redi-
rect traffic from that site to another web site 

Phishing creating and using e-mails with legitimate-
looking addresses and web sites designed to look like fa-
miliar businesses, financial institutions, and government
agencies to deceive. Internet users into disclosing their
personal information 

Piece rate earnings determined on the basis of each
unit of output 

Point-of-sale transaction type of sale in which mer-
chants accept debit cards to pay for purchases 

Policy a legal contract through which insurance is
implemented

Policyholder the individual or organization to whom
the policy is issued 

Preferred stock a security that has priority over com-
mon stock in the payment of dividends 

Premium the amount paid to the insurer to keep the
insurance policy in force 

Prepaid bank card a bank card that holds the amount
of a worker’s pay; also called stored value cards, these
electronic devices may be used to obtain cash and make
purchases at stores 
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Present value the current value of an amount of money
to be received at a future date based on a specified in-
vestment rate 

Pretexting the practice of obtaining personal informa-
tion under false pretenses 

Price-earnings (P/E) ratio the relationship between a
stock’s selling price and its earnings per share 

Primary market market where newly-issued securities
are sold by investment bankers 

Primary offering when an organization makes stock
available for the first time or issues new bonds 

Principal the amount of money borrowed 

Private corporation a business that can limit the num-
ber of owners and who is allowed to purchase stock 

Promissory note a loan for a specific amount, purpose,
interest rate, and time period; it usually is secured by
business assets and has a specified payment plan 

Promissory note a signed, written promise to borrow
money between a borrower and a lender 

Proof of insurance a certificate that explains the
amount of insurance coverage for fire, theft, water, or
other damage that may occur to goods in shipment 

Property tax tax based on the value of land and
buildings

Prospectus document that presents legal and financial
information about a company issuing stock 

Public corporation a business that issues stock that is
sold on the open market 

Pure risk no opportunity for financial gain but only loss 

Put option the right to sell some type of investment 

Q
Quota a limit on the quantity of a product that may be
imported or exported within a given period of time 

R
Rate of return (or yield) the relationship between the
amount received and the cost of an investment 

Ratio analysis analysis done to study relationships in a
company’s financial resources in order to understand
and improve financial performance 

Reinsurance occurs when an insurance company sells
some of its risk to other insurance companies 

Reserve requirement the percentage of funds that a
bank is required to hold 

Resources the means available to develop solutions for
unsatisfied wants and needs 

Retained earnings profits earned by a company that
are not paid to shareholders as dividends 

Revenue bond a bond that is repaid with the income
from the project that the bond was issued to finance,
such as a toll bridge or stadium 

Revolving credit a formal loan agreement for a speci-
fied amount of money, time period, and interest rate 

Risk the chance or probability of harm or loss 

Risk management the process of systematically identi-
fying potential risks and making plans to reduce the
impact of the risk on individuals and companies 

S
Safe-deposit box boxes in well-guarded bank vaults,
used by customers to store valuable objects and documents

Salary earnings calculated on the basis of a time period,
usually weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly 

Sales tax a state or local tax on goods and services that
is collected by the seller 

Savings and loan association (S&L) specializes in sav-
ings accounts and making loans for home mortgages 

Scarcity people have wants and needs that are greater
than can be satisfied with the available products and
services 

Secondary market market where securities are traded
after they are initially offered in the primary market 

Secondary offering when an investor offers stocks and
bonds for resale 

Security an investment instrument issued by a corpora-
tion, government, or other organization representing
ownership or a debt 

Self-insurance the advance budgeting of funds to meet
the estimated cost of losses 

Self-managed credit plan a company administers its
own credit program and assumes all credit risks and
returns

Selling short selling a stock not actually owned when
a lower price is expected 

Shift differential type of compensation in which a
person may be paid a higher rate for working nights or
weekends

Simple interest the amount of interest calculated at the
end of each year based on the total amount loaned 
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Soft currency currency that is not easy to exchange for
other currencies 
Sole proprietorship a business owned and managed by
one person 
Solvency the capability of an organization to meet its
financial obligations as they become due 
Source document the original record of a transaction 
Source of funds the inflow of cash that can be used for
paying various expenses 
Speculative risk the possibility of either financial loss
or gain 
Spot markets markets where products are bought and
sold for immediate (on-the-spot) delivery 
Stock a security representing ownership in a corporation 
Stock companies private corporations that sell insur-
ance as a profit-making venture 
Stock exchange business organization where securities
are bought and sold 
Stock index indicators of stock values that are com-
monly reported on television, radio, and in newspapers 
Stock market the organized exchange of the ownership
shares of public corporations 
Stock split the proportional division of a number of
stock shares into a larger number 
Stockbroker a licensed specialist in the buying and sell-
ing of stocks and bonds 
Subchapter S corporations small corporations that
have special tax rules from the Internal Revenue Service
and many states 
Sunk cost expenses that have been incurred and cannot
be recovered 
Supply the quantity of a product or service that has
been produced by businesses with the hope of making a
profit from sales to customers 
Surety bond protects against losses resulting from fail-
ure to complete any part of a contract according to the
specified conditions 
Syndicates groups of investors who pool their money to
insure specific categories of risk 

T
Tariff a tax that a government places on certain im-
ported products 
Tax revenue government income 
Term the length of time invested money is controlled by
others

Term insurance insurance that covers the insured for a
specific period of years and does not accumulate any
value beyond the death benefit 
Time value of money the difference in purchasing
power of an amount of money at a future date 
Title insurance protects a real estate purchaser against
losses due to a defect in the title, or the owner’s legal in-
terest in the property 
Trade barriers restrictions to reduce free trade 
Trade credit credit offered to a business customer by
another business 
Trade credit insurance pays for losses suffered when
payment is not made by businesses that purchased on
credit
Trade deficit situation that exists when a country has
more imports than exports 
Trade surplus situation that exists when a country ex-
ports more than it imports 
Trade-offs resources you give up (money or time) that
have a value that is lost 
Traditional economy economy in which economic
decisions are made in much the same way they always
have been 
Treasurer responsible for the management of a com-
pany’s cash, investments, and other financial resources
as well as relationships with investors and creditors 
Treasury bills short-term securities offered by the fed-
eral government 
Trend analysis examining financial performance over
several periods of time to determine patterns 
Trust the legal agreement for one party to control prop-
erty for the benefit of another 

U
Umbrella policy a policy providing a higher limit of
coverage over and above any other basic liability policies
an insured may have 

Uncollectible an account that is overdue and unlikely
to be paid 

Uncontrollable risks risks that cannot be influenced by
human action 

Unemployment insurance makes payments to workers
during periods of unemployment that are beyond the
workers’ control 

Universal life insurance insurance in which part of the
premium buys term insurance coverage that will be paid
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if the insured dies, while the rest of the premium is
invested in high-yield securities as a savings tool for
the policyholder 

Unsecured loans loans that have no specific collateral 
Use of funds outflow of money by a company 

V
Variable costs business costs that change from month
to month, such as labor costs, production materials, and
utilities
Vertical integration expansion through increased
involvement in different stages of production and
distribution

W
Wages the earnings of workers calculated on an hourly
basis
Weighted average cost of capital (WACC) calculated
by multiplying the proportions of debt and equity by the
capital cost for each 

What-if planning alternatives for financial decisions
that are considered by applying different assumptions to
the financial data in an electronic spreadsheet 
Whole life insurance provides permanent coverage for
the life of the policyholder as long as premiums are paid 
Work in process manufactured items in various stages
of completion 
Workers’ compensation insurance provides medical
care, rehabilitation, and lost wages for injured workers
as well as death benefits for the dependents of persons
killed in work-related accidents 
Working capital the difference between current assets
and current liabilities 
World Bank International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development; created in 1944 to provide loans for
rebuilding after World War II 

Y
Yield to maturity the annual rate of return an investor
would receive when a bond is held until maturity
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A
A Question of Ethics feature

Bribery and Gift Giving, 394
Guidelines for Ethical Decision

Making, 54
What Led to the Sarbanes-Oxley

Act, 115
High-Cost Financial Service

Companies, 240
Insurance Fraud, 310
Investment Fraud, 215

Absolute advantage, 373
Accenture, 101, 310
Accidental death and

dismemberment (AD&D) 
coverage, 324

Account
buying on, 200
defined, 103
uncollectible, 161

Accountant independence and
integrity, 108

Account hijacking, 340
Accounting

defined, 102
principles of, 103–104, 106–107
professional practices, 106–108

Accounting cycle, 104–105
Accounting equation, 103
Accounting principles, 106–107
Accounting professionals, 138
Accounting transactions, 

103–104
Accounts payable, 146, 200, 342
Accounts receivable

aging schedule for, 284
defined, 143
information needs and 

goals in, 342
turnover ratio, 127

Accrual accounting, 106
Action plan, for goods, 14
Actuaries, 304–305
ADB. See Asian Development Bank

(ADB)
Adjuster, 308
Adoption curve, 347–348
ADR. See American depository

receipt (ADR)
Advance, 200

Africa, 251
African Development Bank, 255
Aging of accounts receivable, 161
Aging schedule, 284
Agricultural dependency level of

economic development, 379
All-in-one account, 238–239
American depository receipt 

(ADR), 386
American Express, 270
American Institute of Certified 

Public Accountants, 72, 122
Ameritrade, 350
Andersen Consulting, 101
Annual percentage rate (APR), 88
Annual report, 114
Apple Computer, 65
APR. See Annual percentage 

rate (APR)
Arthur Anderson, 101
ASEAN. See Association of Southeast

Asian Nations (ASEAN)
Asia, 251
Asian Development Bank (ADB),

255, 387
Asset, 73–74, 103
Asset-backed security, 387
Asset-based lending, 248
Asset financing, 118
Asset management, 119
Asset management account,

238–239
Asset management ratio, 126–127
Asset planning, 118
Association of Southeast Asian

Nations (ASEAN), 375
ATM. See Automatic teller 

machine (ATM)
Automatic bill payment, 243
Automatic teller machine (ATM),

242–243, 347, 349

B
Bad debt, 161
Balance of payment, 377, 382
Balance of trade, 376
Balance sheet

analyzing, 74
defined, 20, 73, 104
as financial analysis tool, 120–121

Bangladesh Rural Advancement
Committee (BRAC), 288

Bank financing, 278
Banking

in Africa, 251
in Asia, 251
commercial and global, 233
in Europe, 251–252
in Latin America, 252
in Middle East, 252–253
online, 239, 243, 349–350
technology and, 349–350

Banking departments, 237–238
Banking services, 20
Banking systems

Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), 236–237

Federal Reserve System, 235–236
U.S. banking history, 234–235

Bank loan, 200
Banknotes, 234
Bank of America, 246
Bank of the United States, 234–235
Bank regulatory agencies, 236–237
Bank web sites, 349–350
Bar code, 150
Basic accounting equation, 73
Basis points, 209
B2B. See Business to business (B2B)
B2C. See Business to consumer (B2C)
Bear market, 220
Bell curve, 305
Benchmark company, 130
Beneficiary, 323
Bermuda, 101
Bill of exchange, 392
Biometry, 246
Blue Cross, 356
Blue Shield, 356
Board of Governors, of Federal

Reserve System, 236
Bond market, 51, 215
Bond ratings, 209
Bond(s)

bond ratings, 209
business, 49
capital gains, 224
changing values of, 

223–224
corporate, 206–207
defined, 7, 51, 204, 316

Index
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Bond(s) (continued)
discount, 224
federal government, 206
general obligation municipal, 171
global company, 207
government, 204–206
investment bankers, 207
issuing, 207–209
par value, 224
premium, 224
reporting prices, 223–224
revenue, 171
state and local government, 205
stated interest rate, 208, 224
types of, 204–207
underwriting, 207
See also entries for specific bonds

Borrowing
defined, 19
federal government, 24
Muslim perspective on, 162
unwise use of credit, 15

BRAC. See Bangladesh Rural Advance-
ment Committee (BRAC)

Brazil, 252, 381
Breakeven analysis, 151–152
Breakeven point, 151
Bribery, 394
Bridge loan, 248
Budget, 14, 80–84
Budget discrepancies, 81
Budgeting

capital, 176–178
personal, 78
in personal and business financial

planning, 20
purpose of, 80–81

Bull market, 220
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 6, 322
Burglary, 315
Business, 5, 66–68
Business assistance, commercial

banking, 248
Business auto coverage, 317
Business bonds, 49
Business credit, types of,

278–279
Business expansion strategies

growth actions, 187–188
reducing global risks, 189–190

Business financial goals, 66, 69–70
Business financial planning, 20
Business financing alternatives, 229
Business growth and 

improvement, 68
Business in Action feature

Carrefour’s Cross-Border Cash
Flows, 389

Cash Flows for Nonprofit 
Organizations, 147

Central Banks and Government
Financial Activities, 256

Financial Activities of a Business
Start-Up, 46

Responding to Instant 
Messaging, 328

Toshiba’s Production Facility in
Thailand, 190

Business income insurance, 313
Business loan, 49, 247–248
Business mortgage, 49
Business organization

legal forms of business 
ownership, 42

role of government, 41–42
See also Business ownership

Business ownership
corporation, 42, 44–45
legal forms of, 42
limited liability company (LLC),

42, 45
partnership, 42, 44–45
sole proprietorship, 42–43

Business owners policy, 313–314
Business start-up, 46
Business to business (B2B), 188
Business to consumer (B2C), 188

C
CAFTA. See Central American Fee

Trade Agreement (CAFTA)
Callable bond, 206
Call option, 388
Capacity, 159, 275
Capital, 275
Capital assets, 342
Capital budget, 82
Capital budgeting

cost of capital, 178–180

defined, 176
making capital decisions, 176
process of, 176–178

Capital decision tools, 182–184
Capital expenditures, 20, 172
Capital expenses, 142
Capital gain, 224
Capital investments, 

international, 56
Capital loss, 224
Capital market, 7, 51, 102
Capital project

capital spending activities,
172–173

defined, 20, 172
project selection factors, 174

Capital project analysis
capital decision tools, 182–184
handheld and online financial

calculators for, 185
opportunity cost, 184
planning career in, 196
risk analysis, 185
sunk cost, 184
Toshiba, 190

Capital resources, 35
Capital spending, 171–173
CardSystems, 356
Career clusters, 347
Careers. See Planning a Career 

in… features
Caribbean Community and

Common Market
(CARICOM), 375

Caribbean Development Bank, 255
CARICOM. See Caribbean Commu-

nity and Common Market
(CARICOM)

Carrefour, 389
Case Study feature

Accenture: Making the Right
Move, 101

Apple Computer: A New Life, 65
Capital Spending in New York

City, 171
Caught Up in the Economy, 33
Commercial and Global Banking

at Wells Fargo, 233
Global Banking Activities of

HSBC, 371
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JPMorgan Chase: Financial
Partnerships in Action, 3

Nestlé’s Liquidity and Brand
Activities, 141

Personal E-Finance, 337
Providing Specialty Insurance, 297
The New York Stock Exchange 

(NYSE), 199
Visa—Taking Credit 

Worldwide, 265
Cash budget, 81–82, 142
Cash budgeting process

cash control methods, 145
cash excess or cash shortage,

144–145
cash payments, 144
cash receipts, 143

Cash card, 242
Cash control methods, 145
Cash excess, 144–145
Cash expenses, 144
Cash flow

defined, 183
forecast, 177
information needs and goals 

in, 342
for nonprofit organization, 147

Cash flow statement
defined, 104
as financial analysis tool, 122
sample, 77
uses for, 72

Cash from financing activities, 122
Cash from investing activities, 122
Cash from operating activities, 122
Cash in advance, 391
Cash management, 247
Cash management account,

238–239
Cash payment, 144, 247
Cash receipts, 143
Cash sales, 143
Cash shortage, 144–145
Catastrophic coverage, 323
CD. See Certificate of deposit (CD)
Central American Bank for

Economic Integration, 255
Central American  Fee Trade Agree-

ment (CAFTA), 374
Central Bank of West Africa, 256

Central banks, 256
Centralized organization, 187
CEO. See Chief executive 

officer (CEO)
Cereal Partners Worldwide 

(CPW), 189
Certificate of deposit (CD), 51
CFO. See Chief financial 

officer (CFO)
CGL. See Commercial general

liability (CGL) insurance
Character, customer credit and, 275
Charge-off, 283
Charity, 3
Check-cashing outlet, 19, 240
CheckFree, 244
Checking account, 244
Chicago Board of Trade, 50
Chief executive officer (CEO), 117
Chief financial officer (CFO), 117
Chief operating officer (COO), 117
Choice, 35
Civil liability, 325
Claims processing, 308
Clearing, 236
Coalition Against Insurance 

Fraud, 310
Coca-Cola, 173
Coffee, Sugar, and Cocoa Exchange

in New York, 50
Coinsurance, 309–310
Collateral, 68, 160, 275
Collection procedures, 283–285
Collections on account, 143
Command economy, 38
Commercial bank, 17, 238
Commercial banking, 233, 237,

247–248
Commercial general liability (CGL)

insurance, 326
Commercial invoice, 392
Commercial lending, 247
Commercial liability umbrella

insurance, 327
Commercial load, 248
Commercial loan purposes, 247
Commercial Package Policy (PCP),

312–313
Commercial paper, 51, 118–119,

201, 279

Commercial vehicle insurance, 317
Commission, 155, 217
Commodity market, 50
Common markets, 375
Common stock, 211–212
Company credit card, 248
Company research, 97
Comparative advantage, 373
Comparative information, sources

of, 131
Compensation, 154–155
Compensation methods, 154–155
Competition among businesses, 39
Competitive environment, 238–239
Complementary project, 174
Compound interest, 87
Comptroller of the currency, 6, 237
Computer systems, 

compromised, 301
Conditions, customer credit and, 275
Consequential damage 

coverage, 313
Consumer credit, 267
Consumer finance company, 18
Consumer financial services

electronic banking, 242–243
investment advice, 245
lending services, 245
management of trusts, 245–246
payment services, 244–245
savings services, 243
storage of valuables, 245

Consumer price index (CPI), 6
Consumer prices, 6
Consumer privacy and security

Online Fraud Report, 359
steps to reduce security risks,

360–361
types of online security risks, 360

Consumers
and economic activity, 39
in financial systems, 5
technology effect on, 352
use of technology, 352

Consumer service, 242–246
Consumer spending, 220
Contracted credit plan, 270
Contract financing, 248
Controllable risks, 299
Controller, 117
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Convertible bond, 207
COO. See Chief operating 

officer (COO)
Corporate bonds, 206–207
Corporation, 42, 44–45
Cost-benefit analysis, 348
Cost of capital, 178, 183
Cost of credit, determining,

279–280
Cost of debt, 178
Cost of equity, 179
Cost of loan, 280
Cost of money, interest rates as, 8
Cost of trade credit, 279–280
Cost-saving project, 173
Coupon rate, 208
Coverage, 312
CPI. See Consumer price index (CPI)
Credit

alternatives for offering, 269–271
basic of, 266–268
cost of trade, 279–280
deciding to extend, 267–268
deciding to use, 277–280
defined, 266
determining cost of, 279–280
developing effective policies,

273–277
importance of, 269
interest, 267
from other financial

organizations, 279
planning to offer, 269–271
policy decisions, 274–277
types of, 267
types of business, 278–279
types of plans, 270–271
when to offer, 274–275
who should receive, 269–270

Credit agreement, 267
Credit analysis, planning career in,

294–295
Credit card, 242, 248
Credit card account information,

stolen, 356
Credit card systems, 270
Credit costs of offering, 273–274
Credit insurance, 315
Credit law, 286–288
Credit management activities, 161

Creditor, 66, 204, 267
Credit policy, 159–160, 278
Credit record, building, 281
Credit risk insurance, 393
Credit score, 277
Credit standards, 275–276
Credit terms, 160, 267, 276
Credit union, 18, 238–239
Creditworthy, 275
Crime insurance, 315–316
Criminal liability, 325
Currency

foreign, 55–56
international, 381–383

Currency futures, 388
Currency trader, 353
Currency values, factors affecting,

382–383
Current asset, 73, 145–146, 167
Current expenses, 20
Current liability, 74, 146
Current ratio, 125, 146
Current yield, 208
Cyberspace liability, 327

D
Data, defined, 110
Data integrity, 357
Debenture bond, 206
Debit card, 242, 244
Debt, 178, 376
Debt collection procedures, 

161–162
Debt financing, 118, 201
Debt management ratio, 127
Debtor (borrower), 267
Debt ratio, 127
Debt securities, 7
Decentralized organization, 188
Declaration, 309
Deductible, 309
Deductions, 156–157
Deferred profit-sharing plan, 325
Defined benefit plan, 324
Defined contribution pension 

plan, 324
Delinquent account, 283
Deloitte & Touche, 115
Demand, defined, 36
Dental and vision care insurance, 323

Deposit institution, 17–18
Depository financial 

intermediaries, 239
Depreciation, 74, 177
Developing country, 381
Development bank, 254–256
Diners Club, 265
Direct compensation, 154
Direct deposit, 157, 243
Direct Marketing Association

(DMA), 357
Direct materials, 149
Disability insurance, 323
Discount, 90, 224
Discount broker, 217
Discount rate, 178, 183
Discover, 270
Disney, 173
District reserve bank, 235
Diversification, 14, 189, 386
Diversify product lines, 189
Diversity, of markets, 188
Dividend, 45, 212
Dividend yield, 220
DJIA. See Dow Jones Industrial 

Average (DJIA)
DMA. See Direct Marketing 

Association (DMA)
Dollar, 84
Dollarization, 15
Domestic business, 372
Dow Jones Industrial Average

(DJIA), 56, 219
Due care, 108
Dun & Bradstreet, 276

E
Early adopters, 347
Early majority, 347
Earnings per share ratio, 129
Ebbers, Bernard, 115
ECC. See Electronic check

conversion (ECC) system
Economic activity, consumers 

influence on, 39
Economic community, 375
Economic Community of West

African States (ECOWAS), 375
Economic conditions

affect on currency values, 382
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consumer prices, 6
interest rates, 5
money supply, 6

Economic decisions, making, 37–39
Economic development

factors, 379
levels of, 380–381
types of infrastructure, 379–380

Economic risk, 298
Economics

choice, 35
defining, 34–35
economic systems, 37–38
limited resources, 35
making economic decisions,

37–39
scarcity, 35
supply and demand, 36
technology and, 36

Economic systems, types of, 37–38
Economy, limited government 

role in, 39
ECOWAS. See Economic

Community of West African
States (ECOWAS)

Ecuador, 15
E-finance, personal, 337
EFT. See Electronic funds 

transfer (EFT)
Electronic banking, 239, 242–243
Electronic check conversion (ECC)

system, 244
Electronic document, 338
Electronic funds transfer (EFT), 

242, 392
Electronic information exchange

procedures, 339
Electronic record, 338
Electronic spreadsheet, 343
“Electronic wallet,” 245
El Salvador, 15
E-mail, 361
Embargo, 374
E-money, 245
Employee benefits, 155
Employee health insurance,

322–323
Employee pay systems, 154
Employer tax, 157
Employment, 220

Employment practices liability
coverage, 327

EMU. European Monetary 
Union (EMU)

Enron, 67, 101, 115, 325
Entrepreneurial infrastructure, 380
Entry, 104
Equal Credit Opportunity Act, 286
Equifax, 276
Equities, 103
Equity, cost of, 179
Equity financing, 118, 210–211
Equity securities, 7
Ernst & Young, 115
Ethical decision making, guidelines

for, 54
Ethics. See Question of Ethics, A
Ethiopia, 353
E*Trade, 350
EU. See European Union (EU)
Euronext, 385
Europe, 251–252
European Bank for Reconstruction

and Development, 255
European Central Bank, 256
European giro, 243
European Monetary Union 

(EMU), 256
European Union (EU), 251–252,

375, 381
Exchange controls, 383
Exchange rate, 55–56, 382
Exclusive agent, 307
Exclusives, 309
EXIM. See Export-Import Bank of

the United States (EXIM)
Expansion methods, 188
Expected return, 8
Expense and revenue matching,

106–107
Experian, 276
Export, 373
Export-Import Bank of the United

States (EXIM), 393
External bond, 206

F
Face value, 207, 386
Factoring, 279
Fair Credit Billing Act, 287

Fair Credit Reporting Act, 286–287
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act,

162, 287
Fannie Mae. See Federal National

Mortgage Association 
(Fannie Mae)

FAS. See Foreign Agricultural 
Service (FAS)

FASB. See Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB)

FCIA. See Foreign Credit Insurance
Association (FCIA)

FDIC. See Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC)

Federal currency, 234
Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation (FDIC), 6, 
236–237, 239

Federal government, 23
Federal government bond, 205
Federal government borrowing, 24
Federal Housing Administration

(FHA), 205
Federal income tax refund, 23
Federal Insurance Contribution Act

(FICA), 156
Federal Loan Mortgage Corporation

(Freddie Mac), 205
Federal money policy, 39
Federal National Mortgage Associa-

tion (Fannie Mae), 205
Federal Reserve Act, 235
Federal Reserve activities, 236
Federal Reserve Bank, 235–236
Federal Reserve System, 6, 

235–236
Federal Trade Commission 

(FTC), 357
Federal Unemployment Tax Act

(FUTA), 157
FedEx, 70
Fee-for service insurance, 323
FHA. See Federal Housing Adminis-

tration (FHA)
FICA. See Federal Insurance 

Contribution Act (FICA)
Fidelity bond, 316
Finance

defined, 4, 102
study of, 102
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Finance Around the World feature
A Muslim Perspective on 

Borrowing, 162
Dollarization in Ecuador and

Elsewhere, 15
Informal Currency Traders, 353
Microfinance, 288
Origins of World Currencies, 84
Stock Exchanges around the

World, 221
Finance in Your Life feature

Analyzing Personal Financial
Progress, 132

Building Your Credit Record, 281
Similarities of Personal and Busi-

ness Financial Planning, 20
Using a Personal Budget, 78
Using Online Financial Tools, 362
Using Time Value of Money to

Plan Personal Financial 
Goals, 180

Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB), 72, 102

Financial activities
factors affecting, 5–6
government, 22–23
long-term, 201
participants in financial 

systems, 4–5
Financial analysis plan, 130–131
Financial analysis tools, 

119–122
Financial budget(s)

defined, 80
prepare, 82–84
purpose of budgeting, 80–81
types of, 81–82

Financial calculator, 352
Financial decisions, 13, 342–343
Financial exchange, 5, 49–50
Financial goal, 12–13
Financial information, types of, 110
Financial information management,

338–342
Financial information system

defined, 341
making decisions, 342–343
managing financial information,

341–342
sharing information, 343–344

Financial infrastructure, 380
Financial institutions

banking departments, 237–238
changing competitive

environment, 238–239
comparing, 239–240
deposit institutions, 17–18
forms of, 238–240
non-deposit institutions, 18–19
types of, 17–19

Financial intermediaries, 17
Financial leverage, 127
Financial management, 68

decisions regarding, 118–119
information needs and goals in,

342–343
planning career in, 30
structure of, 117

Financial management activities,
117–119

Financial managers, 68
Financial markets

capital market, 51
commodity markets, 50
common, 50–51
defined, 49
money market, 51
need for, 48–49
primary and secondary 

offerings, 51
stock market, 51
types of, 7
value of securities in, 8–9

Financial Modernization Act,
287–288

Financial partnerships, 3
Financial plan, 11–14
Financial planning process, 12–14
Financial planning tools, 362
Financial planning WebQuest, 362
Financial priorities, 70
Financial ratios

asset management ratios, 126–127
debt management ratios, 127
defined, 124
financial analysis plan, 130–131
liquidity ratios, 125
market performance ratios, 129
profitability ratios, 128–129
ratio analysis, 124–125

sources of comparative
information, 131

using, 130–131
Financial records

develop and maintain system for,
110–113

maintaining, 111–112
private and public, 114
users and uses, 113–114
using, 119–120

Financial resources
exchanging, 48–49
planning, 14

Financial return, 49
Financial risks, 15, 49
Financial service companies, 

high-cost, 240
Financial services

commercial banking, 247–248
consumer services, 242–246

Financial statement
balance sheet, 72–74
cash flow statement, 76–77
defined, 72, 104
income statement, 75–76
for personal and business

planning, 20
Financial supermarket, 238
Financial systems, 4–5
Fingerprint readers, 357
Fingerprint verification, 246
Finished goods, 150
Fixed assets turnover ratio, 126
Fixed cash expenses, 144
Fixed cost, 151
Floating exchange rate, 388
Floor breaker, 199
Forecast cash flows, 177
Foreign Agricultural Service 

(FAS), 377
Foreign Corrupt Business Practices

Act, 394
Foreign Credit Insurance

Association (FCIA), 393–394
Foreign currency, 55–56
Foreign debt, 376
Foreign exchange controls, 383
Foreign exchange market, 56, 388
Foreign exchange rate, 6, 382
Foreign trade, 372
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Foreign trade activities, 372–374
Form 10-K, 114
form of business ownership, 41
Fortune Global 500, 101
4 C’s of Customer Credit, 275
401-K savings plan, 325
Franc, 84
Fraud, 310, 359
Freddie Mac. See Federal Loan 

Mortgage Corporation 
(Freddie Mac)

Freedom of choice, 39
Free enterprise economy, 38–39
Free-trade agreement, 374–375
Free-trade zone, 374
FTC. See Federal Trade Commission

(FTC)
Full disclosure, 107
Full service bank, 17
Full-service broker, 217
Fundamental accounting 

equation, 103
Funds, 19–20. See also specific types

of funds
FUTA. See Federal Unemployment

Tax Act (FUTA)
Future cash flows, 8
Futures market, 50, 388
Future value (FV), 88–89, 91
F.Y.I. feature

average federal income tax 
refund, 23

average tax refund, 156
businesses making credit

payments, 274
Cereal Partners Worldwide (CPW),

General Mills, and Nestlé, 189
compromised computer 

systems, 301
cost of maintaining paper 

records, 339
cost on online stock

trade, 218
“dollarization” policy, 393
Dun and Bradstreet, 130
European giro, 243
euro vs. eurodollar, 386
Extensible Business Reporting

Language (XBRL), 120
fingerprint readers, 357

Industry Norms and Key Business
Ratios, 130

inflation in Ghana, 253
initial public offering (IPO), 214
insurance industry jobs, 314
insurance premiums, 306
investments in long-term 

assets, 74
liability claims, 324
most admired companies, 70
net present value (NPV) 

method, 183
number of business

ownerships, 45
online spending, 350
Pakistan import duties, 374
poor management of cash 

flows, 143
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 126
trade credit, 267
Ukranian monetary union, 381
value of all inventory by 

retailers, 103
world’s richest people, 35

G
GAAP. See Generally Accepted

Accounting Principles (GAAP)
General Electric, 70, 101
Generally Accepted Accounting

Principles (GAAP), 102, 107
General Mills, 189
General obligation bond, 205
General obligation municipal

bonds, 171
Ghana, inflation in, 253
Gift giving, bribery and, 394
Ginnie Mae. See Government

National Mortgage
Association (Ginnie Mae)

Giro, 243
Global banking, 233
Global bond market, 386–387
Global business, 53
Global business activities, 6
Global business competition, 61
Global company bond, 207
Global financial organizations

International Monetary Fund
(IMF), 253–254

organization for economic coop-
eration and development, 254

regional development banks,
254–256

World Bank, 253
Global risks, reducing, 189–190
Global security markets, 385–387
Global stock exchange, 385
Global stock index, 385
Government

borrowing, 24
financial activities, 22–23
in financial systems, 5
functions of, 22
levels of, 23
primary purpose of, 39
regulation, 22
role of, in business organizations,

41–42
source of funds, 23–24
state and local borrowing, 24

Government accountants, 138
Government bond, 204–206
Government financial activities, 256
Government financial planning, 98
Government funds, sources of,

23–24
Government income, 23
Government National Mortgage

Association (Ginnie Mae), 205
Government regulations, 6
Government-required project, 173
Government securities, buying and

selling, 236
Grant money, 179
Gross pay, 156

H
Hand geometry, 246
Hard currency, 381
Health insurance, 322–323
Historic cost, 106
Holding inventory, 151
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking

Corporation (HSBC), 371
Hoover’s Online, 131
Horizontal integration, 188
HSBC Holdings, 371
Human resources, 35
Human risks, 299
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I
IDA. See International Development

Association (IDA)
IDB. See Inter-American

Development Bank (IDB)
Identity theft, 359–360
IFC. See International Finance

Corporation (IFC)
ILG. See Inflation-linked gilt (ILG)
IM. See Instant messaging (IM)
IMF. See International Monetary

Fund (IMF)
Import, 373
Import duty, 374
Income statement

analyzing, 76
defined, 72, 75, 104
as financial analysis tool, 121
for personal and business

financial planning, 20
Income tax, 23, 156
Income tax refund, 23
Independent agent, 307
Independent project, 174
India, 381
Indirect compensation, 154–155
Individual retirement accounts

(IRA), 325
Industrialized country, 380
Industry trends, 220
Inflation, 6, 89, 220
Inflation-linked bond, 387
Inflation-linked gilt (ILG), 387
Informal currency traders, 353
Information integrity, 

110–111
Information privacy

business responsibility for,
355–359

information security procedures,
358–359

legal responsibilities of financial
business, 357–358

Information security
planning career in, 368
procedures for, 358–359

Information system, 112, 341
Infrastructure, supporting economic

development, 379–380

Initial investment, 185
Initial outlay, 182
Initial public offering (IPO), 51,

213–214
Innovators, 347
Instant messaging (IM), 328
Insurable interest, 304
Insurable risk, 305–306
Insurance

basics of, 303
defined, 303
providing specialty, 297
technology and, 351–352
terms, 303–304
what can be insured, 304–306
See also entries for specific types 

of coverage
Insurance agent, 307
Insurance benefits, required,

320–321
Insurance company

claims processing, 308
investing, 308
ownership structures, 306–307
rate making, 307
selling, 307
underwriting, 307

Insurance fraud, 310
Insurance Information Institute, 315
Insurance policy, 309–310, 333
Insurance premium, 306
Insured, 304
Insurer, 304
Insuring agreement, 309
Intellectual property, 173
Inter-American Development Bank

(IDB), 255
Interest, 66, 86–88
Interest rate, 5, 87, 208, 220
Interest rate finder, 352
Internal auditors, 138
Internal bond, 206
Internal rate of return (IRR),

183–184
International banking, 237

early, 250
global financial organizations,

253–256
international trade and, 250–253

International bonds, 386–387

International business
foreign trade activities, 372–374
importance of, 53–54
problems faced in, 55

International capital investments, 56
International currency, 381–383
International Development 

Association (IDA), 253
International finance, 55–56
International Finance Corporation

(IFC), 253
International financial agencies,

393–394
International financial market

foreign exchange market, 388
futures market, 388
global security markets,

385–387
options market, 388–389

International Monetary Fund (IMF),
253–254

International mutual funds, 386
International payments

bill of exchange, 392
cash in advance, 391
commercial invoice, 392
electronic funds transfer, 392
letter of credit, 392
promissory note, 392
proof of insurance, 392
sale on account, 382

International Petroleum Exchange
of London, 50

International stock exchanges, 385
International trade, 6

actions to encourage trade,
374–375

activities, 372
and banking, 250–253
common markets, 375
regional trade organization, 375
trade measurements, 376–377

International Trade 
Administration, 377

Internet crime, protecting yourself
from, 361

Inventory costs, 151, 277
Inventory management

activities, 149–150
cost management, 151–152
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inventory control methods, 150
inventory types, 149–150

Inventory turnover, 150
Inventory turnover ratio, 126
Investing, 7, 308, 350–351
Investing decisions, 14
Investment advice, 245
Investment analysis process, 220
Investment banker, 207, 213
Investment banking, 3
Investment company, 18, 222
Investment fraud, 215
Investments, 102

reasons for, 14
term of, 49

InvestorGuide.com, 131
Investors, 5, 67–68
IPO. See Initial public offering (IPO)
IPod, 65
IRA. See Individual retirement

accounts (IRA)
Iris scanning, 246
IRR. See Internal rate of return (IRR)
Islamic Development Bank, 

255–256

J
Jobs, Steve, 65
Johnson & Johnson, 70
Joint venture, 190
Journal, 104
Journal entry, 104
JPMorgan Chase, 3

K
KPMG, 115

L
Laggards, 348
LAIA. See Latin American

Integration Association
(LAIA)

Late majority, 348
Latin America, 252
Latin American Integration Associa-

tion (LAIA), 375
LCD. See Less-developed

country (LDC)
Leasing, 202

Less-developed country (LDC), 380
Lessee, 202
Lessor, 202
Letter on credit, 392
Liability, 74, 103, 301
Liability claims, 324
Liability insurance, 325–327
Liability risk, managing, 326
Lien, 314
Life insurance, 323–324
Life insurance company, 18
Limited government role in

economy, 39
Limited liability company (LLC), 

42, 45
Limited partnership, 44
Line of credit, 200, 248, 278
Liquidity, defined, 8
Liquidity ratio, 125, 146
Listed stock, 386
Literacy level, of economic

development, 379
LLC. See Limited liability 

company (LLC)
Lloyd’s of London, a297
Loan

bank, 200
business, 49, 247–248
commercial, 248
cost of, 280
unsecured, 160, 279
See also specific loan types

Loan department, 237
Local government, 23
Local government bond, 205
Lock box, 247
London Metal Exchange, 50
Long-term asset, 73
Long term care insurance, 323
Long-term financing activities,

201–202
Long-term liabilities, 342
Long term liability, 74

M
Macroeconomics, 37
Managed care insurance, 323
Managed care plans, 323
Management accountants, 138
Managerial infrastructure, 380

Marine insurance, 314
Market economy, 38
Market maker, in New York Stock

Exchange (NYSE), 199
Market performance ratios, 129
Market price, 36
Market(s)

bear, 220
bond, 215
bull, 220
common, 375
defined, 188
diversity of, 188
money, 7, 51, 102
over-the-counter, 218, 386
primary, 214
secondary, 214

Market to book ratio, 129
Market trends, 220
Market value, of stock, 218
MasterCard, 244, 270, 356
Maturity date, 204, 207
Maturity value, 207, 386
McDonald’s, 173
Medicaid, 320
Medical malpractice, 327
Medicare, 156, 320
Medicare supplement, 323
Member banks, federal, 235
Mercosur, 375
Microcredit, in Zimbabwe, 288
Microeconomics, 37
Microfinance, 288
Microlending, 288
Middle East, 252–253
Monaco, 15
Monetary authority, 256
Monetary policy, 39, 236
Money, 4, 13
Money market, 7, 51, 102
Money supply, 6
Moody’s Handbook of Common 

Stocks, 221
Moody’s Investors Service, 

209, 279
Morocco, 353
Mortgage, business, 49
Mortgage bond, 206
Mortgage company, 18
MSN Money, 131
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Multinational business, 53
Municipal bond, 24, 

171, 205
Muslim, perspective on 

borrowing, 162
Mutual fund, 222–223, 386
Mutually exclusive project, 174
Mutual savings bank, 

18, 238

N
NAFTA. See North American Free

Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
NASDAQ Composite, 56
NASDQ. See National Association of

Securities Dealers Automated
Quotations (NASDAQ)

National Association of Securities
Dealers Automated
Quotations (NASDAQ), 51,
215, 218, 340, 350, 386

National Banking Act of 1864, 235
National Credit Union

Administration (NCUA), 6
National Credit Union Share 

Insurance Fund, 239
National Cyber Security 

Alliance, 361
National Insurance Crime 

Bureau, 318
National resources, 35
Natural infrastructure, 380
Natural risks, 299
NCUA. See National Credit Union

Administration (NCUA)
Nestlé Company, 141, 189
Net asset value (NAV), 223
Net Bookmark feature

American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, 122

career clusters, 347
credit unions, 18
Federal Trade Commission, 160
grant money, 179
Insurance Information 

Institute, 315
personal finance calculators, 90
Refdesk web site, 274
Small Business Administration

(SBA), 247

The World Fact Book, 380
Treasury Direct, 205
U.S. federal government

consumer web site, 38
Net pay, 156
Net present value (NPV), 182–183
Neuer Markt, 386
New market, 173
New Orleans Cotton Exchange, 50
New product risk, 185
New project, 173
New York City, capital spending 

in, 171
New York Mercantile Exchange, 50
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE),

51, 199, 214, 340
NGO. See Non-governmental

organization (NGO)
Non-deposit institution

check-cashing outlet, 19
consumer finance company, 18
investment company, 18
life insurance company, 18
mortgage company, 18
pawnshop, 19

Non-depository financial
intermediaries, 238

Non-governmental organization
(NGO), 256

Nonprofit organization, cash flows
for, 147

North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), 374

Notes, 200
NPV. See Net present value (NPV)
NYSE. See New York Stock Exchange

(NYSE)

O
OASDI. See Old Age, Survivors’, and

Disability Insurance (OASDI)
OCC. See Office of the Comptroller

of the Currency (OCC)
Occupational Safety and Health Act

(OSHA), 322
OECD. See Organization for

Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD)

Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC), 237

Old Age, Survivors’, and Disability
Insurance (OASDI), 320

Online banking, 239, 243, 349–350
Online finance sources, 9
Online financial tools, 362
Online foreign trade resources, 377
Online Fraud Report, 359
Online payment, 244–245
Online security, 271, 360
Online spending, 350
Online stock trade, 218
Open market operations, 236
Operating budget, 81
Operating income, 128
Operating loans, 118
Operating profit margin ratio, 128
OPIC. See Overseas Private

Investment Corporation
(OPIC)

Opportunity, 299
Opportunity cost, 13, 151, 184
Opportunity cost, for technology

decisions, 348
Optimal capital structure, 179
Option, 388
Options market, 388–389
Organizational strategies, 187–188
Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development
(OECD), 254

OSHA. See Occupational Safety and
Health Act (OSHA)

Overseas Private Investment Corpo-
ration (OPIC), 393

Over-the-counter (OTC) market,
218, 386

Owner’s equity, 74, 103, 120
Ownership structures, of insurance

companies, 306–307

P
Panama, 15
Partnership, 42, 44–45
Par value, 207, 212, 224
Passwords, instead of fingerprint

readers, 357
Pawnshop, 19, 240
Payback method, 182
Payday loan, 240
Payment methods, payroll, 157
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Payment services, 244–245
PayPal, 244
Payroll, payment methods, 157
Payroll activities, 156–157
Payroll management, 154, 

156–157
Payroll payment methods, 157
Payroll stub, 157
Paytrust, 244
PCP. See Commercial Package 

Policy (PCP)
Pensions, 324–325
Peril, 304
Personal banking, 237
Personal finance calculators, 90
Personal financial decisions, 11–15

analyzing, 132
borrowing, 15
influences on, 12
managing financial risks, 15
obtaining financial resources, 14
planning use of financial

resources, 14
saving and investing decisions, 14
using time value of money to plan

financial goals, 180
Personal financial goal, 12–13, 180
Personal financial planning, 11, 20
Personal insurance protection

employee health insurance,
322–323

life insurance, 323–324
required insurance benefits,

320–321
retirement plans and pensions,

324–325
unemployment insurance, 321
workers compensation 

insurance, 322
Personal money management, 11
Personnel risk, 300
Peru, 353
Peso, 84
Pharming, 360
Phishing, 360
Physical infrastructure, 380
Piece rate, 154
Planning a Career in... feature

Accounting, 138
Banking, 262

Capital Project Analysis, 196
Credit Analysis, 294
Economics, 62
Global Finance and International

Business, 400
Government Financial

Planning, 98
Information Security, 368
Insurance, 334
Inventory, 168
Personal Financial

Management, 30
Stock Brokerage, 230

PMI. See Private mortgage 
insurance (PMI)

Point-of-sale payment, 243
Policy, insurance, 304
Policyholder, 304
Political stability, affecting currency

value, 383
Pop-up blocking software, 361
Pound, 84
Pound sterling, 84
PPO. See Preferred provider

organization (PPO)
Prague Stock Exchange, 221
Preferred provider organization

(PPO), 323
Preferred stock, 212–213
Premium, 224, 304
Prepaid bank card, 157
Present value (PV), 89–90
Pretexting, 360
Price-earnings (P/E) ratio, 

129, 221
PricewaterhouseCoopers, 115
Primary market, 214
Primary offering, 51
Principal, 66
Privacy policy, posted on web site,

361. See also Consumer
privacy and security; Informa-
tion privacy

Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, 355
Private corporation, 44
Privately-held corporation, 213
Private mortgage insurance 

(PMI), 315
Private ownership, 38
Procter & Gamble, 70

Product lines, diversify, 189
Professional competence, 

accounting, 107
Professional liability, 327
Professional practices, 

106–108
Profitability equation, 82
Profitability ratios, 128–129
Profit margin on sales ratio, 128
Profit margin ratio, 128
Project selection factors, 174
Promissory note, 201, 278, 392
Proof of insurance, 392
Property insurance, 

312–313
Property risks, insuring

business owners policy, 
313–314

comprehensive property
insurance, 312–313

credit insurance, 315
crime insurance, 315–316
defined, 300
title insurance, 314
transportation insurance, 

314–315
Property tax, 24
Public accountants, 138
Public corporation, 44
Publicly held corporation, 213
Public offering, 213
Pure risk, 298
Put option, 388
PV. See Present value (PV)

Q
Quetzal, 84
Quick ratio (acid test), 125
Quota, 373

R
Radio frequency identification

(RFID), 150, 152
Rate making, 307
Rate of return, 8
Ratio analysis, 124–125
Raw materials, 149
Real return bond (RRB), 387
Receivable management, 161–162
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Records, defined, 110
Refdesk web site, 274
Regional trade organizations, 375
Regulation, government, 22
Reinsurance, 306
Rent-to-own center, 240
Replacement project, 172
Reports, defined, 110
Required rate of return, 178
Research, company, 97
Reserve bank, 256
Reserve requirement, 236
Reserves, 236
Resources, defined, 35
Retained earnings, 120
Retirement plans and pensions,

324–325
Return on equity ratio, 129
Return on total assets ratio, 128
Revenue, 19, 23
Revenue bond, 171, 205
Revenue recognition, 106
Revolving credit, 278
RFID. See Radio frequency 

identification (RFID)
Right to Financial Privacy Act, 287
Risk, 8

dealing with, 301
defined, 298
and financial decisions, 13
insurable, 305–306
managing, 300–301
meaning of, 298–299
new product, 185
reducing global, 189–190
types of, 299
See also Financial risks; specific

types of risk
Risk analysis, 185
Risk management, 300–301, 303
Robbery, 315
RRB. See Real return bond (RRB)
Russia, 381

S
Safe-deposit box, 245
Safeguards Rule, 357
Salary, 154–155
Sale on account, 392

Sales tax, 24
SAMA. See Saudi Arabian Monetary

Agency (SAMA)
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 115, 126
Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency

(SAMA), 252
Saving decisions, 14
Savings and loan (S&L) association,

17–18, 238
Savings bank, 18
Saving services, 243
SBA. See Small Business

Administration (SBA)
Scarcity, 11, 35
SEC. See Securities and Exchange

Commission (SEC)
Secondary market, 214
Secondary offering, 51
Secure transmission method, 361
Securities and Exchange

Commission (SEC), 6, 72,
114, 131, 213–214, 221

Securities Investor Protection
Corporation (SIPC), 239

Security. See Information security
Security, defined, 7
Self-insurance, 316
Self-managed credit plan, 270
Self-managed credit system, 274
Self-service kiosk, 70
Selling insurance, 307
Selling stock, 219
Series EE savings bond, 204–205
Shareholders’ equity, 120
Shift differential, 154
Shilling, 84
Short-term financing activities,

200–201
Simple interest, 87
SIPC. See Securities Investor

Protection Corporation (SIPC)
S&L. See Savings and loan (S&L) 

association
Small Business Administration

(SBA), 247–248, 377
Smart card, 245
Social benefit project, 173
Social infrastructure, 380
Social Security, 156, 320
Social Security benefits calendar, 362

Soft currency, 381
Sole proprietorship, 42–43
Solvency, 122
Source document, 104
Source of funds, 18
Southern California Market, 375
Special business liability 

coverage, 327
Specialist, in New York Stock

Exchange (NYSE), 199
Speculative risk, 298–299
Spot market, 50
Standard and Poor’s Encyclopedia

of Stocks, 221
Standard & Poor’s (S&P), 50, 56, 279
Start-up cost, 182
Stated interest rate, 224
State government, 23
State government bond, 205
Statements of Accounting

Standards, 107
State tax, 24
Sterling, 84
Stock

defined, 7
issuing, 213–215, 229

market value of, 218
par value of, 212
selling, 219
types of, 211–213

Stock bonus plan, 325
Stockbroker, 217
Stock brokerage, 230
Stock exchange, 218, 221
Stockholder’s equity, 342
Stock information sources, 221
Stock Market Activity feature

analyzing financial records, 137
business risks, 333
capital projects, 195
company research, 97
credit applicant screening

activities, 293
financial services, 261
international operations, 399
issuing stock, 229
selecting and owning stock

investments, 29
technology management, 367
value of stock, 61
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Stock market index, 56, 219
Stock Market Project, 167
Stock market quotations, 218
Stock markets, 51, 56
Stock market transaction

changing stock values, 218–219
stockbroker types, 217
stock exchanges, 218
stock selection actions, 220–221

Stock-ownership plan, 325
Stock prices, 167
Stocks, investment, 219
Stock selection actions, 220–221
Stock split, 219
Storage of valuables, 245
Stored-value card, 157, 245
Subchapter corporation, 45
Subchapter S corporation, 45
Subscription price, 214
Sunk cost, 184
Supplier financing, 278
Supply, defined, 36
Supply and demand, 8
Surety bond, 316
Syndicates, 297

T
Tariff, 374
Taxable equivalent yield, 205
Taxes

source of good funds, 23–24
as source of government funds,

23–24
“Tax haven country,” 101
Teamwork feature

accounting cycle, 106
adoption curve, 348
bonds, 206
bonds in different countries, 386
business information, 343
capital budgeting process, 178
capital project, 173
cash receipts and cash 

payments, 144
centralized vs. decentralized

organization, 188
collections department role 

play, 284
credit, 160, 269
credit policy, 278

current expenses and capital
expenditures, 20

dangerous occupations, 322
dividends, 212
economies in less-developed

countries, 380
equity and debt financing, 118
financial activities list, 23
financial ratios, 128
financial risk, 49
global business development and

economic growth, 255
hourly wages vs. weekly or

monthly salary, 155
income statement, 75
information system, 112
insurance policy deductible, 309
international trade, 375
investing, 7
investment stocks, 219
lease vs. buy, 202
list of prices, 36
manufacturing company 

costs, 151
new product risk, 185
partnership agreement, 44
payment methods, 392
personal financial goals, 12
property risks, 313
risks, 299
stock indexes of stock 

markets, 56
stolen credit card account

information, 356
successful business, 67
Truth in Lending Act, 87

Technology, 36, 339–340
Technology cost-benefit analysis, 348
Technology in finance

and banking, 349–350
effect on consumers, 352
and insurance, 351–352
and investing, 350–351
making decisions, 346–349
timing of new technology,

347–349
type of technology, 346–347
uses for, 347

Technology level of economic
development, 379

Technology Topics feature
A Bank in a Kiosk, 70
Body Part Banking, 246
Handheld and Online Financial

Calculators for Capital Project
Analysis, 185

Online Finance Sources, 9
Online Foreign Trade 

Resources, 377
Online Investment Activities, 202
Overcoming Virtual Communica-

tion Limitations, 344
Protect My Car, 318
Radio Frequency Identification

(RFID) Devices for Inventory
Control, 152

Strengthening Your Online
Security, 271

Technology and Economics, 36
Using New Technology 

Wisely, 113
Term, of investment, 49
Term insurance, 324
Term loan, 248
Thailand, 190
Theft

identity, 359–360
insurance coverage, 315
vehicle, 318

Thrift institution, 17–18
Times-interest-earned ratio, 127
Time value of money, 13, 89–92,

180, 182
Timor, 15
Title insurance, 314
Toshiba, 190
Total assets turnover ratio, 126–127
Toyota Motors, 70
Trade barrier, 373
Trade credit, 118, 267, 279–280
Trade credit insurance, 315
Trade deficit, 6, 376
Trade measurements, 376–377
Trade-off, 13
Trade surplus, 6, 376
Traditional economy, 37
Transponder, 152
Transportation insurance, 314–315
Transportation marine 

insurance, 314
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Transreceiver, 152
TransUnion, 276
Treasurer, 117
Treasury bill, 24, 51, 205
Treasury bond, 24, 205
Treasury note, 24, 205
Trend analysis, 83
Trust, defined, 245
Trust department, 238
Trusts, management of, 

245–246
Truth in Lending Act, 87, 286
Tuvalu, 15
Tyco, 325

U
Ukraine, 381
Umbrella insurance, 327
Uncollectible account, 161
Uncontrollable risks, 299
Underwriting, 307
Underwriting process, 207
Unemployment insurance, 321
Unfinished goods, 149
Universal life insurance, 324
Unsecured loan, 279
Unsecured loans, 160
U.S. banking history, 234–235
U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA), 377
U.S. dollar, use of, 15
U.S. federal government, debt

securities, 24
U.S. free enterprise economy, 

38–39
U.S. Government’s Export 

Portal, 377
U.S. savings bond, 24, 204–205
USA Trade Center, 377
USDA. See U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA)
Use of funds, 19–20

V
Value Line, 221
Value of securities, in financial 

markets, 8–9
Variable cash expenses, 144
Variable cost, 151
Vehicle insurance, 316–318
Vertical integration, 188
Virtual communications,

overcoming limitations of, 344
Virtual spreadsheet, 362
Visa, 244, 265, 270, 356
Voice recognition, 246
Voluntary deductions, 157

W
WACC. See Weighted average cost

of capital (WACC)
Wages, 154–155
WAMU. See West African Monetary

Union (WAMU)
WebQuest, 362
Weighted average cost of capital

(WACC), 179–180
Wells Fargo, 233
West African Monetary Union

(WAMU), 256
What-if planning, 343
Winning Edge feature

BPA
Business Presentation

Management Event, 335
Entrepreneurship Event, 99
Global Marketing Team 

Event, 63
Graphic Design Promotion

Event, 369
DECA

Advertising Campaign 
Event, 263

Financial Analysis Team
Decision Making Event, 169

Marketing Management Series
Event Role Play, 139

Marketing Research Event, 197
FBLA

Emerging Issues Event, 401
Impromptu Speaking 

Event, 295
Multimedia Presentation 

Event, 231
Public Speaking I, 31

Workers’ compensation, 326
Workers’ compensation 

insurance, 322
Working capital, 120

defined, 145
elements of, 145–146
managing, 146

Work in process, 149
World Bank, 253
WorldCom, 67, 115, 325
World Federation of Exchanges, 385
Wosniak, Steve, 65

Y
Yahoo! Finance, 131
Yield to maturity, 224

Z
Zambia, 353
Zimbabwe, 288, 353
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